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OUR REPORT

overview of  our business, a high-level 

discussion on our top material issues, 

and a greater level of  integration 

between strategic, operational, financial 

and sustainability-related disclosure in 

our operational reviews. Given the 

distinct differences in the business 

structure and material issues in each  

of  our geographies, the operational 

reviews once again aim to provide all 

the material information pertaining to 

each operation.

To reduce our environmental impact, 

and consistent with our current 

Memorandum of  Incorporation, we are 

printing a limited number of  full annual 

integrated reports and posting the 

notice to the annual general meeting,  

to be held on 8 February 2013, to 

shareholders. The notice will include a 

compact disk that contains the annual 

integrated report, incorporating the 

Group annual financial statements for 

the year ended 30 September 2012. 

Our annual integrated report, and 

supplementary reports of  interest to 

stakeholders, can also be accessed 

online at www.netcareinvestor.co.za.

We will continue to advance on our 

integrated reporting journey in the year 

ahead, with the aim of  providing the 

information necessary for all our 

stakeholders to make informed choices 

about our ability to create and sustain 

value into the future.

Materiality and stakeholder 
engagement
In determining the content of  the 

annual integrated report, we aimed to 

provide material disclosure to serve the 

needs of  all our stakeholders. Our top 

material issues, discussed on page 12, 

were identified by synthesising  

the top issues considered by the Board 

during the year, our key risks, the key 

concerns raised by our stakeholders 

through our various engagement 

activities, as well as the main topics in 

the media coverage of  Netcare over 

the year. The material issues provide 

the key themes for the year, which are 

comprehensively covered in the report.

Scope and boundary
Our second annual integrated report, 

for the financial year ended 

30 September 2012, aims to build on 

the foundation set in last year’s report. 

Framed within the longer-term intent of  

our strategy and our expectations for 

the future of  the healthcare sector and 

the macroeconomic prospects of  the 

countries in which we operate, our 

report reviews our value contribution 

to all our stakeholders, including our 

operational, financial, social and 

environmental performance. It aims 

to cater for a broader stakeholder 

readership, while also providing the 

information that shareholders have 

traditionally required.

Our report covers all our operating 

subsidiaries and joint ventures in South 

Africa (SA) and the United Kingdom 

(UK), unless otherwise stated. An 

overview of  our Lesotho Public Private 

Partnership is also provided. Changes 

from the 2011 report include the 

disposal of  Care Fertility Group Limited 

and the deconsolidation of  Health 

and Surgical Holdings Limited 

(“Transform”), both previously 

accounted for as subsidiaries.

We have prepared our report in 

accordance with all applicable 

reporting requirements, including those 

of  the South African Companies Act 

No 71 of  2008, the Listing 

Requirements of  the JSE Limited and 

the King Report on Governance for 

South Africa (King III). The annual 

financial statements are prepared 

according to International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS).

This year we have aimed to provide a 

more succinct and material assessment 

of  our strategy, performance and 

prospects in our primary printed 

report, with greater use of  our online 

reporting platform to provide additional 

reports of  specific interest to some 

stakeholders. The information available 

in print and online is set out clearly in 

the contents list. Other improvements 

this year include a more focused 

GRI self-assessment 
Our report meets the requirements  

of  a level B reporter in terms of the 

Global Reporting Initiative’s G3.1 

Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.  

For our GRI response table go to  

www.netcareinvestor.co.za.

Forward-looking  
statements 
For important information on the 

forward-looking statements contained 

in this report, please refer to the 

inside back cover.

Feedback 
We welcome feedback from our 

stakeholders on our annual integrated 

report, and the other information 

we provide to stakeholders, 

which can be emailed to  

ir@netcareinvestor.co.za.

Glossary 
A glossary of  terms and 

abbreviations used in this report  

is provided on page 228.

Our report is framed 
within the longer-term 
intent of our strategy 
and expectation for 
the future.
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Assurance
The Board of  directors acknowledges its 

responsibility to ensure the integrity of  the 

annual integrated report. The Board has 

accordingly applied its mind to the annual 

integrated report and in the Board’s opinion, 

the report presents the integrated 

performance of  the Group and its impacts 

fairly and accurately. The Group annual 

financial statements for the year ended  

30 September 2012 were approved by the 

Board of  directors on 16 November 2012.

The opinion of  the Group’s external auditors, 

Grant Thornton, on our Group annual financial 

statements can be found on page 125.

Our Broad-based Black Economic 

Empowerment (B-BBEE) status has been 

assured by Empowerdex, an independent 

verification agency, for the 2012 financial year. 

Through the external assurance received 

from the agency, we have been assessed 

as a Level 3 B-BBEE contributor.

The carbon footprint of  our SA operations 

was independently assured for the 2012 

financial year. The assurance report is 

available online.

Group Risk, Audit and Forensic Services 

reviewed certain non-financial information 

and key performance indicators disclosed 

in the annual integrated report, performing 

certain procedures and inspecting the 

supporting documentation. Netcare aims 

to continue the internal review of  the non-

financial information and key performance 

indicators and will make every effort to have 

this information independently assessed in 

the future by an external assurance provider.

In accordance with the requirements of   

King III, Netcare is in the process of  

determining a combined risk framework 

and establishing the Netcare Combined 

Assurance Forum. This forum will coordinate 

the efforts of  all assurance providers at 

Netcare to avoid duplication of  effort, optimise 

costs and foster a better understanding of  the 

business by all participants in this forum. The 

Netcare Combined Assurance Forum and the 

accompanying framework are expected to be 

in operation by July 2013.

Our report |  OVERVIEW 
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OUR BUSINESS

Netcare operates 
the largest private 
hospital network in 
South Africa (SA) and 
the United Kingdom 
(UK). The Company’s 
ordinary shares have 
been listed on the JSE 
Limited, South Africa, 
since December 1996.
Netcare strives for best-quality patient 

care, grounded by our unwavering 

commitment to our values. We offer 

outstanding medical facilities staffed 

by dedicated and passionate 

healthcare professionals who 

continuously enhance their skills  

and expand their expertise through 

Netcare’s well-respected education 

and training programmes.

At Netcare, we endeavour to treat 

patients with the utmost dignity  

and respect. Our facilities are well 

managed to provide an environment 

conducive to rest and recovery, and we 

partner with doctors and specialists 

who are at the forefront of  medical 

innovation.

We believe that our ongoing investment 

in our people has enabled our growth 

and success. 

We are committed to the development 

of  SA and its people, through our 

transformation initiatives and in 

building sustainable partnerships  

with industry and governmental 

stakeholders to broaden access to 

affordable, quality healthcare for all.

SA operations
We operate the largest private hospital group, 

primary care network and emergency service 

in SA. Netcare is also the foremost private 

trainer of  emergency medical personnel  

and healthcare workers.

Hospital and Emergency services

Netcare offers private hospital and trauma 

services through owned facilities and Public 

Private Partnerships (PPPs). Netcare 911 

operates the largest private emergency 

medical service in the country. 

Hospital division

55 owned and managed hospitals

9 262 registered beds

1 543 intensive care and  
high care beds

48 retail pharmacies

1 hospital and 4 clinics operated  
by Netcare in Lesotho, forming part  
of the Lesotho PPP

Emergency services

6 million lives under management 

294 emergency response 
vehicles and motorcycles

Contribution to Group revenue

��SA 58%

��UK 42%

2012

Contribution to Group
operating profit1

��SA 65%

��UK 35%

2012

Contribution to Group
net interest paid

��SA 11%

��UK 89%

2012

1 Before capital items.
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UK operations
General Healthcare Group is the largest 

private acute care hospital provider in the UK, 

and is an independent service provider to the 

National Health Service (NHS). 
 

 

  
61 acute care private 
patient hospitals 

2 979 registered beds 

183 operating theatres

54 in-house pharmacies

Primary Care

The Primary Care division offers medical  

and dental services through Medicross family  

medical and dental centres and Prime Cure  

clinics, as well as a managed care service.

 

66 Medicross medical and 
dental centres

20 Prime Cure clinics

6 Netcare travel clinics

National Renal Care (NRC)

NRC, a 50% joint venture between Netcare  

and Adcock Ingrams Critical Care is the 

largest private dialysis provider in SA.

 

58 NRC units 

558 dialysis stations in use 

10 Healthy Start programmes 

5Netcare Limited � Annual integrated report 2012
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ADJUSTED HEADLINE EARNINGS

PER SHARE1 �8.7%

OUR PERFORMANCE 

Non-financial highlights

190 NEW BEDS ADDED TO EXISTING 
HOSPITALS IN SA

53 NETCARE SA HOSPITALS BENCHMARKED
AGAINST THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH’S 
NATIONAL CORE STANDARDS 

3 294 NURSES REGISTERED FOR TRAINING2

410 EMPLOYEES WITH DISABILITIES2

R37 million SPENT ON CORPORATE
SOCIAL INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES IN SA

32 080 TRAINING DAYS DELIVERED3

Financial highlights

REVENUE �11.5%
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FINAL DIVIDEND PER SHARE

�9.7%
Despite the uncertainty in 
our operating environments, 
Netcare ended the year on a 
���������	��
��������
�

1 Continuing operations.

2 SA only.

3 UK only.
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7

Wealth distributed

Rm 2012 20114 % change

Employees 8 987 7 976 12.7

Providers of  capital 2 737 2 514 8.9

Government 859 721 19.1

Reinvested in the Group 5 088 4 329 17.5
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Recognition 

> Ranked the most empowered company in 

the JSE’s healthcare sector for the fourth 

year in a row in the Financial Mail’s Top 

Empower ment Companies Survey for 2012.

> Recognised for Supply Chain, Community 

Development and New Black Business 

Development at the Metropolitan Oliver 

Empowerment Awards.

> Certified as the Best Overall Employer 

in the healthcare sector for the second 

consecutive year and ranked second in the 

Giants of Industry category, 

for companies with more than 10 000 

employees, at the CRF Institute's Best 

Employers South Africa 2012/2013 Awards.

> Ranked the Top Gender Empowered 

Company in the Science, Biotechnology 

and Healthcare category for the second 

consecutive year in the Annual Top 

Women Awards. 

> Winner of the National Sector Education 

and Training Authority (Inseta) National 

Disability Company Award 2012 for 

creating opportunities for people with 

disabilities.

> Netcare Union Hospital in Gauteng voted 

Best Private Health Institution at the 2012 

Ekurhuleni Community Awards.

> Netcare Garden City and Milpark hospitals 

in Gauteng voted first  

and second Best Private hospitals 

respectively in The Star newspapers’  

2012 Readers’ Choice Awards.

> Netcare St Augustine’s Hospital in 

KwaZulu-Natal awarded the PMR.africa 

Diamond Arrow Award in the Private 

Clinics/Hospitals category for the fourth year 

running.

> Netcare Pharmacies won the Mail & 

Guardian Top Companies Reputation 

Index (TCRI) Award in the pharmaceutical 

sector.

> Among the top 10 most valuable brands in 

South Africa according to Brand Finance’s 

2012 report.

Wealth created

4 Restated to exclude discontinued operations.

ONLINE The complete Value-added  
statement is provided online.
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CORE PURPOSE   

HELPING  
CARE FOR THE 
HEALTH OF 
HUMANKIND

OUR ESSENCE AND STRATEGY

VISION  
Develop and implement 
successful solutions to provide 
quality, affordable healthcare to 
the people of South Africa and 
globally by inspiring our people, 
creating new healthcare horizons 
and delivering value to all 
stakeholders.

Be a leading corporate citizen,  
proud of our heritage and what  
we give to society.

Strive for excellence in a unique 
brand of patient care delivered by 
people who are passionate about 
the sanctity of life, personal 
respect and dignity.

Invest in people, infrastructure 
and technology and establish 
lasting relationships with 
healthcare professionals. 

GROUP STRATEGY  
As a comprehensive 

healthcare group, while the 

components of our business 

are independent, Netcare’s 

strategic objective remains 

to provide the most efficient, 

effective and responsive 

quality care served by the 

combination of our core 

hospital business and 

ancillary health services.

HOW WE OPERATIONALISE  
OUR STRATEGY 

The relentless commitment 

to improving systems and 

processes and eliminating 

harm and waste in every 

area of operation, so that 

delivering higher quality 

patient care can be provided 

in the most efficient, effective 

and responsive manner, 

while ensuring competitive 

returns for our shareholders.
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OUR LONG- 
TERM GOAL
To become the leading 
African healthcare group  
best known for:

 
quality healthcare  
solutions to patients  
in every continent in  
the world.

access to affordable,  
quality healthcare to as 
many South Africans  
as possible.

OUR VALUES
At Netcare, our core value is care. We care about the dignity of  our patients and all members of the Netcare family. We care 

about the participation of  our people and our partners in everything we do. We care about truth in all our actions. We are 

passionate about quality care and professional excellence.
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IS CARING FOR  
OUR PATIENTS  
AND COLLEAGUES  
WITH COMPASSION,  
DIGNITY, RESPECT  
AND APPRECIATION.

THE 
NETCARE 
WAY

Netcare’s core value is care. Providing 
care is both a duty and a privilege. As 
part of the Netcare Way, we are rolling 
out a programme of action across our 
business to enhance our quality of care. 
This training intervention focuses on five 
basic behaviours, the foundation for 
delivering best-quality care. We believe 
that if these behaviours are applied 
consistently, the impact across our 
organisation will be profound.  
They are the first steps in how we  
will differentiate ourselves from  
other healthcare organisations. 

We aim to make this the way you will 
know you are in Netcare’s care – you  
will feel it, you can be sure of it, it will 
be evident in everything we do.

Our essence and strategy |  OVERVIEW 
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OUR STRATEGIC PILLARS

PROGRESS IN 2012

> Continued to centralise

functionality such as shared

services and standardise

consumables.

> SAP Enterprise Resource

Planning software implemented

at 43 hospitals.

> Obtained independent

assurance of  the Group’s

SA carbon footprint.

> Adopted a formal environmental

policy and initiated various

energy, water and waste

initiatives.

FOCUS IN 2013

> Improved procurement,

further standardisation and

centralisation to contain costs

without compromising quality.

> Concerted focus on shared

services and SAP rollout

completion in mid 2013.

> Continue to implement the

environmental management plan

and establish baselines from

which to set reduction targets.

> Implement further energy

saving initiatives.

Operational 
excellence

PROGRESS IN 2012

> Grew doctor network by 

121 specialists in SA.

> Continued to obtain feedback 

from specialists on our hospitals 

and maintained Physician 

Advisory boards at each

hospital.

> Continued to invest in the most 

advanced medical technologies. 

> Sponsored nine registrar posts 

for medical graduates at public 

institutions.

FOCUS IN 2013

> Continued communication and 

partnerships with our doctors, 

physicians and consultants.

> Continued investment in 

world-class technology and the 

improvement of  our facilities.

> Continued development of  

centres of  excellence.

Physician 
partnerships

3
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

>  Attract and retain the   
best physicians.

>  Develop physician networks 
and assist physicians in their 
professional development.

>  Create and maintain   
facilities and equipment   
to ensure the best clinical  
outcomes.

>  Promote leading centres  
of excellence.

PROGRESS IN 2012

>  Continued to invest in existing 

infrastructure to meet increased

demand, upgraded various

facilities and added 190 beds 

to our existing hospitals.

>  First to provide advanced 

robotic rehabilitation equipment 

in SA (Gait lab).

>  Party to the Social Compact 

between 23 private healthcare 

providers and the Department

of  Health.

>  In the UK, GHG continued 

to benefit from strong 

NHS volumes.

>  Capital expenditure (including

intangible assets) of  

R875 million in SA and 

£41.2 million in the UK.

FOCUS IN 2013

> 47 new beds to be 

commissioned by June 2013.

> Capital expenditure of  around

R800 million in SA and 

£40 million in the UK for 2013.

Organisational
growth 

1
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

>  Identify opportunities for growth 
within our existing operations.

>  Engage with government in SA 
and the rest of the continent on 
further partnership initiatives.

>  Become a provider of choice to 
the NHS in the UK.

>  Expand our network of hospitals 
and multi-disciplinary facilities.

2
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

> Focus on excellence.

> Enhance operational efficiency.

>  Contain costs without 
compromising quality. 

>  Develop affordable  
healthcare services.

10 Netcare Limited � Annual integrated report 2012



Best and safest 
patient care 

Growing with 
passionate  
people

Accelerating 
transformation

FOCUS IN 2013

> Strengthen our ability to deliver 

unique patient experiences with 

optimal clinical outcomes.

>  Spearhead tangible quality 

initiatives throughout the Group.

>  Drive enhanced patient 

experience through the Netcare 

Way and integrate Caring the 

Netcare Way into induction 

training for agency and 

temporary staff.

PROGRESS IN 2012

> Reviewed Netcare’s education 

strategy and human resources (HR) 

strategy, and began aligning it to 

the Group strategy.

> Won Best Overall Employer in the 

Healthcare Sector category of  the 

CRF Institute’s Best Employers in 

South Africa 2012/2013 awards.

> 80% of staff  understand and were 

able to explain the reasoning for the 

Netcare Way behaviours.

> Completed a detailed occupational 

health and safety risk assessment 

in our SA hospitals.

> 3 294 nurses registered for training.

> 533 paramedics trained.

> UK delivered 32 090 training days.

FOCUS IN 2013

> Continue to implement training 

interventions that embed the 

Netcare Way in the Group’s 

culture.

> Work to integrate the HR strategy 

with Group strategy.

> Enhance leadership skills of  

candidates eligible for succession.

> Launch an employee-led 

communications forum to 

encourage dialogue and 

engagement.

> Roll out the revised Performance 

Development programme.

FOCUS IN 2013

> Use 2012 rating as a baseline 

from which to improve against

Phase 2 targets over the next

four years.

> Continue to drive transformation 

progress in line with our revised

strategic focus.

> Further efforts to employ staff

with disabilities in SA.

PROGRESS IN 2012

> Revised strategy to focus on 

management control and

employment equity pillars, 

and on increasing procurement

from 50% black-owned and 30% 

black women-owned enterprises.

> Strong progress made against

the dti Codes, but marginally

missed Level 2 target when 

measured against new Phase 2 

targets.

> Targeted recruitment efforts

significantly increased number 

of  employees with disabilities 

from 245 in 2011 to 410.

> Ranked the most empowered

company in the JSE’s healthcare

sector for the fourth year in a

row in the Financial Mail’s Top 

Empowerment Companies

Survey for 2012.

> Winner of  the National Sector 

Education and Training Authority 

(Inseta) National Disability 

Company Award 2012 for 

creating opportunities for people

with disabilities.

4
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

> Ensure patients receive 
 the best and safest care.

>  Remove the variability of service 
offerings and increasingly define 
clinical pathways under a clinical 
governance programme.

> Define clinical protocols.

> Implement the Netcare Way.

6
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

> Embrace transformation 
 and normalisation.

>  Fulfil the requirements of the 
Broad-based Black Economic 
Empowerment (B-BBEE) Codes  
of Good Practice.

> Support Netcare’s BEE strategy.5
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

> Attract and retain the skills  
 we require to achieve our   
 objectives.

>  Provide training and  
development opportunities.

>  Recognise and reward 
performance.

> Be an employer of choice.

PROGRESS IN 2012

> Aligned strategy and goals 

for quality leadership across 

all SA divisions.

> Strengthened oversight 

structures for quality and 

clinical governance.

> Launched Caring the Netcare 

Way programme of  action 

across all divisions. 

> Completed National Core 

Standards baseline 

assessments across 

53 hospitals in SA.

> Founding member and active 

leader of  “Best Care…Always!”, 

a clinical improvement 

campaign across SA public 

and private sectors. 

> Healthcare-associated infections 

continued to decrease.

> In the UK, 99.2% of  patients

rated the quality of  care as 

good, very good or excellent.

11Netcare Limited ��Annual integrated report 2012
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OUR MATERIAL ISSUES

SA, a country with a high burden of disease, faces a 

critical shortage of healthcare skills. This undermines 

the effective delivery of affordable quality healthcare in 

general, and poses a threat to the proposed rollout of  

National Health Insurance (NHI) in particular. At Netcare, 

we still see significant numbers of agency staff  in our 

specialised units, which reflects the shortage of  

permanent staff. For Netcare to reinforce its competitive 

advantages of a high-acuity network and quality care, 

and to achieve our strategy, we need to access the right 

skills. These range from specialised skills to basic care.

Netcare’s response is to invest significantly in training 

through Netcare Education, the largest private trainer of  

nurses in SA. We train nurses and emergency services 

personnel in excess of our own requirements, serving to 

deepen the national pool of healthcare skills. In addition, 

we are rolling out a training intervention – Caring the 

Netcare Way – in SA that seeks to instil five basic 

behaviours that encompass the care, dignity and respect 

with which we treat our patients and colleagues. We also 

reviewed our education strategy during 2012, and have 

begun to align it to the revised Group strategy.

CONTEXT/RESPONSE

Refinancing 
UK debt

Accessing the
right skills

MATERIAL ISSUE REFERENCE

For more information 
refer to the CFO’s 
report on page 26.

The UK debt refinancing relates only to debt raised by 

the GHG property companies, which houses the 35 

properties acquired in 2006 (GHG PropCo 1). All debt 

raised individually by the respective UK businesses is 

ring-fenced from each other with no cross-default 

provisions, and none of  the UK debt facilities have 

recourse to Netcare or its South African operations.

The GHG PropCo 1 debt facility matures in  

October 2013 when a payment of  £1 535 million is 

due. Despite GHG PropCo 1’s best efforts to find a 

resolution, it is possible that the debt facility may not 

be extended or refinanced prior to maturity. The ability 

of  GHG PropCo 1 to refinance this debt continues  

to be negatively impacted by the prevailing 

macroeconomic environment in the UK and the  

state of  debt markets across Europe.

As the GHG PropCo 1 debt matures less than 12 months 

after the release of Netcare’s 2012 results, changes in 

the underlying accounting assumptions related to GHG 

PropCo 1 were required. At the date of this report, no 

resolution has been found. GHG PropCo 1 and Netcare 

are committed to seeking a responsible resolution to this 

issue and Netcare has no intention of raising capital for 

this purpose through a rights issue.

For more information 
refer to the Our people: 
SA report starting on 
page 70.
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On 29 December 2011, the Competition Commission 

expressed its intention to review the functioning of  the 

private health market in SA. Among others, this inquiry 

will investigate the drivers of  healthcare costs and the 

impact of  the Commission’s dissolution of  collective 

bargaining between funders and providers in 2003. 

An announcement on the commencement of  the 

inquiry is expected in 2013. Although most 

commentators single out provider prices as the key 

drivers of  cost, we contend that this is relatively small 

over the long-term, with increased utilisation of  

healthcare services, due to the higher burden 

of disease and an ageing population, being a 

key driver of  costs. 

The publication of  a White Paper on NHI, which should 

provide more technical detail and clarity, is imminent. 

Further concrete steps towards NHI during the year 

included the launch of  pilot districts to measure the 

impact of  this intervention. We believe there is much 

opportunity for collaboration between private and 

public healthcare to ensure an effective NHI 

programme. Netcare’s experience in partnering with 

the NHS in the UK will stand us in good stead in being 

an active participant in the NHI. Our Primary Care 

division is also well positioned for participation in 

primary care service delivery under NHI. Netcare has 

conducted voluntary benchmarks against the 

Department of  Health’s National Core Standards, which 

should form the basis for accreditation for the NHI.

SA regulatory
environment

For more information 
refer to the Health policy 
and regulation: SA report 
starting on page 48.

A productive and sustainable society depends on 

access to a healthcare system that delivers the best 

possible outcomes at the lowest possible cost. 

Affordability is a key driver of  access to healthcare,  

and continues to attract regulatory scrutiny. Tariffs are 

being structurally lowered due to constrained healthcare 

spending in the face of  escalating demand and 

economic difficulty.

Netcare’s experience as a service provider to the NHS 

in the UK and our Public Private Partnership in Lesotho 

demonstrates that there are sustainable models for 

private provision of  publically funded healthcare. To 

ensure we remain price competitive, we continue to 

drive operational efficiencies and reduce costs. Key 

initiatives include product standardisation, procurement 

efficiencies and energy saving initiatives.

Affordability 
of healthcare

CONTEXT/RESPONSEMATERIAL ISSUE REFERENCE

For more information 
refer to the Health 
policy and regulation: 
SA report and the 
CEO’s review starting 
on pages 48 and 22 
respectively.
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OUR LEADERSHIP

Non-executive directors1Executive  
directors

01 02

03 04 05 06

07 09 10

Executive directors

Non-executive directors

08

1  Reflected in alphabetical 

order.

2  Non-independent director.

3  Executive director from  

3 November 1999 and 

non-executive director 

from 1 September 2008.

01 | RH (Richard) 
Friedland (51)

Group Chief  
Executive Officer

  

Qualifications:  
BvSc, MBBCh,  

Dip Fin Man, MBA

Appointed:  

15 May 1997

02 | KN (Keith)  
Gibson (42)

Group Chief  
Financial Officer

Qualifications:  
BAcc, CA(SA)

Appointed:  

10 November 2011

03 | T (Thevendrie) 
Brewer (40)

Audit Committee 
Chair

 

Qualifications:  
BCom, Postgraduate 

Diploma in Accountancy, 

CA(SA)

Appointed:  

24 January 2011

04 | APH (Azar) 
Jammine (63)

Nominations 
Committee Chair

  

Qualifications:  
BSc (Hons), BA (Hons),  

MSc, PHD

Appointed:  

14 December 1998

Other directorships: 

Econometrix (Pty) Ltd, 

Federated Employers’ 

Mutual Assurance Co 

Ltd and York Timber 

Holdings Ltd.

05 | JM (Meyer)  
Kahn (73)

Risk Committee 
Chair

   

Qualifications:  
BA (Law), MBA,  

DCom (hc), SOE

Appointed:  

14 April 2000

06 | MJ (Martin)  
Kuscus (57)
Quality Leadership  
Committee Chair

  

Qualifications:  
BA Cur, Dip Company 

Direction, EDP

Appointed:  

1 July 2008

Other directorships: 

Chairperson of  Synergy 

Income Fund and 

Chairperson of  the 

Mineworkers  

Provident Fund.

07 | HR (Hymie)  

Levin2 (67)

Remuneration 
Committee Chair

 

Qualifications:  
BCom, LLB, LLM,  

HDip Tax Law,  

HDip Co Law, TEP

Appointed:  

6 November 1996 

Other directorships:  

AdvTech Ltd,  

Famous Brands Ltd  

and Sacoven Plc.

08 | KD (Kgomotso)  
Moroka SC (58)

Social and Ethics  
Committee Chair

Qualifications:  
BProc, LLB

Appointed:  

23 July 2006

Other directorships: 

Chairperson of  Royal 

Bafokeng Platinum Ltd; 

director of  Standard 

Bank Group Ltd, South 

African Breweries Ltd 

and Multichoice South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd.

09 | SJ (Jerry)  
Vilakazi (51)

Chairman

  

Qualifications:  
BA, MA in ELT, MA in  

Ed Management, MBA

Appointed:  

1 June 2008

Other directorships: 

Goliath Gold Mining Ltd, 

Blue Label Telecoms Ltd, 

Palama Group and 

Saatchi & Saatchi  

South Africa.

10 | N (Norman)  

Weltman3 (63)

   

Qualifications:  
BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

Appointed:  

1 September 2008
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Risk

Committee membership

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

QUALITY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE

RISK COMMITTEE

SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

AUDIT COMMITTEE

NETCARE LIMITED BOARD

Governance  
committees

Operating  
committees

Executive

Operational 
Transformation

IT Steering

Sustainability

Audit

Quality 
Leadership

Social and Ethics

Finance and  
Investment 

OUR GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

Nominations

Working Capital

Tariff

Direct reporting line
Indirect reporting line

Remuneration 

For further details refer to 
the Corporate governance 
report on page 94.
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CHAIRMAN’S  
REVIEW

Jerry Vilakazi

Last year we noted our concern about the 

European debt crisis and the recessionary 

conditions in the United Kingdom (UK), which 

have weighed heavily on our business there. 

As we reach the end of  2012, macroeconomic 

concerns persist. A lasting resolution to 

Europe’s structural difficulties and a 

meaningful turnaround in its economic 

prospects remain an uncertain expectation.

I also discussed at length the challenges 

of healthcare reform in South Africa (SA), 

and Netcare’s willingness to partner with 

government in finding workable ways 

to advance universal access to quality 

healthcare. This has remained a consistent 

feature of  Board deliberations, management 

priorities and, increasingly, collaborative 

projects with national and provincial 

departments of  health.

The Marikana tragedy and its aftermath 

crystallised in the most shocking way the 

complex challenges we face in creating a 

healthy and sustainable society. A sombre 

and self-critical response to the absence of  

stewardship at all levels that predicated the 

terrible events at Marikana is entirely 

appropriate, for ultimately we will be judged 

as a nation by what we learn from what 

happened, and what we do with those lessons.

Action must speak louder than words if  we 

are to remedy our failure to achieve stronger 

economic growth and greater social cohesion 

Netcare remains committed 
to playing our role as a 
fundamental enabler of 

socioeconomic progress, 
not only in our direct 

contribution to a healthy 
and productive society, but 

also as an important catalyst 
for social cohesion and 

economic growth.
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in SA, without which we will continue to face violent 

backlashes born out of  frustration at the poor quality of  life 

suffered by too many of  our fellow citizens. The need for 

the private and public sectors – incorporating government, 

labour, business and civil society – to come together to 

address the compounding socioeconomic issues we face, 

has never been more pressing. 

The downgrades of  SA’s sovereign ratings in September 

and October 2012, in part due to the impact of  the illegal 

strikes on the output and outlook for the SA economy, add 

greater pressure. The downgrades will make accessing 

capital at favourable terms more difficult, intensifying 

the need for government to contain its borrowing. With 

government spending already thinly spread and with 

departments of  health struggling to meet their financial 

commitments, the message is clear – we need to do more 

with less in healthcare, and indeed across all sectors of  

the economy. 

The signing of  a historic Social Compact between the 

Department of  Health and a number of  private healthcare 

providers (including Netcare) on 8 November 2012 is to 

be welcomed. The initiative, spearheaded by the Minister 

of Health, Dr Aaron Motsoaledi, symbolises an acceptance 

that neither the public nor the private sector can individually 

confront the immense health challenges in SA. It represents 

a new perspective on partnerships for mutual benefit. Only 

together can we achieve our national health objectives of  

reducing the burden of  disease and increasing access to 

quality healthcare. 

To my mind, this initiative is comparable to the collaborative 

approach taken by former President Nelson Mandela in 

1994 through the Business Trust, which aimed to 

collectively address identified national priorities. As such, 

I am hopeful that the Social Compact will engender trust 

between the parties and allow us to regain lost ground, 

for it is long overdue that we put aside the differences 

between the public and private sectors so we can work 

together for the benefit of  all South Africans.

The deepening cooperation we have seen in recent months 

from public health officials on various initiatives, such as 

quality leadership, is particularly encouraging in this 

regard. These partnerships will enable us to share the 

experience we have gained working with the National 

Health Service (NHS) in the UK, as well as in our Public 

Private Partnership (PPP) in Lesotho, which has delivered 

exceptional clinical outcomes in its first full year of  

operation. A stronger working relationship at all levels can 

only augur well for the collective mobilisation that will be 

required to successfully implement National Health 

Insurance (NHI) in SA.

While we seek answers to the social ills that hinder our 

development as a young democracy, as policy debates 

rage on and we make high-level commitments to cooperate 

in the service of  all our citizens, I am most comforted by 

the daily contribution Netcare’s people make to the 

wellbeing of  others. This is our most profound contribution 

to society, delivered every day in the communities we serve. 

Besides the direct contribution we make, which includes 

maintaining the highest tertiary healthcare standards, 

providing emergency services to indigent people and 

improving our primary healthcare offering, Netcare’s social 

contribution extends to enlightened employment practices, 

especially around remuneration and education, as well as 

our achievements as the most empowered healthcare 

company on the JSE. 

We have undertaken an in-depth study to establish the level 

of  minimum wage we pay in relation to the quality of  life our 

lowest paid employees can reasonably expect, rather than 

relying only on market benchmarks. We also continue to 

train healthcare professionals in numbers in excess of  our 

own requirements, deepening the pool of  talent available 

in our sector. 

While our UK operation has commendably withstood 

intense recessionary pressure, finding a responsible 

solution to the debt attributable to the larger of  our two 

property businesses in the UK (GHG PropCo 1) was the 

key theme for the year. We have made our position clear, 

in that Netcare will not become the underwriter of  last 

resort and has no intention of  raising capital through a 

rights issue for the purpose of  refinancing the debt when it 

matures in October 2013. We will, however, continue to work 

diligently and circumspectly towards a refinancing solution 

that serves the interests of  our shareholders.

Following careful consideration of  certain changes in 

circumstances relating to Netcare’s interest in the General 

Healthcare Group (GHG) property businesses that 

occurred post year-end, the Board concluded that it was 

no longer appropriate to continue consolidating the GHG 

property businesses going forward. We therefore issued 

an unaudited pro forma statement of  financial position that 

clearly reflects the ring-fencing of  the debt attributable 

to the GHG property businesses, which is without recourse 

to the SA business. This is discussed in detail in the 

Chief Financial Officer’s review.

Accounting complexities aside, we remain committed to 

our business in the UK. This is based on our belief  that 

we can protect and grow value for shareholders in both 

SA and the UK, by continuing to strengthen the individual 

operations and reaping the significant benefits of  sharing 

between them operational best practices and the 
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we will remain cautious and rigorous about how and 

where we invest and the risk attached to doing so.

All in all, we remain confident about the outlook for the year 

ahead. Notwithstanding that change and uncertainty will 

remain a feature, with strong leadership teams and a 

realistic and sustainable strategy in place, I am confident 

that Netcare will continue to strengthen its operations and 

play a leading role as a committed corporate citizen in 

a sector fundamental to socioeconomic progress.

Keith Gibson, our Chief  Financial Officer, was appointed 

to the Board on 10 November 2011 and has provided 

excellent leadership given the financial challenges we 

have faced in the UK. Victor Litlhakanyane resigned from 

the Board on 31 December 2011 and we wish him well 

in his future endeavours.

I extend thanks to my colleagues on the Board for their 

active oversight and strategic guidance in the last year, to 

Dr Richard Friedland and his executive team for their 

stewardship and to Netcare’s people for their diligence 

and passion in pursuing a noble purpose.

Jerry Vilakazi

Chairman

CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW (continued)

experience of  effective partnerships between the state 

sector and ourselves.

Looking forward and appreciation
Netcare remains committed to playing our role as a 

fundamental enabler of  socioeconomic progress, not only 

in our direct contribution to a healthy and productive 

society, but also as an important catalyst for social 

cohesion and economic growth.

While we realise that tensions between the public and 

private sectors are sometimes unavoidable, the extreme 

pressure on the public sector to improve the delivery 

of quality healthcare to the people of  SA requires the best 

practice and resource capacity that the private sector has 

to offer. As the Minister of  Health has pointed out, he is 

responsible not only for public healthcare provision but 

for the whole sector, and we look to his leadership in 

marshalling all role-players to achieve measurable 

advances in “bridging the medical divide” and making good 

on our commitment to the Millennium Development Goals.

Similarly in the UK, we need to seize the moment to 

respond positively as a trusted partner. In a country where 

an aging population is driving demand for healthcare and 

putting strain on healthcare spending, we see great 

opportunity in continuing to be a valuable partner in 

providing quality healthcare. We will continue to manage 

our cost drivers and increase value through greater 

operational efficiency without compromising our clinical 

leadership. Despite the difficult economic conditions, which 

we anticipate will continue for the next few years, the growth 

in NHS volumes augur well for GHG.

In the last year, the significant engagement between 

the Board and management on the long-term strategic 

direction of  the business has reinforced our conviction in 

the strategic decisions being made and the way Netcare’s 

strategy is being implemented. I have every confidence that 

Netcare will continue to proactively shape and influence the 

variables that inform our future, and manage the factors 

under our control, in the service of  creating value for all 

our stakeholders.

The Board views Netcare as a South African company with 

an international outlook, which is reflected in our statements 

of  vision and purpose. Ultimately we understand that our 

efforts are measured by the value we create for our 

stakeholders, primarily our people, our shareholders and 

our partners in improving access to quality healthcare in 

SA and the UK. The Lesotho PPP provides a working model 

for Netcare’s growth in southern Africa and the continent 

at large. While the Board is excited by this opportunity, 
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER’S REVIEW

Richard Friedland

Healthcare delivery is fundamental to human 

progress. Given that it enables wellness, 

which is the foundation of  productive and 

sustainable societies, it is not surprising that 

the delivery of  healthcare remains a 

contentious topic for nations across the world. 

As Michael Porter points out, the viability of  

healthcare systems depends on delivering 

healthcare outcomes in the most affordable 

way possible. This is clearly of  interest to 

every one of  us, as we all will need to access 

healthcare at some point in our lives. But the 

opposite is also true; any non-delivery in 

healthcare will eventually impact all of  us in 

some way, regardless of  whether we rely on 

public healthcare, or have the means to 

access private healthcare.

It is clear that the time to move beyond 

contention is now. Critically, as role players 

we all need to come together to find new 

healthcare delivery models that address 

increasing burdens of  disease, while at the 

same time enabling more people to benefit 

from advances in medical science. 

Netcare remains active in bridging the divide 

between public and private sectors. Our track 

record in all three countries in which we 

operate demonstrates our intention to stay at 

the forefront of  developing healthcare delivery 

models that reach more people, while we 

continue to invest in providing access to the 

latest medical technology and treatment 

protocols. 

“Achieving high value 
for patients must become 

the overarching goal 
of healthcare delivery, 

�������	
���������������
health outcomes achieved 

per dollar spent. If value 
improves, patients, payers, 
providers and suppliers all 

���������	���������������
sustainability of the health 

care system increases.” 
Michael Porter, New England 

Journal of Medicine, 2010
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In SA, we remain committed to the more equitable sharing 

of  healthcare resources, demonstrated through our Public 

Private Partnerships (PPPs) with government and ongoing 

efforts to find additional partnership opportunities. Besides 

providing wide-ranging assistance to state facilities 

throughout the country, we also continue our contribution to 

alleviating the healthcare industry’s skills shortage as one 

of  the largest providers of medical skills in SA.

Netcare is also party to the Department of  Health’s Social 

Compact initiative. This brings together 23 private sector 

companies, which have each pledged 0.75% of  their 

annual after tax profits to support projects that aim to 

bolster public health capacity and delivery. This is an 

encouraging departure point for an accelerated 

improvement in the quality of  healthcare delivery 

for all South Africans.

Our groundbreaking PPP with the Government of  Lesotho 

completed its first full year of  operation, and has already 

produced excellent improvements in clinical outcomes 

across all key indicators. Specifically, this model shows that 

affordable and integrated healthcare solutions are possible 

if  quality primary care interventions obviate the need for 

tertiary care as far as possible. While not without its 

challenges, and recognising we are at the very early 

stages, this model is becoming a compelling case study 

which we hope will galvanise future partnerships in SA 

and across the continent. 

In the UK, the strength of  our longstanding partnership with 

the NHS was a key buffer against lower private medical 

insurance (PMI) and self-pay volumes in the last year, 

as the recession in Europe deepened. Our ongoing 

experience with the NHS, who is a demanding partner 

in terms of  both outcomes and affordability, now runs to 

more than a decade and many successful projects.

Performance review
In a difficult year, the Group achieved pleasing revenue 

growth of  11.5% to R25 174 million. Earnings before 

interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation, and before 

capital items was up 8.5% to R5 134 million, with adjusted 

headline earnings per share (HEPS) increasing by 8.7%. 

The final dividend increased by 9.7% to 34.0 cents.

In our SA operations, revenue increased by 9.3%, profit 

after tax rose by 21.5% to R1 646 million, with HEPS up 

19.6%. Price inflation was contained to well below 6%, 

despite higher inflation in utilities, wages and other input 

costs. Notably, the strong performance of  our core Hospital 

division speaks to the improving clinical outcomes and 

operational excellence that this business continues 

to achieve. 

Good patient volumes were driven by strong demand 

for healthcare, which we believe is set to continue as the 

medically insured population continues to grow. Length 

of stay increased marginally from 3.51 days to 3.53 days, 

while the shift from surgical cases to more medical cases 

continued, accounting for some 73% and 27% of  revenue 

respectively. This is likely the result of  the change that an 

ageing population, lifestyle diseases and enabling medical 

technology is having on the profile of  our patients, which 

is driving higher utilisation. 

Netcare 911’s losses were in line with our expectations and 

the division continued to drive operational efficiencies hard. 

Primary Care posted an excellent performance, with the 

benefits of  decisive management action over the last few 

years coming through in the division’s results. 

Turning to the UK, I will confine my review to the operational 

performance of  General Healthcare Group (GHG). The 

UK economy, like the rest of  Europe, is facing the reality 

of continuing recession and structural issues that may take 

several years to correct. Gross domestic product has 

declined some 6% since 2009 and PMI membership as 

a percentage of  the population is at its lowest in 20 years. 

While NHS volumes remained strong, PMI caseload 

continued to decline in the year. 

GHG’s new management team continued to drive 

operational excellence and the business has adapted 

to the tough economic times by optimising its systems 

and processes, and through procurement efficiencies. 

A key focus this year was to exit non-profitable  

joint venture (JV) agreements and dispose of  non-core 

assets, in order to focus fully on core hospital operations. 

To this end, Care Fertility Group Ltd was disposed of and 

Health and Surgical Holdings Ltd is in the process of being 

sold. We have exited two JVs and are in the process of  

exiting a third.

The UK results were impacted by material non-cash 

adjustments, discussed in detail in the Chief  Financial 

Officer’s review. The UK operation posted an 8.9 cents 

loss in adjusted HEPS, reflecting the high interest charge 

on the debt attributable to our properties there. Pleasingly, 

GHG recorded healthy cash generation with cash balances 

of £147.9 million at year-end.
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and passion – can be provided in the most efficient, 

effective and responsive manner, while ensuring competitive 

and sustainable returns for our shareholders. 

We believe this represents a value proposition that will 

reinforce Netcare’s uniqueness. Our culture change initiative, 

the Netcare Way, has become our clarion call in ensuring 

that we deliver on this value proposition through specific 

efforts to constantly improve every link in our value chain. 

Patient satisfaction is the moment of  truth in measuring the 

success of  our value chain in delivering our value 

proposition. While we are getting the basics right in pockets 

throughout the Group, we are well aware that we need to 

make this consistent. Our objective has to be to remove 

variability from care, consistently delivering the highest 

standard of  care across all areas and at all times.

An important programme of  action under the Netcare Way, 

which consists of  interactive training on five basic 

behaviours that encompass the care, dignity and respect 

with which we treat our patients and fellow colleagues, 

continues to be rolled out throughout the SA business. 

The reinforcement of  the behaviours is already having 

a positive effect on customer service.

Besides our ongoing expansion programme, which is 

discussed in the respective SA and UK operational reviews, 

we continue to invest in the acuity of  our network. 

We remain at the vanguard of  medical technology and 

are the leaders in making medical innovations available in 

our facilities. In tandem, we are continually improving our 

hospital management and nursing care. These elements 

lie at the heart of  our value proposition as an organisation 

that seeks to differentiate itself  primarily through the quality 

of  care it provides, and represent clear competitive 

advantages for Netcare in SA and, increasingly, in the UK. 

In line with our strategic focus on operational excellence, 

we have reviewed our cost base across our operating 

platforms and are continuously driving efficiencies. This 

includes the standardisation of  our product portfolio and 

the offerings and pricing in our pharmacies. We have also 

focused on realising tangible quality improvements across 

all of  our divisions in SA and the UK, and have 

implemented ambitious energy saving initiatives to contain 

the significant escalation in utility costs. 

Ultimately, our human resources (HR) strategy needs 

to facilitate the achievement of  the Group’s strategy.  

Based on the findings of  our annual employee engagement 

survey, we have done considerable work in encouraging 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW (continued)

Strategic review
Over the past 18 months, we have completed an extensive 

analysis of  the SA and UK healthcare environment. 

We have investigated the potential scenarios that may 

impact healthcare over the next twenty years as a way 

to interrogate our strategy to ensure both relevance and 

competitiveness. In SA, we believe the interplay between 

the degree of  social cohesion and level of  economic 

growth will be pivotal in determining potential future 

scenarios for the country as a whole and healthcare 

delivery in particular. In the UK, recovery of  the economy 

and the future efficiency of  the NHS are the key drivers 

of potential healthcare scenarios.

As a result of  the strategic review, while Netcare’s vision 

and role in society as expressed in our core purpose and 

our values remains intact, we have made some important 

changes in emphasis in our strategic focus.

Netcare’s original strategic intent was to build an integrated 

healthcare business that applied a “continuum of  care 

approach” – optimising wellbeing across the lifetime of  our 

patients – and to minimise the cost of  delivery by aligning 

our entire value chain and continuously improving 

outcomes. Our analysis shows that it is highly unlikely that 

the SA or UK regulatory environment will be accommodative 

of the integrated model as originally conceived. 

However, we believe that the clinical rationale and the 

quality and cost benefits of  the model remain entirely valid, 

and as such they continue to provide a foundation for our 

strategy. Our experience in Lesotho lends credence to this 

standpoint. As a comprehensive healthcare group, while  

the components of  our business are independent, 

Netcare’s strategic objective remains to provide the most 

efficient, effective and responsive quality patient care 

served by the combination of  our core hospital business 

and ancillary health services.

We understand that, ultimately, ensuring our economic 

sustainability (and therefore contributing to that of  the 

healthcare system as a whole) requires that we live our 

purpose and express our values in everything we do, while 

generating competitive returns for our shareholders. We do 

not believe these to be irreconcilable intentions.

Delivering on our strategic objective requires a relentless 

commitment to quality patient care, improving systems and 

processes and eliminating harm and waste in every area of  

operation, so that delivering remarkable patient experiences 

– grounded in our values of  care, dignity, truth, participation 
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The persisting recessionary conditions in the UK will likely 

mean another challenging year ahead for GHG. However, 

the efficiencies we have achieved position the business well 

for a recovery in PMI, supported by the multi-year contracts 

we have in place with most of  our funders. We are 

expecting NHS volumes to grow next year, although at a 

slower pace. Given the strong cash balance at year-end 

and the low levels of  net debt, we believe there may be 

opportunities to optimise the capital structure of  our 

UK operation.

Despite the difficulties we may face, we have committed 

and focused management teams in SA and UK who 

continue to strive to deliver a remarkable patient experience 

based on outstanding care, excellent service and the best 

possible clinical outcomes. Supporting this will be our 

ongoing drive for quality and efficiency. Everything we do 

will be focused on giving expression to the Netcare Way as 

our unique point of  competitive differentiation.

My thanks go to our management teams and our 

employees in SA and the UK for their dedication in serving 

the patients we are so privileged to treat, and for their 

commitment and effort in a year that has seen us tested  

but not found wanting. Lastly, I thank our Chairman and 

non-executive directors for their sage guidance and 

stewardship over the past year.

Richard Friedland

Chief  Executive Officer

retention by inspiring a rational decision to stay at Netcare 

among all of  our employees, and getting their buy-in to our 

purpose of  helping care for the health of  humankind.

Our HR strategy focuses on identifying and nurturing talent 

at all levels and developing the appropriate leadership 

behaviour, given the direct impact this has on the culture 

of the organisation. In the coming year, we will seek to link 

our extensive education initiatives more closely to the 

Group’s value proposition, specifically the Netcare Way. 

Looking ahead and appreciation
In SA, we are confident that the demand for private 

healthcare services at primary and tertiary levels will be 

sustained over the medium and long term. We will continue 

to refine and develop the strong operational platform we 

have created in SA, specifically in our core hospital 

business, and will work to reinforce our unique competitive 

advantages to increase our share of  the private healthcare 

market. While we expect growth in our ancillary operations, 

the relative impact on Group earnings will be limited. 

We remain firm in our belief  that we can play a meaningful 

role as a partner to government in the delivery of  NHI, 

given our broad portfolio of  healthcare services and 

experience in working in public health delivery both within 

and outside of  SA.

In the UK, approximately 29% of  our volumes are achieved 

under a scheme that allows any provider to supply services 

to the NHS providing they are pre-qualified based on their 

capacity and quality accreditation. The tariffs for each 

procedure are determined nationally so providers are 

no longer competing on price, but on quality outcomes 

as determined by patients. 

The services we provide to the NHS and our PPP 

experience in Lesotho demonstrates that there are 

sustainable models for the private provision of  publically 

funded healthcare. This, together with our voluntary 

compliance with the SA Department of  Health’s National 

Core Standards, positions Netcare well to provide services 

based on quality and not on price, according to a national 

price per procedure in SA.

Elsewhere on the continent, we continue to investigate 

growth opportunities that make sense and will meet our 

strategic intention to generate competitive financial returns. 

The lessons learned from our PPP in Lesotho will be critical 

in informing any investment decisions we make.

stewardship over th
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CHIEF FINANCIAL 
OFFICER’S REVIEW

Keith Gibson

Introduction
This review of  the Group’s financial 

performance and position should be read 

together with the Group annual financial 

statements on page 123.

The results for the year have been impacted 

by certain material, non-cash adjustments 

relating to the General Healthcare Group 

(GHG) portfolio of  35 UK hospital properties 

initially acquired in 2006 (GHG PropCo 1). 

The adjustments arise from changes in 

accounting assumptions that are required due 

to the maturity of  the GHG PropCo 1 banking 

facility in October 2013. These non-cash 

adjustments do not have any commercial 

effect on the financial status of  Netcare. 

The structure of  the initial acquisition of  the 

UK operations contemplated that the GHG 

PropCo 1 debt would be ring-fenced from 

the UK operating business (BMI OpCo) and 

the six remaining hospital properties acquired 

from Nuffield in 2008 (GHG PropCo 2), would 

contain no cross-default provisions, and 

would be without recourse to Netcare or its 

SA operations. In hindsight these have proved 

to be very discerning decisions. 

The non-cash adjustments are discussed in 
further detail in this review on page 35.

The Group’s SA operations 
performed well, continuing 

their established trend of 
sustained earnings growth, 

while the UK business 
experienced a weaker trading 

result primarily due to the 
challenging macro- 

economic environment. 
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Based on events and circumstances arising after the 2012 

reporting date, the Board of  Netcare Limited (“Board”) has 

concluded that for financial years 2013 and beyond, it was 

no longer appropriate to consolidate GHG PropCo 1 and 

GHG PropCo 2 (collectively the “GHG Property Businesses”) 

within the Group annual financial statements. The decision 

has a material effect on the presentation of  the Group’s 

results and better reflects the commercial reality of  the 

Netcare Group and its investment in GHG, as well as the 

risks and exposures to which the Netcare Group is subject. 

More detail is provided later in this review, in the Directors’ 

report on page 133 of  the Group annual financial 

statements and in Annexure D – Events after the reporting 

period on page 222. 

Normalised Group profit for the year (excluding the GHG 

PropCo 1 exceptional items) grew 14.7% to R2 128 million  

(2011: R1 855 million). Headline earnings per share (HEPS) 

from continuing operations declined 18.1% to 95.2 cents 

(2011: 116.2 cents), with the GHG PropCo 1 exceptional 

items adversely affecting HEPS by 26.6 cents. Adjusted 

HEPS from continuing operations which, inter alia, excludes 

the non-cash effects of  the GHG PropCo 1 exceptional 

items as well as other non-recurring items, improved by 

8.7% to 113.2 cents (2011: 104.1 cents). The strong 

performance of  the SA operations increased SA HEPS by 

19.6% to 121.0 cents (2011: 101.2 cents) and adjusted 

SA HEPS increased by 18.3% to 122.1 cents  

(2011: 103.2 cents). 

���������	����
���������������		�����	�	������������	����	� 
page 188 for a reconciliation of adjusted headline earnings. 

The Group is exposed to the effects of  currency 

fluctuations on the conversion of  its UK operation’s financial 

performance and position, which is not hedged in 

accordance with Group policy. The average exchange rate 

used to convert offshore income and expenditure of  R12.68 

to the Pound Sterling (Pound) was 14.3% weaker than the 

average rate of  R11.09 applicable for the 2011 financial 

year. Currency conversion contributed 5.8% towards the 

growth in Group revenue, 5.3% to normalised earnings 

before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation 

(EBITDA) and 4.0% to normalised operating profit. 

Despite some relative strength in the first half  of  the 

financial year, the Rand progressively weakened against the 

Pound to end the financial year at a closing exchange rate 

of  R13.42 to the Pound, 7.0% weaker than the closing rate 

of  R12.54 for the prior year. 

The Group’s disciplined focus on managing its investment in 

working capital resulted in both the SA and the UK 

operations achieving a self-funded working capital position 

by the year-end. Cash conversion remains strong in both 

geographies. SA net debt of  R3 492 million at year-end 

represents a net debt to EBITDA ratio of  1.2 times for the 

SA business, while interest cover has strengthened further 

to 13.2 times (2011: 6.7 times). The UK business de-geared 

in local currency terms through scheduled debt amortisation 

payments of  £43.8 million and the deconsolidation of   

Health and Surgical Holdings Limited (“Transform”) debt of   

£20.2 million. The Group continued to invest in infrastructure, 

spending R1 365 million (2011: R1 327 million) on property, 

plant and equipment and R30 million (2011: R81 million) on 

intangible assets during the year. 
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reported Group revenue from continuing operations for the 

year increased to R25 174 million (2011: R22 584 million).

In SA, the Hospital and Emergency services operating 

segment increased revenue by 9.3% to R13 219 million 

(2011: R12 089 million), driven primarily by 2.8% growth in 

patient days, an increase in net revenue per patient day of  

5.7%, and the addition of  190 beds during the course of  

the year. Primary Care delivered pleasing results, increasing 

revenue by 9.1% from R1 272 million to R1 388 million. 

The segment’s Medicross family medical and dental centres 

and Prime Cure clinics managed approximately 3.2 million 

patient visits and dispensed 1.9 million pharmacy scripts 

during the year.

In the UK, GHG increased its revenue from continuing 

operations by 0.4% to £834.0 million (2011: £830.3 million). 

The continued recessionary climate and ongoing NHS 

reforms impacted GHG’s performance. Inpatient cases and 

day case admissions for the year grew by 2.1%, largely 

driven by the growth in NHS Choose & Book cases which 

offset a further decline in Private Medical Insurance (PMI) 

volumes. NHS work now accounts for approximately 29% of  

total caseload as the private sector increases its role in the 

delivery of  public health services. Self-pay volumes have 

shown limited growth after two years of  decline, although 

the rate of  growth remains heavily influenced by levels of  

consumer confidence in the wider economy.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW (continued)

Income statement
Summarised Group income statement

Rm

Reported 

2012 

GHG 

PropCo 1

 exceptional 

items1 

2012

 Normalised

 2012

Reported

 2011 % change 

Continuing operations

Revenue 25 174 25 174 22 584 11.5

Impairment of  goodwill (10 773) (10 773)

Operating (loss)/profit (6 961) (10 773) 3 812  3 644 4.6

Net financial expenses (4 795) (2 960) (1 835) (1 736) (5.7)

Attributable earnings of  associates 27 27 23 17.4

(Loss)/profit before taxation (11 729) (13 733) 2 004 1 931 3.8

Taxation 2 016 2 305 (289) (95) (204.2)

(Loss)/profit for the year from continuing operations (9 713) (11 428) 1 715 1 836 (6.6)

Discontinued operations

Profit for the year from discontinued operations 413 413 19

(Loss)/profit for the year (9 300) (11 428) 2 128 1 855 14.7

The discussion of  the financial performance of  the Group 

that follows excludes the impact of  the exceptional items 

relating to GHG PropCo 1, indicated separately on the 

summarised Group income statement above. These 

exceptional items are dealt with in detail later in this review.

Revenue
The composition of  Group revenue by operating segment is 

set out in the graph below. 
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Group revenue for the year increased by 5.7% in constant 

currency terms, which improves to 11.5% after including 

the impact of  exchange rate fluctuations. Consequently, 

1 Exceptional items resulting from changes in accounting assumptions related to the pending refinancing of  the GHG PropCo 1 borrowing facilities.

2 Restated to exclude the discontinued operations.
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Attributable earnings of associates
Attributable earnings of  associates increased from 

R23 million to R27 million. Earnings from associates 

comprise investments in SA and the UK, including the 

results of  Netcare’s Public Private Partnership (PPP) 

investments in Bloemfontein, Port Alfred, Grahamstown 

and Lesotho. 

Details of the Group’s principal investments in associated 
companies are provided in Annexure B to the  
������		�����	�	������������	����	�����������

Taxation
The normalised Group tax charge amounted to R289 million 

for the year compared to R95 million for 2011. This 

represents an effective tax rate of  14.4% compared to the 

4.9% of  the prior year. The effective tax rate for the SA 

operations is in line with the statutory tax rate of  28%. The 

UK benefited from the non-cash release of  a deferred tax 

credit of  R337 million or £27.2 million (2011: R301 million or  

£27.5 million), due to a 2% reduction in the statutory tax 

rate from 25% to 23% during the course of  the year. In 

addition, the UK 2011 tax credit was further impacted by 

the recognition of  previously unrecognised tax losses.  

As at 30 September 2012, GHG had unrecognised 

accumulated tax losses of  approximately R922 million 

or £69 million (2011: R482 million or £38 million). 

Discontinued operations
In line with GHG’s strategic focus on its core acute hospital 

business, the BMI OpCo disposed of  Care Fertility Group 

Limited (“Care”) in June 2012 and deconsolidated 

Transform in July 2012 after the Group formally waived its 

option to acquire a controlling stake in Transform. Care  

is a specialist fertility provider and Transform specialises  

in low-cost cosmetic surgery, and both operations 

represented separate major lines of  business. Accordingly, 

Care and Transform met the requirements to be classified 

as discontinued operations in terms of  IFRS 5 Non-current 

Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations. The 

results from discontinued operations have been reflected 

separately in the income statement and the comparative 

figures have been restated. A capital profit of  R411 million 

(£31.6 million) has been recognised on disposal of  Care 

and Transform, with a total profit from discontinued 

operations of  R413 million (2011: R19 million) reflected 

in the income statement. 

���������	��������������������		�����	�	������������	����	� 
page 174 for further details.

Operating profit
Normalised Group operating profit from continuing 

operations increased by 4.6% to R3 812 million  

(2011: R3 644 million). The impact of  exchange rate 

movements contributed R146 million to normalised 

operating profit. In the 2011 financial year, two UK hospital 

properties were disposed of  realising a capital profit of  

R163 million (£15.0 million). Excluding this non-recurring 

benefit, the underlying year-on-year improvement in 

normalised Group operating profit was 9.5%. 

Hospital and Emergency services improved their operating 

performance by 10.4% from R2 182 million to R2 409 million 

due to growth in activity and efficiency improvements. 

The hospital efficiency programme resulted in the widening 

of  the operating margin from 18.0% in 2011 to 18.2% in 

the year under review. 

Primary Care grew operating profit by 36.8% to R52 million 

(2011: R38 million). The EBITDA margin has increased to 

6.0% from 5.1% in the prior year, underpinned by stringent 

cost control measures and operational efficiencies, as well 

as sound risk management strategies. 

GHG’s normalised operating profit from continuing operations 

declined by 9.1% to £106.4 million (2011: £117.1 million).  

The operating profit margin declined to 12.8% from 14.1% 

in the prior year, mainly as a result of  the continued shift 

from private patient volumes to lower-margin NHS volumes, 

and more inpatient to day-case procedures. However, 

operational efficiency and continuing cost rationalisation 

programmes have offset the majority of  this effect. There 

was a further shift in business mix as insured caseload 

declined, while NHS cases continued to grow. 

Net financial expenses
Normalised Group net financial expenses increased by 

5.7% to R1 835 million (2011: R1 736 million). 

In SA, net financial expenses declined R163 million 

and interest cover improved to a healthy 13.2 times  

(2011: 6.7 times). Interest received was favourably 

impacted by a benefit of  R103 million (£8.1 million) as a 

result of  Netcare acquiring a contractual economic interest 

in the debt of  BMI OpCo. Interest paid also decreased due 

to the rolling of  debt at more favourable interest rates. 

The UK cash interest charge reduced by £3.5 million to 

£115.8 million (2011: £119.3 million). However, non-cash 

financial expenses were adversely impacted by a charge 

of R80 million or £6.6 million (2011: credit of  R43 million 

or £2.8 million) representing the ineffective portion of  the 

fair value adjustment on the UK interest rate swap contracts. 
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW (continued)

Statement of financial position
Summarised Group statement of financial position

Rm 2011

Exchange

rate impact

Other net

 movement 2012

Assets

Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 26 782 1 414 (191) 28 005

Goodwill 15 034 913 (10 848) 5 099

Deferred taxation 2 165 158 407 2 730

Other assets 6 671 296 1 421 8 388

Total assets 50 652 2 781 (9 211) 44 222

Equity and liabilities

Equity attributable to owners of  the parent 5 155 82 (4 235) 1 002

Preference share capital and premium 644 644

Non-controlling interest 1 886 131 (4 683) (2 666)

Total shareholders’ equity 7 685 213 (8 918) (1 020)

Long and short-term debt 27 494 1 643 (184) 28 953

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments 5 319 432 1 682 7 433

Deferred taxation 5 178 342 (1 990) 3 530

Other liabilities 4 976 151 199 5 326

Total liabilities 42 967 2 568 (293) 45 242

Total equity and liabilities 50 652 2 781 (9 211) 44 222

Movement in Group, property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
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This section discusses the most important components of  

the statement of  financial position.

Due to the progressive weakening of  the Rand against the 

Pound at year-end, currency conversion had a significant 

impact on the conversion of  the Group’s offshore assets and 

liabilities. The table above analyses the year-on-year change 

in the carrying value of  key line items on the statement of  

financial position between exchange rate impacts and the 

underlying real movements.

Property, plant and equipment and 
intangible assets
The carrying value of  property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets increased from R26 782 million to  

R28 005 million, with currency fluctuations accounting for 

most of  this movement. Capital expenditure continues to be 

tightly controlled in both SA and the UK, and capital 

allocations are governed by strict return hurdles in line with 

the Group’s focus on investing in projects with high cash 

value returns. The Group invested R1 395 million  

(2011: R1 408 million) in property, plant and equipment 

and intangible assets during the year.
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Debt

Net debt increased from R25 689 million to R26 484 million 

at 30 September 2012. However, R1 512 million of  this is 

attributable to currency conversion, thus the underlying net 

debt decreased by R717 million. 

Further detail on long-term and short-term debt is provided in 
	���������	���
��������������		�����	�	������������	����	� 
page 177 and 184.

Geographical split of net debt

Rm 2012 2011

South Africa 3 492 3 303

United Kingdom 22 992 22 386

Total net debt 26 484 25 689

South African debt

The debt position in SA is analysed in the table below.

South African debt

Rm 2012 2011

Promissory notes3 3 891 3 180

Redeemable cumulative  

preference shares 14 34

Unsecured liabilities 1 200

Finance leases 69 57

Gross debt 3 975 3 471

Cash and cash equivalents (920) (718)

Bank overdrafts 437 550

Net debt 3 492 3 303

The increase in SA net debt can be attributed to the funding 

of  capital expenditure, tax payments and the investment of  

R582 million in a contractual economic interest in the debt 

of  the UK BMI OpCo, offset by cash generated from 

operations. Netcare maintained its Global Credit Rating 

accreditation of  A for long-term debt and A1 for short-term 

debt. In January 2012, Netcare issued a R1 billion three-

year amortising note in terms of  its Domestic Medium Term 

Note programme. A further R1 billion three-year note and 

a R200 million one-year note were issued in July 2012.  

It is pleasing to note that the debt issues were well 

oversubscribed at favourable lending rates. The cost of  

debt reduced from 7.7% to 6.9% as certain borrowings 

were rolled over at lower prevailing rates of  interest. 

We regard this as recognition by the market of  the 

sustainable cash-generating capabilities of  the SA 

operations, and the strengthening of  its financial position.

The SA operations invested R875 million (2011: R921 million) 

on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets. 

The total number of  registered beds increased from 9 052 

to 9 262 during the year. The major expansion projects are 

detailed in the SA Hospital division review on page 53. 

Construction has commenced on various projects due for 

completion in the 2013 financial year which will add a 

further 47 beds. In addition to expanding our ability to 

service the growing demand for healthcare, a portion of  our 

capital investment is focused on upgrading and replacing 

existing equipment, in line with our commitment to quality 

patient care.

GHG continued to invest in its infrastructure and facilities, 

with expenditure on property, plant and equipment 

and intangible assets amounting to £41.2 million 

(2011: £43.9 million). Further details are provided in 

the UK Hospital operating review on page 84.

Further details on the Group’s capital expenditure is provided in 
	�����
��	�����������������		�����	�	������������	����	�������
166 and 170.

Goodwill
The carrying value of  goodwill decreased by R9 935 million 

during the year, largely due to the non-cash impairment 

of the GHG PropCo 1 goodwill of  R10 773 million 

(£811.4 million) described later in this review, offset 

by R913 million attributable to currency conversion. 

Goodwill of  R23 million was derecognised due to 

the disposal of Care.

Goodwill is allocated to the Hospital operations and Primary 

Care operations cash-generating units (CGUs) in SA, and 

to the GHG PropCo 1 and BMI OpCo CGUs in the UK. The 

goodwill allocated to the Transform CGU no longer forms 

part of  the Group’s consolidated results, following the 

decision to formally waive the option to purchase a 

controlling stake in this business.

Goodwill is reviewed for impairment at each reporting date 

in accordance with the provisions of  IAS 36 Impairment of  

Assets. The recoverable amount of  the SA and BMI OpCo 

CGUs are based on a value-in-use calculation, while the 

basis for the recoverable amount of  the GHG PropCo 1 

CGU was changed from value-in-use to fair value less cost 

to sell during the year. The key assumptions applicable to 

the value-in-use calculation include discount rates, EBITDA 

growth and capital expenditure. The GHG PropCo 1 

recoverable amount was determined by taking advice from 

independent qualified valuers and the key assumptions 

used in the valuation were an assessment of  market rentals 

and achievable yields.

Further detail on the Group’s goodwill impairment testing is 
����������	�	�������������������		�����	�	������������	���
on page 168. 3  Raised in terms of  Netcare’s Domestic Medium Term Note programme.
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The leverage of  the SA business expressed in terms of  net 

debt to EBITDA has strengthened to 1.2 times representing 

five years of  improvement, as illustrated in the graph below. 

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW (continued)

UK net debt reduced by £72.5 million during the year while 

net debt in Rand terms increased by R606 million. 

Excluding the impact of  currency conversion, the 

underlying reduction in net debt amounted to R906 million. 

The reduction in UK net debt was driven primarily by 

scheduled debt repayments of  £43.8 million, the 

deconsolidation of  Transform debt of  £20.2 million and a 

£17.3 million improvement in the year-end cash balances 

which ended at a record high of  £147.9 million. 

Shortly after the May 2006 acquisition of  GHG, the 

UK operations were structured into BMI OpCo and 

GHG PropCo. In February 2008, a further eight 

hospitals were acquired from Nuffield (two of  these hospital 

properties were subsequently sold in 2011) and the 

operating businesses were placed into BMI OpCo, while 

the properties were placed into an identically structured, 

but legally separate, series of  property holding companies 

(collectively “GHG PropCo 2”).

BMI OpCo, GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 individually 

and separately raised third-party debt under respective 

borrowing facilities, which are ring-fenced from each other 

with no cross-default provisions. Furthermore, none of  

the UK debt facilities have recourse to Netcare or its 

SA operations. 
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The SA business has a further R4.7 billion of  undrawn debt 

facilities available, providing sufficient capacity to manage 

its future capital needs. 

United Kingdom debt

Analysis of UK debt

2012

£m

2011

£m

2012

Rm

2011

Rm

GHG PropCo 1 1 562.1 1 585.8 20 969 19 882

GHG PropCo 2 45.6 47.5 612 595

BMI OpCo 222.4 237.9 2 986 2 983

Transform 20.2 254

Secured bank debt 1 830.1 1 891.4 24 567 24 714

Finance leases 12.6 12.3 169 154

Accrued interest 23.1 24.4 309 306

Unamortised debt-raising fees (5.0) (12.1) (67) (151)

Gross debt 1 860.8 1 916.0 24 978 24 023

Cash and cash equivalents (147.9) (130.6) (1 986) (1 637)

Net debt 1 712.9 1 785.4 22 992 22 386

Attributable to the following operating segments:

  GHG Property Businesses 1 621.2 1 640.7 21 761 20 571

  BMI OpCo 91.7 144.7 1 231 1 815
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in SA, the refinancing of  the GHG PropCo 1 facility does 

not impact the assessment of  going concern of  the Netcare 

Group as a whole or any other subsidiaries of  the Netcare 

Group. Furthermore, the long-term leases that exist 

between BMI OpCo and GHG PropCo 1 would be 

unaffected by an adverse outcome to the GHG PropCo 1 

refinancing discussions. 

Refer to “Exceptional items relating to GHG PropCo 1”  
on page 35 for further detail.

Notwithstanding the refinancing challenge of  the GHG 

PropCo 1 debt, the GHG Property Businesses are fully up 

to date with their debt servicing commitments and remain 

compliant with all their financial covenants, which comprise:

In addition to these covenant tests, there is a quarterly rent 

cover test. In the event that rent cover falls below 1.4 times, 

a loan to value covenant test would be triggered. 

The directors of  the GHG Property Businesses have 

prepared forecasts for the purposes of  assessing 

compliance with financial covenants, incorporating 

forecasts for BMI OpCo that are prepared by its directors. 

These forecasts show that both GHG PropCo 1 and GHG 

PropCo 2 will comply with their financial covenants for 

the year ahead.

Financial liability – derivative 
financial instruments
The Group manages its exposure to interest rate 

fluctuations by means of  interest rate swaps. Further details 

of  these derivative financial instruments are set out in notes 

17 and 34 to the Group annual financial statements.

Geographical split of derivative financial liabilities

Rm 2012 2011

Interest rate swaps

United Kingdom (£m) 550.3 422.7

United Kingdom 7 387 5 300

  GHG PropCo 1 (1 – 10 years) 2 761 2 620

   GHG PropCo 1 (1 – 25 years) 4 452 2 422

  GHG PropCo 2 60 73

  BMI OpCo 114 179

  Transform 6

South Africa 29 16

7 416 5 316

Inflation rate swaps

South Africa 17 3

Total derivative financial liabilities 7 433 5 319

BMI OpCo debt

The secured bank debt of  BMI OpCo reduced by 

£15.5 million to £222.4 million at year-end due to scheduled 

capital amortisation payments. During the same period 

cash balances increased from £126.6 million to 

£144.4 million due to improvements in the management of  

working capital and the receipt of  the proceeds from the 

disposal of  Care. Consequently, net debt stood at 

£91.7 million at 30 September 2012 (2011: £144.7 million). 

Netcare holds an economic interest in the secured bank 

debt of  BMI OpCo with a face value of  £64.7 million 

(acquired at a discount of  approximately 30%) and this 

interest equates to 27.6% of  the gross secured debt 

and 66.8% of  the net debt. BMI OpCo has undrawn 

loan facilities of  £36.4 million available to finance 

working capital, capital expenditure and for general 

corporate purposes.

BMI OpCo remains compliant with all its banking covenants, 

which are tested on a quarterly basis and comprise:

Forecast future covenant compliance is based on a number 

of  key assumptions and permitted adjustments, which 

indicate that sufficient headroom exists across all covenant 

metrics and that BMI OpCo will operate within its available 

credit facilities. Headroom over the forecast period is 

expected to be greater than 10% of  EBITDA and cash flow 

at all times. 

GHG Property Businesses debt

GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 have separate debt 

facilities, which are ring-fenced from each other, with no 

cross-default provisions.

The GHG PropCo 1 debt facility matures in October 2013 

when a bullet payment of  £1 534.8 million falls due.  

GHG PropCo 1 and its shareholders, including Netcare, 

are diligently engaged in finding a solution to the GHG 

PropCo 1 facility’s maturity. Notwithstanding GHG 

PropCo 1’s efforts, it is possible that the GHG PropCo 1 

facility may not be extended or refinanced (generally 

referred to herein as refinanced) prior to its maturity. As a 

result, from an accounting perspective, uncertainty exists 

as to whether GHG PropCo 1 can continue as a going 

concern and be able to discharge its liabilities in the 

ordinary course of  business. However, because 

participants in the GHG PropCo 1 facility have no direct 

recourse to the assets of  other operations in the UK 

(BMI OpCo and GHG PropCo 2) and Netcare’s operations 
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re-designations were made under this strategy during the 

year. However, this position will remain under review in the 

year ahead to respond to changing market dynamics. 

As discussed under “Exceptional items relating to GHG 

PropCo 1”, hedge accounting on the GHG PropCo 1 

swaps was discontinued with effect from 1 April 2012. 

Consequently, the income statement reflects a non-cash 

fair value adjustment relating to the marking-to-market 

of the GHG PropCo 1 swap liability of  £122.4 million 

(R1 598 million), in addition to a non-cash swap 

ineffectiveness charge of  £6.6 million (R80 million) relating 

mainly to fair value adjustments on the GHG PropCo 1 

swap during the first six months of  the financial year 

when hedge accounting was applied. 

Working capital
Both SA and the UK have continued their persistent focus 

on cash collection and aligning the payable and receivable 

cycles under the auspices of  local working capital 

committees. The outflow in SA working capital was 

influenced by the inclusion of  an obligation of  R184 million 

in respect of  the first tranche of  the contractual economic 

interest acquired in the debt of  BMI OpCo, which was 

included in trade and other payables at September 2011. 

Further improvements in the collections processes resulted 

in SA Hospital debtors days – excluding Compensation for 

Occupational Injuries and Diseases – reducing to 19.5 days 

(2011: 22.3 days), while in the UK, NHS debtors reduced 

from 67.1 days to 61.4 days at year-end. The success of  

these initiatives resulted in a self-funded working capital 

position of  R167 million in SA and £4.7 million in the UK 

at 30 September 2012.

Following the deconsolidation of  Transform during the year, 

the UK has four remaining interest rate swaps, which 

effectively hedge 93% of  total debt. These swaps comprise:

loan value of  £100.0 million maturing in April 2015;

notional loan value of £1 546.1 million maturing in April 2016; 

an effective starting date of  April 2016; and

notional loan value of  £47.5 million maturing in April 2015.

The SA business manages its interest rate exposure by 

means of  a pool of  funds, whereby up to 75% of  total debt 

is hedged through interest rate swaps. At year-end, 46% of  

total debt was fixed, while the rest of  the debt remains at 

floating rates linked to prime and the Johannesburg 

Interbank Agreed Rate (JIBAR). Swap contracts were taken 

out in early October 2011 to ensure that the target of  fixed 

debt in relation to total debt of  50% is maintained. Certain 

inflation rate swaps have been entered into, to hedge the 

exposure to inflation rate fluctuations under leases where 

escalations are calculated with reference to the consumer 

price index.

The Group applies hedge accounting on the interest rate 

swaps in accordance with IAS 39 Financial Instruments: 

Recognition and Measurement by using regression analysis 

modelling to determine hedge effectiveness in both 

geographies. A dynamic hedging strategy is employed on 

certain interest rate swaps whereby the portion of  the swap 

designated for hedging purposes may be varied to achieve 

optimum hedge effectiveness. No hedge terminations or 

Working capital

2012 20114 Change

South Africa (Rm)

Inventories 494 431 (63)

Trade and other receivables 1 825 1 594 (231)

Trade and other payables (2 332) (2 231) 101

Taxation payable (154) (164) (10)

(167) (370) (203)

United Kingdom (£m)

Inventories 24.1 23.1 (1.0)

Trade and other receivables 118.7 115.9 (2.8)

Trade and other payables (149.4) (131.9) 17.5

Taxation receivable/(payable) 1.9 (3.2) (5.1)

(4.7) 3.9 8.6

4  Certain 2011 balances have been reclassified. Refer to note 35 in the Group annual financial statements.
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impacted by the changes in accounting assumptions for 

GHG PropCo 1, nor the non-cash charges arising from 

these changes; and 

As a result of  the GHG PropCo 1 debt maturity being less 

than 12 months from the release of  the 2012 results, 

changes in the underlying accounting assumptions relating 

to GHG PropCo 1 were required. 

Income statement impact of exceptional items arising 
from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1

Rm £m

Impairment of goodwill 10 773 811.4

Interest rate swap contracts 2 960 225.0

   Fair value losses on interest rate 

swaps not hedge accounted 1 598 122.4

   Reclassification of  the cash flow 

hedge accounting reserve 1 362 102.6

Taxation (2 305) (173.6)

Total exceptional items 11 428 862.8

More details on the exceptional items are provided in note 2  
�������������		�����	�	������������	����	����������

Goodwill impairment

Historically, goodwill has been tested for impairment on a 

value-in-use basis, which presumes that value will be 

derived from the underlying property assets through 

utilisation over their remaining useful economic lives. 

However, in light of  the October 2013 GHG PropCo 1 debt 

maturity, it is no longer deemed appropriate to apply a 

value-in-use basis to test the carrying value of  the GHG 

PropCo 1 goodwill. Instead, the alternate fair value less 

costs to sell methodology prescribed by the accounting 

standards has been applied. Consequently, Netcare’s 

financial results reflect a non-cash impairment charge of  the 

GHG PropCo 1 goodwill of  R10 773 million (£811.4 million).

Interest rate swap contracts
The GHG PropCo 1 interest rate swaps were designated as 

cash flow hedges for the underlying interest payments on 

the GHG PropCo 1 debt. Accordingly, as per Netcare’s 

accounting policies, changes in the fair value of  the GHG 

PropCo 1 interest rate swaps were recognised directly in 

other comprehensive income and included as part of  the 

cash flow hedge accounting reserve to the extent that the 

hedging relationship proved effective, with any ineffective 

portion recognised in the income statement. 

Statement of cash flows
Cash generated from operations decreased 6.8% to 

R5 193 million (2011: R5 572 million). This was mainly due 

to the outflow in SA working capital discussed earlier. 

The Group cash conversion ratio ended the year strongly 

at 103.1%5, albeit lower than the exceptionally high ratio 

of 110.0%5 reported in the prior year. 

The Group invested R1 395 million (2011: R1 408 million) 

in capital expenditure (including intangible assets), 

while R698 million was returned to shareholders in ordinary 

dividends paid. The Group cash and cash equivalents 

at 30 September 2012 amounted to R2 469 million 

(2011: R1 805 million), with improved cash balances 

in both SA and the UK. 

Exceptional items relating to GHG PropCo 1
Shortly after Netcare and its consortium partners acquired 

GHG in May 2006, GHG PropCo 1 (which owns 35 hospital 

properties) independently raised third party non-recourse 

debt of  £1 650 million under the GHG PropCo 1 facility. The 

GHG PropCo 1 facility is secured by the shares in the 35 

separate property and property holding companies and by 

the property asset held by each property company. The 

GHG PropCo 1 facility has a maturity date of  October 2013 

at which time the outstanding balance of  approximately 

£1 534.8 million falls due for repayment. 

The refinancing of  the GHG PropCo 1 debt is being 

challenged by the prevailing macroeconomic environment 

in the UK, the state of  debt markets across Europe and the 

significant fair value liability under GHG PropCo 1’s interest 

rate swap contracts. GHG PropCo 1 has been engaged in 

seeking a refinancing solution before October 2013, but as 

of  the date of  this report, no plan has been agreed with 

debt counterparties.

However, as was catered for in the initial acquisition 

structure, any adverse financial event or consequence 

relating to GHG PropCo 1 will have no commercial effect 

on the financial status of  Netcare, due to the following: 

BMI OpCo and GHG PropCo 2;

Netcare and/or Netcare’s SA operations; 

PropCo 1 are secure for the next 19 years (with an 

additional 10-year renewal option). Accordingly, 

BMI OpCo will continue operating in the normal and 

ordinary course of  business;

5  Cash generated from operations adjusted to exclude the discontinued operations and the impact of  the acquisition of  an economic interest in the  

BMI OpCo debt.
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The Board is of  the view that, given the ring-fencing and 

non-recourse nature of  the debt of  the GHG Property 

Businesses, the deconsolidation of  the GHG Property 

Businesses achieves an accounting outcome that better 

reflects the commercial reality of  the Netcare Group and its 

investment in GHG, as well as the risks and exposures to 

which the Netcare Group is subject.

The unaudited pro forma effects of  this change on 

Netcare’s Group statement of  financial position as at  

30 September 2012 is presented in the Directors’ report 

included in the Group annual financial statements on 

page 133, and is also disclosed in more detail in  

Annexure D – Events after the reporting period on 

page 222. The information in this annexure has been 

prepared in accordance with the Listings Requirements of  

the JSE Limited. Accordingly, the unaudited pro forma 

Group statement of  financial position has been prepared 

to provide an indicative guide as to the Group’s financial 

position as if  the deconsolidation of  the GHG Property 

Businesses had been effected on 30 September 2012. 

The unaudited pro forma Group income statement for the 

year ended 30 September 2012 has been prepared on the 

assumption that the deconsolidation of  the GHG Property 

Businesses occurred with effect from 1 October 2011.

With reference to the unaudited pro forma Group statement 

of  financial position as at 30 September 2012, the 

deconsolidation of  the GHG Property Businesses will 

remove debt of  R21.8 billion and swap liabilities of  

R7.2 billion from Netcare’s Group statement of  financial 

position. At the same time, the property assets and goodwill 

with an aggregate value of  R20.2 billion, against which the 

debt and swap liabilities are secured, will also be removed. 

The net effect will be a non-cash profit on deconsolidation 

of  R9.4 billion which will be recorded in Netcare’s Group 

income statement in the 2013 financial year. This will also 

restore total shareholders’ equity to a positive carrying 

value of  R8.4 billion. 

The unaudited pro forma Group income statement for the 

year ended 30 September 2012, subsequent to 

deconsolidation of  the GHG Property Businesses, will 

reflect the rental charge paid by BMI OpCo to the GHG 

Property Businesses (which was previously eliminated on 

consolidation), but will no longer reflect the depreciation 

and interest charges of  the GHG Property Businesses. 

Excluding the non-recurring tax credit arising from the 

reduction in the UK statutory tax rate, the reported profit 

for the year ended 30 September 2012 from continuing 

operations but before exceptional items was R1 378 million, 

compared to R1 434 million on a normalised pro 

forma basis.

A key principle for the continued application of  hedge 

accounting is that the underlying forecast transactions 

being hedged (i.e. the interest payments related to the 

debt) must be highly probable. Given the challenges to 

refinancing the GHG PropCo 1 debt, it is not possible to 

conclude that the underlying interest payments related to 

the debt continue to be highly probable. Consequently, 

non-cash movements in the fair value of  the swaps of  

R1 598 million (£122.4 million) have been taken directly 

to the income statement from 1 April 2012.

In light of  the discontinuation of  hedge accounting on the 

GHG PropCo 1 interest rate swaps, the changes in the fair 

value of  the GHG PropCo 1 interest rate swaps that had 

previously been recognised in the cash flow hedge 

accounting reserve are required to be reclassified to the 

income statement to the extent that the underlying future 

interest payments are no longer considered likely to occur. 

It should be noted that the accounting standard requires a 

less stringent hurdle of  “more likely than not” in making this 

assessment. Netcare’s financial results therefore reflect a 

further non-cash charge to the income statement of   

R1 362 million (£102.6 million) before tax, representing the 

reclassification of  amounts previously recognised in the 

cash flow hedge accounting reserve. 

Taxation
The tax impact of  the aggregate non-cash adjustments 

comprising the impairment of  GHG PropCo 1 goodwill, the 

discontinuation of  hedge accounting for the GHG PropCo 1 

interest rate swaps and the related reclassification of  

the cash flow hedge accounting reserve amounts to  

a non-cash deferred tax credit in the income statement 

of R2 305 million (£173.6 million).

Events after the reporting period – 
Deconsolidation of the GHG Property 
Businesses 
Following careful consideration of  certain changes in 

circumstances relating to Netcare’s interest in the GHG 

Property Businesses that occurred after the year-end 

reporting date, including a decision to reduce its interest in 

GHG PropCo 1 to 50%, the Board has concluded that it is 

no longer appropriate to consolidate the GHG Property 

Businesses in future Group financial statements. This 

decision did not have an impact on the presentation of  the 

2012 Group annual financial statements, which still include 

the consolidation of  both the BMI OpCo and the GHG 

Property Businesses. However, with effect from the 2013 

financial year, Netcare’s Group financial statements will 

reflect the consolidated results of  its SA operations and the 

UK operations of  BMI OpCo, while the GHG Property 

Businesses will be equity accounted as Netcare will still 

continue to exercise significant influence over their affairs. 
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As per the guidance provided, the UK business continued 

to experience tough trading conditions, with the PMI market 

declining for the year as a whole. Capital expenditure of  

£41.2 million was within the indicative guidance of  a total 

spend of  less than £50.0 million.

Looking ahead
Financial targets
The Group believes that the demand for healthcare services 

at primary and tertiary levels will be sustained in SA over 

the medium and long-term. Opportunity exists for further 

collaboration between the private and public health sectors. 

Netcare’s UK experience, where approximately 30% of  

patients treated in BMI hospitals are public sector patients, 

demonstrates that there are sustainable models for the 

private provision of  publicly funded healthcare. SA revenue 

growth in 2013 is expected to be in the upper single digit 

range. The Primary Care business will be further diversified 

in favour of  non-risk management and administration 

services. Further efficiencies and margin enhancement will 

remain a focus area for the Group. Capital expenditure in 

the SA operations is expected to amount to approximately 

R800 million in 2013. 

The next 12 months are anticipated to remain very 

challenging for BMI OpCo, due to persisting economic 

uncertainty in the Eurozone and the impact of  government 

austerity measures in the UK economy, in conjunction with 

budgetary and structural uncertainties within the NHS. 

There will be continued focus on efficiency programmes 

and GHG is positioned to take advantage of  any recovery 

in the insured market. The UK operations will, however, 

continue to invest in sustaining and expanding its 

infrastructure, and anticipates expenditure on property, 

plant and equipment and intangible assets of  

approximately £40 million in 2013. Given the strong cash 

balances at year-end and the low levels of  net debt, 

Netcare believes there may be opportunities to optimise 

the capital structure of  BMI OpCo.

The refinancing of  the GHG PropCo 1 debt in the UK 

remains a focus for the Group. While Netcare is not the 

underwriter of  this facility, we will together with our other 

shareholders, continue to act responsibly in attempting to 

bring resolution to this matter.
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Financial risk management
The Group is exposed to financial risks through its business 

activities, including interest rate risk, currency risk, credit 

risk, liquidity risk and risk arising from insurance contracts.

The Group’s exposure to these risks and the policies for managing 
���!���������������	�	����
���������������		�����	�	�����
statements on page 191.

Accounting policies
The annual financial statements have been prepared in 

accordance with the Group’s accounting policies, which 

comply with International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS), the AC500 standards as issued by the Accounting 

Practices Board or its successor, the Listings Requirements 

of  the JSE Limited and the requirements of  the South 

African Companies Act No 71 of  2008. 

The principal accounting policies are consistent with those 

applied in the previous year, except for the early adoption 

of  amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of  Financial 

Statements, which had no impact on the financial 

position or performance of  the Group, but only resulted 

in changes to the presentation of  the statement of  

comprehensive income.

For further details on the Group’s accounting policies refer to 
���������	��	������������	��������	�����������		�����	�	�����
statements on pages 134 to 146.

Shareholder distributions
The Board of  directors declared a final dividend of  

34.0 cents per ordinary share, payable to shareholders 

recorded in the Company’s register at 1 February 2013. 

This represents an increase of  9.7% over the final dividend 

of  31.0 cents per ordinary share distributed to shareholders 

in the prior year.

Total distributions to shareholders in the 2012 financial year, 

including the interim dividend of  22.0 cents per share, 

amounted to 56.0 cents (2011: 53.0 cents) per ordinary 

share, representing an increase of  5.7% over the prior year.

In determining distributions, the Board takes into account, 

inter alia, the earnings growth for the past year, current 

credit and financial market conditions, de-gearing benefits 

in SA, capital expenditure and investment opportunities and 

the Health Partners for Life dividend requirements.

Financial targets
During 2012 the SA operations achieved the stated revenue 

growth target of  upper single digit growth by delivering a 

year-on-year increase of  9.3%. Continued focus on 

efficiencies and cost reductions assisted in growing the 

EBITDA margin to 19.9% from 19.5% in 2011. Total capital 

expenditure amounted to R875 million, which was below the 

indicative maximum spend of  R1 billion.
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Rm  2012  20111  2010  2009 2008

Summarised statement of  
financial position
ASSETS

Property, plant and equipment  27 678 26 416 23 852 25 097 29 732

Goodwill and intangible assets  5 426 15 400 13 484 14 669 17 910

Deferred taxation  2 730 2 165 1 753 1 385 689

Other non-current assets  1 132 497 206 130 662

Total non-current assets  36 966 44 478 39 295 41 281 48 993

Total current assets²  7 256 6 174 5 384 4 898 5 493

Total assets  44 222 50 652 44 679 46 179 54 486

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Total shareholders' equity  (1 020) 7 685 6 358 6 946 8 851

Long-term debt  27 015 25 106 21 630 25 423 31 530

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments  7 433 5 319 4 113 2 797 1 654

Deferred taxation  3 530 5 178 4 908 5 466 6 463

Other non-current liabilities  337 339 331 459 273

Total non-current liabilities  38 315 35 942 30 982 34 145 39 920

Total current liabilities  6 927 7 025 7 339 5 088 5 715

Total equity and liabilities  44 222 50 652 44 679 46 179 54 486

Summarised statement of cash flows
Cash generated from operations before working 

capital changes  5 193 4 668 4 797 5 011 4 735

Working capital changes  904  137  (371)  (72)

Cash generated from operations  5 193 5 572 4 934 4 640 4 663

Interest paid  (1 976)  (1 836)  (1 981)  (2 430)  (2 558)

Taxation paid  (740)  (674)  (565)  (526)  (290)

Ordinary dividends paid by subsidiaries  (4)  (3)  (1)  (3)  (1)

Capital reductions and ordinary dividends paid  (694)  (636)  (521)  (430)  (406)

Preference dividends paid  (46)  (47)  (53)  (73)  (67)

Distributions to beneficiaries of  the HPFL trusts  (43)  (47)

Net cash from operating activities  1 690 2 329 1 813 1 178 1 341

Net cash from investing activities  (1 426)  (1 139)  (1 298)  (333)  (2 175)

Net cash from financing activities  296  (880)  138  (978) 889

Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  560  310  653  (133)  55 

Translation effects on cash and cash equivalents 

of foreign entities  131  210  (82)  (115)  (32)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of  year  1 805 1 285 714 962 900

Cash and cash equivalents of  businesses disposed  (27)

Cash in disposal group held for sale  39 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year  2 469 1 805 1 285 714 962

1  Certain balances in the 2011 statement of  financial position were reclassified due to a change in presentation of  the current portion of  the deferred 

lease liability. Refer to note 35 in the Group annual financial statements.

2 Includes the discontinued operations and assets held for sale.

3 Compound annual growth rate for the period 2008 to 2012 (normalised).

4  Adjusted to exclude the non-cash exceptional items relating to GHG PropCo 1. Refer to note 2 in the Group annual financial statements.

5  The United Kingdom operating segment has been expanded to separately disclose BMI OpCo and the GHG Property Businesses. The comparatives 

prior to 2011 have not been amended. Refer to note 1 of  the Group annual financial statements for further details.

6  The 2012 and 2011 results of  the United Kingdom operating segment have been adjusted to exclude the discontinued operation. Prior years have not 

been restated.
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Rm

Compound3

growth % 

Reported

2012

Normalised4

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Summarised income 
statement
CONTINUING OPERATIONS

Revenue 3.7 25 174 25 174 22 584 22 474 23 232 21 735

Operating (loss)/profit 3.1  (6 961)  3 812 3 644 3 708 3 700 3 370

Financial income and expenses  (4 795)  (1 835)  (1 736)  (1 978)  (2 260)  (2 427)

Attributable earnings of  

associates 27 27 23 24 27 2

(Loss)/profit before taxation 20.7  (11 729)  2 004 1 931 1 754 1 467 945

Taxation  2 016  (289)  (95)  (294)  (350)  (68)

(Loss)/profit for the year from 

continuing operations 18.3  (9 713)  1 715 1 836 1 460 1 117 877

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

Profit for the year from 

discontinued operations 413 413 19 634 105

(Loss)/profit for the year 21.3  (9 300)  2 128 1 855 1 460 1 751 982

Attributable to:

Owners of  the parent  (4 235)  1 825 1 570 1 233 1 564 801

Preference shareholders  46  46 47 53 73 67

Non-controlling interest  (5 111)  257 238 174 114 114

 (9 300)  2 128 1 855 1 460 1 751 982

Divisional analysis
REVENUE

South Africa 8.9  14 607  14 607  13 361  12 541  11 832  10 385 

   Hospitals and Emergency 

services 10.0  13 219  13 219  12 089  11 167  10 319  9 020 

  Primary Care 0.4  1 388  1 388  1 272  1 374  1 513  1 365 

United Kingdom5,6 (1.8)  10 567  10 567  9 223  9 933  11 400  11 350 

  BMI OpCo  10 567  10 567  9 223 

  GHG Property Businesses  1 699  1 699  1 465 

  Eliminations  (1 699)  (1 699)  (1 465)

3.7  25 174  25 174  22 584  22 474  23 232  21 735 

OPERATING (LOSS)/PROFIT

South Africa 14.8  2 468  2 468  2 206  1 865  1 653  1 421 

   SA before capital items  2 461  2 461  2 220  1 899  1 662  1 401 

   Hospitals and Emergency 

services 14.2  2 409  2 409  2 182  1 893  1 703  1 414 

  Primary Care  52  52  38  6  (41)  (13)

  Capital items  7  7  (14)  (34)  (9)  20 

United Kingdom5,6 (8.9)  (9 429)  1 344  1 438  1 843  2 047  1 949 

  UK before capital items 1 349 1 349 1 327  1 764  2 048  1 979 

  BMI OpCo  (108)  (108)  78 

  GHG Property Businesses  1 133  1 133  966 

  Adjustments and eliminations  324  324  283 

  Capital items  (10 778)  (5)  111  79  (1)  (30)

 (6 961)  3 812  3 644  3 708  3 700  3 370 
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Compound1

growth %

Reported

2012

Normalised2

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Key performance indicators
Exchange rates

Closing rate at 30 September R:£ 13.42 13.42 12.54 10.93 11.95 14.76

Average rate for the year R:£ 12.68 12.68 11.09 11.63 13.73 14.65

Ratios

Operating profit margin3 %  (27.7)  15.1 16.1 16.5 15.9 15.5

Interest cover3 times  (4.0)  2.2 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.4

Effective tax rate % 17.2 14.4 4.9 16.8 23.9 7.2

Current ratio :1 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.0

Shareholder returns

Attributable earnings per share Cents 21.7  (323.8) 139.5 122.1 97.0  123.8 63.5

  Continuing operations Cents  (340.5) 122.8 121.3 97.0 73.6 55.2

  Discontinued operations Cents  16.7 16.7 0.8 50.2 8.3

Headline earnings per share Cents 18.7 95.3 121.9 117.0 96.5  78.2 61.5

  Continuing operations Cents 95.2 121.8 116.2 96.5 74.6 53.3

  Discontinued operations Cents 0.1 0.1 0.8 8.2

Distributions per share Cents 15.0 56.0 56.0 53.0 46.5  38.0 32.0

  Capital reduction Cents 25.5  38.0 32.0

  Dividend Cents 56.0 56.0 53.0 21.0

Distribution cover times 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.1  2.1 1.9
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2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Key performance indicators 
(continued)
Operational performance indicators

South African hospitals

Number of  hospitals¹  55  55  54  54  52 

Registered beds  9 262  9 052  8 874  8 766  8 678 

Increase in patient days %  2.8  2.2  0.6  4.9  12.8 

Increase/(decrease) in patient admissions %  1.6  0.7  (3.5)  4.3  10.8 

Average length of  stay days  3.53  3.51  3.44  3.36  3.32 

Primary Care

Medicross centres  66  68  69  79  77 

Prime Cure clinics  20  20  22  24  27 

Total number of  visits  3 203 327  3 235 127  3 345 330  3 690 342  3 742 812 

Number of  lives managed  145 220  129 740  181 881  256 243  235 039 

United Kingdom hospitals

Number of  hospitals¹  61  64  66  57  55 

Registered beds  2 979  3 038  3 071  2 878  2 840 

Patient admissions (total cases)2 285 969 280 060  276 192  261 166  246 502 

Outpatient cases  1 544 671  1 485 838  1 279 539  1 135 010  944 360 

Social performance indicators

Total employees  28 032 28 199 29 121 29 648 28 884

  South Africa  20 583 20 1653 20 887 20 518 19 681

  United Kingdom  7 449 8 034 8 234 9 130 9 203

Employee turnover 

  South Africa %  14.6  15.63  14.7  16.9  21.9 

  United Kingdom %  22.5  19.0  20.4  20.7  19.8 

ACI employee representation4 %  70.0  67.8  66.4  64.7  63.1 

Unionised employees4 %  52.7  50.63  48.4  40.8  41.6 

Numbers of  nurses registered for training4  3 294 3 186 3 231 3 367 3 072

Corporate social investment4 Rm  36 30 57 37 25

Environmental performance indicators

South Africa

  Energy use gigajoules  1 010 310 719 727 820 075 935 306 876 890

  Water usage5 kilolitres  2 340 028 1 725 153 1 673 071 1 467 000 1 815 909

  Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions tonnes  242 460 193 006 274 041 296 987 278 901

  Total CO2e per R1 million revenue  16.60  14.45  21.85  25.10  26.86 

United Kingdom6

  Energy use megawatt hour  147 188  142 560  145 090 

  Carbon dioxide emissions tonnes  53 440  50 830  58 750 

1 Owned and managed hospitals.

2 The 2012 and 2011 figures have been restated to exclude the discontinued operations. Prior years have not been restated.

3 Restated.

4 SA operations only.

5 Hospital division only.

6 Information prior to 2010 is not available.
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FIVE-YEAR REVIEW (continued)

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Key performance indicators 
(continued)
Ordinary share statistics

Shares in issue million  1 458  1 446  1 437  1 426  1 858 

Shares in issue net of  treasury shares million  1 317  1 295  1 277  1 266  1 262 

Weighted average number of  shares million  1 308  1 286  1 271  1 263  1 261 

Diluted weighted average number of  shares million  1 332 1 317 1 303  1 275 1 280

Market capitalisation R million  26 098  18 870  19 888  14 788  15 329 

JSE Limited statistics

Market prices per share

  at 30 September Cents  1 790  1 305  1 384  1 037  825 

  highest Cents  1 919  1 643  1 410  1 090  1 360 

  lowest Cents  1 275  1 285  1 048  600  630 

  weighted average Cents  1 503  1 438  1 291  866  948 

Number of  share transactions  138 679  141 063  129 387  112 941  22 384 

Value of  share transactions R million  11 030.1  10 260.9  9 398.0  9 637.4  5 814.9 

Volume of  shares traded million  733.6  713.4  727.9  1 112.9  664.1 

Volume traded to issued %  56.2  55.0  57.0  87.9  52.6 

Market performance ratios

Earnings yield1 % 5.3 8.9 7.0  7.5  7.5 

Distribution yield % 3.1 4.1 3.4  3.7  3.9 

Price:earnings ratio1 times 18.8 11.2 14.3  13.3  13.4 

1 Based on continuing operations.

Netcare share price performance on the JSE
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Number of  % of  total Number of % of  issued

shareholders shareholders shares in issue1 share capital

Shareholder spread

1 – 1 000  7 050  36.18  3 900 617  0.30 

1 001 – 50 000  11 328  58.13  82 517 221  6.27 

50 001 – 100 000  325  1.67  22 927 355  1.74 

100 001 – 10 000 000  768  3.94  685 208 729  52.04 

10 000 001 and above  15  0.08  522 040 151  39.65 

Total  19 486  100.00  1 316 594 073  100.00 

Distribution of shareholders per category

Individuals  15 996  82.09  123 391 293  9.37 

Private companies  264  1.36  16 497 767  1.25 

Public companies  3  0.02  203 638  0.02 

Nominees and trusts  1 811  9.29  32 527 279  2.47 

Banks  67  0.34  41 952 554  3.19 

Insurance companies  74  0.38  135 018 375  10.26 

Pension funds and medical aid societies  575  2.95  502 438 272  38.16 

Collective investment schemes and mutual funds  696  3.57  464 564 895  35.28 

Total  19 486  100.00  1 316 594 073  100.00 

Public and non-public shareholding

Public  19 482  99.98  1 295 651 032  98.41 

Non-public  4  0.02  20 943 041  1.59 

  Directors2  3  0.01  17 010 275  1.29 

  Retirement funds  1  0.01  3 932 766  0.30 

Total  19 486  100.00  1 316 594 073  100.00 

Beneficial shareholdings

Public Investment Corporation  275 947 412  20.98 

Allan Gray  174 254 291  13.25 

Old Mutual Investment Group  122 730 806  9.33 

Coronation  100 376 128  7.63 

Stanlib Asset Management  70 247 934  5.34 

Total  743 556 571  56.53 

 Five year review |  ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS OF SHAREHOLDERS
at 30 September 2012

Distribution of shareholders 
per category

��Pension funds and 
 medical aid societies 38.16%

��Collective investment schemes
 and mutual funds 35.28%

��Insurance companies 10.26%

��Individuals 9.37%

��Other 6.93%

2012

1 Number of  shares in issue net of  treasury shares.

2 Refer to note 37.1 to the Group annual financial statements for disclosure of  directors’ interests.
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The strong performance 
of our core Hospital 
division speaks to the 
improving clinical 
outcomes and 
operational excellence 
that this business 
continues to achieve. 

Performance overview 
The South African operations delivered 

a strong performance. Revenue grew 

9.3% to R14 607 million and earnings 

before interest, tax, depreciation and 

amortisation1 (EBITDA) grew 11.2% to 

R2 901 million. The EBITDA margin 

increased to 19.9% from 19.5% in 

2011, due to operational efficiencies 

in the Hospital division and a strong 

contribution from Primary Care. 

Profit after tax increased by 21.5% to 

R1 646 million and headline earnings 

per share increased 19.6% to 

121.0 cents.

Financial summary

Rm 2012 2011 % change

Revenue 14 607 13 361 9.3

Operating profit – reported 2 468 2 206 11.9

  Operating profit before capital items 2 461 2 220 10.9

  Capital items 7 (14)

Operating profit margin1 (%) 16.8 16.6

Profit for the year 1 646 1 355 21.5

Net debt 3 492 3 303 (5.7)

Cash generated from operations 2 684 3 010 (10.8)

Capital expenditure including intangible assets 875 921 (5.0)

1 Before capital items.

SOUTH AFRICAN OVERVIEW
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2 Director Business Development and Corporate Affairs with effect 1 December 2012.

3 Managing Director – Emergency services with effect 1 December 2012.
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Access to private healthcare
Medical scheme membership in South 

Africa (SA) has grown by 1.8 million lives 

(28%) since 2000 to 8.6 million lives1.

With the number of  formally employed 

people estimated at 9.4 million, and 

4.7 million people above the threshold 

for submitting personal income tax 

returns2, this total appears representa-

tive of  income and affordability levels. 

Since 2000, growth in scheme 

membership has outpaced growth 

experienced in the labour force of  

1.2 million (10.2%) and the general 

population at 7.3 million (16.9%). Despite 

this growth, only an approximate 17% 

of  people in SA belong to a private 

medical scheme, with the balance 

dependent on public health resources.

The graph below plots the number of  

people who are principal members of  

medical schemes against formal 

employment, showing that currently 

one in every 2.3 formally employed 

people in SA have private medical 

cover. However, given that many 

families have two people in formal 

employment but only one principal 

member, it could be concluded that 

over 40% of  households in formal 

employment access private healthcare. 

The graph also shows that, over time, 

medical scheme membership tracks 

formal employment relatively closely. 

Independent research3 shows that, for 

people earning above R18 000 per 

month, medical scheme membership 

is broadly stable at around 80%.

Below this income level, medical 

scheme membership declines and 

largely depends on affordability of  

medical scheme options and the level 

of  employer subsidy. Without employer 

subsidies, people earning below 

R5 000 per month would be highly 

unlikely to join a medical scheme. 

In 2006, the SA Government launched 

the Government Employees Medical 

Scheme (GEMS), which significantly 

1 Council for Medical Schemes, Quarterly Report for the period ending June 2012.

2 2011 Tax Statistics.

3 Lighthouse Actuarial Consulting, November 2012.

Source: Lighthouse Consulting
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HEALTH POLICY AND REGULATION: SA

The utilisation of healthcare services is a key 
driver of costs over time.



collective bargaining. Given that staff  

costs are by far the largest contributor 

to hospital operating costs and that 

wage settlements in SA have 

continuously outpaced general inflation 

over the last decade, it is useful to 

explore the spread of  hospital inflation 

over wage inflation. 

The graph below compares private 

hospital price inflation as collated  

by Econex against national wage 

inflation data from Statistics South 

Africa. Although it is known that wage 

inflation for health professionals in  

both the private and public sectors  

has been higher than the national 

average due to the skills shortage 

and the government’s programme to 

structurally adjust the salaries of  health 

professionals in 2010, there is no index 

we can reference thus wage inflation 

is understated. 

The graph also reflects the ability  

of  private hospital groups to pass on 

price increases to medical schemes 

before and after collective bargaining. 

Competition between hospital groups 

has held prices in check since 

individual negotiation between funders 

and providers replaced collective 

bargaining in 2003.

affordability and has put a spotlight on 

the drivers of  cost increases in medical 

schemes. Despite a lack of  reliable 

technical analysis in the industry, most 

commentators single out provider price 

increases as the key drivers of  cost/

expenditure. However, provider prices 

contribute only a small proportion of  

cost increases over the long-term, with 

the utilisation of  healthcare services 

being a key driver of  costs over time. 

On 29 December 2011, the Competition 

Commission (CC) expressed its 

intention to review the functioning of  

the private healthcare market in SA, at 

the request of  the Minister of  Health. 

The CC has come under criticism from 

some industry stakeholders for the 

dissolution of  collective bargaining in 

2003. Through collective bargaining, 

joint negotiation could take place between 

funders and providers. The change 

away from collective bargaining in 

2003, was done in the interest of  

increasing competition by requiring 

providers to negotiate individually with 

medical schemes or their administrators.

Insight into the validity of  these 

concerns can be found by comparing 

price increases during collective 

bargaining versus increases after 

increased medical scheme coverage 

locally. Initially some members 

transferred from other schemes, but 

many of  the GEMS members were 

new members who did not belong to a 

medical scheme before the introduction 

of  GEMS. Initial estimates put the split 

between previously uncovered 

members and members transferring 

from other schemes at 50/503. Thus, if  

approximately half  of  GEMS members 

are newly covered members while the 

other half  transferred from other 

schemes, it can be estimated that 

GEMS has added nearly 800 000 new 

lives to the industry (Council of  Medical 

Schemes, 2011). However, when 

looking at overall growth in the industry, 

it implies that other schemes were able 

to replace the nearly 800 000 lives 

transferred to GEMS with new previously 

uncovered lives. In this context, the 

medical scheme industry in SA has 

grown by an average 2.3% per year 

over the past 10 years or 1.3% per year 

if  the new lives on GEMS are excluded.

Hospital price inflation
Increases in medical scheme 

contributions have consistently been 

higher than headline inflation and 

salary inflation, over time. This impacts 

Source: Econex data on hospital prices  

in 2012 and Statistics SA wage inflation

Hospital prices over national wage settlements

4 years prior to end of

collective bargaining

7 years post

collective bargaining

Collective bargaining Individual negotiation

2.4%

–0.4%
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HEALTH POLICY AND REGULATION: SA (continued)

intervention on improving health  

access and delivery. Collaboration  

with the private healthcare sector 

remains limited barring a request for 

participation of  general practitioners. 

However, we anticipate more private 

participation as the NHI plans mature.

We believe there is much opportunity 

for collaboration between private and 

public healthcare, and the lessons we 

have learnt in participating in the UK 

Government’s National Health Service 

(NHS) will stand us in good stead in 

this regard. Under the NHS, any private 

hospital provider that is accredited 

based on quality and can remain 

profitable at NHS rates can treat public 

patients through the Any Qualified 

Provider programme. Quality and 

outcomes are independently monitored 

by the NHS. As an example, the private 

sector in the UK currently performs 

12% to 14% of  all NHS orthopaedic 

cases. A similar arrangement in SA has 

the potential to significantly reduce 

waiting times for elective surgery.

insured population, as evidenced in 

the marked increase in utilisation of  

private hospital services by medical 

scheme beneficiaries with chronic 

diseases;

members; and

and medical technologies facilitating 

early detection and treatment of  

illnesses.

Regulation
In August 2011, a Green Paper was 

published on a proposed National 

Health Insurance (NHI). Following 

submissions from stake holders on the 

Green Paper, the publication of  a White 

Paper is imminent and should provide 

more technical detail and clarity on the 

government’s intention with respect 

to NHI.

During the year, 11 NHI pilot districts 

were launched, with the core objective  

to measure the impact of  this 

In addition, hospital price inflation in  

SA has been well contained compared 

to inflation across various commodities, 

as shown in the graph above.

The CC’s enquiry into the private 

healthcare sector remains on the 

agenda. An announcement to this 

effect is expected in 2013.

Utilisation of hospital services
The role of  increased burden of  

disease and resultant increases in 

utilisation of  hospital services must also 

be considered in health policy debates. 

A general misperception exists that 

price inflation alone is the driver of  

health expenditure escalations.

A study by Econex in 20124 shows that, 

on average, the 59% real increase in 

medical scheme spending on private 

hospital services is due to various 

factors, notably the increase in hospital 

utilisation5 per beneficiary of  12.5% 

between 2006 and 2010. The drivers 

of increased utilisation include:

insured people;

4 Econex: Medical Expenditure in Private Hospitals, August 2012.

5 Measured in patient days. 

6  Speech by the Minister of  Health, Dr Aaron Motsoaledi, at the First Global Ministerial  

Conference on Healthy Lifestyles and Non-Communicable Disease Control, 29 April 2011.

7 Department of  Health “A social compact for the South African Healthcare Sector”.

Source: Finweek and Netcare.
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that neither the public nor private 

sector can individually confront the 

immense health challenges facing  

SA. It signals a new standard for 

collaboration between the two sectors, 

which has long been viewed as 

imperative to achieving SA’s national 

health objectives of  reducing the 

quadruple burden of  disease and 

increasing access to quality healthcare.

The Social Compact aims to strengthen 

collaboration through jointly selected 

health initiatives, which will be executed 

through a newly established fund, the 

SA Joint Public Health Enhancement 

Fund. Participating private sector 

companies will make a fixed annual 

contribution to fund the planned 

initiatives.

The first initiatives will focus on 

expanding professional healthcare 

resources, which is critical to the 

objective of  enhanced access to 

quality healthcare. As a start,  

priority will be given to the training  

Social Compact
As highlighted in a speech by 

the Minister of  Health6, SA is 

disproportionately affected by what  

the Lancet journal termed a “quadruple 

burden of  disease”, being HIV and 

tuberculosis (TB); maternal and child 

mortality; non-communicable diseases; 

and violence-related injuries and 

trauma. As an example, despite SA’s 

population constituting around 0.4%7 

of the world’s population, 17% of  the 

global population living with HIV/Aids 

are in SA. This situation places 

tremendous strain on SA’s resources 

and prevents it from addressing many 

socioeconomic challenges. 

In November 2012 a historic Social 

Compact was signed between the 

Department of  Health (DoH) and 

23 companies from the private 

healthcare sector, including Netcare. 

This groundbreaking initiative, 

spearheaded by the Minister of   

Health, symbolises an acceptance  

51
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of  additional doctors, particularly  

students from resource-constrained 

communities. This will be extended  

to pharmacists, pharmacy assistants  

and other categories over time. Other 

initiatives will include supporting  

the newly launched Academy for 

Leadership and Management for 

Health to enhance leadership, 

management and technical  

capacity of hospital Chief  Executive 

Officers, and developing expertise  

to effectively manage the twin 

epidemics of  HIV/Aids and TB. 

A forum will be established through 

which the DoH can engage and 

communicate with the participating 

private sector companies on a regular 

basis. The Minister of  Health has stated 

that this dialogue will strengthen SA’s 

healthcare system, boost confidence 

and build bridges between the private 

and public sectors.



Introduction
The Hospital division owns and 

manages 55 private hospitals across 

SA, including four private facilities that 

are part of  Public Private Partnerships 

(PPPs). Our hospitals comprise a mix 

of  full-service tertiary, technologically 

advanced institutions and same-day 

surgical units with a number of  centres 

of  excellence.

The year in review

Operational performance
During the year we added 190 beds to 

our existing facilities (the details of  

which can be found in the list of  

SA hospitals on page 56), increasing 

our total number of  registered beds 

to 9 262 (2011: 9 052). An amendment 

to licences resulted in an additional 

20 beds reflected in this total number 

of registered beds. 

The Hospital division delivered a 

strong performance with patient day 

growth of  2.8% and a 5.7% increase 

in net revenue per patient day. Average 

weekday occupancy was 72.9% 

and the average length of  stay was 

3.53 days. Retail pharmacy scripts 

dispensed increased by 8.3% to 

1.5 million. As in 2011, stringent 

cost control and standardisation of  

consumables contributed to an 

improvement in our earnings before 

interest, tax, depreciation and 

amortisation (EBITDA) margin. Margin 

expansion was a function of  targeted 

efficiency programmes and not due to 

price inflation, as prices did not keep 

pace with the increase in hospital 

costs, specifically payroll costs given 

the scarcity of  health professionals. 

The Netcare Waterfall City Hospital in 

Midrand, Johannesburg, which was 

constructed in conjunction with our 

empowerment partners, Phelang Bonolo, 

opened in July 2011. The hospital 

accounted for some of  the division’s 

growth in patient days in its first full 

year of  operation, and its weekday 

occupancy was 53.0%. 

Netcare has a higher acuity network 

compared to other private hospitals, 

with surgical revenue comprising 

73% of  total hospital revenue. Over the 

last few years we have seen medical 

admissions increase by a slightly 

higher rate than surgical admissions, 

which has contributed to an 

increased length of stay.

Working capital management was 

well controlled with debtors days at 

19.5 days, excluding the Compensation 

for Occupational Injuries and Diseases 

(COID) debtors. Stock levels were 

higher compared to the prior period 

to mitigate the impact of  the truck and 

freight drivers’ strike in the last few 

weeks of  the financial year. Centralised 

shared services contributed positively 

to working capital.

We continued to invest in our existing 

infrastructure in order to meet 

increased demand. We monitor 

occupancy levels on an ongoing basis 

to determine where capital expenditure 

will have the greatest impact. 

Our hospitals are the Group’s core business, 
positioned to deliver on our strategic objective 
����������������������������������������������
responsive quality patient care, supported 
by our ancillary businesses, including 
Emergency services and Primary Care. 

5.7%
INCREASE IN NET 

REVENUE PER 
PATIENT DAY

1 432
NURSES QUALIFIED
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Our facilities1

9 262
REGISTERED BEDS

1 543
INTENSIVE CARE (ICU) 
AND HIGH CARE (HC) BEDS

326 THEATRES

27
CATHETERISATION AND 
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY 
LABORATORIES

444 ACCIDENT AND 
EMERGENCY UNITS

48 PHARMACIES

7 TRANSPLANT UNITS

37 SEXUAL 
ASSAULT CENTRES

1  Includes managed entities comprising private 

facilities as part of  PPPs, but excluding the 

Lesotho PPP.

Upgrades to facilities during the year 

included: 

 parking deck;

renovated the trauma and reception 

areas and added parking; 

psychiatric ward;

upgraded a catheterisation laboratory;

upgraded a urology theatre;

commissioned a fifth theatre;

general orthopaedic wards;

upgraded three wards; and

an interoperative theatre.

Strategic initiatives
Netcare developed a training 

intervention, “Caring the Netcare 

Way”, a programme of  action in 

which employees commit them  selves 

to practicing five core behaviours. 

The programme fits into a broader 

strategic initiative, which seeks to 

define the behaviours that differen t iate 

Netcare’s way of  doing things – the 

Netcare Way. The Netcare Way will 

be continued as a strategic initiative 

that, as a starting point, puts caring 

at the core of  everything we do in 

our business.

Our highly successful staff  incentive 

programmes such as Carer of  Month 

and Year awards continue to be 

well received and contribute to 

staff  satisfaction. Four national winners 

were each awarded a brand new car in 

recognition of  their invaluable service 

to Netcare.

Netcare Education plays a valuable 

and socially relevant role in the 
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education and training of  nurses. 

An average of  3 294 students were 

registered on various levels of  nursing 

programmes and 1 432 nursing 

graduates qualified between 2011 

and early 2012. While these nurses 

receive training on Netcare’s unique 

brand of  patient care, our Caring the 

Netcare Way programme helps ensure 

that agency staff  are also familiar 

with this values-driven approach to 

patient care. 

More information on our people 
initiatives including skills development 
and training is provided on page 72 of 
Our people: SA report.

During the year the Hospital division 

sponsored nine registrar posts in 

partnership with Universities of Pretoria, 

Cape Town and Stellenbosch, at public 

institutions, for medical graduates 

who are specialising in various 

disciplines. Netcare Sunninghill, 

Unitas and Pretoria East hospitals 

are recognised as satellite academic 

campuses of  the University of  

Pretoria’s medical school.

Transformation objectives are being 

pursued across the Hospital division 

and are managed at a Group level.

ONLINE More information 
can be found in our 
Transformation report.

In our efforts to enhance operational 

efficiency and contain costs, without 

compromising quality, we continued to 

centralise functionality and standardise 

consumables. We are committed to 

developing protocols and guidelines 

to ensure quality outcomes at the 

lowest possible cost, to drive 

healthcare affordability.

Generic medication comprises on 

average 63.6% of  substitutable 

medicines dispensed in our hospitals, 

an improvement of  4.9% on last year. 

Standardisation of  surgical products 

continued to yield good results in 

2012 and we will focus on further 

standardisation in 2013. 



SAP Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) software has been implemented 

successfully at 43 hospitals, with the 

rollout to be finally completed by 

August 2013. The ERP software 

supports our strategy to centralise 

functionality and drive standardisation 

to increase efficiency and save costs.

To ensure we maintain the high quality 

of  service we provide, we actively 

measure our quality indicators, which 

extend from patient satisfaction to 

clinical quality targets.

During the year we grew our expert 

doctor network by 121 physicians to 

2 814, with 144 joining and 23 leaving 

our network. Each hospital has 

an established physician advisory 

board comprising specialists in 

each discipline, tasked with ensuring 

adherence to the Professional Code 

of  Conduct and upholding the Group’s 

high standard of  clinical governance. 

These boards also function as a 

communication forum for physicians 

and hospital management.

As part of  our commitment to delivering 

remarkable patient care in the most 

efficient, effective and responsive 

manner, National Core Standards 

baseline assessments were completed 

across 53 hospitals in January 2012. 

These assessments were combined 

with a detailed occupational health 

and safety (OHS) risk assessment, 

which has also provided a Group-wide 

view of  OHS risks.

More information on clinical 
governance for our SA operations is 
provided in the Clinical governance 
report: SA on page 64.

We continue to make good progress 

in managing our environmental impact, 

to further reduce costs as well as to 

eliminate harm and waste in every 

area of  operation. Utility consumption 

is tracked and managed in terms of  

revenue and volume-based carbon 

footprint parameters. 

The Hospital division recorded a 24% 

increase in Scope 1 emissions and a 

29% increase in Scope 2 emissions in 

2012. The increases can be attributed 

in part to modifications and extensions 

at our hospitals as well as the addition 

of  Netcare Waterfall City Hospital. 

Scope 3 emissions (waste incineration) 

rose by 44%. A greater awareness of  

proper waste separation will help to 

reduce this in future. To some extent, 

this increase in emissions was the 

result of  operational activity, reflected in 

the higher revenue achieved in the year. 

We are installing custom billing meters 

in all hospitals to help us establish a 

proper baseline for measuring, verifying 

and reporting on our performance 

against reduction targets, and we have 

engaged Energy Services Company 

(ESCO) to replace all downlighters in 

our hospitals with LED energy saving 

lights. This project will be completed in 

April 2013. We have also identified 

heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

(HVAC), as well as hot water consumption, 

as opportunities to save on energy 

usage. We will be embarking on a 

project to optimise our hot water and 

HVAC systems at all hospitals by 

upgrading all hardware within our 

facilities to allow for the installation of  

control systems to optimise energy 

usage.

ONLINE More information on our 
environmental initiatives is provided 
online under Environmental report: SA.

Accident and emergency units at 

Netcare hospitals continue to provide 

emergency care and stabilisation for 

patients suffering life-threatening 

conditions and who are unable to pay 

for these services.

ONLINE More information on 
social investment is available in the 
Corporate social investment: SA report.

In October 2012, Charlotte Maxeke 

Johannesburg Academic Hospital 

and Netcare Milpark Hospital jointly 

celebrated 50 and 20 years respectively 

of  leadership and collaboration in 

HOSPITAL DIVISION REVIEW: SA (continued)

144
NEW PHYSICIANS

53
HOSPITALS COMPLETED 

NATIONAL CORE 
STANDARDS

ASSESSMENTS
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providing trauma and emergency 

services to public and private sector 

patients. This serves as an example of  

a PPP working to benefit all South 

Africans.

Looking ahead

opportunities in our existing 

operations. Based on demand  

and high occupancy rates, we have 

identified the following hospitals for 

expansion or refurbishment in the 

coming year:

 –  Netcare St Anne’s Hospital: 

expansion programme to 

add 63 beds, to be completed 

in 2014;

 –  Netcare Montana Hospital: 

second phase of  expansion 

comprising 41 beds;

Centres of excellence
Netcare continues to invest in 

centres of  excellence that 

provide patients with access to 

advanced medical technology 

and clinical services in SA. 

These include:

>  Paediatric cardiothoracic 

surgery at Netcare 

Sunninghill and Christiaan 

Barnard Memorial hospitals;

>  Trauma Society of  South 

Africa’s only accredited  

level 1 and level 2 trauma 

units at Netcare Union, 

Milpark and Sunninghill 

hospitals;

>  Only private Burns Unit  

in SA at Netcare Milpark 

Hospital;

>  Largest cleft lip and  

palate repair and surgical 

reconstruc tion programme 

in the private sector;

>  Only intra-operative CT  

and MRI spinal and neuro 

surgery at Netcare N1 City 

and Milpark hospitals;

>  Only advanced cranio 

facial abnormality repair 

and reconstruction 

programme in SA;

>  Specialised Paediatric 

Head Trauma and 

Drowning Unit at Netcare 

Garden City Hospital; and

>  Largest dedicated private 

haematology and bone 

marrow transplant facility  

at Netcare Pretoria East 

Hospital.
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 –  Netcare Sunninghill Hospital: 

addition of  seven HC beds and 

replacement of  a cauterisation 

laboratory which will incorporate 

rotational angiography;

 –  Netcare Alberlito Hospital: 

addition of  six-bed HC unit;

 –  Netcare Unitas Hospital: 

upgrade of  one of  their two 

cauterisation laboratories; and 

 –  Refurbishments to Netcare 

Ferncrest, Kingsway, Umhlanga 

and Rosebank hospitals.

medical consumables as we drive 

the need to provide quality, 

affordable healthcare.

utilisation in hospitals.



Registered beds

Hospital 2012 2011

 North West 163 163

Ferncrest Hospital 163 163

 Free State 362 362

Kroon Hospital 80 80

Pelonomi Private Hospital3,4 87 87

Universitas Private Hospital3,4 127 127

Vaalpark Hospital 68 68

 KwaZulu-Natal 1 833 1 692

Alberlito Hospital 119 119

Kingsway Hospital 180 145

Kokstad Private Hospital3,4 36 36

Margate Hospital 99 99

Parklands Hospital 216 216

St Anne’s Hospital 205 205

St Augustine’s Hospital 418 418

The Bay Hospital 263 198

Umhlanga Hospital 297 256

 Eastern Cape 527 527

Cuyler Hospital 124 124

Greenacres Hospital 340 340

Port Alfred Hospital3,4 31 31

Settlers Hospital3,4 32 32

 Western Cape 890 886

Blaauwberg Hospital 116 104

Christiaan Barnard Memorial 

Hospital 248 244

Kuils River Hospital 189 189

N1 City Hospital2 225 225

UCT Private Academic Hospital 112 124

 Total 9 262 9 052

South African hospitals

Registered beds

Hospital 2012 2011

 Gauteng 5 487 5 422

Akasia Hospital 162 162

Bell Street Hospital 50 50

Bougainville Hospital 60 60

Bronkhorstspruit Hospital 43 43

Clinton Hospital 165 165

Constantia Day Clinic1 24 24

Femina Hospital 134 134

Garden City Hospital 363 363

Jakaranda Hospital 130 130

Krugersdorp Hospital 285 285

Linksfield Hospital 283 283

Linkwood Hospital2 43 43

Linmed Hospital 203 172

Milpark Hospital 346 346

Montana Private Hospital 170 170

Moot Hospital 92 92

Mulbarton Hospital 216 182

N17 Hospital 170 170

Netcare Rehabilitation Hospital 110 110

Olivedale Hospital2 265 265

Optiklin Eye Hospital 14 14

Optimed Clinic3 12 12

Park Lane Hospital 204 204

Pretoria East Hospital 358 358

Protea Day Hospital 10 10

Rand Hospital 151 151

Rosebank Hospital 128 135

Sunninghill Hospital 265 258

Sunward Park Hospital 214 214

Union Hospital 222 222

Unitas Hospital 469 469

Waterfall City Hospital2 126 126

New beds added at existing Netcare facilities
2012

Christiaan Barnard Memorial Hospital 4

Jakaranda Hospital 14

Kingsway Hospital 35

Linmed Hospital 31

Mulbarton Hospital 34

Sunninghill Hospital 7

The Bay Hospital 65

190

1 Interest in joint venture.

2 Leased property.

3 Investment in associate.

4 Managed hospital.
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The Lesotho PPP has the added 

benefit of  providing system-wide 

gains in efficiency while maintaining 

predictable government expenditure.

This partnership between the 

Government of  Lesotho and the 

Tsepong consortium is an 18 year 

relationship to co-finance, design,  

build and operate the Queen 

‘Mamohato Memorial Hospital, an 

onsite gateway clinic and three filter 

clinics. The consortium is responsible 

for delivering clinical and non-clinical 

services, as well as staffing, insurance 

and monitoring-related activities of  the 

project, and outsources a number of  

responsibilities to specialised 

service providers.

During 2012, its first year of  operation, 

404 400 outpatients and 24 247 

inpatients received healthcare through 

this initiative. Outpatient activity 

exceeded the contractual ceiling  

by 30%, and inpatient admissions 

exceeded this ceiling by 21%. A total 

number of  6 458 births were recorded 

and 6 502 surgical procedures were 

performed. Average length of  stay 

reduced from more than seven days  

to 4.51 days. 

Patient and family satisfaction rates  

of  89% were reported at the hospital. 

Inpatient mortality reduced from a 

baseline of  12% to just below 8%  

and maternal mortality decreased 

dramatically from 1 115 per 100 000 

live births to 495 per 100 000.  

Given the high burden of  disease 

experienced in Lesotho, the results 

indicate a significant improvement in 

the quality of  care provided.

The PPP currently employs a total of  

819 members of  staff. Of  these, 37% 

are new entrants to the job market  

and 89% are from the local 

population. Expatriates are only 

employed in categories where no 

local skills can be found, which 

includes clinicians and allied health 

professionals. The PPP currently 

employs 77 clinicians including  

14 full-time specialists that were 

recruited to Lesotho. 

Significant investments continue to 

develop the skills of  all categories  

of  staff. A total of  50 nurses received 

training in SA in skills not previously 

available in Lesotho, including 

intensive care nursing, surgical 

technique and emergency room care. 

All clinicians in the emergency room 

have been trained in Basic Life 

Support and Advanced Cardiac Life 

Support, and cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation (CPR) training is 

currently being rolled out to all 

categories of  staff. 

The Lesotho PPP has demonstrated 

that quality of  care can be transformed 

in a relatively short period of  time. 

However, continued dedication and 

effort will be required to maintain and 

expand the successes achieved so far 

for the duration of  the contract. 

The Lesotho PPP 
is designed to 

��	���������������
and sustainable 
improvement in 

healthcare delivery 
in Lesotho while 
maintaining cost 

neutrality for 
consumers. 

Lesotho Public Private Partnership
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Introduction
As an independent emergency 

services provider, our operational 

strategy answers the Group’s strategic 

objective to provide the most efficient, 

effective and respon  sive quality patient 

care. Our key business objectives are 

to ensure that we answer emergency 

calls quickly, dispatch the right 

resources efficiently, and provide our 

patients with the best medical 

treatment and the highest level of  care.

Year in review

Operational performance
Netcare 911’s performance was 

impacted by a reduction in lives under 

management. Total lives under 

management at 30 September 2012 

were 6.0 million (2011: 6.9 million). 

To mitigate the effect of  industry 

consolida tion on our business, we are 

working to strengthen our relationships 

with our local and international clients 

by better understanding and being 

more respon sive to their needs. 

Although we experienced a number of  

service pressures in 2012, we 

maintained our high quality of  service 

through innovative operating models, 

notably our productivity model, and 

through more efficient call centre and 

back office operations.

Our helicopter emergency medical 

service (HEMS) recorded a slight 

decrease in the number of  helicopter 

missions, due to adverse weather 

conditions predominantly during 

summer periods. Our industrial 

operations delivered pleasing results.

The increased contribution of the 

fixed wing division is attributable to 

the strong performance of our industrial 

operations and international business 

division, resulting in a marked increase 

in long-distance transfers. During the 

year we added a Hawker 800 jet to 

our fleet, increasing access to long-

range markets and further enabling 

us to meet the strong demand from 

our industrial and commercial clients. 

This acquisition brings our jet fleet to 

two, with two more available for lease 

when required. The aeromedical 

division’s accreditation with the 

European Air Ambulance Institute 

(EURAMI) is due for review in 2013.

Strategic initiatives
Our productivity model has made a 

significant positive impact on the 

efficiency with which we deploy 

resources and respond to 

emergencies. Through comprehensive 

data collection and analysis we can 

confidently map where and at what 

times resources should be deployed. 

Data from our call centre continuously 

informs the model, enabling us to 

respond to changing demand 

dynamics. 

Our motorcycle response unit (MRU) 

was launched in Gauteng in early 

2012. On average, these paramedics 

are able to reach the scene of  a critical 

emergency in less than half  the time 

of  an ambulance, particularly during 

peak times. The call centre dispatches 

a motorcycle and ambulance 

simultaneously, with the motorcycle 

Netcare 911’s core competencies are 
the delivery of world-class pre-hospital 
emergency medical assistance, evacuation 
by road or air transportation, inter-hospital 
transfers, planned patient transport and 
telephonic medical advisory services.

6 million
LIVES UNDER 

MANAGEMENT

533
PARAMEDICS TRAINED
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paramedic able to stabilise the 

patient before the ambulance arrives. 

This coordinated effort can greatly 

improve patient outcomes in critical 

cases. We currently have six motor-

cycles operating in Gauteng and will 

extend the service to the Western 

Cape, Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-

Natal provinces in 2013. A challenge 

with this unit is finding suitably 

qualified motorcycle riders, which 

we are responding to through 

targeted training.

About 80% of  calls to the Netcare 911 

call centre during the year were 

emergency calls and the balance were 

for inter-facility transfers. About 97% 

of calls were successfully answered; 

95% within 20 seconds. We will be 

introducing an automatic dispatching 

tool to improve the quality of  data 

captured in the call centres in 2013.

The School of  Emergency and 

Critical Care continued to offer skills 

development training to our staff  who 

want to further their careers, as well 

as refresher training to staff  identified 

during quality assurance processes. 

Training is also extended to the public 

and a total of  6 016 internal and 

external candidates were trained 

during the year under review. The 

school’s first aid training courses 

remain a key driver in saving lives. 

Our partnership with the Department 

of  Transport to train taxi drivers in first 

aid has been successful with a total 

of 240 drivers trained and another 

420 scheduled to be trained in 2013.

More information on skills 
development and training is provided 
on page 72 of Our people: SA report.

Quality assurance is critical to the 

maintenance and continuous improve-

ment of  the quality of  care we provide. 

Our quality assurance team comprises 

clinicians who coach and guide new 

paramedics and accompany them in 

the field. The team also inspects 

every aspect of  the vehicles and 

consumables on an ongoing basis 

to ensure that they are fit for purpose. 

Paramedics are monitored to identify 

refresher training requirements, and 

case notes are checked to ensure 

information is captured correctly and 

comprehen sively. The quality assurance 

team’s mandate also extends to 

oversight of  our external service 

providers. 

Making social responsibility 
part of our business
This year we attended to more than 

6 000 indigent patients, at a total cost 

of  R10 million (2011: R11 million).

Netcare 911 also offers superior 

emergency services to several 

prestigious sporting events in SA. The 

events include the Comrades Marathon, 

Two Oceans, Soweto Marathon and the 

Momentum 94.7 Cycle Challenge. 

Looking ahead
Our management priorities in the year 

ahead will be as follows:

clients;

with staff;

efficiency;

KwaZulu-Natal, Western Cape 

and Eastern Cape; and

tool that automatically allocates 

people and vehicle resources to an 

incident, thereby reducing direct 

intervention from agents.
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3.2 million
PATIENT VISITS

1.9 million
SCRIPTS DISPENSED
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over the past three years, including 

structural changes, reviews of  systems 

and processes, enhanced operational 

efficiencies, stringent working capital 

management (resulting in average 

debtors days improving a further 

3.2 days to 15.3 days) and our 

strategic decision to diversify from 

risk transfer managed care (capitation) 

to non-risk transfer managed care 

and administrative services.

We are pleased to report a sustained 

low rate of  patient complaints at our 

Medicross centres, having received 

339 complaints in more than 3.2 million 

visits, or a rate of  10.6 complaints per 

100 000 patient visits. We are looking to 

extend our system for managing patient 

complaints to Prime Cure clinics in the 

near future.

Strategic initiatives
We have aligned our day theatre 

operating model to accommodate the 

growing trend among funders to direct 

members to more cost-effective day 

theatre facilities, where clinically 

appropriate. Self-pay health consumers 

have also benefited from access to the 

more affordable dental services and 

range of  diagnostic and minor surgical 

procedures offered at day theatres. 

This alignment positions the business 

for further growth. 

Our quality leadership initiatives, 

involving learning interventions and 

programmes aimed at better health 

Introduction
The division provides primary acute, 

chronic and preventative healthcare. 

Our facilities are well equipped with 

up-to-date medical and dental 

equipment, information systems 

technology and infrastructure, 

providing access to doctors, dentists, 

pharmacy, optometry and other 

services, as well as radiology and 

pathology services. The division is well 

positioned for private sector 

participation in primary care service 

delivery under the proposed NHI plan.

Year in review

Operational performance 
During the year over 3.2 million insured 

and self-pay patient visits were 

recorded in our Medicross and Prime 

Cure facilities, and we dispensed 

1.9 million acute and chronic 

medication scripts at our 37 pharmacies 

located in Medicross centres. 

The division sustained its steady 

performance driven by a 9.2% growth 

in pharmacy scripts dispensed as a 

result of  our preferred provider 

agreements with all major medical 

schemes, a 17.6% increase in theatre 

procedures at our day theatres located 

at 12 Medicross centres, and an 

11.9% increase in managed care 

beneficiaries. 

The division’s performance has also 

benefited from a number of  

management initiatives undertaken 

The Primary Care division provides 
comprehensive primary healthcare services 
through its national network of 86 Medicross 
family medical and dental centres and Prime 
Cure clinics, and managed care services 
through a contracted network of designated 
service providers.

PRIMARY CARE REVIEW
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Looking ahead

transfer managed care (capitation) 

to non-risk transfer and 

administrative services;

tracking patient complaints to 

Prime Cure;

enhanced training for medical 

practitioners around respiratory 

conditions;

services to private self-pay patients; 

and 

family medical and dental centres. 

network of  primary care facilities to 

undertake this audit voluntarily. 

Quality improvement in the network 

management of  Prime Cure’s 6 000 

contracted providers has been 

enhanced through clinical and process 

management profiling systems. Prime 

Cure continues to provide access to 

quality healthcare to many previously 

uninsured individuals and managed 

145 220 beneficiaries on various low 

cost options. 

The division continued its modest 

investment in infrastructure, bringing 

the total number of  refurbished clinics 

to 15 over the past three years. 

Upgrades and maintenance to medical, 

dental and theatre equipment is 

ongoing. The newly established 

Medicross Carlswald family medical 

and dental centre in Midrand, 

Johannesburg commenced operations 

earlier in 2012.

outcomes and improving the patient 

experience, have improved our service 

delivery. A funder-accredited training 

programme on HIV/Aids (one of  the 

priority service delivery programmes of  

the National Department of  Health) was 

presented to Medicross and Prime 

Cure doctors during the year. In 2013, 

this accredited training programme will 

focus on respiratory conditions. We 

have already provided training to our 

nursing staff  to enhance their skills in 

respiratory testing as part of  insurance 

medical evaluations, which has resulted 

in improved reporting.

We have benchmarked all our 

Medicross and Prime Cure facilities 

against the 2011 National Core 

Standards for Health Establishments 

in SA, which will in future be monitored 

by the Office of  Standards Compliance 

as part of  the development of  a new 

regulatory framework for the health 

sector. We were the first private national 

Primary Care review |  SA OPERATIONS



Introduction
NRC offers chronic haemodialysis at 

58 facilities and peritoneal dialysis at 

12 specialised units. We have 

16 specialised acute dialysis teams 

offering 24-hour acute haemodialysis, 

continuous renal replacement therapy 

and plasma therapy services, as well 

as 10 Healthy Start programmes. 

We are committed to improving 

the quality of  life for patients with 

compromised kidney function. Our 

goal is to retain our leadership in 

organ support therapies, which 

requires that we continuously improve 

our operational structure and effective-

ness, establish strategic partnerships, 

improve existing capacity, enhance 

our market leader ship, and engage 

and develop our staff.

Year in review

Operational performance
The number of  patient dialysis sessions 

for chronic haemodialysis increased 

by 14.9% and acute haemodialysis 

sessions increased by 21.2%, while 

peritoneal dialysis sessions declined 

by 4.3%. We achieved a patient 

satisfaction score of  83%. 

During the year we added two additional 

haemodialysis units in Sedibeng and 

Gatesville. We initiated six acute 

programmes and added four peritoneal 

units. In line with our growth strategy 

we added an additional 24 dialysis 

stations and conducted general 

expansions and IT infrastructure 

upgrades at our NRC Port Elizabeth 

and Alberton units. We also added 

nocturnal programmes at our NRC 

Umhlanga and Mayfair units, bringing 

our total number of  nocturnal dialysis 

units to four. Challenges include 

competitors establishing networks 

similar to NRC and the decline in 

the peritoneal dialysis ratio to 

haemodialysis.

Strategic initiatives
Eleven of  our units are accredited 

by the Health Professions Council of  

South Africa for the training of  clinical 

technology students, and we have six 

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 

accredited training units for nephrology 

nursing students. We are awaiting the 

outcome of  an application for 

accreditation by the University of  the 

Witwatersrand submitted in 2012. 

NRC has established four training 

academies nationally. Training sessions 

increased by 82% in line with our 

focus on operational excellence and 

optimising leadership, and we added 

33 new training interventions. We also 

implemented a coaching and 

mentoring programme to support the 

organisation in achieving its strategic 

objectives. In total, 19 coaches and 

41 candidates are part of  the 

programme, together with eight 

mentors. Eight strategic projects were 

allocated to the syndicate groups, 

which comprise candidates that are 

part of  the coaching and mentoring 

programme. In an attempt to develop 

leadership and business acumen, the 

syndicate groups work on strategic 

projects that involve them working on 

the business as opposed to working in 

the business. 

We continued to make excellent 

progress in creating a more equitable 

workplace, increasing our represen-

tation of  black men and black women 

by 60% and 21%, respectively. In line 

National Renal Care (NRC) is committed to 
improving the quality of life for patients with 
compromised kidney function.

24
DIALYSIS STATIONS 

ADDED

15.0%
INCREASE IN 

DIALYSIS SESSIONS
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Department of  Health, continues to 

provide a crucial service to the 

surrounding community. In 2012, we 

also commenced with the voluntary 

implementation of  the National Core 

Standards, which will enable us to 

provide input to the process of  

establishing dialysis standards 

for the private sector.

NRC’s most significant impact on the 

environment is its water consumption,  

a resource which is essential to our 

operations. We have implemented 

water consumption monitoring at all  

our facilities, and we are currently 

working on various water saving initiatives 

such as reusing water in our reverse 

osmosis processes and recycling grey 

water. We have also been driving 

responsible waste management. Our 

paper recycling initiative has resulted 

in the following: 86 trees saved, 

131.62 kilolitres of  water saved, 

20 468.21 kilowatts of  energy saved, 

136 kilograms of  pollutants kept out 

of the atmosphere and 19.75 cubic 

meters of  landfill saved. These figures 

with our employment equity pipeline 

strategy our total black management 

profile improved by 7.2%. Our number 

of  employees with disabilities rose 

by 1%. 

During the year we also introduced  

a number of  employee participation 

programmes to engage our staff   

and support retention.

NRC has introduced a total quality 

leadership scorecard to measure 

patient care, achieving a score of   

98% in patient safety. In line with our 

efforts to continuously improve clinical 

outcomes, we achieved a reduction in 

total adverse events per hours worked 

from 42 events per 200 000 hours in 

2011 to 31 events in 2012.

We are actively supporting the 

transformation of  the SA healthcare 

environment through Public Private 

Partnerships (PPPs) with public 

healthcare institutions, totalling 

14 PPPs to date. Our PPP at 

Sebokeng Public Hospital, in 

partnership with the Gauteng 
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have been certified by our recycling 

service provider.

During the year, NRC’s broader 

contribution to society involved providing 

1 167 haemodialysis sessions to 

15 underprivileged patients free of  

charge, while 39 patients benefited  

from a transport subsidy.  

Looking ahead
Our management priorities in the year 

ahead will be as follows:

into selected regions in line with 

market demand; 

 

in the business;

development initiatives, as well  

as the strategic business projects 

assigned to the talent pool 

candidates; and

and engagement. 

National Renal Care review |  SA OPERATIONS 
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high performance in quality, the 

scorecard covers six strategic focus 

areas closely aligned to Netcare’s 

strategic pillars.

For an overview of Netcare’s 
strategic pillars see page 10.

Our progress towards achieving our 

goals is tracked monthly and formally 

reviewed quarterly at business unit 

and executive level.

Oversight structures
The Board of  directors actively 

supports the Group in meeting its 

quality leadership commitments. At 

Board level, the Quality Leadership 

Committee reviews the quality 

leadership strategy and performance 

against goals. This committee met 

twice in 2012 and comprises the heads 

of  each division, selected executives 

and at least three Board members. 

At an executive level, the National 

Quality Leadership Committee 

identified the system-wide strategic 

focus areas for quality leadership. In 

line with top performing health 

systems1, our quality leadership goals 

are linked to performance management 

systems through a Group BSC, 

divisional scorecards and individual 

healthcare leadership performance 

measures.

During the year we held two quality 

leadership performance review 

meetings with each of  the divisional 

executive management teams. The 

sessions were also used to stress the 

role of  leadership in driving progress 

towards quality and in ensuring that a 

CLINICAL GOVERNANCE REPORT: SA

Introduction
With a unique portfolio of  healthcare 

services throughout SA, Netcare has 

the opportunity to play a critical role in 

promoting high standards of  care and 

creating increasingly greater value in 

SA’s healthcare delivery system. 

We have aligned the strategy and goals 

for quality leadership across all our 

divisions including our hospital and 

primary care network, medical 

emergency service and renal dialysis 

units. This has created a platform of  

system-wide learning, across every 

area and level of  the business, which 

contributes to a culture of  performance 

excellence, continuous improvement 

against measurable quality outcomes 

and accountability for results. We have 

deeply engaged our leaders, frontline 

staff  and doctors around quality 

leadership, and have incorporated the 

principles and methods of  the science 

of  improvement and lean management 

into our system of  improvement: the 

Netcare Way of  Improvement. 

For more about the Netcare Way see 
page 70.

Measuring quality leadership 
performance 
To track our progress in achieving the 

goals set under our system-wide 

strategic plan for quality and safety, we 

have implemented a multi-dimensional 

quality balance scorecard (BSC)

applicable to all the Group’s divisions 

and facilities in SA. In taking a multi-

dimensional approach to determining 

Our commitment to quality leadership 
is integral to achieving the best health 
outcomes for our patients and high value 
for our stakeholders.

53
HOSPITALS

BENCHMARKED AGAINST 
THE DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH’S NATIONAL 

CORE STANDARDS

ANTIBIOTIC
STEWARDSHIP

PROGRAMME 
IMPLEMENTED ACROSS 

ALL HOSPITALS

1  Nolan TW. Execution of  Strategic Improvement Initiatives to Produce System-Level Results. 

IHI Innovation Series white paper. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Institute for Healthcare 

Improvement; 2007. (Available on www.IHI.org)
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with a Group-wide view of  OHS risks. 

The baseline assessments and OHS 

risk assessments have been extended 

to National Renal Care.

Verification audits were also conducted 

across 18 of  the Hospital division’s 

hospitals to:

the National Core Standards 

baseline self-assessments and the 

generic OHS risk assessments;

process for quality management 

systems;

supplement the assessments with 

criteria specific to Netcare; and

with the National Department of  

Health (DoH) and across the Group.

The Group-wide quality assurance 

framework was reviewed and an annual 

audit process has been established 

to enable ongoing measurement and 

support continuous improvement.

level, as well as local Occupational 

Health and Safety (OHS) and Infection 

Prevention and Control (IPC) committees. 

We also made good progress in 

increasing the frequency and scope of  

our Physician Advisory boards and 

morbidity and mortality meetings.

Quality assurance and quality 
systems innovation
The National Health Amendment Bill 

tabled in Parliament in January 2012 

provides for the establishment of  the 

Office of  Health Standards 

Compliance, which will enforce norms 

and standards for quality of  care such 

as those published in the National Core 

Standards for Health Establishments in 

South Africa (revised 2010).

In January 2012, we completed 

baseline assessments of  53 hospitals 

in the Hospital division against the core 

standards. The assessments were 

extended to the Primary Care division 

and were concluded at all its facilities 

by the end of  September 2012. 

For both divisions, assessments were 

combined with a detailed OHS risk 

assessment which has provided us 

robust improvement methodology is 

adopted. For the Hospital division, 

sessions were conducted in each 

operating region to include leadership 

at hospital and nursing level. 

The Adverse Events/Incidents Learning 

Group met five times in the year under 

review. This group is tasked with the 

following responsibilities: 

serious adverse events across the 

Group; 

against reoccurrence of  events and 

disseminate learning through the 

Group notification process; and 

improvement in the top five major 

events identified as carrying the 

highest risk for the Group.

The structure of  the Netcare Clinical 

Ethics Committee was revised in 2012 

and a nomination process for doctor 

representation was undertaken in our 

hospital regions and other business 

units. Quality and clinical governance 

committees have continued to function 

at individual hospital and business unit 
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allows us to proactively intervene to 

improve patient experience, and has 

enabled us to know exactly what 

improvements our customers would like 

us to make and to direct resources 

appropriately.

Patient waiting times
As an initial pilot, the Primary Care 

division conducted a study using Radio 

Frequency Identification to accurately 

measure patient waiting times. In the 

next phase of  this study, reporting 

functionality will be enhanced to 

include patient movement and time 

spent in the waiting room, individual 

doctor’s surgery, casualty or nurses’ 

station and the pharmacy, as well as 

the total time spent at the facility. Once 

benchmarks are established for all 

units we will start to make targeted 

improvements.

Healthy Start programme
National Renal Care’s Healthy Start 

programme helps patients with 

advanced chronic kidney disease to 

implement critical prevention strategies 

before commencing renal dialysis. 

Where dialysis is unavoidable, the 

programme helps prepare patients for 

treatment which both improves patient 

outcomes and reduces costs and 

complications. To date, over 2 000 

patients have been enrolled in the 

programme.

Motorcycle response units
Netcare 911’s motorcycle response 

units are an innovative emergency 

response system for areas with heavy 

traffic congestion. Through this system, 

highly trained paramedics are able to 

provide life support for critical cases as 

fast as possible, which can significantly 

improve patient outcomes.

Monitoring and preventing 
adverse events
Setting system-level targets for adverse 

events and improving reporting is best 

practice for top performing healthcare 

systems. Netcare has made good 

progress in ensuring that improvement 

efforts follow the Netcare Way of  

Best patient care
Patient-centred care is critical to our 

approach to quality leadership. We 

continue to seek ways in which we can 

learn from the experiences of  our 

patients and their families, to 

understand and deliver on our patients’ 

diverse needs and preferences. Patient 

experience is also inextricably linked to 

the extent to which our staff  are able to 

bring their passion, creativity and 

caring attitude to the workplace, and as 

such we have adopted international 

best practice in creating environments 

that are nurturing not only for patients 

and families, but also for our people.

The Netcare Way 
The first programme of  action under 

the Netcare Way programme, Caring 

the Netcare Way, was launched across 

all divisions as a foundational patient 

care programme centred around five 

behaviours that have a significant 

bearing on the experience of  both 

patients and staff  in our facilities. 

Assessments conducted after the first 

full year of  the programme showed that 

80% of  staff  understood and were able 

to explain the reasoning for the 

behaviours.

Staff-driven patient experience 
initiatives 
Using the United States-based Hospital 

Consumer Assessment of  Healthcare 

Providers and Systems survey as a 

starting point, the Hospital division 

initiated several Group-wide initiatives 

to improve patient experience. Our 

frontline staff  have taken a lead role in 

driving these initiatives, which included 

developing and testing new ways of  

encouraging patient engagement, 

education and safety. 

Patient feedback system
We have made substantial investments 

in improving the collection of  customer 

feedback. New technology introduced 

during the year has enabled greater 

responsiveness due to information 

being immediately available which 
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critical risk, Netcare has implemented a 

Group-wide Antibiotic Stewardship 

programme (ASP) across all hospitals.

The ASP aims to improve clinical 

outcomes by using appropriate 

antimicrobial treatment regimes, 

reducing overall exposure to antibiotics, 

preventing antimicrobial resistance and 

decreasing the use of  antibiotics and 

associated costs. We have established 

an antibiotic stewardship learning 

community which brings together the 

custodians of  this work in each hospital 

including clinical pharmacists, 

pharmacy managers, ward 

pharmacists and infection prevention 

practitioners. Participation and 

leadership from microbiologists and 

clinicians has also been enhanced 

through active engagement and 

sharing examples of  best practice.

Standardised measurements and tools 

have been created for an initial 

comprehensive set of  interventions 

under the ASP. Pharmacists use the 

standardised tools to track interventions 

and present their data to antibiotic 

stewardship committees, hospital 

management teams and individual 

doctors to support the goals of  the ASP.

The graph below shows the changes in 

antibiotic utilisation since the full 

implementation of  the ASP. 

infection prevention programmes which 

include CLABSI (central line-associated 

bloodstream infections), VAP (ventilator-

associated pneumonias), CAUTI 

(catheter-associated urinary tract 

infections) and SSI (surgical site 

infections). 

2012 2011 2010

HAI rate 

per 1 000 

inpatient days 1.93 1.94 2.14

The sustained reduction in the rate 

of HAIs per 1 000 inpatient days over 

the past three years has been achieved 

through increased compliance with 

evidence-based practices which 

have been incorporated into 

standardised processes at both 

system and facility level. 

National Antibiotic Stewardship 
programme
The increasing risk of  multi-drug 

resistant organisms is a feature of  

healthcare systems worldwide. Greater 

emphasis on rigorous infection 

prevention and control is a critical factor 

to mitigate this risk. However, decades 

of  poor control over the prescription of  

medical and veterinary antibiotics and 

the decline in the development of  new 

antibiotics have escalated the threat of  

a return to an era of  untreatable 

bacterial infection. In response to this 

Improvement. Small tests of  change at 

the frontline of  service and care are 

used to establish new ways of  working 

that can be replicated and adapted 

across multiple locations. Cross-

divisional project teams have focused 

on five identified risk areas including 

pressure ulcers, falls, medication 

safety, theatre safety and risks relating 

to needle stick injuries and splashes to 

the eye. 

There has been localised success at 

pilot sites using adapted international 

evidence-based approaches with 

synergies being identified between the 

different focus areas. In the year ahead 

successful improvement ideas will be 

combined to standardise best practice 

bundles of  care and then implemented 

with process and outcome to drive 

improvement and ensure sustainability. 

Improving clinical quality
As reported last year, we elected to 

focus on a suite of  high-impact clinical 

improvement areas across the 

organisation. We continued this focus 

throughout the year under review, 

and have made good progress on 

improvement areas through more 

effective teamwork and communication 

across facilities, supporting frontline 

leaders to drive change and identifying 

physician champions who act as role 

models within specific improvement 

areas. We have also tested a number 

of  new clinical focus areas, in line with 

our commitment to innovation and 

international best practice.

Prevention of healthcare-
associated infections
Given that up to 10% of  hospitalised 

patients in SA are at risk of  contracting 

a healthcare-associated infection (HAI), 

the DoH has singled out infection 

prevention as a key priority area. 

Netcare is a founder member of  the 

Best Care…Always! (BCA) campaign, 

a national initiative launched in 2009 to 

reduce HAIs. A total of  43 hospitals 

within the Hospital division have 

implemented one or more of  the BCA 

Clinical governance report |  SA OPERATIONS 
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medical emergency care. This includes 

monitoring outcomes of  patients 

transported by the helicopter 

emergency medical support (HEMS) 

and fixed-wing air ambulance services 

and ongoing monthly HEMS and 

fixed-wing morbidity and mortality 

meetings.

National Renal Care: continued 
progress in clinical outcomes 
National Renal Care (NRC) has 

continued to focus on internationally 

benchmarked clinical indicators for 

optimal patient outcomes in both 

haemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis. 

This has enabled the division to 

achieve new targets set for several key 

outcomes such as haemoglobin, fistula/

graft access, parathyroid hormone 

management and dialysis adequacy.

With evidence increasingly supporting 

longer dialysis sessions, NRC was first 

in launching a nocturnal dialysis 

programme at four of  its centres. In 

addition to lowering morbidity and 

mortality, nocturnal dialysis can also 

greatly enhance overall wellbeing and 

quality of  life for some patients.

Deepening capability for 
improvement
The Netcare Way of  Improvement 

incorporates the Institute of  Healthcare 

Improvement (IHI) strategic 

improvement framework of  Will, Ideas, 

and Execution1. We recognise that to 

achieve organisation-level results, 

leaders must develop the organisational 

will to achieve them, generate or find 

strong ideas for improvement, and most 

importantly, be committed to investing 

in building deep improvement 

capability in order to execute ideas 

effectively at the frontline of  care, 

spread those improvements across all 

relevant areas and sustain the 

improvement over time. 

then prescribed preventative treatment 

that suits their individual needs. 

Now in its third year of  Group-wide 

implementation, the Netcare VTE 

preventative strategy has shown 

continued success in reducing both 

deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary 

embolism in hospitalised patients. 

We have focused on implementing a 

comprehensive risk assessment 

process and improving training and 

awareness at hospital level.

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
competency and early warning 
systems for cardiac or 
respiratory arrest
Ischemic heart disease is a leading 

factor in mortality in SA. The most 

important determinant of  survival is 

fast access to cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation (CPR) performed by 

skilled responders. 

Now in its third year, Netcare’s 

standardised in-hospital resuscitation 

programme has continued to improve 

access to quality CPR and outcomes 

of patients who suffer cardiac arrest. 

In addition, we have implemented a 

modified early warning system which 

has reduced CPR incidents in wards and 

improved our ability to identify patients 

requiring upgraded care.

Netcare 911: clinical case 
peer review 
The introduction of  the clinical case 

peer review process for advanced life 

support primary response practitioners 

has resulted in a significant reduction 

in variance from international best 

practice, and has created a dynamic 

learning system and a team of  

engaged clinicians.

We continue to implement 

comprehensive clinical governance and 

quality systems to ensure the highest 

standards of  pre-hospital and aero 

CLINICAL GOVERNANCE REPORT: SA (continued)

Optimising cardiac care in acute 
myocardial infarction
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 

commonly known as a heart attack 

remains a leading cause of  morbidity 

and mortality in SA. We are committed 

to further improving our compliance to 

the evidence-based guidelines for 

optimal AMI care across our 17 cardiac 

units. We have further emphasised 

working with clinician champions, 

which has contributed to an overall 

improvement in compliance by 16%. In 

the year ahead we will strengthen our 

efforts through emphasising a team-

based approach to managing AMI that 

is collaborative, integrated and 

multidisciplinary. 

In line with our commitment to optimising 

care in cardiac units, we have partnered 

with The SA Heart Association to 

support the development of  the South 

African Heart Association Registry 

(SHARE) and we are participating in the 

ST segment elevation myocardial 

infarction (STEMI) project.

Vermont Oxford Network 
During the year 21 of  our hospitals 

continued to participate in the Vermont 

Oxford Network (VON), a neonatal 

intensive care unit database and a 

collaborative learning network. Five 

web-based seminars were held during 

the year which allowed staff  and 

doctors to share ideas and insights into 

local improvement initiatives. This has 

enabled us to further improve 

outcomes at hospital level, in line with 

best practice.

Preventing venous 
thromboembolism 
We have aligned our approach to 

preventing venous thromboembolism 

(VTE) with that of  leading international 

hospitals, which recommends that all 

patients are assessed for risk of  

developing blood clots on admission and 
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enable us to deliver higher quality 

patient care in the most responsive, 

efficient and effective manner possible. 

We will continue to leverage learning 

across our extensive network of  health 

facilities through a coordinated portfolio 

of  quality leadership initiatives and a 

quality management system that 

consistently delivers on our goals and 

ensures exceptional performance in all 

aspects of  care.

improvement programmes such as the 

BCA quality improvement campaign for 

provincial hospitals in Gauteng, the 

Western Cape and Free State. 

Netcare has also worked closely with 

the DoH to advance the development 

of  the National Core Standards, and is 

committed to seeking further ways to 

collaborate in building improved 

healthcare capacity in SA.

Looking ahead 
Netcare recognises the need for 

healthcare systems worldwide to create 

greater value for healthcare customers, 

while reducing total resources consumed. 

We have therefore developed a strategy 

and roadmap for quality leadership 

that is founded in our values and the 

Netcare Way, and that encompasses 

leading edge international best practice 

by building deep improvement capability 

at the frontline of  care.

We are committed to delivering a 

unique patient experience with optimal 

clinical outcomes, while at the same 

time eliminating harm and waste in 

every area of  operation. This will 

Netcare was the only private healthcare 

organisation to invest in training senior 

leaders in the first Improvement Advisor 

Programme run by IHI in SA during 

2012. In addition, the learning from this 

programme has been incorporated into 

the Netcare Way of  Improvement and 

we are proud to be developing a strong 

cadre of  improvement leaders from 

hospital general managers to frontline 

nurses and health professionals who 

are committed to leading change and 

generating greater value for our 

customers and stakeholders.

Contributing to the 
transformation of 
healthcare in SA 
As a leading healthcare provider in SA, 

we acknowledge the important 

contribution we can make in improving 

the quality of  healthcare across the full 

spectrum of  services. This has become 

one of  our key focus areas for quality 

leadership. In addition to the 

substantial corporate social 

investments made in this regard, 

Netcare has been an active participant 

in supporting national quality 
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Introduction
Operating the largest private hospital 

group, primary care network and 

emergency medical service (EMS) in 

SA, Netcare provides its people with 

the opportunity to make a real 

difference in the lives of  others. 

The excellence we strive for in our 

people management is based on the 

following:

firm commitment to quality care and 

professional service;

environment;

development and growth; 

engagement programme.

Best employer recognition
Netcare has, for the second 

consecutive year, won Best Overall 

Employer in the Healthcare Sector 

category of  the CRF Institute’s Best 

Employers in South Africa 2012/2013 

Awards. We were ranked second in 

the Giants of  Industry category, 

for companies with more than 

10 000 staff  members. 

The annual CRF Institute Best 

Employers certification is awarded to 

organisations that meet the highest 

standard in human resource (HR) 

policies and practices. According to 

the CRF Institute, Netcare provides 

“outstanding employee offerings”. 

Netcare was commended as a 

values-driven organisation committed to 

providing quality care and professional 

services, underpinned 

by a supportive environment and 

numerous opportunities for staff  

development and growth.

These awards are a positive indication 

that we are on the right path to 

providing an environment that facilitates 

the delivery of  consistently high levels 

of  care and service to our patients. 

Caring the Netcare Way
Netcare’s leadership vision is 

defined by the pursuit of  excellence 

in delivering patient care, and 

developing people who are passionate 

about helping others and understand 

the importance of  personal respect 

and dignity. 

As such, we developed a training 

intervention, Caring the Netcare 

Way, a programme of  action in which 

employees commit themselves to 

practicing five core behaviours. 

These are: to always greet everyone 

as a sign of  respect; to always wear a 

name badge for identification and 

accountability; to always appear 

well-groomed to show dignity; to 

always seek consent to demonstrate 

compassion; and to always say thank 

you to show appreciation. 

The programme fits into a broader 

strategic initiative, which seeks to 

define the behaviours that differentiate 

Netcare’s way of  doing things – the 

Netcare Way. At the heart of  this culture 

change initiative is the understanding 

that genuine compassion and kindness 

to individuals going through times of  

BLACK EMPLOYEES

2012: 47%
2011: 45%

EMPLOYEES WITH
DISABILITIES

2012: 410
2011: 245
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The Company aims to create a caring 
work environment, which is not only 
geared towards the care and comfort of our 
patients and their families, but also provides 
��
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possible pain and uncertainty is a 

function of  our vision to help care for 

the health of  humankind. Netcare 

believes that the real differentiator in 

healthcare is how a patient feels about 

how they have been treated. The 

Netcare Way will be continued as a 

strategic initiative that, as a starting 

point, puts caring demonstrably at the 

core of  everything we do in our business. 

Employee attraction and 
retention
We continue to develop and align our 

HR practices to mitigating the risk to our 

business posed by the skills shortage in 

the healthcare sector. This includes 

various retention initiatives aimed at 

recognising staff. Netcare’s Carer of  the 

Year programme recognises employees 

who go above and beyond the call of  

duty in caring for our patients. The 

quarterly Carer of  the Year winners are 

selected from a pool of  monthly winners 

at each hospital/site and are invited to 

our annual gala event, Night of  the 

Stars. During this event we honour all 

our Carer of  the Year nominees for the 

extraordinary deeds that they do on 

such a regular basis. Four national 

winners are each awarded a brand  

new car. 

Employee1 turnover

2012 20112 

Permanent employees at the beginning of the year 20 165 20 374

Increased: 3 424 2 935

  Appointments 3 424 2 935

Decreased: 3 006 3 144

  Resignations 2 558 2 619

  Retirements 178 169

  Dismissals 139 192

  Deaths 37 51

  Other 94 113

Permanent employees at the end of the year 20 583 20 165

Annual employee turnover (%) 14.6 15.6

1  Employees include those in the Hospital division, Emergency services, Primary Care  

and Head Office.

2 The 2011 figures have been restated.

A key objective for Netcare is the 

training, education and development  

of  all Netcare employees. We believe  

this is the primary enabler in the 

relationships we have with all our 

stakeholders, which are built on a  

basis of  collaboration and shared 

responsibility. We believe organised 

learning and development interventions 

equip all our employees and students 

to improve service excellence resulting 

in increased job satisfaction and 

individual growth opportunities. 

Netcare Education is the Company’s 

educational facility, which takes care of  

the Group’s training and development 

needs. The facility has three faculties 

that provide individuals with training 

programmes in the areas of  nursing 

and ancillary disciplines, management 

and leadership and business generic 

training. Netcare holds the distinction 

of  being the largest private trainer of  

nurses in SA.

Netcare operates the largest private 

EMS training centre in Africa. The 

School of  Emergency and Critical Care 

(SECC) is led by a professional team of  

experienced instructors and academics 

in the EMS field and is accredited by 

the Health Professions Council of  SA.

Netcare is dedicated to the continuous 

professional and personal growth of  its 

employees. As such, each Netcare site 

has its own Career Management 

Committee that enables it to develop 

Individual Development Plans (IDP). 

The committee also selects staff  

members for accelerated development, 

personal mentorship and participation 

in strategic projects.

We envisage developing the scope of  

the Netcare Way to encompass a 

leadership development programme, 

Leading the Netcare Way. This will 

include relevant modules such as 

Quality Leadership the Netcare Way 

and Communicating the Netcare Way.
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Employee data
Employee numbers have increased 

marginally by 2.1% to 20 583. Staff  

turnover decreased to 14.6% 

(2011: 15.6%).

Equal opportunity
We have maintained our levels of  

African, Coloured and Indian (ACI) 

employees and gender representation 

across most levels of  the organisation. 

We are pleased to record a 

considerable increase in the number of  

employees with disabilities from 245 to 

410. This improvement resulted from an 

awareness campaign at an operational 

level and concerted efforts to identify 

and work with recruitment agencies 

that focus on securing employment for 

people with disabilities. We will 

continue our current initiatives aimed at 

making our employee profile more 

demographically representative.

Continuous education 
As a well-recognised institution in the 

healthcare industry, Netcare is able to 

attract quality staff  members. The 

organisation also employs a significant 

number of  candidates through 

employee referrals.

Our people |  SA OPERATIONS
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Education review 
We reviewed Netcare’s Education 

strategy during 2012. The external 

evaluation involved a broad-based 

consultation to identify and confirm the 

needs of  our businesses, undertaken 

as part of  the revision of  the Netcare 

Group strategy, which was informed by 

a long-term scenario planning process. 

The evaluation has allowed us to 

improve the alignment between the 

education and HR strategy to the Group 

strategy. We will continue implementing 

training interventions aimed at ensuring 

that Caring the Netcare Way is 

embedded in the culture of  Netcare by 

reaching everyone who works in our 

environment consistently and 

meaningfully. Caring the Netcare Way 

will also be rolled out to agency staff, 

temporary staff  or locums. Induction 

will also include training that focuses on 

the core behaviours.

Training and development 
The planned skills development spend 

for the skills period 1 April 2011 to 

31 March 2012, as per the Workplace 

Skills Plan (WSP) approved by the 

Health and Welfare Sector Education 

and Training Authority (HWSETA) on 

28 June 2011, was R34 million. Actual 

spend on skills development was 

R42 million for 34 885 learning and 

development interventions, exceeding 

planned spend. A year-on-year 

increase of  5.0% was achieved on 

skills development expenditure for the 

period ended 31 March 2012. As at 

March 2012 the total spend on ACI 

employees had grown to 78.5% 

(2011: 75.4%).

A total of  1 432 (2010/2011: 1 528) 

nursing graduates qualified between 

2011 and early 2012. The number of  

students registered at Netcare Education 

on various nursing programmes 

between October 2011 and September 

2012 increased slightly to 3 294 from 

3 186 in the previous year. 

Since May 2011, 100 learners have 

enrolled with Netcare Education to 

commence nursing programmes in 

partnership with the Free State 

Department of  Health. Netcare has 

sponsored the tuition fees for these 

future graduates, and they have since 

been allocated to Netcare hospitals for 

practical workplace experience.  

At July 2012, 35 learners had started 

their second year of  studies on the 

pupil enrolled nursing programme. 

At September 2011, 50 students were 

registered on the pupil auxiliary nursing 

programme and are currently 

completing the programme.

During the course of  the financial year 

a total of  307 employees were registered 

on various management development 

programmes of  which 88% were ACI 

candidates. During the 2011/2012 

skills period, 43 employees enrolled 

in undergraduate and post graduate 

studies at various universities. 

The number of  students registered with 

the Netcare SECC on various 

emergency services programmes 

during the financial year ended 

September 2012, was 4 734. The 

number of  Netcare 911 emergency 

services staff  trained during the same 

period was 533 (2011: 506). 

Employee wellness
All staff  members and their families 

have access to the full range of  

support and counselling services 

provided by an external service 

provider, ICAS. The Employee Wellness 

Programme provides staff  members 

with telephonic and face-to-face 

counselling including advice on legal, 

financial and domestic matters. 

Wellness interventions are conducted 

at the request of  management to 

provide support to groups of  staff  

members predominantly in cases of  

the loss of  a colleague through trauma 

or illness. General financial support 

and counselling are available to staff  to 

assist with personal budgeting and 

financial planning, especially in the 

face of  difficult economic conditions.

In July 2012, we launched an employee 

wellness drive focused on promoting 

a healthy lifestyle. The campaign 

included industrial theatre, health risk 

assessment and tests such as body 

mass index (BMI), waist circumference, 

cholesterol, glucose, HIV and blood 

pressure, among many others. At the 

end of  September 2012 most sites 

across the Group had run the 

 wellness days. 

Employee relations 
Annual salary negotiations effective in 

March 2012 were amicably concluded 

in the same month. In line with our 

commitment to reducing the wage gap, 

annual increases were 7.6% on 

average, with management and 

Union membership 

2012 20113 

DENOSA 2 000 2 103

HOSPERSA 4 433 3 883

NEHAWU 3 318 3 332

SOLIDARITY 1 069 855

Other unions 26 31

Non-unionised 9 737 9 961

20 583 20 165

3 The 2011 figures have been restated.

OUR PEOPLE: SA (continued)
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executive increases at lower levels. 

The minimum salary for full-time 

Netcare employees is currently 

R4 500 per month. An interim review 

of the minimum salary in October 2011 

lifted the minimum wage by 5.9%, 

ahead of  the 7.85% annual adjustment 

for all non-management staff  in March 

2012. The Group continues to remain 

competitive in its reward approach 

through benchmarking exercises 

conducted on an ongoing basis.

Employee engagement
Netcare conducted a comprehensive 

staff  engagement survey in November 

2011 to assess how we are doing in 

keeping staff  members engaged and 

identifying the areas we need to 

improve and in which we excel. Based 

on the results, our divisions 

implemented a host of  initiatives and 

action plans that aimed to address the 

issues raised during the survey. 

A follow-up survey at the end of  

August 2012 elicited an encouraging 

response rate of  75.6% and the results 

will be processed at the end of  the 

2012 calendar year.

Occupational health 
and safety

Netcare is committed to ensuring that 

our people work in an environment that 

is fully compliant with health and safety 

legislation in SA. Numerous committees 

exist to ensure that health and safety is 

well managed within the organisation. 

These committees form an integral part 

of  our Quality Leadership Department to 

mitigate any possible exposure to risks. 

For further details refer to the Clinical 
governance report: SA on page 64.

Absenteeism and sick leave
Absenteeism rates have increased 

marginally by 2.4%. Research 

indicates that we are below the 

SA average of  absenteeism that 

is identified as 4.1% (CRF Best 

Company to Work For report).

Our people |  SA OPERATIONS

Medical aid membership
Membership of  the Netcare Medical 

Aid Scheme increased marginally to 

77.8% (2011: 76.7%). Most of  the 

balance of  employees are members of  

their spouses or partners medical aid. 

The Scheme is managed by an active 

board of  12 employer and employee 

trustees who, in conjunction with the 

administrator, ensure that the individual 

needs of  members are met through a 

benefit design that provides affordable 

and sustainable cover. Benefits such as 

radiology, pathology and specialist 

consultations are funded from the risk 

portion of  the fund, which is a superior 

benefit relative to the norm in industry.

The contribution table is salary-based 

with a reliance on cross-subsidisation 

at higher income levels with reduced 

employee contributions at the lower 

end of  the scale. The employer medical 

aid subsidy is based on a fixed monthly 

amount of  R1 462. This is reviewed on 

an annual basis.

Looking ahead
Our priorities for the year ahead will be 

as follows:

integrating the HR strategy with the 

revised business strategy, and 

incorporating the Netcare Education 

component to support the 

sustainability of  the Group’s 

business model;

employee value proposition to 

attract and retain key and critical 

talent in Netcare, and promoting 

Netcare as a “great place to work”;

reward desired behaviours and 

excellence; 

dynamic healthcare environment,

by keeping innovation at the core

of  our business model;

skills, specifically aimed at 

candidates eligible for succession;

engaging staff  through the launch 

of  an employee led communications 

forum that will encourage dialogue 

among staff. The aim is to improve 

all levels of  communication and 

staff  perceptions of  engagement; 

and

Performance Development (EPD) 

programme will concentrate efforts 

on training and empowering teams 

to focus on future upskilling and 

development.
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UNITED KINGDOM OVERVIEW

Financial summary

£m 2012 20112 % change

Revenue 834.0 830.3 0.4

Operating profit3 106.1 127.4 (16.7)

  Operating profit before capital items 106.4 117.1 (9.1)

  Capital items (0.3) 10.3

Operating profit margin1,3 (%) 12.8 14.1

Profit for the year from continuing operations3 5.7 40.0 (85.8)

Net debt 1 712.9 1 785.4 4.1

Capital expenditure including intangible assets 41.2 43.9 (6.2)

1 Excluding capital items.

2 Restated to exclude discontinued operations.

3 Excluding exceptional items relating to GHG PropCo 1.

Performance overview 
The United Kingdom (UK) operating business 

(BMI OpCo) experienced a difficult trading year, 

characterised by continuing recessionary pressures 

and ongoing NHS reforms. Revenue from continuing 

operations rose by 0.4% to £834.0 million, although 

earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and 

amortisation (EBITDA)1 declined 6.6% to £176.1 million, 

affected by a fall in insured PMI volumes. The UK 

results have been impacted by certain material, 

non-cash adjustments relating to the General 

Healthcare Group (GHG) portfolio of  35 UK hospital 

properties initially acquired in 2006 GHG PropCo 1). 

Further details regarding these exceptional items 

can be found on pages 35 and 36.

The strength of our long-
standing partnership 
with the National Health 
Service (NHS), spanning 
more than a decade was a 
key buffer against lower 
Private Medical Insurance 
(PMI) and self-pay 
volumes in the last year.
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Key market drivers

Social trends
The country’s ageing population 

remains one of  the most significant 

social trends affecting the UK 

healthcare market. Between 1930 and 

2010, life expectancy at birth in the 

UK increased by around a third, from 

58.7 to 78.2 years for men and from 

63.0 to 82.3 for women. During the 

debate about “National Wellbeing”, 

when asked what affected their 

wellbeing, health was the most 

common response from individuals1. 

Between 2010 and 2051, the proportion 

of  people aged 65 and over is projected 

to increase from 17% to 24%, while 

the proportion aged 85 and over is 

projected to increase from 2% to 7%. 

By 2051, life expectancy for men aged 

65 is projected to be 25.9 years, and 

28.3 years for women aged 652.

This trend continues to have funding 

implications, since a lower percentage 

of  people of  working age will result in 

less tax revenue being generated. This 

has formed a major part of  the debate 

around the future role of  the NHS. In 

particular, it has renewed the focus on 

integrated care initiatives and is likely to 

drive higher competition for increasingly 

scarce healthcare resources, 

requiring greater involvement from 

the independent sector.

The UK economy
Recent movements in the UK economy 

have been somewhat contradictory. 

The labour market has shown greater 

resilience than expected, having risen 

from its low point at the end of  2009. 

There has been no major change in the key 
players in the UK independent healthcare 
sector, with General Healthcare Group (GHG)
remaining the biggest private provider by 
scale and network. 
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recovery in employment growth, wage 

settlements look set to remain weak. 

Excluding bonuses, the average wage 

settlement has increased slightly to 

1.6% from 1.5% in the three months 

to June 20126. Income per head in the 

second quarter of  2012 at £4 927 

was 13.2% down compared to its 

pre-recession peak of  £5 675 in 

the first quarter of  20087.

UK health policy
In March 2012, the Health and Social 

Care Act 2012, described as one of  

the most important regulatory 

developments in the UK healthcare 

system for some time, gained royal 

assent, more than 14 months after 

first being tabled in the House 

of Commons. 

Under the Act, general practitioners 

(GPs) and other clinicians will be given 

much more responsibility for spending 

the health budget in England, while 

greater plurality of  provision will be 

encouraged. As organisations respond 

to the Act, it is hoped that there will 

be significant opportunities for 

independent healthcare operators 

to be part of  the solution.

By contrast, gross domestic product 

(GDP) has fallen by approximately 4% 

over the same period. While it also 

recovered somewhat from its low point 

in mid-2009 when its cumulative 

decline exceeded 6%, the subsequent 

recovery lost momentum. Over the last 

two years, GDP has fluctuated around 

a broadly flat trajectory prior to October 

2012’s preliminary announcement of  

1% quarter-on-quarter GDP growth3.  

In the last six months, average 

independent forecasts for 2013 have 

fallen from 1.7% to 1.1%4.

For the 2011/2012 period, public sector 

net borrowing was £121.6 billion, 

£4.4 billion lower than the Office for 

Budget Responsibility had originally 

forecast5. In October 2011, the 

chancellor cleared the Bank of  

England to increase the scale of  its 

quantitative easing programme from 

£200 billion to £275 billion due to the 

deterioration in the economic outlook. 

By July 2012, the Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC) had announced 

its intention in increase this to 

£375 billion.

Consumers have continued to feel 

pressured. Despite the modest 

Number of subscribers for health cover products and total UK spending on 
health cover products, 2009 to 20128 

Market

Subscribers

at 1 January

 2009

000

Subscribers

 at 1 January

 2012

000

Spending in

 2008

£ million

Spending in 

2011

£ million

Private medical cover  4 322  3 971  4 174^  4 252^ 

Health cash plans*  2 873  2 593  507  467 

All health cover 

(excluding dental plans)  7 195  6 564  507  467 

Growth (8.8%) (7.9%)

 ̂Includes derived spending by companies that self-insure medical expenses.

* Includes a small amount of  dental cover spending.

3 ONS The Productivity Conundrum, Interpreting the Recent Behaviour of  the Economy.

4 Forecasts for the UK economy: A comparison of  independent forecasts, October 2012.

5 Public Sector Finances, September 2012.

6  Chartered Institute of  Personnel and Development – Labour Market Outlook Report Summer 2012.

7 National Accounts, ONS October 2012.

8 Laing & Buisson, Health Cover UK Market Report, 2012.

9 Datamonitor, UK Private Medical Insurance 2012.
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Impact on the private market

Private Medical Insurance 
The private medical cover market has 

been vulnerable to business cycles, 

but in 2012 showed signs of  

stabilising. Future demand for medical 

cover will largely depend on the 

strength of  the UK economy, but 

pressures on NHS services during a 

period of  lower spending growth may 

also offer some stimulus for private 

medical cover going forward. As 

indicated in the table below, subscriber 

numbers for private medical cover 

(covering medical insurance and 

self-insured medical expenses 

schemes) were down 8.8% in total 

from 2009 to 2011, and total health 

cover spending decreased by 7.9% 

in real terms after adjusting for retail 

price index (RPI) inflation. 

Movements in demand for private 

medical cover confirm that, of  the 

351 000 subscribers that dropped  

out of  the sector since 2008, 216 000 

were company paid and 135 000 were 

individual paid, which represents a 

6.8% decline in company paid 

volumes and 12% decline in individual 

paid subscribers.

In the period under review, Laing & 

Buisson’s Health Cover report8 showed 

the decline in policy numbers slowing 

to just 0.2%, reflecting modest growth 

in the corporate market offset by a fall 

of  4.2% in the individual market. 

Meanwhile, claims paid on PMI 

decreased by 3.6% in real terms  

in 2011. This disparity is in part 

explained by a combination of  

co-payments and insurer claims 

management initiatives.

This data is contradicted by 

Datamonitor9, which suggests that the 

decline in lives covered continued 

through the year at 3.0%, with 

corporate policies reducing by 1.7% 

and personal policies by 6.5%. Their 

recent report does not forecast any 

immediate turnaround in subscriber 

numbers.

Health policy and regulation |  UK OPERATIONS 
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Self-pay patients
The self-pay market remains 

encouraging, with more patients 

considering paying for their own 

treatment when they are not covered 

by PMI and as more procedures are 

restricted by the NHS. Industry 

commentators suggest most 

independent providers have seen 

continued growth in self-pay volumes, 

albeit flattening more recently. 

Despite budgetary pressure, there has 

been a small improvement in 

adherence to NHS waiting list time 

targets during the year under review. 

The monthly referral to treatment 

statistics10, published by the 

Department of  Health, show that in 

August 2012 there were 298 682 

inpatients whose “pathways” were 

completed in hospital, 92.7% of  whom 

had been seen within 18 weeks (up 

from 90.4% in the previous year). 

However, the median waiting time 

increased from 8.1 weeks in August 

2011 to 8.3 weeks in August 2012 and 

analysis shows that trauma and 

orthopaedics, which represents a 

large proportion of  BMI’s caseload, 

achieved only 88.6% of  patients being 

significant cost savings of  £15 billion 

to £20 billion over the period 2014 to 

2015. Spending on health services in 

the UK more than doubled in the last 

decade, growing from £53 billion in 

the 2000/2001 period to £120 billion in 

2010/201111. In July 2012, the Institute 

of  Fiscal Studies estimated that public 

health service funding is likely to 

remain tight up to 2020, with its 

financial burdens exacerbated by high 

levels of  long-term debt, particularly 

from the repayment of  Private Finance 

Initiative (PFI) costs to independent 

contractors. 

In July 2012, the Office for Budget 

Responsibility added to the debate on 

the sustainability of  the current scope 

of  the NHS, releasing its projection 

that if  productivity growth in 

healthcare did not improve on its 

historic trend of  0.8% per year, health 

spending would need to rise by 3.6% 

per year in real terms for output to 

keep up, equivalent to adding 7.5% of  

GDP to health spending by 2061/2062. 

Despite continued economic 

uncertainty and resistance from 

certain sectors of  government to 

independent sector involvement, the 

market generally accepts that 

independent sector provision will 

become increasingly important in the 

medium term, as NHS funding comes 

under continued pressure. All political 

parties have reached consensus on 

the proposals of  the Dilnot Report, 

which proposes that individual funding 

should play a role in social care, and 

similar principles could be applied to 

health in future, although the 

processing of  the Act has bolstered 

resistance from some sectors.

seen within 18 weeks. NHS waiting list 

times are still projected to rise, in 

particular with restrictions being 

placed on the number of  non-urgent 

operations being carried out.

The National Health Service
The principal aim behind many of  the 

proposals in the Health and Social Care 

Act 2012 (“the Act”) was to increase 

choice for patients. Commissioning 

responsibilities will move from Primary 

Care Trusts to Clinical Commissioning 

Groups (CCGs) by April 2013, which 

will devolve more responsibility to GPs.

CCGs will decide on care for patients, 

advise them on where to go for 

treatment and pay the provider. The 

majority of stakeholders have accepted 

the provisions of  the Act, and are 

progressing with the changes required. 

As of  October 2012, key dates have 

been agreed for the implementation of  

the CCG authorisation process. CCGs 

have applied to be authorised in four 

separate waves, with all CCGs having 

submitted their applications to the 

NHS Commissioning Board. 

At the same time as this large-scale 

restructuring, the NHS is being put 

under great pressure to realise 
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regulated. Under the provisions of  the 

Act, an independent regulator for NHS 

foundation trusts (Monitor) has been 

established as the sector regulator 

for health. Monitor’s role will change 

to take on a number of  new 

responsibilities, including regulating 

all providers of  NHS-funded services 

in England which includes providers 

from the independent sector. Monitor 

has been garnering stakeholders’ 

views on proposals for the provider 

licence and expect to be ready to 

issue licences to NHS foundation 

trusts in April 2013, and other 

providers from April 2014 subject to 

the results of  the consultation.

The provision of  healthcare in 

Scotland and Wales is regulated by 

Healthcare Improvement Scotland and 

the Healthcare Inspectorate Wales, 

respectively.

inspections was to determine that 

patients:

discussions about their care and 

treatment, and are able to influence 

how the service is run;

that meets their needs and 

supports their rights;

staff  respect their human rights; 

and

properly qualified and competent to 

do their job.

The inspections have found a high 

level of  compliance with these 

standards at all sites. 

The Health and Social Care Act makes 

changes to the way healthcare is 

Regulatory overview
The principal regulator for GHG in 

England is the Care Quality 

Commission (CQC). BMI Healthcare 

and the legal entities of  the managed 

sites are registered as providers with 

the CQC under the Health and Social 

Care Act. Each site is registered as a 

location providing regulated services 

which may include:

In the transition application, all sites 

declared compliance with the 

outcomes for the 16 key essential 

standards which are directly related to 

the quality and safety of  care. Annual 

routine unannounced inspections have 

been carried out at the majority of  

sites. The main focus of  these 

Health policy and regulation |  UK OPERATIONS 



GHG is the largest provider of private acute 
care in the UK. Under the BMI Healthcare 
brand, GHG operates a national network  
of 61 hospitals across the UK, comprising  
2 979 beds, 183 operating theatres and  
54 in-house pharmacies.
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PropCo 1. Exceptional items and the 

results of  discontinued operations are 

discussed under the headings 

Exceptional items relating to GHG 

PropCo 1 and Discontinued operations, 

respectively. GHG’s financial performance 

discussed below excludes the 

exceptional items and the results of  

discontinued operations. 

Overall caseload grew by 2.1% 

(2011: 4.2%), largely driven by NHS 

Choose & Book (C&B) growth which 

offset a continued decline in PMI 

volumes. Self-pay volumes have shown 

limited growth after two years of  

decline, although the rate of  growth 

remains heavily influenced by levels of  

consumer confidence in the 

wider economy. 

Revenue from continuing operations 

rose by 0.4% to £834.0 million 

(2011: £830.3 million), although the 

fall in PMI volumes contributed to a 

6.6% decline in EBITDA to 

£176.1 million (2011: £188.6 million). 

EBITDA is reflected before capital items 

of  £811.7 million (2011: £10.3 million 

credit), the largest of  which is the 

impairment of  GHG PropCo 1 

goodwill of  £811.4 million.

EBITDA margin declined to 21.1% 

(2011: 22.7%), mainly as a result of  

the continued shift from private patient 

volumes to lower-margin NHS volumes, 

and more inpatient to day-case 

procedures. However, operational 

efficiency and continuing cost 

rationalisation programmes have mostly 

offset this effect. 

HOSPITAL OPERATING REVIEW: UK

Introduction
GHG offers a full range of  healthcare 

services including imaging services, 

physiotherapy, oncology, orthopaedics, 

weight loss and women’s health 

services.

Business structure
Following Netcare’s acquisition of  GHG 

in 2006, the UK business was split into 

an operating business (BMI OpCo) 

and a property business which owns 

the properties and leases them to 

BMI OpCo. 

The property business comprises two 

property-owning subgroups. The first 

subgroup (GHG PropCo 1) owns 

35 UK hospital properties acquired 

in 2006. The second subgroup 

(GHG PropCo 2) owns the six 

UK hospital properties acquired 

from Nuffield in 2008.

The GHG PropCo 1 debt facility is 

ring-fenced from BMI OpCo and GHG 

PropCo 2 and is non-recourse to 

Netcare and its South African 

operations. The leases concluded 

between BMI OpCo and GHG PropCo 1 

remain secure for the next 19 years, 

with an additional 10-year 

renewal option.

Business performance
BMI OpCo experienced a difficult 

trading year, characterised by 

continuing recessionary pressures and 

ongoing NHS reforms. GHG’s results 

have been impacted by certain material 

non-cash adjustments relating to GHG 
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The accounting adjustments required 

as a consequence of  the changes 

in assumptions are reflected in the 

table below.

Impairment of goodwill

The once-buoyant UK property market 

has declined significantly since 2006. 

During the 2012 impairment review on 

the goodwill carried in respect of  GHG 

PropCo 1, a non-cash impairment 

charge of  £811.4 million was recorded 

against the GHG PropCo 1 goodwill. 

This review included taking detailed 

external valuation advice and inputs.   

Interest rate swap contracts

GHG will no longer be able to apply 

hedge accounting principles to the 

interest rate swap contracts associated 

with GHG PropCo 1. Consequently, 

non-cash movements in the fair value 

of  the swaps of  £122.4 million have 

been taken directly to the income 

statement from 1 April 2012.

In addition, a cumulative fair value loss 

on the GHG PropCo 1 interest rate 

swap contracts had been retained in the 

cash flow hedge reserve within equity.  

In light of  the discontinuation of  hedge 

accounting on the GHG PropCo 1 

interest rate swap contracts, a portion 

of  the non-cash cumulative fair value 

loss in the cash flow hedge reserve 

amounting to £102.6 million was charged 

from the reserve to the income statement.

£130.6 million at 30 September 2011. 

The sale of  the Care Fertility Group Ltd 

(Care) in June 2012 contributed to this, 

resulting in net cash proceeds of  

£23.5 million.

GHG continues to meet all financial 

covenants on the BMI OpCo, GHG 

PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 debt 

facilities. 

Working capital continued to be tightly 

controlled and improvements made in 

2011 were sustained.  

Exceptional items relating to 
GHG PropCo 1
The GHG PropCo 1 banking facilities 

have a maturity of  October 2013 at 

which time the outstanding balance of  

approximately £1.5 billion falls due 

for repayment. The prevailing macro-

economic environment within the UK, 

the state of  debt markets across 

Europe and the negative value of  

GHG PropCo 1’s interest rate swap 

contracts make the refinancing of  the 

GHG PropCo 1 debt challenging. 

While GHG PropCo 1 will diligently 

seek a refinancing solution before 

October 2013, a solution was not yet 

in place as at the date of  this report. 

As a result of  the GHG PropCo 1 debt 

maturity being less than 12 months 

from the release of  Netcare’s 2012 

results, changes in the underlying 

accounting assumptions related to 

GHG PropCo 1 were required. 

Net financial expenses from continuing 

operations of  £354.2 million  

(2011: £124.9 million) includes 

£124.1 million net interest expense and 

£225.0 million relating to the exceptional 

non-cash movements in the interest 

rate swap contracts, as discussed later. 

In addition, net financial expenses were 

adversely affected by a £6.6 million 

(2011: £2.8 million credit) non-cash 

charge, representing the ineffective 

portion of  the movement in fair value 

of the interest rate swaps.

A tax benefit of  £201.8 million 

(2011: £36.5 million) was recognised 

during the year, which included the 

following credits:

in the basis of  the deferred tax 

calculation on the GHG PropCo 1 

assets (refer to Exceptional items 

relating to GHG PropCo 1 for further 

details);

effect of  the GHG PropCo 1 interest 

rate swaps fair value adjustments; 

and 

2% reduction in the UK statutory 

company tax rate to 23%.

GHG therefore recorded a profit after 

tax from continuing operations of  

£5.7 million (2011: £40.0 million). After 

exceptional items and including profit 

on discontinued operations, 

GHG recorded a loss after tax of  

£825.3 million (2011: £41.6 million profit).  

Net debt declined £72.5 million in the 

year to £1 712.9 million. The majority 

of the debt (£1 578.9 million) is held 

in GHG PropCo 1. BMI OpCo’s net 

debt declined by £53.0 million to 

£91.7 million year-on-year, partly as 

a result of  the deconsolidation of  

Health and Surgical Holdings Ltd 

(Transform) with gross debt amounting 

to £20.2 million.

Closing cash balances remain strong 

at £147.9 million compared to 

Income statement impact of exceptional items relating to GHG PropCo 1 
debt facilities

£m

Impairment of goodwill 811.4

Interest rate swap contracts 225.0

  Fair value losses on swaps not hedge accounted 122.4

   Reclassification of  the cumulative swap loss to  

the income statement 102.6

Tax (173.6)

Total exceptional items 862.8
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Relationships with doctors
Building good relationships with 

consultants and with local GPs is 

critical to GHG. Dialogue with GPs and 

consultants has continued during the 

year with presentations, clinical 

conferences and engagement forums 

around the country. These 

engagements enable the sharing of  

information with GPs and consultants 

and provide a chance for them to give 

feedback to management. GHG plans 

to build on and develop these forums 

as a platform that contributes to 

providing the best care for patients.  

Investing in people
GHG continues to focus on staff  

engagement and development. This 

resulted in an increased frequency of  

line management briefings, as well as 

staff  communications from the Chief  

Executive Officer. The package of  

non-financial benefits was also 

expanded. The Night of  the Stars 

Awards, which recognises the 

dedication and contribution of  staff, 

remained a highlight for the year. 

For more information see Our 
people: UK report on page 88.

Managing GHG’s 
environmental impact
This was the first year that GHG made 

payment to the UK Government as part 

of  its obligations under the Carbon 

Reduction Commitment. GHG was 

required to purchase carbon 

allowances at a cost of  £571 000 

to cover regulated emissions of  

47 594 tonnes of  carbon dioxide 

equivalent (CO2e). During 2012, GHG’s 

focus was to maintain the initiatives and 

programmes currently underway as 

part of  its environmental management 

programme. A review of existing 

environmental and waste policies was 

also initiated. 

ONLINE For more on managing 
GHG’s environmental impact see 
the Environmental report: UK.

and refurbishments at BMI The 

Ridgeway Hospital in Swindon; and

wards at BMI Priory Hospital in the 

West Midlands, for completion 

in 2013.  

Decontamination centres

BMI also completed the transfer of  

decontamination services from the 

majority of  the BMI hospitals to 

specialist hubs which it owns and 

operates. A fourth decontamination hub 

in Kent was opened during the year, 

which will service both internal and 

external customers.   

The upgrade of  the decontamination 

facilities at the Maidstone hub, in line 

with Care Quality Commission guidelines, 

was completed. The project to upgrade 

a number of  decontamination facilities 

across the portfolio is ongoing.

Information Technology (IT) 
systems

The PeopleSoft IT system 

implementation was rolled out during 

the year. This solution has 14 modules 

covering patient administration, 

charging and billing, pharmacy 

dispensing, stock control, ward and 

theatre management, procurement and 

financials. The system is already 

proving more reliable and easy to use, 

reducing the risk of  error. The rollout 

and associated training across the BMI 

network is expected to be mostly 

complete by the end of  2013.

Best patient care
BMI’s goal is to provide the best care for 

patients with the highest quality 

outcomes, in a location that is 

convenient to them. Patient feedback 

informs progress against this goal, 

which during the year showed 99.2% of  

patients rate the quality of  care provided 

as excellent, very good or good.

Taxation
The tax impact of  the aggregate 

adjustments described previously 

resulted in a non-cash deferred tax 

credit of  £173.6 million to the income 

statement.

Further details of  the adjustments can 

be found in note 2 to the Group annual 

financial statements and on page 160 

of  the Chief  Financial Officer’s review.

Discontinued operations
In line with its strategic focus on its 

core acute hospital business, the BMI 

OpCo disposed of  Care and Transform 

in June and July 2012, respectively. 

Care is a specialist fertility provider and 

Transform specialises in low-cost 

cosmetic surgery. Care and Transform 

have been classified as discontinued 

operations and their results have been 

reflected separately in the income 

statement. A capital profit of  

£31.6 million has been recognised on 

the disposal of  these businesses.

Investment in infrastructure 
and facilities

Hospitals
GHG continued to invest in its 

infrastructure and facilities to enhance 

the quality of  its hospital portfolio, with 

capital expenditure for the year 

amounting to £41.2 million 

(2011: £43.9 million). During the 

year GHG:

BMI The Park Hospital in 

Nottingham, with a major extension 

to the existing building including 

a new intensive treatment unit, new 

endoscopy suite and theatre, and 

the refurbishment of  three existing 

theatres;

seven theatre suites and three 

existing wards, and built new 

oncology and paediatric wards at 

BMI The Alexandra Hospital, South 

Manchester;
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Registered beds

Hospital 2012 2011

 London Region 649 664

Bishops Wood Hospital 47 42

The Blackheath Hospital 69 69

The Cavell Hospital 41 45

Chelsfield Park Hospital 50 50

The Clementine Churchill 

Hospital
141 141

Coombe Wing3 22 22

Fitzroy Square Hospital1 17 17

The Garden Hospital 30 30

The Kings Oak Hospital 52 52

The London Independent 

Hospital
78 80

The Riverside Hospital 14

Shirley Oaks Hospital 50 50

The Sloane Hospital 32 32

Southend Private Hospital1 3 3

Weymouth Hospital2 17 17

 Southern Region 838 845

The Bath Clinic 75 75

The Chaucer Hospital 60 60

The Esperance Private Hospital 50 50

Fawkham Manor Hospital 32 39

Goring Hall Hospital 52 52

The Hampshire Clinic 65 65

The Harbour Hospital1 40 40

McIndoe Surgical Centre2 30 30

The Mount Alvernia Hospital 90 90

The Princess Margaret Hospital 80 80

The Ridgeway Hospital 50 50

The Runnymede Hospital 52 52

Sarum Road Hospital 48 48

The Somerfield Hospital 48 48

Werndale Private Hospital 28 28

The Winterbourne Hospital 38 38

Total5 2 979 3 038

1 Core hospitals held under long-term lease.

2 Hospitals operated under management contract.

3 NHS partnership hospitals.

4 Interest in associate.

5  There are 41 hospitals owned by GHG PropCo and held under 

long-term leases by BMI OpCo which are included in the table above. 

United Kingdom hospitals

Registered beds

Hospital 2012 2011

 Northern Region 770 807

Albyn Hospital 44 44

The Alexandra Hospital 170 170

The Beardwood Hospital 31 31

The Beaumont Hospital 34 34

Carrick Glen Hospital1 18 19

The Duchy Hospital1 27 27

Fernbrae Hospital 16 20

Gisburne Park Hospital1 29 35

The Highfield Hospital 57 57

The Huddersfield Hospital 29 29

King’s Park Hospital1 21 23

The Lancaster Hospital 27 27

Ross Hall Hospital 101 101

Sefton Hospital1 19 23

The South Cheshire Private 

Hospital1
32 32

Thornbury Hospital 77 77

Transform Pines Hospital 20

Woodlands Hospital1 38 38

 Central Region 722 722

The Chiltern Hospital 66 66

The Droitwich Private Hospital 46 46

The Edgbaston Hospital 55 55

The Foscote Hospital² 16 16

The Lincoln Hospital 32 32

The Manor Hospital 23 23

The Meriden Hospital 61 52

The Oxford Clinic1 22

The Park Hospital 93 92

The Priory Hospital 118 118

The Sandringham Hospital 35 35

The Saxon Clinic 40 40

The Shelburne Hospital 44 31

St Edmunds Hospital 40 40

Three Shires Hospital4 53 54

Looking ahead
The year ahead is anticipated to remain 

challenging for BMI OpCo, given the 

persistence of  global economic 

uncertainty, the budgetary and 

structural uncertainties in the NHS and 

the impact of  austerity measures on the 

UK economy.  

Multi-year contracts have been 

renewed with the majority of  PMI 

insurers and there are encouraging 

signs of  stabilisation and growth in 

some parts of  this market. NHS 

volumes are expected to continue 

growing albeit at a lower rate; however, 

NHS tariff  pressures are expected to 

continue. The efficiency strategies and 

improvements implemented during the 

year, position BMI OpCo well for a 

recovery in the market.



Introduction
Each hospital has a local framework 

through which safety, effectiveness and 

patient experience are monitored and 

analysed. The Clinical Governance 

Board provides oversight of  clinical 

governance, ensures that lessons at 

local level are communicated across 

the business and drives quality 

improvement.

Our standards are continuously 

reviewed to ensure alignment with 

regulations, the latest research, national 

guidelines, accreditation requirements 

and contractual obligations. To maintain 

the highest standards we must support 

clinical outcomes through providing 

our patients with the appropriate 

environment, equipment and 

consultants, as well as staff  who 

deliver excellent care. 

To this end we continue to keep up with 

the latest technological developments 

in healthcare through focused 

investment. Recruiting and retaining 

appropriately skilled staff  is also 

critical, as is providing opportunities for 

learning and development for our staff. 

For more on our learning and 
development initiatives see Our people: 
UK report on page 88.

There has been ongoing development 

of  reporting systems to facilitate the 

best available data on which to base 

our clinical governance processes. In 

addition to being used for external 

reporting requirements, this data 

informs clinical governance at all 

levels within GHG. 

Ensuring the highest 
standards for consultants
All consultants are granted and retain 

practicing privileges based on their 

ongoing ability to provide a standard of  

excellence in their particular specialty. 

All are registered with the General 

Medical Council (GMC) and hold a 

licence to practice. The work we have 

done to support the revalidation 

process will stand us in good stead 

following the announcement from 

the Secretary of  State for Health that 

the process will commence in 

December 2012. 

The revalidation process comprises a 

new system of  checks that will ensure 

the UK’s 230 000 licensed doctors are 

keeping up to date with the latest 

developments in their fields and are fit 

to practise. Based on annual 

appraisals, the system will include 

feedback from patients, doctors, nurses 

and other colleagues. All doctors have 

been assigned a responsible officer 

and must be registered with a 

designated body. GHG is the 

designated body for over 250 

consultants and the Group Medical 

Director is their responsible officer. The 

first revalidation of  GHG’s consultants 

will commence in April 2013. 

Patient safety

Infection prevention and control 
This focus continues under the 

leadership of  the GHG Head of  

Infection Prevention and Control in 

liaison with the link nurses in BMI 

hospitals. The infection prevention and 

control protocols which have been 

GHG works within a robust clinical 
governance framework, which aims to ensure 
that risks are managed effectively and that 
there is continuous improvement in the 
quality of care delivered to our patients.

99.2%
PATIENT SATISFACTION 
RATING OF GOOD, VERY 

GOOD AND EXCELLENT
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ongoing compliance. All patients 

undergo an appropriate VTE risk 

assessment to inform an individual 

prevention strategy. 

Effectiveness 

Unplanned returns to theatre 
and unplanned readmissions
As medical technology and clinical 

quality continue to advance, the 

average length of  hospital stay for  

BMI patients gets shorter. All surgery 

carries a risk of  complications and 

these may result in an unplanned 

return to theatre. The decline in total 

number of  unplanned returns to 

theatre is indicative of  fewer 

complications. 
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The rate of  unplanned readmission 

due to clinical complication within 

31 days to BMI hospitals reduced from 

0.228 in the prior year to 0.198 for 

October 2011 to September 2012. 

This is the lowest in four years.

Patient-reported outcomes
All NHS patients who have undergone 

hip and knee replacement, varicose 

vein surgery or inguinal hernia repair 

are given the opportunity to complete 

both pre- and post-operative 

questionnaires. This provides data on 

the health gain achieved from the 

surgery. For the year under review, 

patients treated by BMI have 

demonstrated above-average health 

gain. Measurement of  patient-reported 

outcomes for hip and knee 

named internationally as Care 

Bundles, have been implemented in all 

hospitals and are subject to ongoing 

audit. Rates of  healthcare-associated 

infections in BMI hospitals compare 

favourably with the NHS, notably 

against the two infection rates 

published by the Health Protection 

Agency: methcillin resistant 

staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 

bacteraemias and clostridium difficile. 

This is due to effective pre-admission 

assessment and the high standard of  

clinical care delivered during and 

after surgery. 

GHG had 0.63 cases per 100 000 bed 

days of  clostridium difficile from 

October 2011 to September 2012 

while the NHS reported 16.7 cases 

per 100 000 bed days.

GHG had no cases of  MRSA 

bacteraemia from October 2011 to 

September 2012 while the NHS reported 

1.2 cases per 100 000 bed days. 

Environmental cleanliness is also an 

important factor in infection 

prevention. Our patients rate the 

cleanliness of  our facilities highly, with 

cleanliness of  rooms scoring 93.4% 

and bathrooms 93.1% in our patient 

satisfaction survey.

Venous thromboembolism 
GHG has been awarded venous 

thromboembolism (VTE) Exemplar 

Centre status by the Department of  

Health across all its hospitals, a first 

for an independent healthcare group. 

This provides further assurance of  

patient safety and care in minimising 

the risk of  deep vein thrombosis and 

pulmonary embolism. GHG 

established a national thrombosis 

team, chaired by the Group Chief  

Pharmacist, which is responsible for 

implementing the Venous Thrombosis 

Prevention Policy. The policy was 

launched alongside a new VTE risk 

assessment tool, patient information 

leaflets, prevention protocols, training 

packages and regular audits to ensure 
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replacement surgery will be 

implemented for all private patients in 

the coming year. 

Patient experience 
We continually monitor our patients’ 

experience of  care through our patient 

satisfaction survey, which is 

administered by an independent third 

party. We continue to focus on 

increasing the response rate, and in 

the 12 months ending September 2012, 

over 69 000 patients completed the 

questionnaire. Each hospital analyses 

the monthly reports and implements 

appropriate action to address any 

issues of  dissatisfaction or areas that 

have scored lower than others. We are 

pleased to report that our rating for 

overall quality of  care (good, very 

good and excellent) is 99.2% 

(2011: 99.1%). 

Looking ahead
Informed by patient feedback and our 

continued clinical governance activities 

and programmes, our focus areas for 

the year ahead will be to:

availability of  meaningful 

performance and quality indicators 

for patients, consultants, referrers 

and commissioners; 

Bundles to ensure that these have 

been effectively implemented, 

measured by infection rates;

reported outcomes to include hip 

and knee replacement for private 

patients; and

of  VTE prophylaxis.

Clinical governance report |  UK OPERATIONS 



GHG remains committed to investing in 
our people from both a development and a 
recognition perspective to ensure that our 
patients are treated in a safe and caring way.
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GHG’s approach to manage headcount 

by reviewing each vacancy following 

a resignation to ensure that, where 

possible, teams are restructured or 

existing staff  are developed to fulfil 

requirements. In addition, localised 

structural reviews have resulted in 

some redundancies. 

Staff  turnover increased to 22.5% 

(2011: 19.0%), which is a reflection of  

renewed activity in the UK healthcare 

employment market as the newly 

created Clinical Commissioning 

Groups seek to recruit their workforces.

Training and development

BMiLearn
GHG’s commitment to developing high 

quality talent continued with the launch 

of  BMiLearn. This online learning 

system greatly extends our portfolio 

of  training resources and was 

implemented in all sites. With open 

access to all materials for all staff, 

Introduction
The structural changes introduced by 

the Chief  Executive Officer (CEO) in 

2011 continued in 2012. The senior 

leadership team has been expanded to 

include regional directors and a wider 

group of  senior corporate directors. 

This more inclusive structure has 

enhanced our capability to properly 

plan for succession.

Three committees have been 

established to bring more operational 

insight to the strategic focus of  

the senior leadership team. The 

committees are the Corporate Board, 

representing all corporate support 

functions; an Operations Board 

representing the regions and hospitals; 

and the Support Functions representing 

sales and marketing, information 

technology (IT) and procurement.

Employee distribution
Employee numbers have decreased by 

7.3% to 7 449. This is in line with 

Employee turnover
2012 2011

Permanent employees at the beginning of the year 8 034 8 234

Increased: 1 088 1 330

  Appointments 1 088 1 330

Decreased: 1 673 1 530

  Resignations  1 153 940

  Retirements 102 75

  Dismissals 106 113

  Deaths 12 10

  Redundancies 128 255

  Other 172 137

Permanent employees at the end of the year 7 449 8 034

Annual employee turnover (%) 22.5 19.0

146 195
E-LEARNING MODULES

COMPLETED

32 080
TRAINING DAYS

DELIVERED

OUR PEOPLE: UK
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Recruitment cost reduction
The strategy to move more recruitment 

activity in-house and onto social media 

platforms has been highly successful. 

This approach has delivered cost 

savings in agency fees of  over 

£1.5 million and savings on print 

and advertising media of  £400 000.

The revised recruitment process 

comprises three levels:

conducted in conjunction with a 

small number of  trusted partners;

in-house using trusted partners and 

social media; and

use of  social media platforms for 

targeted sourcing.

The success of  this process has 

received both internal and external 

recognition. The recruitment team won 

Team of  the Year at the Night of  the 

Stars Awards and were finalists in the 

prestigious Recruiter Magazine 

Recruitment Team of  the Year Awards.

a total of  1 888 courses were delivered 

covering 68 426 training interventions.

BMiLearn has been extremely well 

received and generated much interest 

and activity. Sites have welcomed the 

extensive opportunities for training and 

development which can be easily 

assimilated within the workplace and 

during work time. Our Skillport online 

training system continued to provide 

mandatory training courses.

Succession planning
In ensuring robust succession 

planning, GHG recognises the need for 

a high calibre management pool and 

succession strategies that direct 

senior-level career paths. Initiatives to 

strengthen talent management 

processes during the year included:

transparent by advertising all vacant 

roles internally;

hospital manager roles to ensure 

consistency and provide data for 

development planning; and

Operations role to provide 

accelerated development to hospital 

manager roles coupled with open 

advertisement and assessment 

centre selection.

To further support the training and 

development of  management and 

senior leaders, BMI has funded places 

on Ashridge Management College’s 

Advanced Management Programme for 

high potential individuals identified 

through the assessment centres. BMI 

has worked with Ashridge faculty to put 

together an extended programme of  

events linked to the course to which a 

wider pool of  BMI managers are 

invited.

Our people |  UK OPERATIONS
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Employee engagement 
and communication
Throughout the year a series of  

strategic workstreams has enabled line 

managers to provide operational input 

at an early stage in implementing 

programmes or initiatives. The 

workstreams draw on experience and 

expertise across the business, 

including hospitals, regions and head 

office to gain a full exchange of  

perspectives. A reconfigured set of  

workstreams will reflect the priorities 

of the new financial year.

Start the Year event
Each year a conference is held for the 

top 200 managers in the business to 

reflect on the achievements of  the past 

year and set out the objectives for the 

year ahead. In the year under review 

this event was held at the Royal College 

of  Physicians in Regents Park and, in 

addition to presentations from the CEO 

and Chief  Financial Officer (CFO), 

included workshops on major initiatives 

supporting the upcoming year’s 

objectives.

Pulse survey
The GHG staff  “pulse survey” was 

again conducted in 2012, and achieved 

the same high level of  participation. 

Staff  continued to rate their enjoyment 

of  working for the company very highly, 

and the vast majority indicated that 

they would recommend GHG as a 

place to work. The notable 

improvement in staff  satisfaction is 

particularly satisfying and suggests 

that GHG is managing to empower 

the regions and make full use of  the 

infrastructure created over the last 

four years.

OUR PEOPLE: UK (continued)

Employee attraction 
and retention
Strong emphasis has been placed on 

creating an attractive package of  

benefits for employees. Benefits include 

private medical cover, friends and 

family discounts, free health 

assessments, discounted gym and 

fitness class membership, a 

confidential counselling and advice 

helpline and life insurance. In addition, 

staff  have access to a portfolio of  

low- or no-cost initiatives including 

Christmas chocolates, gifts for 

international nurses’ day, a cycle to 

work scheme, restaurant vouchers and 

bonus bonds. Staff  are also 

encouraged to get involved in 

community and charity initiatives such 

as workplace giving schemes and 

participating in national charity events. 

Staff  retention has been further 

strengthened due to new opportunities 

for career progression emerging from 

the restructuring at senior levels.

Night of the Stars
In line with the South African operations 

the Night of  the Stars Awards recognise 

exceptional staff  contribution. A monthly 

award scheme provides an opportunity 

to acknowledge examples of  

extraordinary commitment to patients 

and colleagues, culminating in 

identifying the Carer of  the Year. Annual 

awards include the Tell the World 

Award for community outreach, the Star 

Idea Award, the Best Patient Care 

Award, the EcoNomics green Award, 

the Star Team Award, the Florence 

Nightingale Award and the Star 

Hospital Award.

The Night of  the Stars gala event was 

held at Madame Tussauds in a vibrant 

evening at this famous venue which 

gave all participants a real sense of  

recognition while celebrating 

exceptional care, service, initiative 

and team spirit. 
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launching a wider range of  modules 

covering clinical topics and head of  

department-level management 

sessions, to ensure all staff  are best 

equipped to perform effectively;

and wider stakeholders regarding 

the prominent UK debt refinancing, 

to ensure people are well informed 

throughout the process; and

legislation that requires that all staff  

within a company are registered 

with a pension scheme, with BMI’s 

deadline set at September 2013. 

Development is underway and will 

be supported by extensive internal 

communications. 

Looking ahead
The business has set challenging 

targets for the year ahead against a 

backdrop of  difficulties within the 

health sector but slowly emerging 

confidence in other sectors. The focus 

areas for the coming year include:

management to contribute to a 

culture of  high performance, 

including new tools for setting key 

performance indicators (KPIs) and 

managing performance;

well adapted to individual hospitals, 

considering both hospital size and 

source of  business. This includes 

reviewing structures, fixed versus 

variable work patterns and KPIs;

development tool with personal 

development planning, and 



Highlights

CONSTITUTION OF SOCIAL 
AND ETHICS COMMITTEE

COMPLIANCE FUNCTION 
FORMALISED

NEW MEMORANDUM OF 
INCORPORATION COMPLETED

ETHICS SURVEY UNDERTAKEN
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Apply or explain principle
Sustainability performance and 

reporting was not independently 

assured for the year under review, 

except for the following which have 

been independently assured:

footprint (Scope 1, 2 and 3 

emissions); and 

ONLINE For further details refer 
to our Environmental report: SA.

Economic Empowerment scorecard 

ONLINE For further detail, refer to our 
Transformation report.

a review of  selected performance 

More details about this process can 
be found on page 3.

The sustainability information disclosed 

in our annual integrated report and our 

online report was subjected to stringent 

on other performance measures will be 

that energy efficiency considerations 

processes, which includes implementing 

 

ONLINE For further details on these 
initiatives refer to our Environmental 
report: SA.

Introduction
The directors and employees of  

as a priority that is central to managing 

the Group in a way that is efficient, 

Transparency and accountability 

the roadmap for the Group to reach its 

strategic objectives within compliance 

requirements, balancing the interests 

avoiding conflicts of  interest, and 

Sound corporate governance practices 

are implicit in our values, culture 

King III

endorses the principles of  good 

corporate governance as recommended 

in the Code of  Corporate Practices and

Conduct set out in the King Report 

on Corporate Governance for South 

a formal process to implement 

against King III, it was found that 

the majority of  principles have been 

applied, with exceptions outlined under 

ONLINE For a detailed schedule 
of Netcare’s response to all the 
King III principles.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT

Netcare’s approach to corporate governance 
is to adopt and monitor sound and effective 
systems of internal control, to assess and 
	����	������	�	
�����������������	�������������
and implement appropriate business procedures. 
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legislation in addition to periodic 

Litigation and legal
The Company Secretary has been 

assigned the responsibility to provide 

There are currently six lawyers within 

the function in addition to the public 

liability managers in each geographical 

region, and as such the function is 

in the ordinary course of  business, 

the Company is subject to legal 

instituted against the Group cannot 

be predicted, the Group is suitably 

Detailed legal reports are tabled to the 

is of  the opinion that there is no legal 

action either pending, ongoing or 

potentially threatening that will materially 

Board of directors
Structure, composition 
and rotation
King III imposes specific responsibilities 

has the primary responsibility for 

performance and sustainability are 

provides effective leadership based on 

an ethical foundation of  responsibility, 

which comprises an appropriate 

of  whom are executive, and seven of  

The biographical details of directors 
at 30 September 2012 are provided 
on page 14.

standards as an integral part of  doing 

management remain informed of  the 

requirements of  competition legislation 

and other legislation that impacts the 

and related legislation is addressed on 

monitored to mitigate any potential 

impact on the business, which has 

served to strengthen the compliance 

This review process was bolstered 

by a review in parallel of  the full 

regulatory environment that affects 

the Company and that is relevant 

ordinated approach to embedding 

compliance with existing laws across 

The compliance function also assesses 

the impact of  all significant new laws 

Following this assessment, timelines, 

implementation areas and business 

owners are assigned to implement 

vention that could expose the Company 

During 2012, in accordance with Group 

compliance function has endeavoured 

to ensure and facilitate compliance with 

internal policies, rules, guidelines and 

anticipated to be completed by 

implemented to measure the degree 

of  awareness and compliance with the 

pieces of  

holders, and has clearly identified its 

has not yet formalised commu nica tion 

anticipated that this will be addressed 

in 2013 following the appointment of  

areas for improvement in 2013, which 

will include the independent assurance 

Compliance

with all applicable legislation and 

changes to standards and codes, as 

well as relevant sector developments, 

which could potentially impact the 

also requires all business units, 

departments and subsidiaries to 

satisfied that the Company complied 

with the Listings Requirements of  the 

JSE Limited and the substance of  the 

practices to align the Group with 

Memorandum of  Incorporation (MOI) to 

align it with Schedule 10 of  the Listings 

Requirements of  the JSE Limited 

to amend and revise the MOI, which it 

MOI has been tabled to shareholders 

for approval as outlined in the notice of  

is regularly updated on legislative 

developments and considers adherence 
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT (continued)

 

 

given sufficient time to review matters, 

and the efficacy of  corporate 

 

and detailed survey did not reveal  

or identify any significant matters 

effected on 20 June 2012 with a 

detailed interactive session between 

continue to deliberate 

the merits of  using an external 

 

For 2013 this process will continue to 

 

and ongoing informal performance 

to constructively challenge Group 

strategy, set values and standards for 

the Group and monitor the performance 

the principles of  independence and 

This process is supported by the 

Committee which reviews the 

independence of  directors formally  

and in accordance with recommended 

have served as independent directors 

performed a rigorous review, on both 

an objective and subjective basis, and 

is satisfied that there are no relationships 

which appear to affect, their judgement 

that their independence is not affected 

Chairman 

It should be noted that no one director 

power which ensures an equitable 

 

on page 14 described as independent 

conducted by way of  a review of  

responses to a questionnaire and the 

outcomes of  a peer appraisal process 

range of  expertise and significant 

experience in strategic, financial, 

Moreover, they are drawn from diverse 

composition brings together diverse 

experience, insight and professional 

 

Generally, directors have no fixed term 

of  appointment and retire by rotation 

a formal and transparent manner and 

Independence and performance

performance and that of  its individual 

directors, including their independence, 

 

Officer to evaluate the independence 

Attendance of directors at Board meetings 
for the year ended 30 September 2012

Director Status Attendance

4 /4

4 /4

JM Kahn 4 /4

MJ Kuscus 4 /4

3 /4

4 /4

4 /4

4 /4

Executive 4 /4

Executive 4 /4

1 Appointed 10 November 2011. 
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Board meetings

year in Sandton, with all meetings 

Information is distributed in a timely 

facilitate adequate preparation for 

Charter is in place, which articulates 

responsibilities, and the requirements 

for its composition and meeting 

assessed in 2012 to incorporate  

a review of  the performance of   

the Company Secretary to ensure 

that she remains suitably qualified 

Board responsibilities  
and charter

responsible for the strategic direction 

of  the Group and its primary objective 

of  creating and building sustainable 

does this by establishing goals for 

managing and monitoring the 

Composition of Board committees 
at 30 September 2012

Director Audit Risk Nominations

Remune-

ration

Quality

leadership

Trans-

formation

Social and

Ethics

Chair �

Inv � Inv Inv � � �
1 Inv �

� Chair �

JM Kahn Chair � � �

MJ Kuscus � Chair � �

� Chair

2 � � �

Chair Chair

Inv � � � Inv Inv Inv

� � �

Committee attendance
for the year ended 30 September 2012

Director Audit Risk Nominations

Remune-

ration

Quality

leadership

Trans-

formation

Social and

Ethics

3/3 2/2

Inv 0/2 Inv 2/2 1/1 1/1

1 Inv 2/2

3/3 2/2 2/2

JM Kahn 2/2 2/2 1/1 0/1

MJ Kuscus 1/2 2/2 1/1 1/1

3/3 2/2

2 1/2 1/2 1/1

1/1 1/1

Inv 1/2 2/2 2/2 Inv Inv Inv

3/3 1/2 2/2

� Member.

1 Appointed 10 November 2011.

2 Resigned 31 December 2011.

Inv By invitation.
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closed sessions (if  required) to review 

model as well as all other statutory 

More details regarding Group Internal 
Audit can be found on page 103.

Risk Committee

management processes are in place to 

identify and monitor the management 

For more detail refer to our Risk 
report on page 106.

methodology, an enhanced and 

account international standards such 

as those of  the Committee of  

Sponsoring Organisations of  the 

Treadway Commission (COSO), ISO 

strengthened by the membership of  

effective reporting and the contribution 

from a quality governance perspective 

from MJ Kuscus, thereby effectively 

to the Group, namely quality care 

Nominations Committee

in 2012 was to review the composition 

Governance framework
The Group has endeavoured to further 

improve the corporate governance 

governance and the effective operation 

with the established principles of  

committees which are responsible for 

its responsibilities and providing 

For the governance structure diagram 
refer to page 15.

within the ambit of  clearly defined 

terms of  reference approved by the 

and its committees is also assessed 

annually against the applicable terms 

periodically reviewed and have been 

updated to address the various 

recommendations of  King III, the 

and where appropriate international 

of  each committee are available on 

that their respective committees 

materially complied with their terms 

of reference during the period 

In addition, all committee meeting 

minutes and committee reports are 

all directors can raise queries 

Audit Committee

statements, accounting policies and 

internal control systems, and provides 

oversight of  the annual integrated 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT (continued)

committees, to ensure their suitability 

evaluates the leadership requirements 

succession and renewal is achieved as 

a result of  careful planning, and this is 

that the prescribed officers of  the 

Company remained unchanged 

Remuneration Committee 

The responsibilities of  the 

Remuneration Committee are to, inter 

alia, develop a remuneration philosophy 

and strategy for the Group that will 

attract and retain top talent; determine 

the Group policy regarding executive 

remuneration; determine specific 

directors and senior management; and 

recommend for approval by the 

Company in a general meeting, the 

The remuneration policy to be tabled to 

advisory vote was approved by the 

Remuneration Committee and is 

Committee in 2012 was the critical 
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review of  the operation, functioning and 

technical compliance of  the Forfeitable 

Share Plan which, although approved 

implemented in December 2012 to 

ensure that the independent external 

opinions required by the Remuneration 

opinions confirmed the reasonableness 

of  the awards and criteria implemented 

Quality Leadership Committee 

The responsibilities of  the Quality 

Leadership Committee are to, inter alia, 

ensure the availability of  transparent 

and accountable systems for the 

quality care; identify areas of  clinical 

review systems, policies and 

procedures for clinical governance 

throughout the Group; and report on 

clinical audit management processes 

report, innovative and definitive system 

changes were made during the year 

that have resulted in measurable 

governance structures was also 

conducted to ensure better clinician 

Social and Ethics Committee

for the Transformation Committee to 

e statutory responsibilities 

of a Social and Ethics Committee, the 

latter was formally constituted on 

The Social and Ethics Committee is 

activities in compliance with regulation 

been delegated with the necessary 

authority to provide oversight of  social 

and economic development; good 

health and public safety; and labour 

and 

In discharging its obligations, the Social 

and Ethics Committee is assisted by 

the Operational Transformation and 

suitable oversight of  the development 

and entrenchment of  the transformation 

strategy and policy as well as progress 

against the transformation plan, 

together with issues relating to 

compliance, the environment and 

During the year, the Committee met 

2012, respectively, with a meeting held 

by the former Transformation 

to either maintain or improve on its 

been achieved in certain areas, the 

Group only managed to achieve a 

commendable result given the revised 

endeavours including a detailed 

compliance review and energy 

ONLINE For more detail, including 
the Group’s CSR strategy refer to our 
Corporate social investment: SA report.

The Committee is suitably composed, 

executive directors and one 

executive direc

Operating committees

several operating committees function 

meetings held by the Executive 

Committee and the Finance and 

Investment Committee are monitored 

The Social and Ethics Committee 

monitors the activities of  the 

Operational Transformation Committee 

and Sustai

Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee is chaired by 

the Group Chief  Executive Officer and 

It comprises the executive directors 

in 2012 was on strategic planning; 

monitoring the competitive landscape; 

and shaping and approving the 

Other focus areas in 2012 included 

evaluating performance against targets 

and ensuring the requisite business 

oversight of  the various business 

also oversees sustainability issues to 

Finance and Investment Committee

The Finance and Investment Committee 

is chaired by the Group Chief  Financial 

Capital Committee which also meets 

two executive directors, certain 

executive committee members and 

The Finance and Investment 

capital expenditure against defined 

treasury protocol, critically evaluates 

acquisitions and capital expenditure  

The ultimate objective of  these 

capital for the Group and the adoption 

of  suitable procedures to minimise 

liquidity and financial ri
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T Dewing as Chief  Information Officer 

during 2012, who reports into the 

2012 was the review of  the Control 

Objectives for Information and Related 

will continue for the next two to three 

manages the implementation of  the 

with the coastal region rollout to be 

Sustainability Committee

The Sustainability Committee was 

constituted in 2011 to enhance the 

issues, including entrenching 

strategy, appropriately addressing the 

collation of  data applicable to climate 

change, promoting energy efficient 

initiatives and ensuring a suitable level 

compliance with prevailing codes 

of best practice, considering the 

evaluates issues relating to corporate 

relations and the importance of  

The more focused and coordinated 

approach to collecting energy and 

emissions data to enhance annual 

submissions to the Carbon Disclosure 

Project, started in 2012, will continue 

ONLINE "��������	���#�������	�#�
projects, refer to our Environmental 
report: SA.

Through the Sustainability Committee, 

ment and supply chain practices to 

encourage greater responsibility 

among its suppliers, particularly with 

regard to definitive governance 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT (continued)

Operational Transformation 
Committee

The Operational Transformation 

Committee is chaired by the 

 

This ensures a greater focus on 

various Executive Committee members 

The sole responsibility of  the 

Operational Transformation Committee 

is to monitor the implementation of  the 

regulations; and liaise with relevant 

the impact of  the revised codes and 

related legislation, and ensuring the 

was held which was coordinated by 

IT Steering Committee

managed across all operations, thus 

ensuring that the governance of  IT is 

appropriately addressed at 

management level, the IT Steering 

Committee was reconstituted to ensure 

information required to provide effective 

oversight of  the implementation and 

The IT Steering Committee revised its 

terms of  reference extensively to 

ensure the requisite attention is given to 

governance issues and that IT systems 

comprises a number of  executives 

and senior managers, who meet on a 

regular basis to review the use of  

information systems and infrastructure, 
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during the year and discharges its 

duties in accordance with its terms 

of reference, which were amended to 

effectively function as a subcommittee 

initiatives for the year under review can 

be found in the Operational reviews on 

pages 53 and 54, which also reference 

environmental and corporate social 

Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) 

index at the end of  March 2011 and 

qualified for the 2012 SRI Index based 

on the Experts in Responsible 

in the governance and sustainability 

performance in terms of  corporate 

governance and the environmental, 

economic and social sustainability 

performance and the maximum scores 

Tariff Committee

The Tariff  Committee was constituted 

and included in the operational 

executive directors and senior 

Committee met nine times over the year 

supplemented by ad hoc informal 

Committee is to review tariff  negotiation 

implementation of  the alternate 

reimbursements model within the 

Company Secretary

In addition to various statutory functions, 

the Company Secretary provides 

 

as a whole with guidance on duties, 

respon sibilities and powers, and the 

impact of  legislative and regulatory 

developments while maintaining an 

Company Secretary with the 

through the Chairman, on all 

governance matters including the duties 

enhanced and expanded to oversee  

SRI Index scorecard
2012 2011

Governance and sustainability

Core indicators 32/32 32/32

Desirable indicators 30/33

Social

Core indicators 37/39

Desirable indicators 42/49

Environmental

Impact Low Low

Policy Met Met

Systems Met Met

Reporting Met Met 

Climate change¹ BP level

1 Best Performer (BP) level indicates that all six climate change indicators have been met. 

the legal and compliance function and 

to ensure a coordinated and collective 

approach is adopted in respect of  

JSE Listings Requirements, the 

qualifications and experience of  the 

Company Secretary were formally 

Committee and subsequently ratified at 

the review of  the quality of  governance 

Secretary is suitably qualified, 

experienced and fit and proper to 

perform the function of  Company 

Professional advice
The directors are entitled, at the 

advice about the affairs of  the Group, 

and have unrestricted access to all 

Group information, records, documents 

independently or coordinated through 

Corporate governance in the 
United Kingdom

its operational subsidiaries understand 

that it must conduct its business within 

maintain the highest standards of  

discipline, integrity and transparency, 

combining the twin requirements of  

compliance and performance to 

support an appropriate legal, 

Overall structure

both the business and service and 

established to deal with specific 
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Finance and Investment Committee 

it reviews potential capital investments 

Leadership Committee 

executive functional and regional 

heads, with meetings chaired by 

boards focusing on corporate as well 

The role of  the leadership team 

(together with its boards) is to address 

Corporate Social Responsibility 
Committee

This committee comprises 

heads, and is chaired by S Collier 

corporate social responsibility strategy 

and to review the compliance of  the 

Share dealings

requirements of  the JSE Limited in 

relation to restrictions on trading of  the 

affected persons during defined closed 

trading under a cautionary 

by circulating closed period 

memoranda that are tabled periodically 

directors and designated managers 

require the written prior approval of   

executives are generally appointed 

executive Chairman, independent of  

The General Counsel is not a director 

strategic development, and the CFO is 

The General Counsel is responsible 

its responsibilities, and relations with 

as follows:

Audit Committee 

responsibilities include the appointment 

and remuneration of  external auditors; 

overall responsibility for internal and 

activities and financial reporting; 

including specific compliance 

Remuneration Committee 

strategy and salary and benefit levels 

management of  equity arrangements  

Quality and Risk Committee 

monitors the safety, effectiveness and 

regulatory compliance, clinical 

operational conformity to internal policy 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT (continued)

was reviewed to ensure legislative 

and regulatory changes are suitably 

addressed and was tabled and 

to the Listings Division of  the JSE 

Limited and communicated through its 

is also periodically updated on these 

share dealings which are formally 

Accountability and control

Financial reporting

preparing the Group annual financial 

statements and other information 

presented in reports to shareholders in 

a manner that fairly presents the state 

auditors are responsible for carrying 

out an independent examination of   

the annual financial statements in 

accordance with International 

The annual financial statements are 

Listings Requirements of  the JSE 

Limited and International Financial 

The annual financial statements are 

based on appropriate accounting 

policies which have been consistently 

applied, unless specifically stated 

otherwise, and are supported by 

reasonable and prudent judgements 

that the Group annual financial 

statements fairly represent the state 

of affairs of  the Group at the end 

of the financial year, and the financial 

performance and cash flows for 

Going concern

have been prepared on a going concern 
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and have satisfied themselves that the 

Group is in a sound financial position 

with access to sufficient borrowing 

facilities to meet its foreseeable cash 

directors consider it appropriate to adopt 

the going concern basis in preparing the 

For further details in this regard 
refer to page 131.

Internal control and 
Internal Audit

that appropriate systems of  internal 

control are maintained to ensure that 

Group assets are safeguarded and 

managed, and losses arising from 

fraud and/or other illegal acts are 

objective assurance and consulting 

activity designed to add value and 

objectives by bringing a systematic, 

disciplined approach to evaluate and 

management, control and governance 

Company operates in a responsible 

manner by performing the following 

functions:

of  the design of  the internal control 

evaluating business processes and 

associated controls; and

regarding instances of  fraud, 

corruption, unethical behaviour and 

Control systems are continually 

monitored and improved in accordance 

in the effective discharge of  its 

through independent financial, internal 

tions of  King III and was approved by 

To ensure the independence and 

responsibilities, as well as assure the 

Committee and reports administratively 

unlimited access to all employees of  

the Company, including the 

Committee as well as the Group Chief  

and senior management at regular 

ance against the approved audit 

plan and the adequacy of  the 

departmental resources;

requests to provide either assurance 

or consulting services in various 

areas of  the business;

monitor the timely remediation of  

This system enables management 

to proactively manage the 

establishment of  controls in their 

environments;

Committee at regular intervals 

detailing the status of agreed 

remedial actions implemented by 

management, in support of  the 

establishment and maintenance 

of a sound control environment;

submitted a report in this regard to 

preparations required for a review 

by an external party expected to 

performed by teams of  appropriately 

In accordance with the requirements 

to coordinate the efforts of  all 

avoid duplication of  assurance effort, 

optimise costs associated with 

assurance and foster a better 

understanding of  the business by all 

report in the Group annual financial 
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT (continued)

managed appropriately, and that the 

systems has occurred during the 

Relations with shareholders

role it has to play as the ultimate 

custodian of  the corporate reputation 

relations activities include presentation 

of  interim and annual results, 

participation in investor conferences, 

issuing regular updates of  trading 

performance and arranging periodic 

receive renewed focus in 2013 with the 

Regular presentations are made by the 

ment to institutional shareholders, 

communicates relevant announcements 

and houses useful Group financial and 

material and price sensitive information 

is disseminated via a formal press 

Ethics 

South Africa

governance stems from effective, 

responsible leadership, which is 

characterised by the ethical values of  

responsibility, accountability, fairness 

code of  ethical and acceptable 

policy regarding conflicts of  interest, 

gifts, confidentiality, fair dealings and 

protection and proper use of  Group 

commitment to the code by entrenching 

rewards and incentives for ethical 

behaviour and disciplinary procedures, 

including criminal and civil charges, for 

adherence to the Ethics Policy, Gift 

significant awareness of  the policies 

and fraud hotline and that both the 

Company and senior management are 

provide additional training and 

awareness campaigns on this topic 

ensuring the consistent application of  

Company has a formal disclosure 

process whereby directors are required 

to declare any personal financial 

interests that pose a conflict of   

basis and is a standing agenda item  

basis of  any personal financial interest 

During the year under review, the 

directors had no personal financial 

interest that would constitute a conflict 

 

The Group is mindful of  the 

professional codes which govern  

the conduct and ethics of  health 

mechanism to facilitate the anonymous 

reporting of  alleged fraudulent, corrupt 

This is facilitated through the Fraud and 

and unethical behaviour of  any nature 

(including any unethical medical 

the anonymity of  all reports and the 

protection of  the employees reporting 

be used by the public – including 

suppliers and patients – and posters 

with relevant information are placed 

approach to fraud and corruption,  

and accordingly all identified cases are 

one of  a number of  mechanisms that 

employees, management and external 

Fraud and Ethics Hotline statistics
 2012 2011

South Africa

163 153

18

United Kingdom

General fraud 7 5

2 2

1 All incidents reported to GRAFS via email, telephonically or through meeting requests.
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contact Group Forensics by telephone, 

 

anonymity is not a concern, the email 

Every incident reported through the 

investigated, logged onto the 

defalcation register and reported on 

United Kingdom

sets out standards to prevent any illegal 

or unethical behaviour, to which all 

staff, consultants with practising 

privileges and contractors are 

staff  can confidentially raise any 

concerns about the conduct of  others 

in running the business, or the way in 

resolve the matter, and the individuals 

responsible are dealt with according to 

directness and openness in dealing 

with others, and these values 

employees, shareholders, customers, 

 

 

 

 

policies dealing with:

and records;

affecting employees and customers;

and unethical behaviour in any area of  

to report infringements anonymously, 

and protects employees reporting 

Access to information
The Company has complied with the 

requirements of  the Promotion of  

 

 

Company and is available on the 

received two requests for information 

Political donations and 
affiliations

donations were made to individual 

political parties during the period  

it would be done in accordance with 

internal policies and the Independent 

for political party funding, and would 

be accompanied by detailed 
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ment policy and plan, and coordinates 

properly managed and consistent 

policy and methodology annually, 

incorporating input from:

by the Committee of  Sponsoring 

Organisations of  the Treadway 

Commission (COSO); 

the King Report on Corporate 

(King III); 

formalised process to identify, assess, 

adopted a comprehensive approach to 

management into our business 

activities, functions and processes to 

ensure our response remains current 

Introduction

sets the strategic direction for the 

The Risk Committee’s terms of 
reference can be found on page 98.

that it is willing to accept in pursuit of  

its vision and in creating sustainable 

economic, social and environmental 

appetite is not one specific figure or 

formula, but varies depending on the 

Management is responsible for executing 

for designing, implementing and 

monitoring the process and system of  

embedded in overall Group governance 

Netcare recognises that undertaking risk for 
reward is an inextricable part of doing business. 
For this reason, risk management at Netcare 
does not attempt to eliminate risk completely, 
but rather provides a structure to continuously 
identify, assess, evaluate and manage risk. 
Engaging in risk is inherent in all our activities 
as we strive to achieve our objectives and 
increase stakeholder value.
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Risk management responsibilities
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Netcare Limited Board of directors

Group Risk Management
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Executive Committee

Risk Committee Audit 
Committee

Group Internal 
Audit function
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major divisions and business units 

plans and processes to manage these 

The United Kingdom (UK) operations 

operations are prepared by the 

executive management of  General 

The process and system of  managing 

the Group;

Group;

regarded as acceptable for the 

Group to tolerate;

incidence and impact to the 

materialise;

processes relative to the benefit 

obtained; and

management processes, both internally 

and externally, to create awareness and 

management culture and responsible 

culture in which the management of  

Risk management process

the coordinated and prudent 

application of  activities and resources 

to minimise potential negative impacts 

recognising and pursuing the 

opportunities that can be realised 

Risk report |  GOVERNANCE



Effectiveness of risk 
management

providing independent and objective 

assurance on the effectiveness of  the 

system of  internal control, governance 

comprises the policies and control 

procedures adopted and implemented 

by management to provide reasonable 

management, compliance and 

Information Technology (IT) internal 

integral com

management process and provides 

independent and objective assurance 

Committee, on the effectiveness of  the 
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Risk management process

The nfident that:

management in place is appropriate 

business model is appropriate;

and

management operates appropriately 

faced by the Group has been in place 

for the year under review and up to 

the date of  approval of  the annual 

management, and provides 

recommendations for improvement 

 monitors implementation 

of  internal financial control 

database, which 

provides a system for ensuring that all 

internal financial control 

recommendations are recorded, 

are adequate and appropriate in 

has also considered the effectiveness 

and efficiency of  the process and 

it to be effective, a determination that 

has been corroborated by appropriate 

event of  a disastrous incident there is a 

documented and tested major incident 

plan and disaster recovery programme 

to support continuity of  critical 

RISK REPORT (continued)

Understand
objectives

Assess and 
evaluate risks

Identify 
risks

Respond 
to risks

Identify
control

activities

Information and communication

Monitoring
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Key risks – Southern Africa

Quality patient care (clinical quality)

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation The Group continues to enhance its clinical governance systems and processes to ensure that only the 

enhanced doctor engagement and improved product and process standardisation through reviewing 

The Group commenced and continued with various quality improvement initiatives to ensure we 

initiatives include:

appropriate antimicrobial treatment regimes, reducing overall exposure to antibiotics, preventing 

of  antibiotic stewardship in all hospitals;

experiences to prevent reoccurrence;

and

Pandemic or infection breakout

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation

management plan was reviewed and updated during the year and contains detailed procedures to be 

The Group has a pandemic preparedness plan which outlines the responsibilities, authorities and 
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Availability and quality of skills

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation

The 2012 Employee Engagement Survey was completed during September 2012 and will inform our 

and provides training in basic, intermediate and advanced life support to paramedics in the Group and 

The Group also sponsors training and registrar positions at tertiary institutions and grants scholarships 

Industry regulations and funder regime

Risk Changes in healthcare industry regulation and funder regime impact on the industry landscape and 

Price regulation: 

maintains a delicate balance between the tariffs negotiated with funders, the salaries paid to employees 

Medical scheme consolidation:

Medical scheme consolidation is expected to continue thereby further strengthening the negotiating 

Designated Service Providers (DSPs) or preferred networks:

Medical schemes who select DSPs have a greater ability to negotiate lower prices with healthcare 

National Health Insurance (NHI):

Office for Health Standards Compliance (OHSC):
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Industry regulations and funder regime (continued)

Performance

Impact Changes in healthcare regulation and funder regime impact on the industry landscape and 

Risk mitigation The Group continuously monitors the regulatory environment and engages with regulators regarding 

The Group, through the Primary Care division, is well positioned to play a strategic role in the provision 

IT strategy and development

Risk Technological advancements in electronic medical records, remote patient monitoring and the increased 

adoption of  mobile medical devices and applications may have a significant impact on the delivery of  

strategy and investment to ensure the Group is positioned to identify and implement the new 

Performance The Information Systems division manages the performance of  the IT environment and IT service 

Impact IT and technological advancement have the potential to substantially improve healthcare delivery into 

Risk mitigation The Group is developing a revised IT strategy to ensure that it is positioned to timeously identify, 

implement and capitalise on new technologies which will define the future landscape of  the 

Fire and electrical safety

Risk

Performance

Impact The appropriate operation of  fire safety measures is essential to maintain business continuity and ensure 

Risk mitigation The Group continues to be proactive in ensuring that facilities provide a safe and secure environment for 
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International investment – Public Private Partnership (PPP) in Lesotho

Risk The continued operation of  the Lesotho PPP is dependent on the ability of  the Lesotho Government to 

Performance

Impact

growth and expansion opportunities to support and improve public healthcare infrastructure and 

Risk mitigation

International investment – GHG in the UK

Risk The challenging economic environment characterised by severe recessionary pressures in the UK 

The UK Competition Commission commenced with an inquiry into private healthcare in the UK, focusing 

Performance

Impact

growth and expansion opportunities through improved collaboration between private and public 

Risk mitigation

efficiencies and continuing cost rationalisation programmes further offset the effect of  declining PMI 
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Key risks – United Kingdom

Key skills shortages

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation  

The graduate training programme continues as an important part of  our human resource development 

IT dependencies

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation

Economic and business environment

Risk The downturn in the economy and business environment adversely affects the demand for private 

Performance Financial KPIs are monitored each month including revenue growth by case type, cost/efficiencies and 

Impact The downturn in the economy and business environment adversely affects the demand for private 

Risk mitigation

Debt servicing and covenant compliance

Risk

Performance

Impact

existing debt, which is subject to the cost and availability of  capital that has been affected by the 

Risk mitigation
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Pressure on margins

Risk

Performance Profit margins across all areas of  the business are monitored on a monthly basis to ensure targets are 

Impact

Risk mitigation

Regulatory risk

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation

Quality patient care (clinical quality)

Risk

Performance Refer to the Clinical governance report: UK for information on specific clinical quality measures 

Impact

Risk mitigation

Industry regulations

Risk

Performance

Impact

Risk mitigation
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Financial risk management

management are included in note 34  

Looking ahead

strategic advantage and continues to 

priorities and focus areas for the 2013 

financial year include the following:

management policy and 

methodology;

operations;

management structures to ensure 

management within existing 

management structures; and

In the UK, management and mitigation 
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REMUNERATION REPORT  

Committee, which confirmed that the 

composition of  the Committee is in 

accordance with governance principles 

and represented no material conflict 

The Group Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

Director attend Remuneration Committee 

meetings by invitation and are not 

present when matters relating to their 

Group Company Secretary or other 

approved nominee acts as the 

The role of  the Committee is set out 

in its terms of  reference and includes 

the following:

a philosophy on remuneration 

practices within the Company;

remuneration strategy for the 

Company; 

strategies and programmes are 

in place to facilitate the attraction, 

retention and motivation of senior 

executives and managers in 

objectives;

performance of  executive directors 

and executives;

Introduction

remuneration policy for executive and 

Refer to page 121 for a summary of 
the remuneration structure in the UK.

Remuneration Committee
The Committee meets biannually and 

attendance for the year is shown on 

The members of  the Committee for 

the year under review were:

position appropriate given his extensive 

commercial and business experience, 

been conducted based on consultation 

with external advisors and a detailed 

Netcare’s remuneration philosophy is to 
ensure that employees are appropriately 
rewarded for their contribution to the Group’s 
����	���
�	������	���	��������	�������������
with its objectives and strategy and with the 
core focus to retain talent at every level 
of the organisation.
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benefits provided to employees are 

competitive within the healthcare 

industry;

employees and ensuring that 

compensation levels consistently 

address the cost of  living and 

inflation;

predetermined corporate, business 

unit and personal performance 

targets to ensure ongoing alignment 

with shareholder interests; and

within budget as determined by the 

Group Executive Committee and are 

strong performance culture which 

drives performance over and above the 

expectations of  shareholders and the 

programmes are designed to reward 

individual, team and group performance 

and ensure the alignment of  the efforts 

and outputs of management with the 

underlying principle in determining 

the financial targets do not encourage 

The remuneration policy will be subject 

annual general meeting of  

It has been confirmed that the awards 

are reasonable in terms of performance 

targets and quantum will be provided 

in the annual integrated report for the 

It should be noted that the governance 

of  this share scheme is monitored by 

the Remuneration Committee and any 

variance or deviation from the remuneration 

policy and share schemes can only be 

approved by the Remuneration 

The Remuneration Committee also 

endeavours to ensure suitable oversight 

over guidelines underpinning the other 

share schemes of  the Company as and 

awards are made to executives in 

Scheme, this will also receive the 

requisite review by the Remuneration 

Remuneration policy
The remuneration policy is aimed at 

encouraging sustainable performance 

culture and providing incentives for 

employee attraction, motivation and 

attract and have in its employ exceptional 

individuals who perform at the highest 

process and is inculcated in the 

The remuneration policy has the 

following main objectives:

employees in order to achieve 

recognised and rewarded for their 

performance in a fair, equitable and 

consistent manner;

requirements relating to remuneration 

Group CEO annually and 

determining the appropriate level of  

remuneration in respect of  the 

Group CEO and his direct reports;

remuneration review for executives;

the level of  remuneration for 

Remuneration Committee members  

have full access to all financial 

 

and records of the Company, including 

personnel records for those employees 

The Committee may appoint external 

consultants for the purpose of obtaining 

salary survey information and for 

The Committee may also consult with 

the Committee is empowered to obtain 

Resources Director in obtaining 

During the year under review the 

Committee secured the assistance of  

independent external consultants and 

advisors from a tax, financial, 

review the Forfeitable Share Plan (FSP) 

and reasonableness in respect of  

performance targets, awards and 

accuracy and efficacy, and more 

specifically its adherence to governance 

principles, the implementation of  the 

This is notwithstanding approval having 
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Remuneration structure

Executive remuneration

Summary of executive remuneration structure

Element Type Objective Basis for determination Delivery method

Guaranteed 

package

Fixed Reflects 

individual 

contribution 

value relative 

Monthly payments 

in cash after 

deducting 

contributions to 

retirement funding 

Short-term 

incentives

Individual 

and Company 

performance 

operational and strategic objectives, as well as cash subsequent to 

Medium-

term  

incentives

shareholder 

interests with 

that of  

executives 

and retention 

account a minimum return over and above inflation 

and accordingly includes a suitable stretch target 

if  minimum future 

Long-term  

incentives and retaining 

Netcare Share Incentive Scheme

vesting in equal amounts over five years 

commencing on the second anniversary of  the 

Delivered in 

based on 

performance 

and 

retention

and retaining 

FSP

which are fixed to clearly defined performance 

targets which, if  not met, result in the forfeiture of  

to incentivise the executive to remain in the employ 

scheme and the decision of  the Remuneration 

Committee, the split in shares is awarded in favour 

Delivered in 

over vesting period 

with dividends 

being earned over 
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Variable pay

Short-term incentives

Executives and senior management 

incentive plan which delivers a cash 

achievement of  financial targets 

and on strategic and personal 

The Remuneration Committee approves 

the incentive targets annually, which 

are based on a combination of  

the following broad Company 

Guaranteed remuneration is reviewed 

into account factors such as the 

prevailing economic conditions, inflation, 

Details of  the executive directors and 

Fixed remuneration 

Guaranteed package

includes salary, employee benefits (such 

as retirement funding and medical aid 

contributions), Group life cover, funeral 
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costs associated with shares awarded 

The number of  forfeitable shares subject 

to an FSP award made to an employee, 

and the mix between performance 

shares and retention shares, will 

total cost to company, grade, 

performance, retention requirements 

In the event of  termination or 

resignation of  an employee, the FSP 

awards will be forfeited in its entirety 

is entitled, in its sole and absolute 

discretion, to determine in writing that 

all or any part of  the FSP awards is not 

subsequently issued to participants  

Dilution
The potential dilution that could occur  

if  all the share options are implemented 

Scheme is addressed in note 30 to the 

Service contracts
Executive directors are not employed 

standard employment service 

agreements with current notice  

is restrained from competing with 

he terminate his employment with 

Long-term incentives

Netcare Share Incentive Scheme

Share Incentive Scheme, intended to 

reward improved, sustainable business 

performance and create alignment with 

shareholder interest over the longer 

management are given the opportunity 

options granted vest in equal amounts 

over five years commencing on the 

Share options are granted at the 

discretion of  the Remuneration 

Forfeitable Share Plan (FSP)

The FSP provides greater benefits that 

are commensurate with recommended 

governance practice, when compared 

most significant benefit is the ability to 

derive dividends, which addresses 

also characterised by strictly monitored 

incentive for selected employees 

(participants) of  the Company and 

remains subject to a maximum 

aggregate number of  shares which 

may be allocated to designated 

Excepting the applicable securities 

transfer tax, and any associated tax 

and/or administrative costs payable,  

the participant will not be liable for any 

measurements combined with specific 

participants of  an improvement to 

previous year;

depreciation and amortisation 

and efficiency parameters;

The maximum bonuses that may be 

earned by executives and senior 

management as a percentage of  total 

company contributions to retirement 

funding and medical aid as well as 

cellular phone allowances) are as 

follows:

Medium-term incentives

Scheme is a core element of  the 

retention strategy of  executives as it 

Committee has, from time to time, 

The current scheme ran until 

Details of  this scheme can be found in 
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Executive directors’ remuneration
The remuneration relating to the 

terms of  the requirements of  the 

Summarised details of  the executive 

remuneration can be found in the 

Further details of  the executive 

Non-executive directors’ 
remuneration

level of  remuneration for their services 

be paid an attendance fee and a base 

services rendered, on the basis that 

the services of  directors extend beyond 

the boardroom and are therefore 

 

qualify for participation in any share  

directors is reviewed annually by  

the Remuneration Committee and 

recommendations for increases are 

made to shareholders at the annual 

general meeting for consideration 

the year ended 30 September 2012 

are shown in the table on the right, 

together with the fees for the year 

ended 30 September 2011, and the 

proposed fees for the year ending 

consistent with the increasing demands 

REMUNERATION REPORT (continued)

Non-executive directors’ remuneration

2013

R000

2012

R000

2011

R000

Payable per annum

Board

Chairman 900

Member 460 430

Audit Committee

Chairman 150 140

Member 120 110

Remuneration Committee

Chairman 120 110

Member 85

Risk Committee

Chairman 120 110

Member 85

Nominations Committee

Chairman 120 110

Member 85

Social and Ethics Committee5

Chairman 120 110

Member 85

Quality Leadership Committee

Chairman 150 140

Member 120 110

Payable per meeting

32 30

Executive and prescribed officers’ remuneration

R000

Guaranteed

Short and

term

 incentives1

Total

2012

Total

2011

Executive directors

2 5 000 11 798

3 1 250 4 086

Prescribed officers

1 400 4 031

1 500 4 361 4 151

Prescribed officer C 1 300 3 931

Prescribed officer D4 202 202

1  The short-term incentives include the amounts approved in respect of  the 2011 financial year 

which are payable in the following year.

2  RH Friedland has contributed in excess of  20% of  his post-tax remuneration for the year  

to a variety of  charitable organisations and causes or to individuals in need of  assistance.

3  Appointed 10 November 2011.

4  Effective 1 August 2011 and became executive director with effect 10 November 2011.

5 Previously Transformation Committee.
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Guaranteed package

 

remuneration is reviewed annually  

Short-term incentives

 

The Committee approves the incentive 

targets annually, which are based on a 

UK measurements combined with 

specific strategic objectives:

depreciation and amortisation 

respect of  personal liability and 

Further details of  payments made to 

ended 30 September 2012 and 2011 

Summary of UK remuneration 
structure 

The Remuneration Committee is 

The Committee reviews and sets 

remuneration strategy, salary and 

also monitors the management of  

The remuneration elements in the  

UK consist of  the following:

Remuneration report |  GOVERNANCE

The maximum bonuses that can be 

earned by executives and management 

as a percentage of  total guaranteed 

tions to retirement funding and medical 

insurance is as follows:

Long-term incentives

programmes were in place for senior 

executives, both of which are now fully 

incentive scheme to cover the senior 

leadership in the UK has recently  

been approved by the Remuneration 



NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
for the year ended 30 September

11.5%
INCREASE IN 
GROUP REVENUE

8.7%
INCREASE IN ADJUSTED
GROUP HEPS 
(CONTINUING OPERATIONS)

R664 million
INCREASE IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS
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The preparation of  the annual financial statements was supervised 
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The directors of  Netcare Limited are responsible for the preparation and integrity of  the annual financial statements of  the Company 

and the Group. The Group’s external auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on these annual financial statements. 

In order to fulfil this responsibility, the Group maintains internal accounting and administrative control systems designed to provide 

reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and that transactions are executed and recorded in accordance with the Group’s 

policies and procedures.

The directors are satisfied that such accounting and administrative control systems have been maintained during the year.

The annual financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis and in accordance with International Financial Reporting 

Standards. These financial statements are examined by our auditors in conformity with International Standards on Auditing.

The annual financial statements were approved by the Board of  directors on 16 November 2012 and are signed on its behalf  by:

SJ Vilakazi RH Friedland KN Gibson

Chairman Chief  Executive Officer Chief  Financial Officer

Sandton

CERTIFICATE BY THE COMPANY SECRETARY

 

I hereby certify that, in respect of  the year under review, the Company has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Property 

Commission all returns and notices required of  a public company in terms of  the South African Companies Act No 71 of  2008, 

and that all such returns appear to be true, correct and up to date.

L Bagwandeen

Company Secretary

Sandton

16 November 2012
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To the shareholders of Netcare Limited
We have audited the consolidated and separate financial statements of  Netcare Limited set out on pages 134 to 221, which comprise 

the statements of  financial position as at 30 September 2012, the income statement and the statements of  comprehensive income, 

statements of  changes in equity and statements of  cash flows for the year then ended, a summary of  significant accounting polices, 

the notes and other explanatory information.

Directors’ responsibility for the annual fi nancial statements
The Company’s directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of  these consolidated and separate financial 

statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of  the Companies Act of  South Africa 

and for such internal controls as the directors determine are necessary to enable the preparation of  consolidated and separate financial 

statements that are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance 

with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the 

audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. 

The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of  the risks of  material misstatement of  the 

financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal controls relevant 

to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of  the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 

the circumstances, but not for the purpose of  expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of  the entity’s internal control. An audit also 

includes evaluating the appropriateness of  accounting policies used and the reasonableness of  accounting estimates made by 

management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of  the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and separate 

financial position of  Netcare Limited as at 30 September 2012, and its consolidated and separate financial performance and consolidated 

and separate cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and the requirements 

of the Companies Act of  South Africa.

Other reports required by the Companies Act
As part of  our audit of  the consolidated and separate financial statements for the year ended 30 September 2012, we have read 

the Directors’ Report, Audit Committee’s Report and Company Secretary’s Certificate for the purpose of  identifying whether there 

are material inconsistencies between these reports and the audited consolidated and separate financial statements. These reports 

are the responsibility of  the respective preparers. Based on reading these reports we have not identified material inconsistencies 

between these reports and the audited consolidated and separate financial statements. However, we have not audited these reports 

and accordingly do not express an opinion on these reports.

Grant Thornton

Chartered Accountants (SA)

Registered Auditors

EFG Dreyer

Partner

Chartered Accountant (SA)

Registered Auditor

16 November 2012

Grant Thornton Office Park

137 Daisy Street

Sandown

Johannesburg
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS



1. Introduction
  The Audit Committee (the Committee) endeavours to review the principles, policies and practices adopted in the preparation  

of  the annual financial statements. The Committee also endeavours to ensure that the interim and annual financial statements  

and any other formal announcements relating to the Group’s financial performance and position comply with all statutory and  

JSE Listings Requirements.

  This report is presented to shareholders in compliance with the requirements of  the South African Companies Act No 71 of  2008 

(Companies Act).

2. Role of the Audit Committee
  The objectives and functions of  the Committee are contained in the terms of  reference which are reviewed on a regular basis  

and approved by the Board. In summary, during the year under review, the Committee performed the following roles:

announcements;

integrated report; and

3. Structure of the Audit Committee
  The Committee was appointed by the Board of  directors to hold office in respect of  the financial year under review. The Committee 

executive directors with adequate knowledge and experience to equip the Committee to perform its functions. The Committee 

satisfies the requirements as stipulated in the Companies Act.

  Details of  the Committee members and their attendance can be found on page 97 of  the annual integrated report. The fees paid to 

the Committee members for the year ended 30 September 2012 were approved by the shareholders at the annual general meeting 

held on 27 January 2012. 

  The Board in conjunction with the Nominations Committee has approved for recommendation the suitable candidates to be 

proposed for election as Audit Committee members in 2012. This will be tabled to the shareholders on 8 February 2013 for 

approval as outlined in the notice of  annual general meeting.

  The head of  Netcare Group Internal Audit as well as Grant Thornton, in their capacity as auditors to Netcare and its South African 

subsidiaries, attended and reported at all the Audit Committee meetings. Divisional Internal Audit Committee meetings are also 

held twice a year and Grant Thornton in their capacity as auditors of  Netcare also attend these meetings. The Chief  Financial 

Officer and the Chief  Executive Officer attend by invitation. The Group risk management function is also represented at the 

meetings and relevant senior managers attend by invitation. To ensure an integrated and coordinated approach to the risk 

management process, a member of  the Audit Committee is also a member of  the Risk Committee.

  In the United Kingdom (UK), General Healthcare Group (GHG) operates an independent Audit Committee that reports through the 
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4. External auditors
  Grant Thornton is the appointed auditor for the Group and Company, with the audit partner, EFG Dreyer, appointed as the 

designated registered auditor in terms of  the Companies Act. The Committee satisfied itself  that both the audit firm and audit 

partner are independent of  the Group and the Company.

  The Committee approved the terms of  engagement, the audit plan and the audit fees payable, as well as the nature and extent of  

the financial year ended 30 September 2012 amounted to R12 million for audit services and R1 million for other services.

  Deloitte LLP is the appointed auditor for GHG in the UK. The fees paid to Deloitte for the financial year ended 30 September 2012 

amounted to £0.8 million for audit services and £0.1 million for other services.

5. Internal Audit
  The Committee monitors and reviews the effectiveness of  the Internal Audit function and endeavours to ensure that it is adequately 

resourced to provide assurance on the effectiveness of  the Group’s internal controls and risk management. Internal Audit has the 

appropriate authority within the Group to perform and discharge its duties in terms of  the Internal Audit charter approved by the 

Committee. There is an annual audit plan, approved by the Committee, which includes an IT component to provide assurance over 

the IT internal control framework. This received significant attention in 2012. Internal Audit works closely with the Audit Committee 

and is able to meet with the Audit Committee independent of  management if  and when required.

6. Chief Financial Offi cer
  In terms of  the JSE Listings Requirements, the Committee is satisfied that the Chief  Financial Officer, KN Gibson, has the 

appropriate experience and expertise to meet the responsibility to fulfil the duties of  a financial director.

7. Annual fi nancial statements
  The Committee reviewed the accounting policies and annual financial statements (of  which this report forms part) and 

endeavoured to ensure that the annual financial statements comply with International Financial Reporting Standards 

and are appropriate for recommendation to the Board of  directors for approval.

8. Approval of Audit Committee report
  The Committee hereby confirms that it has functioned in terms of  its charter and discharged all its duties for the financial year 

under review.

T Brewer

Audit Committee Chair

Sandton

13 November 2012
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Your directors have pleasure in presenting their report on the activities of  the Company and of  the Group for the year ended 

30 September 2012.

Nature of business
Netcare is an investment holding company and through its subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in South Africa and in the United 

Kingdom (UK) carries on business as a private hospital group, providing an extensive range of  general and specialised medical care 

services. Ancillary healthcare businesses include primary, administration and logistical services.

The nature of  the business and operations is detailed on pages 4 to 5.

Financial results and review 
The financial results of  the Group are set out on page 148 of  this report and a segment report is included in note 1 to the Group annual 

financial statements. The Company annual financial statements are presented on pages 210 to 219.

A detailed review of  the activities of  the Group is contained in the Chief  Financial Officer’s review on pages 26 to 37 and in the 

operational reviews on pages 44 to 91.

Subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures
Details of  interests in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures are shown on pages 218 to 221, respectively.

Acquisitions, disposals and changes in holdings
Acquisitions
The Group acquired the following new subsidiary during the year:

 

The Group acquired 100% of  the shares in Cool Winner Trading (Proprietary) Limited. Following the acquisition, the company was 

Disposals
The Group disposed of  the following subsidiaries during the year:

 

The Group disposed of  45% in Netcare Clinton Oncology Centre (Proprietary) Limited, decreasing its holding to 55%.

 

The Group disposed of  Care Fertility Group Limited (Care) in the UK.

 

The Group formally waived its option to purchase a controlling stake in Health and Surgical Holdings Limited (“Transform”) in the UK, 

resulting in the disposal of  a subsidiary and acquisition of  an associate.

 

The Group disposed of  25% in Netcare Parklands Linac Joint Venture (Proprietary) Limited, decreasing its holding to 50%.

Changes in holdings
The Group increased its shareholding in the following subsidiaries:

 

The Group acquired an additional 2% of  the shares in Cancare (Proprietary) Limited, increasing its holding to 52%. 

 

The Group acquired an additional 20% of  the shares in Alberlito Hospital (Proprietary) Limited, increasing its holding to 100%. 

   The Group acquired an additional 20% of  the shares in Alberlito Hospital Properties (Proprietary) Limited, increasing its holding 

to 100%. 

The above excludes acquisitions, disposals and changes in holdings of  dormant companies. There were no other material changes  

to holdings in subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures during the year ended 30 September 2012.

The complete list of  acquisitions, disposals and changes in holdings is available to shareholders on request.
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Subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures (continued)

Changes in Group structure
The changes to companies incorporated in South Africa during the year are as follows:

The changes to companies incorporated in the United Kingdom during the year are as follows:

Aggregate profits and losses of subsidiaries and joint ventures
The aggregate profits and losses of  the subsidiaries and joint ventures attributable to the holding Company, excluding dividends  

received are:

Rm 2012 2011

Profits after taxation  2 198  1 910 

  South Africa  2 198  1 417 

  United Kingdom  493 

Losses after taxation  (11 413)  (254)

  South Africa  (137)  (253)

  United Kingdom  (11 276)  (1)

 (9 215)  1 656

Property, plant and equipment
Capital expenditure incurred during the year amounted to R1 365 million (2011: R1 327 million). 

Details of  capital commitments are provided in note 33 to the Group annual financial statements.

Share capital
Authorised and issued
The Company’s authorised share capital remained unchanged during the year. The Company issued 12 million shares (R174 million) 

during the year in terms of  the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme. 

Further details of  the authorised and issued share capital of  the Company are given in note 13 to the Group annual financial statements.

Share incentive scheme
Netcare Share Incentive Scheme
Particulars relating to the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme are given in note 38 to the Group annual financial statements.

Ordinary dividends and capital reductions paid
Details of  the ordinary dividends and capital reductions paid are:

Rm 2012 2011

Final distribution paid  449 396

No capital reduction was declared or paid in 2012 (2011: 6.5 cents per share)  94

Final dividend paid on 23 January 2012 of  31.0 cents per share (2011: 21.0 cents per share)  449  302 

Interim distribution paid  320  318 

Interim dividend paid on 23 July 2012 of  22.0 cents per share (2011: 22.0 cents per share)  320  318 

 769  714 

Capital reduction and dividends attributable to treasury shares  (75)  (78)

Paid to Netcare Limited shareholders  694  636 
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Ordinary dividends and capital reductions paid (continued)
Dividends paid are accounted for on the date of  declaration. As a result, the final dividend of  34.0 cents per share, declared on 

14 November 2012, is not reflected in the financial statements for the year ended 30 September 2012.

In accordance with the provisions of  STRATE, the electronic settlement and custody system used by the JSE Limited, the relevant dates 

for the dividend are as follows:

Last day to trade cum dividend Friday, 25 January 2013

Trading ex dividend commences

Record date Friday, 1 February 2013

Payment

Ordinary dividends declared in respect of  current year’s earnings are:

Cents 2012 2011

Interim dividend  22.0  22.0 

Final dividend  34.0  31.0 

 56.0  53.0 

The estimated total cash flow of  the final dividend of  34.0 cents per share payable on 4 February 2013, is R496 million. This amount 

excludes R48 million attributable to treasury shares.

Preference dividends
Details of  the preference shares are provided in note 15 to the Group annual financial statements. The preference dividends paid for 

the year are:

Rm 2012 2011

Interim dividend 24.0 22.0

Final dividend 22.0 25.0

46.0 47.0

Directors
The composition of  the Board of  directors is given on page 14. The Corporate governance report on page 94 provides further information 

Changes in the composition of  the Board of  directors during the year is as follows:

Appointed
KN Gibson was appointed as executive director with effect from 10 November 2011.

Resigned 
VLJ Litlhakanyane resigned as executive director with effect from 31 December 2011.

The remuneration structure for the directors is detailed in the Remuneration report on page 116. The interests of  directors and 

remuneration paid to directors are disclosed in note 37 to the Group annual financial statements. 

Company Secretary
The Company Secretary of  Netcare is L Bagwandeen. 

The Company Secretary’s business and postal addresses appear on page 230.

Auditors
Grant Thornton continued in office as auditors of  Netcare Limited.
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Exceptional items relating to the GHG PropCo 1 refinancing

respective property and property holding companies (collectively “GHG PropCo 1”) in the UK, which the directors believe require 

separate disclosure due to the material size and/or nature of  these items. These items do not represent the normal ongoing business of  

the Group. For further details refer to note 2 in the Group annual financial statements.

Going concern 
The directors have reviewed the Group and Company’s budget and cash flow forecasts and have satisfied themselves that the Group and 

Company are in a sound financial position and that they have access to sufficient borrowing facilities to meet their foreseeable cash 

requirements. In arriving at this conclusion, the directors have assessed the situation of  GHG in the UK as set out below.

A description of  the Group’s borrowing facilities is included in note 16 of  the Group annual financial statements. As described in that 

 

and 2017. A significant proportion of  this debt (R20 969 million) exists in the GHG PropCo 1 group of  subsidiaries, which is without 

hospital properties acquired from Nuffield Hospitals in 2008 (GHG PropCo 2). The GHG PropCo 1 debt is due for repayment in October 2013. 

The directors of  the GHG PropCo 1 entities continue to examine and pursue options to address this debt maturity with a view to reaching  

a satisfactory resolution. However, at the date of  signing the annual financial statements, no plan had been agreed with the debt 

counterparties and there is consequently uncertainty as to whether the GHG PropCo 1 entities can discharge this liability in the ordinary 

In addition to the refinancing considerations described above, the directors have also considered GHG’s ability to comply with various 

financial covenants under the different bank facilities. Key considerations include:

Covenants relating to the BMI OpCo bank facilities
 

to forecast strong operating cash flows in the future. In addition, all bank covenants were met during the year and have continued  

comply with its financial covenants throughout the forecast period, as well as operate within the liquidity available. 

in operational existence for a period of  at least 12 months from the date of  approval of  these financial statements. 

Covenants relating to the GHG PropCo 1 bank facilities
The directors of  the GHG PropCo 1 entities have reviewed forecasts and sensitivity analyses for the purpose of  assessing compliance 

date of  the current facilities in October 2013. 

Having made inquiries of  the GHG PropCo 1 directors and the GHG directors, the Netcare directors have concluded that there is a 

reasonable expectation that the GHG PropCo 1 entities will meet their financial covenants through to the maturity date of  the current 

Covenants relating to the GHG PropCo 2 bank facilities
The directors of  GHG PropCo 2 have prepared forecasts for the purpose of  assessing compliance with financial covenants, incorporating 

the year ahead.

obligations as they fall due for at least the next 12 months from the date of  approval of  these financial statements. 
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Going concern (continued)
The directors have considered the material uncertainty relating to the GHG PropCo 1 refinancing described above. However, given the 

 

in any undue adverse impact on the following matters:

On the basis of  this review, the directors consider it appropriate to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the Group and Company’s 

annual financial statements.

Borrowing powers

they to be made, would be subject to the provisions of  the Group’s treasury policy. The details of  borrowings appear in note 16 to the 

Group annual financial statements.

Special resolutions
Netcare Limited

Subsidiaries
The following special resolutions were passed by subsidiary companies in South Africa:

(Proprietary) Limited.

No special resolutions were passed by the General Healthcare Group of  companies in the United Kingdom.

A register of  special resolutions passed is available to shareholders on request.

There were no other special resolutions passed by subsidiary companies during the year under review that affect the understanding 

of  the Company and its subsidiaries.
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Events after the reporting period
Deconsolidation of GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 (collectively the “GHG Property Businesses”)
Following careful consideration of  certain changes in circumstances relating to Netcare’s interest in the GHG Property Businesses that 

the GHG Property Businesses in Netcare’s Group financial statements for the financial year ahead (ending 30 September 2013). The 

consolidation of  the GHG Property Businesses in the financial statements for the financial year ended 30 September 2012 is not affected 

by this conclusion.

As Netcare will continue to exercise significant influence with respect to the GHG Property Businesses, these will be reflected in future 

financial statements of  the Netcare Group as investments in associates, and will therefore be equity accounted. The Board is of  the view 

Property Businesses achieves an accounting outcome that better reflects the commercial reality of  the Netcare Group and its investment 

in GHG as well as the risks and exposures to which the Netcare Group is subject.

In summary, Netcare’s Group financial statements will in future reflect the consolidated results of  its SA operations and the UK operations 

The unaudited pro forma effects of  this change on Netcare’s statement of  financial position as at 30 September 2012 (as if  the 

deconsolidation was effected at 30 September 2012) are summarised below: 

R billion 

30 Sep 2012

Actual

Effect of

 deconsolidation 

of  GHG 

Property

Businesses

30 Sep 2012

Unaudited

pro forma

ASSETS

Property, plant and equipment  27.7  (18.1)  9.6 

Goodwill  5.1  (2.1)  3.0 

Other assets  11.4  (1.4)  10.0 

Total assets  44.2  (21.6)  22.6 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Equity attributable to owners of  the parent  1.0  5.0  6.0 

Preference share capital and premium  0.6  0.6 

 (2.6)  4.4  1.8 

Total shareholders’ equity  (1.0)  9.4  8.4 

 27.0  (21.2)  5.8 

 1.9  (0.6)  1.3 

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments  7.4  (7.2)  0.2 

Deferred taxation  3.5  (2.4)  1.1 

Other liabilities  5.4  0.4  5.8 

Total liabilities  45.2  (31.0)  14.2 

Total equity and liabilities  44.2  (21.6)  22.6 

As can be seen from the above, debt of  R21.8 billion and swap liabilities of  R7.2 billion are removed from Netcare’s statement of  financial 

position, as are the property assets and goodwill of  R20.2 billion, against which this debt is secured. Consequently, total shareholders’ 

equity is restored to a carrying value of  R8.4 billion. Additional information is provided in Annexure D – Events after the reporting period 

on page 222.

Subsequent to the deconsolidation of  the GHG Property Businesses, Netcare’s Group results will reflect a rental charge (previously 

eliminated on consolidation), which will be offset by lower depreciation and finance costs borne by the GHG Property Businesses, whose 

results will now be equity accounted.
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The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of  these annual financial statements are set out below:

1. Basis of preparation
  The Group and Company annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), the AC 500 standards as issued by the 

Accounting Practices Board or its successor, the requirements of  the South African Companies Act No 71 of  2008 and the JSE 

Listings Requirements. 

  The financial statements are presented in South African Rand (ZAR), the functional currency of  the Group and Company and  

all amounts are rounded to the nearest million, except when otherwise indicated. They are prepared on the historical cost basis, 

except for the following material items included in the statement of  financial position that are measured as described below:

  The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those applied in the prior year, except for the adoption of  the amendments  

to IAS 1 Presentation of  Financial Statements. 

 Changes in accounting policies
 IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements (Amended)
  The amendments require the separate presentation of  items recognised in other comprehensive income into items that may be 

reclassified to profit or loss in future periods, and those items that may never be reclassified to profit or loss. The amendments  

will result in presentation changes in the statement of  comprehensive income for the Group.

 Accounting policy elections
 The Group has made the following accounting policy elections permitted in terms of  IFRS:

cost and written down with regard to their age and condition (accounting policy 14); and

gains or losses arising from changes in the benefits regarding past services which are recognised in profit or loss (accounting 

policy 23).

 The Company has made the following accounting policy election permitted in terms of  IFRS:

2. Basis of consolidation of financial results
 Subsidiaries
  The Group financial statements consolidate those of  the parent company and all of  its subsidiaries as of  30 September 2012.

  Control is achieved where the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of  an entity so as to obtain 

benefits from its activities.

  Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the Group and are no longer consolidated from the 

date that control ceases. The acquisition method of  accounting is used to account for the acquisition of  subsidiaries in accordance 

with the Group’s accounting policy for business combinations.

losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of  an impairment of  the asset transferred. 

 

a deficit balance.

  Where the Group decreases its controlling interest in a subsidiary without losing control, the partial disposal is accounted for  

as an equity transaction. The difference between the proceeds and the carrying value of  the share of  net assets disposed  

of  is taken to equity and no adjustment is made to the carrying amount of  goodwill.

carrying values. Any retained interest in the former subsidiary is recognised at its fair value at the date control is lost, with the 

resulting gain or loss recognised in profit or loss.

 In the Company’s financial statements, investments in subsidiaries are stated at cost less any impairment losses.
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2. Basis of consolidation of financial results (continued)
 Investment in associated companies
  An associate is an entity over which the Group has significant influence, and that is neither a subsidiary nor an interest in a joint 

venture. Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of  the investee but is not 

control or joint control over those policies.

  The results, assets and liabilities of  associates are incorporated in these financial statements using the equity method of  accounting, 

except when the investment is classified as held for sale, in which case it is accounted for under IFRS 5 Non-Current Assets Held 

for Sale and Discontinued Operations. Under the equity method, investments in associates are initially recognised at cost and 

interests that, in substance, form part of  the Group’s net investment in the associate) are not recognised, unless the Group has 

incurred legal or constructive obligations or made payments on behalf  of  the associate.

  Any excess of  the cost of  acquisition over the Group’s share of  the net fair value of  identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent 

liabilities of  the associate recognised at the date of  acquisition is recognised as goodwill. The goodwill is included within the 

carrying amount of  the investment and is assessed for impairment as part of  that investment. Any excess of  the Group’s share  

of  the fair value of  the net identifiable assets and contingent liabilities of  the entity acquired over the cost of  acquisition is 

recognised immediately in profit or loss.

  Where the Group transacts with an associate of  the Group, profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of  the Group’s interest  

in the relevant associate.

  When the Group loses significant influence over the associate, any retained investment is measured at fair value with any 

consequential gain or loss recognised in profit or loss.

 Interests in joint ventures
  A joint venture is an entity jointly controlled by the Group and one or more other venturers in terms of  a contractual arrangement 

requiring unanimous consent for strategic financial and operating decisions. It may involve a corporation, partnership or other entity 

in which the Group has an interest.

  The Group’s share of  the assets, liabilities, income, expenditure and cash flows of  jointly controlled entities are accounted for using 

the proportionate consolidation method, except when the investment is classified as held for sale, in which case it is accounted for 

under IFRS 5 Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations. Proportionate consolidation combines the Group’s 

 Where necessary, the results of  joint ventures are restated to ensure consistency with Group policies.

  Goodwill on the acquisition of  joint ventures is treated in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy for goodwill. 

  Where the Group transacts with its jointly controlled entities, unrealised profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of  the 

Group’s interest in the joint venture.

3. Business combinations
 Initial recognition and measurement
  All business combinations are accounted for by applying the acquisition method. The cost of  the business combination is the fair 

value at the date of  exchange of  the assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Group,  

in exchange for control of  the acquiree. Costs directly attributable to the business combination are expensed as incurred, except 

the costs to issue debt which are amortised as part of  the effective interest and costs to issue equity which are included in equity. 

Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination are measured initially at 

  Contingent consideration is included in the cost of  the business combination at fair value determined at the date of  acquisition. 

Subsequent changes to the assets, liabilities or equity which arise as a result of  the contingent consideration are not effected 

against goodwill, unless they are valid measurement period adjustments. 

  When a business combination is achieved in stages, the Group’s previously held interests in the acquired entity are remeasured  

to fair value on the date the Group attains control and the resulting gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss. Where the previously 

 

to other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity are recognised in profit or loss as a reclassification adjustment.
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3. Business combinations (continued)
 Initial recognition and measurement (continued)
  At the acquisition date, the excess of  the cost of  the business combination over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of  the 

identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities is recognised as goodwill in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy 

for goodwill. The acquisition date is the date on which the group effectively obtains control of  the acquiree.

  The excess of  the fair value of  the net identifiable assets and contingent liabilities of  the entity acquired over the cost of  acquisition 

results in a bargain purchase which is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

 Subsequent measurement
  If  the initial accounting for business combinations has been determined provisionally, then these provisional amounts are adjusted 

during the measurement period to reflect new information obtained about facts and circumstances that existed as of  the date of  

acquisition that, if  known, would have affected the amounts initially recognised. 

  The measurement period is the period from the date of  acquisition to the date the Group obtains complete information about facts 

and circumstances that existed as of  the acquisition date, subject to a maximum of  one year.

4. Goodwill
 Initial recognition and measurement
  Goodwill arising on the acquisition of  subsidiaries and joint ventures represents the excess of  the sum of  (a) the fair value of  the 

any existing equity interest in the acquiree, over the acquisition date fair values of  the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. Goodwill 

acquired is recognised as an asset and initially measured at its cost. 

  Subsequent measurement
 Goodwill is subsequently measured at cost less any accumulated impairment. 

 Derecognition

with the operation disposed of  is included in the carrying amount of  the operation in determining the gain or loss on disposal of  

the operation. Goodwill disposed of  in this manner is measured on the relative values of  the operation disposed of  and the portion 

 Impairment
 

 

 

unit is less than the carrying amount of  the unit, the impairment loss is allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of  any 

goodwill allocated to the unit and then to the other assets of  the unit pro rata on the basis of  the carrying amount of  each asset  

in the unit. An impairment loss recognised for goodwill is not reversed in a subsequent period. Refer to note 4 to the Group annual 

financial statements for a description of  impairment testing procedures.

5. Discontinued operations and non-current assets held for sale

groups) are classified as held for sale if  their carrying amount will be recovered through a sale transaction rather than through 

continuing use.

  This condition is regarded as met only when it is highly probable and the asset (or disposal group) is available for immediate sale 

completed sale within one year from the date of  classification.

carrying amount and their fair value less costs to sell. However, some assets held for sale, such as financial assets or deferred  

tax assets, continue to be measured in accordance with the Group’s relevant accounting policy for those assets. Any resulting 

impairment is reported through profit or loss.

 On classification as held for sale the assets are no longer depreciated. Comparative amounts are not adjusted.

  Discontinued operations are classified as held for sale and are either a separate major line of  business or geographical area of  

operations that have been sold or are part of  a single coordinated plan to be disposed of, or a subsidiary acquired exclusively with 

a view to sell. Once an operation has been identified as discontinued, or is reclassified as continuing, the comparative information 

is restated.
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6. Property, plant and equipment
  Property, plant and equipment are stated at acquisition cost, including any costs directly attributable to bringing the assets to the 

location and condition necessary for them to be capable of  operating in the manner intended by management, less accumulated 

depreciation and any impairment losses. Land is not depreciated.

 Where an item comprises major components with different useful lives, these components are accounted for as separate items.

The depreciation method, estimated remaining useful lives and residual values are reviewed annually.

 The assumptions regarding estimated useful lives for the 2012 financial year were as follows:

Land Indefinite

Buildings 4 – 75 years

Leasehold improvements Shorter of  the lease term and the building’s useful life

Computer equipment 2 – 20 years

Furniture and equipment 3 – 15 years

2 – 12 years

5 years

Aircraft Useful life based on the number of  hours used

Plant and machinery 6 – 20 years

 Assets under construction are not depreciated.

  The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of  an item of  property, plant and equipment is determined as the difference 

between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of  the asset and is recognised in profit or loss.

7. Intangible assets 
 Intangible assets are stated at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.

  Intangible assets are recognised if  it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the entity from the assets and the costs 

of  the assets can be reliably measured.

operating profit.

 The assumptions regarding estimated useful lives for the 2012 financial year were as follows:

over contract period

Computer software – purchased 2 – 6 years

Computer software – other 20 years

Development expenditure over contract period

Other 4 years

  Computer software – other is software that requires modification or further development and is amortised from the date that it is 

brought into use.

  Development expenditure comprises the capitalisation of  bid costs incurred in mobilising management contracts which have 

gained preferred bidder status. All costs incurred in the preparation of  bids are expensed in the income statement up to the  

point where the contract is virtually certain and the contract has then gained preferred bidder status. Bid costs incurred after  

this point are capitalised to the intangible asset.

  The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of  intangible assets is determined as the difference between the sale 

proceeds and the carrying amount of  the asset and is recognised in profit or loss.

8. Borrowing costs
  Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of  qualifying assets that take necessarily  

a substantial period of  time to prepare for their intended use or sale, are capitalised to the cost of  those assets until such time  

as the assets are substantially ready for their intended use or sale. 

 All other borrowing costs are expensed in the period in which they are incurred.
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9. Financial instruments
 Initial recognition and measurement
  Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the Group’s statement of  financial position when the Group becomes  

a party to the contractual provisions of  the instrument.

  Financial instruments are initially measured at fair value plus, in the case of  a financial asset or financial liability not at fair value 

through profit or loss, transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of  the financial asset or financial liability. 

Subsequent to initial recognition, financial instruments are measured as set out below.

 Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
 Financial assets are derecognised where:

 Financial liabilities are derecognised when the relevant obligation has either been discharged or cancelled or it has expired.

 Fair value
  Fair value represents the current market value where a regulated market exists. Otherwise fair value is determined utilising 

appropriate valuation methodology including discounted cash flow models. If  fair values cannot be measured reliably, the financial 

asset is valued at cost less accumulated impairment.

 Amortised cost
  Amortised cost is calculated using the effective interest rate method. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts 

estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of  the financial instrument to the net carrying amount of  the 

instrument. All fees, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts are included in the calculation.

 Investments

with the exception of  unlisted investments for which the fair value cannot be reliably determined and carried at cost less 

impairment losses.

 

in profit or loss.

within the investment fair value reserve, with the exception of  impairment losses which are recognised directly in the income 

statement. When the investment is disposed of  or is determined to be impaired, the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised  

in other comprehensive income is reclassified from the equity reserve to profit or loss and is presented as a reclassification 

adjustment within other comprehensive income.

 Trade and other receivables 
  Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and receivables and are measured at amortised cost less allowances for 

doubtful debts. 

  Individually significant receivables are considered for impairment when objective evidence is received that a specific counterparty 

will default. Receivables that are not considered to be individually impaired are reviewed for impairment in groups, which are 

determined by reference to the type and region of  counterparty and other available features of  shared credit risk characteristics. 

The percentage of  the write down is then based on recent historical counterparty default rates for each identified group. 

Impairment of  these assets is expensed in profit or loss. The carrying amount of  the asset is reduced through the use of   

an allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of  amounts previously written off  are credited against the allowance account. 

Changes in the carrying amount of  the allowance account are recognised in profit or loss.

 Cash and cash equivalents
  Cash and cash equivalents are stated at carrying value which is deemed to be fair value. In the statement of  cash flows, bank 

overdrafts are offset against cash and cash equivalents.

 Financial liabilities and equity instruments
  Financial liabilities and equity instruments issued by the Group are classified according to the substance of  the contractual 

arrangement entered into and the definitions of  a financial liability and an equity instrument in IFRS. An equity instrument is any 

contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of  the Group after deducting all of  its liabilities. 
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9. Financial instruments (continued)
 Financial liabilities and equity instruments (continued)
  Financial liabilities, other than derivative instruments, are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less principal 

payments and amortisations.

  The accounting policies adopted for specific financial liabilities and equity instruments are set out below.

 Compound instruments
  The component parts of  compound instruments are classified separately as financial liabilities and equity in accordance with the 

substance of  the contractual arrangement. At the date of  issue, the fair value of  the liability component is estimated using the 

cost basis until extinguished upon conversion or the maturity date of  the instrument. The equity component is determined by 

deducting the amount of  the liability component from the fair value of  the compound instrument as a whole. This is recognised  

and included in equity, net of  income tax effects, and is not subsequently remeasured.

 Trade payables
  Trade and other payables are initially measured at fair value and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective 

interest rate method.

10. Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting
  Derivative financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value, with changes in fair value being included in profit or loss other 

than derivatives designated as cash flow hedges.

 A derivative instrument needs to meet the following criteria to be designated as a hedging instrument:

 

to the hedged risk;

  The Group designates certain derivatives as cash flow hedges, which hedge the exposure to variability in cash flows that are either 

attributable to a particular risk associated with a recognised asset or liability or a forecasted transaction that could affect profit or 

loss. The portion of  the gain or loss on the hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is recognised in other 

comprehensive income and the ineffective portion is recognised in profit or loss. Further details of  derivative financial instruments 

are disclosed in note 34 to the Group annual financial statements.

  If  an effective hedge of  a forecast transaction subsequently results in the recognition of  a financial asset or financial liability,  

the gains or losses recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified from equity to profit or loss and presented as a 

reclassification adjustment within other comprehensive income in the same period in which the asset or liability affects profit or loss. 

 

the associated gains or losses that had previously been recognised in other comprehensive income are included in the initial 

measurement of  the acquisition cost or other carrying amount of  the asset or liability.

  Hedge accounting is discontinued on a prospective basis when the hedge no longer meets the hedge accounting criteria (including 

when it becomes ineffective), when the hedge is sold, terminated or exercised, when, for cash flow hedges, the forecast transaction 

is no longer expected to occur or when the hedge designation is revoked. Any cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument 

for a forecast transaction is retained in equity until the transaction occurs, unless the transaction is no longer expected to occur,  

in which case it is transferred to profit or loss for the period.

11. Impairment of tangible and intangible assets excluding goodwill

whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If  any such indication exists, the recoverable 

amount of  the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of  the impairment loss, if  any. Where it is not possible to estimate 

to which the asset belongs.

value of  money and the risks specific to the asset. 
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11. Impairment of tangible and intangible assets excluding goodwill (continued)

in profit or loss. 

revised estimate of  its recoverable amount, but only to the extent that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying 

amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised in prior years. A reversal of  an impairment loss 

is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

12. Insurance contracts
  Contracts under which the Group accepts significant risk from other parties by indemnifying that party against uncertain future 

costs are classified as insurance contracts. The contracts issued compensate the other party for medical and emergency service 

expenses incurred.

 Recognition and measurement 
 Capitation premiums
  The Group receives premiums from medical aid schemes/members in return for underwriting the cost of  providing medical or 

emergency services. These premiums are recognised as revenue before the deduction of  any brokerage, commissions or similar costs.

 Provision for outstanding claims 
 All claims assessed but not yet paid are accrued for in full.

 Claims incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability
  Claims arising from insured events that occurred within the accounting period, but which have not yet been received or reported  

to the Group within the period are provided for. The IBNR liability is estimated by independent actuarial consultants using statistical 

methods. The IBNR liability is based on assessed claim patterns as these patterns are more stable than claims paid patterns. 

of  forecasting claims development patterns.

 Re-insurance contracts held
  Contracts entered into with reinsurers, under which compensation for specified losses that meet the classification requirements  

respectively.

13. Set-off

enforceable right to set off  the recognised amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or realise the asset and settle 

the liability simultaneously.

14. Inventories

Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of  business, less applicable variable selling expenses. 

  Other consumables, including crockery, cutlery, linen and soft furnishings, are valued at average cost and written down with regard 

to their age and condition.

15. Share capital and share premium
 Issued share capital and share premium are stated as the amount of  the proceeds received less directly attributable issue costs.

16. Treasury shares
  Treasury shares held by subsidiary companies are deducted from share capital and premium on consolidation. These shares are 

not included in the number of  shares in issue for purposes of  calculating earnings per share and certain other performance ratios.
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17. Provisions
  Provisions represent liabilities of  uncertain timing or amount. Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present legal  

or constructive obligation as a result of  past events, for which it is probable that an outflow of  resources embodying economic 

benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of  the amount of  the obligation can be made.

  Provisions are measured at the estimated expenditure required to settle the present obligation, based on the most reliable evidence 

available at the reporting date, including the risks and uncertainties associated with the present obligation.

18. Foreign currency translation
  Items included in the financial results of  each entity are measured using the functional currency of  that entity. The consolidated 

financial results are presented in South African Rand, which is Netcare’s functional and presentation currency.

 Foreign currency transactions
  Income and expenditure transactions are translated into the functional currency of  the entity at the exchange rate at the transaction 

end of  the reporting period. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the translation and settlement of  monetary assets 

and liabilities are charged to profit or loss, except when they relate to cash flow hedging activities in which case these gains and 

losses are recognised in other comprehensive income and included in the cash flow hedge accounting reserve in equity.

value which are translated using the exchange rate at the date when fair value was determined.

 Foreign operations 
  The financial results of  all entities that have a functional currency different from the presentation currency of  their parent entity are 

translated into the presentation currency. Income and expenditure transactions of  foreign operations are translated at the average 

exchange rate for the period. All assets and liabilities, including fair value adjustments arising on acquisition, are translated at the 

exchange rate prevailing at the reporting date. Differences arising on translation are recognised in other comprehensive income 

and included in the foreign currency translation reserve in equity.

  On consolidation, differences arising from the translation of  the net investment in a foreign operation are recognised in other 

comprehensive income and included in the foreign currency translation reserve in equity.

  On disposal of  part or all of  the investment, the proportionate share of  the related cumulative gains and losses previously 

recognised in the foreign currency translation reserve in equity are included in determining the profit or loss on disposal  

of  that investment charged to profit or loss.

  Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of  a foreign operation are treated as assets and liabilities  

of  the foreign operation and translated at the exchange rate prevailing at the end of  the reporting period.

19. Taxation
  The tax expense consists of  current South African and foreign tax, deferred tax and secondary tax on companies.

 Current South African and foreign tax
  The current tax charge is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the period. The tax rates and tax laws used  

to compute this amount are those that are enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting date.

 Deferred tax
  The provision for deferred tax assets and liabilities reflects the tax consequences that would follow from the expected recovery  

or settlement of  the carrying amount of  the Group’s assets and liabilities.

  Deferred tax is provided using the liability method, for all temporary differences at the reporting date between the tax bases  

of  assets or liabilities and their respective carrying amounts.

  A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures 

and associates, except to the extent that both of  the following conditions are satisfied: the parent or investor is able to control the 

timing of  the reversal of  the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable 

future. No deferred tax liability is recognised on temporary differences caused by the initial recognition of  goodwill.

  A deferred tax asset is recognised where it is probable that, in the foreseeable future, taxable profits will be available against which 

the deferred tax asset can be realised. Neither a deferred tax asset nor liability is recognised where it arises from a transaction  

that is not part of  a business combination, and, at the time of  the transaction, has not impacted accounting or taxable profit. The 

carrying amount of  deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable 

that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of  the deferred tax asset to be utilised. Unrecognised deferred tax 

assets are reassessed at each reporting date and are recognised to the extent that it has become probable that future taxable 

profit will allow the deferred tax assets to be recovered.
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19. Taxation (continued)
 Deferred tax (continued)
  Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply when the asset is realised or the liability 

is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.

  Current and deferred tax relating to items recognised in other comprehensive income and equity are recognised in other 

comprehensive income and equity respectively.

against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same taxation authority.

 Secondary tax on companies (STC)
  STC is recognised as part of  the tax expense in profit or loss when the related dividend has been paid. There are no material 

unutilised STC credits within the Group that would have resulted in the recognition of  a deferred tax asset.

20. Leasing
 Finance leases
  Leases of  assets where the Group assumes substantially all the benefits and risks of  ownership are classified as finance leases. 

Finance leases are capitalised at the fair value of  the leased asset or, if  lower, at the present value of  the minimum lease payments 

and are depreciated at appropriate rates over the shorter of  the estimated useful lives of  the assets or the lease period. 

A corresponding amount is recognised as a finance lease liability. Finance lease payments are allocated using the effective 

interest rate method, between the finance charge and the capital repayment.

 Operating leases
  Leases of  assets where the Group does not assume substantially all the benefits and risks of  ownership are classified as operating 

under commitments.

21. Revenue recognition
 Revenue
  Revenue is recognised at the fair value of  the consideration received or receivable net of  indirect taxes and trade discounts. 

Revenue comprises the amount charged for accommodation, theatre fees and medical consumables. Revenue within the Group  

is eliminated on consolidation. 

 Revenue from charges to patients is recognised when the service giving rise to this revenue is rendered. 

  Revenue arising from administration fees is recognised on the accrual basis in accordance with the substance of  the relevant 

agreements.

 Other income
  Rental income from operating leases is recognised as it is earned over the term of  the relevant lease. Initial direct costs incurred  

in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of  the leased asset and recognised on a 

 Dividends are recognised when the shareholders’ right to receive payment is established.

  Interest is recognised on a time proportion basis, taking account of  the principal outstanding and the effective rate over the period 

to maturity, when it is determined that such income will accrue to the Group. 

22. Cost of sales
  Cost of  sales includes the costs of  inventories, and employee and other related costs that are directly attributable to the provision 

similar costs are deducted in determining cost of  sales.

23. Employee benefits
 Short-term employee benefits
 Remuneration to employees is recognised in profit or loss as services are rendered.

 Post-employment benefits – Defined contribution pension plans 
 Contributions to defined contribution plans are recognised in profit or loss.
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23. Employee benefits (continued)
 Post-employment benefits – Defined benefit pension plans
  The Group’s obligation in respect of  defined benefit pension plans is actuarially calculated by deducting the fair value of  the plan 

attributable to employees in return for services rendered to date.

  The future benefit is discounted using the discount rate to determine its present value. Independent actuaries perform this 

calculation annually using the projected unit credit method.

  Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are recognised in other 

comprehensive income, with the exception of  gains or losses arising from changes in the benefits regarding past services, which 

are recognised in profit or loss. 

  Past service costs are recognised immediately to the extent that the benefits are already vested. Otherwise they are amortised  

  Where the plan assets exceed the gross obligation, the asset recognised is limited to the total of  unrecognised net actuarial losses, 

unrecognised past service costs related to the improvements of  the defined benefit pension plan and the present value of  any 

future refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan. 

 Post-employment benefits – Medical funds 

in policy. 

  The future benefit is discounted using the discount rate to determine its present value. Independent actuaries perform this 

calculation every three years for the Group, using the projected unit credit method.

 Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in other comprehensive income. 

 Equity compensation benefits – Netcare Share Incentive Scheme
  The Group grants share options to certain employees under the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme. The fair value of  the employee 

services received in exchange for the grant of  options is recognised as an expense with a corresponding increase in equity. The 

total amount to be expensed over the vesting period is determined with reference to the fair value of  the options granted on grant 

the assumptions used to determine the fair value are detailed in note 38 to the Group annual financial statements. No expense has 

been recognised for share options granted before 7 November 2002 that had not vested by that date.

 Equity compensation benefits – Health Partners for Life
  The beneficiaries of  the Health Partners for Life trusts hold trust units which entitle them to the economic benefits of  a specified 

number of  Netcare shares over a vesting period. The total amount to be expensed over the vesting period is determined with 

 

is determined by using the Trinomial model and the assumptions used to determine the fair value are detailed in note 38 to the 

Group annual financial statements.

 Cash-settled compensation benefits – Executive leveraged bonus scheme
  The Group grants phantom share options to certain employees under the executive leveraged bonus scheme. The scheme allows 

certain employees to participate in the performance of  the Netcare share price, in return for services provided, through the 

payment of  cash incentives which are based on the market price of  the Netcare share. The fair value is expensed over the vesting 

period with recognition of  a corresponding liability. The liability is remeasured at each reporting date up to and including the 

option pricing model.

24. Segment information
  The Group’s identification of  segments and the measurement of  segment results is based on the Group’s internal reporting  

to management. The segments have been identified according to the geographic regions in which they operate and the nature  

of  their respective products and services. Refer to note 1 to the Group annual financial statements for details on the Group’s 

operating segments. 

  The accounting policies applied by the segments are the same as the Group’s accounting policies. Certain expenses, earnings 

from associates, financial income and expenses and income tax are not disclosed for all segments, consistent with the disclosure 

to management.
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25. Employee benefit trust
  Cash held on behalf  of  employees within the Group’s employee benefit trusts is consolidated in accordance with SIC 12 Consolidation – 

Special Purpose Entities. This is included within the Employee share trust reserve in the statement of  changes in equity.

26. Distributions paid to shareholders
  Distributions are recorded in the period in which the distribution is declared. All transactions with owners of  the parent are 

recorded separately within equity.

27. Significant judgements and estimates
  The Group prepares its financial statements in accordance with IFRS which requires management to make judgements, estimates 

and assumptions that affect the reported income, expenses, assets, liabilities and disclosure of  contingent assets and liabilities. 

Use of  available information and the application of  judgement are inherent in the formation of  estimates. Actual amounts could 

differ from these estimates.

  Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the 

period in which the estimates are revised.

  The following accounting policies have been identified as involving particularly complex or subjective judgements or assessments 

during the year:

 Impairment of assets
  Goodwill is considered for impairment at least annually. Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are considered for 

impairment if  there is any reason to believe that impairment may be necessary. Factors taken into consideration include the 

  Future cash flows expected to be generated by the assets are projected, taking into account market conditions and the expected 

useful lives of  the assets. The present value of  these cash flows is determined using an appropriate discount rate. 

  Where appropriate, the fair value of  assets less cost to sell is used in the impairment assessment. For property assets, this is 

determined using an estimate of  fair market value taking into account advice from external professional valuers. Key judgements 

in determining the fair market value include the fair market rental amount and the effective yield.

 

the assets are impaired to that value.

  Refer to note 4 to the Group annual financial statements for more details on the assumptions applied in the annual impairment test 

for goodwill.

 Estimation of useful lives and residual values
  Property, plant and equipment are depreciated over their useful lives taking into account residual values, where appropriate. 

The actual lives of  the assets and residual values are assessed annually and may vary depending on a number of  factors.  

into account. Residual value assessments consider issues such as future market conditions, the remaining lives of  the assets and 

projected disposal values. Refer to accounting policy 6 which sets out the estimated useful lives of  property, plant and equipment.

useful lives are reviewed at least annually. The estimation of  the useful lives of  intangible assets is based on historic performance 

as well as expectations about future use and therefore requires a significant degree of  judgement. Refer to accounting policy 7 

which sets out the estimated useful lives of  intangible assets.

 Deferred taxation assets
  Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent it is probable that taxable income will be available in future against which they  

can be utilised. Future taxable profits are estimated based on business plans which include estimates and assumptions regarding 

economic growth, interest, inflation rates and taxation rates and competitive forces.

 Fair value of share-based payments
  The fair value of  options granted in terms of  the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme and the trust units issued in terms of  the Health 

Partners for Life initiative are determined using the Trinomial model. The fair value in terms of  the phantom share options granted  

regarding the assumptions used to value the share options and trust units are detailed in note 38.
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27. Significant judgements and estimates (continued)
 Valuation of financial instruments
  The valuation of  derivative financial instruments is based on the market situation at the reporting date. The value of  the derivative 

instruments fluctuates on a daily basis and the actual amounts realised may differ materially from their value at the reporting date. The fair 

value of the inflation and interest rate swaps are calculated based on a discounted cash flow model using a number of key assumptions. 

to take into account credit risk to which the Group is exposed as an active market participant. General Healthcare Group (GHG)  

in the UK has updated its assessment of  the credit default spread (CDS) used as a proxy for its own credit risk. This reflects the 

change in GHG’s risk profile as a result of  being 12 months closer to the R21 billion of  GHG PropCo 1 debt refinancing due in 

October 2013, and the greater clarity on the various rights relating to each of  the different swap instruments held by the Group.

  Choice of  a credit spread proxy is a highly judgemental area. However, management has identified a range of  spreads which 

could be applied to the counterparty valuation adjustment (CVA). This range has been determined on the basis of  (a) relevant  

 

in the secondary market.

 

on the swap valuation and corresponding movements in cash flow hedge reserve and profit or loss for this spread, and the two 

extremes of  the identified range, are disclosed in note 34 to the Group annual financial statements. 

 Hedge accounting and reclassification of reserves
  Hedge accounting is discontinued when the hedging relationship no longer qualifies for hedge accounting. One of  the criteria 

which must be satisfied to qualify for hedge accounting is that the forecast hedged transaction must be considered highly 

probable. In assessing whether the interest rate swaps qualify for hedge accounting management must make a judgement  

on whether the hedged interest payments on the debt are considered highly probable for the duration of  the swap. 

  If  the hedge is no longer considered effective, then consideration must be given as to whether movements in the fair value of  the 

swap previously taken to reserves through the statement of  comprehensive income, must be reclassified to the income statement. 

To do this, management must make a judgement on whether the hedged interest payments on the debt are considered more likely 

than not to occur. To the extent that any of  these underlying hedged cash flows are not considered more likely than not to occur, 

then a portion of  the hedge reserve must be reclassified to the income statement.

  The valuation of  the UK interest rate swaps and the application of  hedge accounting involve significant judgement as they are 

based on a view of  likely future events, although there can be no certainty as to how the events will actually unfold.

  Refer to note 34 to the Group annual financial statements for further details of  the judgements and assumptions regarding hedge 

accounting. 

 Post-employment benefit obligations
 

 

on retirement plan assets, healthcare inflation cost and rates of  increase in compensation costs. Additional details of  the valuation 

method and assumptions used are provided in note 18 to the Group annual financial statements.

 Incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability

involves the selection of  estimated claims development factors based on historical patterns in order to forecast future claims.  

Refer to note 22 to the Group annual financial statements for further details.

28. Impact of new issued standards and interpretations
 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
  The standard released to date is phase one of  a larger project to replace IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 

Measurement. IFRS 9 introduces new requirements for classifying and measuring financial assets and liabilities. The second  

and third phases of  the project will deal with impairment of  financial assets and hedge accounting respectively. The adoption  

of  the first phase of  IFRS 9 will primarily have an effect on the classification and measurement of  the Group’s financial assets.  

The impact of  the standard on the Group’s performance and financial position will be evaluated.

 This standard first becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2016.
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28. Impact of new issued standards and interpretations (continued)
 IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements
  IFRS 10 establishes a single control model that applies to all entities, including special purpose entities, by revising the definition  

Consolidation – Special Purpose Entities and the portion of  IAS 27 Consolidated  

and Separate Financial Statements that addresses consolidated financial statements. The Group is in the process of  evaluating  

the impact of  IFRS 10.

 This standard first becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014. 

 IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements
  IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interest in Joint Ventures. IFRS 11 classifies joint arrangements into joint operations and joint ventures.  

The new standard requires investments in joint ventures to be equity accounted, while interests in joint operations should be 

accounted for on the basis of  the rights and obligations of  the investor. The Group currently applies the proportionate consolidation 

method to account for investments in joint ventures, which will no longer be allowed. The adoption of  this standard will result in the 

application of  the equity method to account for all the Group’s investments in joint ventures. The change will have an impact on the 

individual lines of  the statement of  financial position and income statement of  the Group.

 This standard first becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.

 IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interest in Other Entities
  IFRS 12 requires extensive disclosures relating to an entity’s interests in subsidiaries, joint arrangements, associates and 

unconsolidated structured entities. The new standard requires disclosure of  information to assist users of  the financial statements  

to evaluate the nature of, and risks associated with its interests in other entities and the effect of  those interests on its financial 

statements. The adoption of  this standard will result in additional disclosure for the Group.

 This standard first becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.

 IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
  IFRS 13 defines fair value, establishes a single source framework for fair value measurement and sets out disclosure requirements 

for fair value measurements. IFRS 13 does not introduce new requirements to measure assets or liabilities at fair value, but rather, 

provides guidance on how to measure fair value under IFRS when fair value is required or permitted by IFRS. The Group is in the 

process of  evaluating the impact of  this standard.

 This standard first becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.

 IAS 19 Employee Benefits (Amended) 

clarifications, and changes to disclosure requirements. The most significant change is the requirement that all actuarial gains  

and losses are recognised immediately in other comprehensive income, thereby eliminating the corridor method. This change  

does not impact the Group’s financial statements, as all actuarial gains and losses are already immediately recognised in other 

comprehensive income.

 This amended standard becomes applicable to the Group for the year ending 30 September 2014.

 IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements (Amended)
  The amended standard remains largely unchanged from the previous standard, but now only contains the accounting and disclosure 

requirements for investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates when an entity prepares separate financial statements. 

The amended standard is not expected to have an impact on the Group.

 The amended standard becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.

 IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (Amended)
  The amended standard prescribes the accounting for investments in associates and sets out the requirements for the application 

of  the equity method when accounting for investments in associates and joint ventures. 

 The amended standard becomes applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.

 Annual Improvements 2009 – 2011 Cycle
  The IASB issued “Annual Improvements 2009 – 2011 cycle”, a collection of  amendments to IFRSs, in response to issues addressed 

during the 2009 – 2011 cycle. The annual improvements results in minor amendments to IAS 1, IAS 16, IAS 32 and IAS 34, mainly 

relating to clarifications. The amendments are not expected to have an impact on the Group.

 The amendments become applicable to the Group for the financial year ending 30 September 2014.
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Rm Notes  2012  2011*

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 3  27 678  26 416 

Goodwill 4  5 099  15 034 

Intangible assets 5  327  366 

Investment in associated companies 6  486  289 

Loans and receivables 7  646  205 

Financial asset – Derivative financial instruments 8  3 

Deferred taxation 20  2 730  2 165 

Total non-current assets  36 966  44 478 

Current assets

Loans and receivables 7  80  43 

Financial asset – Derivative financial instruments 8  9  2 

Inventories 9  817  721 

Trade and other receivables 10  3 419  3 045 

Taxation receivable  25 

Cash and cash equivalents 11  2 906  2 355 

 7 256  6 166 

Assets held for sale 12  8 

Total current assets  7 256  6 174 

Total assets  44 222  50 652 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Capital and reserves

Ordinary share capital and premium 13  720  615 

Treasury shares 13  (654)  (714)

Other reserves  509  (283)

Retained earnings 14  427  5 537 

Equity attributable to owners of  the parent  1 002  5 155 

Preference share capital and premium 15  644  644 

 (2 666)  1 886 

Total shareholders’ equity  (1 020)  7 685 

Non-current liabilities

16  27 015  25 106 

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments 17  7 433  5 319 

18  213  188 

Deferred lease liability 19  63  61 

Deferred taxation 20  3 530  5 178 

38  1 

Provisions 21  61  89 

Total non-current liabilities  38 315  35 942 

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 22  4 342  3 882 

23  1 938  2 388 

Taxation payable  210  205 

Bank overdrafts 11  437  550 

Total current liabilities  6 927  7 025 

Total equity and liabilities  44 222  50 652 

* Certain amounts in the 2011 statement of  financial position have been reclassified. Refer to note 35 for more information.
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Rm Notes

Total before

exceptional

items

2012

GHG PropCo 1

exceptional 

items

2012*

Reported

2012  2011 

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

Revenue 24  25 174  25 174  22 584 

Cost of  sales  (14 567)  (14 567)  (13 142)

Gross profit  10 607  10 607  9 442 

Other income  288  288  408 

Impairment of  goodwill  (10 773)  (10 773)

Administrative and other expenses  (7 083)  (7 083)  (6 206)

Operating profit/(loss) 25  3 812  (10 773)  (6 961)  3 644 

Investment income 26  231  231  115 

Financial expenses 27  (1 993)  (1 993)  (1 828)

Other losses – net 28  (73)  (2 960)  (3 033)  (23)

Attributable earnings of  associates  27  27  23 

Profit/(loss) before taxation  2 004  (13 733)  (11 729)  1 931 

Taxation 29  (289)  2 305  2 016  (95)

Profit/(loss) for the year from  

continuing operations  1 715  (11 428)  (9 713)  1 836 

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

Profit for the year from discontinued operations 12  413  413  19 

Profit/(loss) for the year  2 128  (11 428)  (9 300)  1 855 

Attributable to:

Owners of  the parent  1 825  (6 060)  (4 235)  1 570 

  Continuing operations  1 606  (6 060)  (4 454)  1 560 

  Discontinued operations  219  219  10 

Preference shareholders  46  46  47 

Profit attributable to shareholders  1 871  (6 060)  (4 189)  1 617 

 257  (5 368)  (5 111)  238 

  Continuing operations  63  (5 368)  (5 305)  229 

  Discontinued operations  194  194  9 

 2 128  (11 428)  (9 300)  1 855 

(Loss)/earnings per share (cents)

Basic 30  (323.8)  122.1 

  Continuing operations  (340.5)  121.3 

  Discontinued operations  16.7  0.8 

Diluted 30  (317.9)  119.2 

  Continuing operations  (334.3)  118.4 

  Discontinued operations  16.4  0.8 

* Refer to note 2 for more details on the exceptional items of  GHG PropCo 1.
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Rm Notes  2012  2011 

(Loss)/profit for the year  (9 300)  1 855 

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss  1  (1)

Actuarial losses on defined benefit schemes 18  (11)  (3)

Income tax on items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss 31  12  2 

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss  1 171  23 

Effect of  cash flow hedge accounting  1 246  (655)

  Change in the fair value of  cash flow hedges  (38)  (698)

  Amortisation of  the cash flow hedge reserve  (19)  (5)

  Reclassification of  the cash flow hedge reserve  1 303  48 

Effect of  translation of  foreign entities  311  588 

Income tax on items that may be reclassified to profit or loss 31  (386)  90 

Other comprehensive income for the year  1 172  22 

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year  (8 128)  1 877 

Attributable to:

Owners of  the parent  (3 602)  1 605 

Preference shareholders  46  47 

 (4 572)  225 

 (8 128)  1 877 
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Rm

Ordinary

share

capital

Ordinary

share 

premium

Treasury

shares

 Option 

 premium on 

 convertible 

 bond 

 Capital 

 redemption 

 reserve 

 Cash flow 

 hedge 

 accounting 

 reserve 

 tingency 

 reserve 

Balance at 30 September 2010  15  609  (767)  164  144  (1 790)  1 

Shares issued during the year  74 

Capital reduction  (83)

Sale of  treasury shares  53 

Repurchase of  convertible bonds  6 

Capital gains tax on capital reductions

attributable to treasury shares

Preference dividends paid

Dividends paid

Distributions to beneficiaries of  the  

HPFL trusts

Other reserve movements  (170)  132 

Increase in equity interest in subsidiaries

Total comprehensive (loss)/income  

for the year  (301)

Balance at 30 September 2011  15  600  (714)  276  (2 091)  1 

Shares issued during the year  105 

Sale of  treasury shares  60 

Capital gains tax on capital reductions

attributable to treasury shares

Preference dividends paid

Dividends paid

Distributions to beneficiaries of  the  

HPFL trusts

Other reserve movements  142  (1)

Disposal of  subsidiaries

Increase in equity interest in subsidiaries

Total comprehensive income/(loss) 

for the year  456 

Balance at 30 September 2012  15  705  (654)  418  (1 635)
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 Employee 

 share trust 

 reserve 

 Foreign 

 currency 

 translation 

 reserve 

 Investment 

 fair value 

 reserve 

 Net 

 investment 

 hedging 

 reserve 

 based 

 payment 

 reserve 

 Retained 

 earnings 

 Equity 

attributable 

to owners

of  the

parent

Preference

share

capital and

premium

controlling

Interest

Total

holders’

equity

 31  769  299  (98)  174  4 518  4 069  644  1 645  6 358 

 74  74 

 (83)  (83)

 55  108  108 

 (21)  (15)  (15)

 23  23  23 

 (1)  (1)  (1)

 (47)  (47)

 (553)  (553)  (3)  (556)

 (47)  (47)  (47)

 (9)  52  5  5 

 (30)  (30)  19  (11)

 342  1 564  1 605  47  225  1 877 

 31  1 111  299  (98)  188  5 537  5 155  644  1 886  7 685 

 105  105 

 57  117  117 

 22  22  22 

 31  31  31 

 (12)  (12)  (12)

 (46)  (46)

 (694)  (694)  (4)  (698)

 (83)  (83)  (83)

 (6)  (135)

 3  3 

 (37)  (37)  21  (16)

 179  (4 237)  (3 602)  46  (4 572)  (8 128)

 31  1 290  293  (98)  210  427  1 002  644  (2 666)  (1 020)
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Rm Notes  2012  2011 

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash received from customers  25 401  23 645 

Cash paid to suppliers and employees  (20 208)  (18 073)

Cash generated from operations A  5 193  5 572 

Interest paid  (1 976)  (1 836)

  Continuing operations  (1 959)  (1 817)

  Discontinued operations  (17)  (19)

Taxation paid B  (740)  (674)

  Continuing operations  (720)  (658)

  Discontinued operations  (20)  (16)

Capital reductions paid  (83)

Ordinary dividends paid  (694)  (553)

Ordinary dividends paid by subsidiaries  (4)  (3)

Preference dividends paid  (46)  (47)

Distributions to beneficiaries of  the HPFL trusts  (43)  (47)

Net cash from operating activities  1 690  2 329 

  Continuing operations  1 646  2 285 

  Discontinued operations  44  44 

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of  property, plant and equipment  (1 365)  (1 327)

  Continuing operations  (1 354)  (1 316)

  Discontinued operations  (11)  (11)

Proceeds on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  52  415 

Additions to intangible assets  (30)  (81)

Increase in investments and loans  (522)  (250)

Interest received  162  115 

Increase in equity interest in subsidiaries  (32)  (11)

Proceeds from disposal of  businesses C  309 

Net cash from investing activities  (1 426)  (1 139)

  Continuing operations  (1 416)  (1 128)

  Discontinued operations  (10)  (11)

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from issue of  ordinary shares  105  74 

Disposal of  treasury shares  129  123 

Equity premium on repurchase of  convertible bonds  (10)

 565  477 

 (503)  (1 544)

Net cash from financing activities  296  (880)

  Continuing operations  296  (869)

  Discontinued operations  (11)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  560  310 

Translation effects on cash and cash equivalents of  foreign entities  131  210 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of  year  1 805  1 285 

Cash and cash equivalents of  businesses disposed C  (27)

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year D  2 469  1 805
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Rm  2012  2011 

A. Cash generated from operations
Operating (loss)/profit  (6 519)  3 701 

  Continuing operations  (6 961)  3 644 

  Discontinued operations  442  57 

Adjustments for:

  Amortisation of  intangible assets  102  74 

  Depreciation  1 244  1 139 

    Continuing operations  1 222  1 110 

    Discontinued operations  22  29 

  Profit on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  (17)  (162)

  Profit on disposal of  subsidiaries  (408)

  Impairment of  goodwill  10 773 

  Impairment of  investments and loans  12  73 

  Reversal of  impairment of  property, plant and equipment  (7)

  Reversal of  impairment of  investments and loans  (1)

 26  25 

 (31)  (9)

  Increase/(decrease) in deferred lease liability  2  (68)

 9  (97)

Cash generated from operations before working capital changes  5 193  4 668 

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables  (330)  424 

Increase in inventories  (85)  (32)

Increase in trade and other payables  443  453 

(Decrease)/increase in provisions  (28)  59 

 5 193  5 572 

B. Taxation paid
Amounts payable at beginning of  year  205  276 

Charge per the income statement (excluding deferred taxation)  703  582 

Disposal of  businesses  (9)

Taxation movement through equity  25  16 

Translation of  foreign entities  1  5 

Amounts payable at end of  year  (185)  (205)

 740  674 
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Rm  2012  2011 

C. Disposal of businesses
Property, plant and equipment  210 

Goodwill  75 

Investments and loans  1 

Inventories  10 

Trade and other receivables  74 

 (263)

Deferred taxation  (34)

Trade and other payables  (193)

Taxation payable  (9)

Cash flow hedge accounting reserve  2 

Net assets disposed  (127)

 1 

Profit on disposal  408 

Cash and cash equivalents of  businesses disposed  27 

Cash proceeds on disposal  309 

Comprising:

Care Fertility Group Limited  306 

Health and Surgical Holdings Limited (“Transform”)

Netcare Parklands Linac Joint Venture (Proprietary) Limited  3 

 309 

D. Cash and cash equivalents and bank overdrafts
Cash on hand and balances with banks  2 906  2 355 

 (437)  (550)

 2 469  1 805 
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1. Segment report
  Information reported to the chief  operating decision maker is based on the two geographical divisions that the entity operates in, 

South Africa (SA) and the United Kingdom (UK). 

  SA has two further segments which are separately reported on. In the current year, the UK management reporting was further 

segregated to reflect the two different UK businesses. The comparative segmental information has been restated to reflect  

this change.

1.1 Operating activities
 The activities of  the Group’s operating segments are described below: 

 South Africa
 The SA segment includes the following operations:

 Hospital and Emergency services
 This segment includes the operation of  the Group’s private hospital network and emergency medical services.

 Primary Care
 This segment offers comprehensive primary healthcare services and managed care.

 United Kingdom
 The UK segment includes the following operations:

 Operating companies (BMI OpCo)
 This segment includes the operation of  private acute care hospitals in the UK.

 Property companies (GHG Property Businesses)
  This segment includes the 35 UK hospital properties initially acquired in 2006 (GHG PropCo 1) as well as the six remaining hospital 

properties acquired from Nuffield Hospitals in 2008 (GHG PropCo 2).

1.2 Measurement of segment performance and allocation of resources
 The accounting policies of  the SA and total UK segment are the same as the Group’s accounting policies. 

 The segments within SA and the UK are reviewed by the chief  operating decision maker to the operating profit level.

  Net interest expenses, other net losses, attributable earnings of  associates and taxation are only allocated to the SA and 

UK segments as a whole. 

  Similarly, total assets, total liabilities, additions to property, plant and equipment and debt net of  cash are reviewed for the total 

SA and UK segments.

 

in the “Adjustments and eliminations” column, which results in the total UK segment reconciling to the Group reported IFRS results. 

The results presented here are consistent with the manner in which the chief  operating decision maker reviews the results of  the 
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1. Segment report (continued)

1.3 Segment report – 2012

South Africa

Rm

Hospital and 

Emergency 

services Primary Care Total

Income statement

External revenue  13 219  1 388  14 607 

  GHG PropCo 1 rent 

  GHG PropCo 2 rent

Revenue  13 219  1 388  14 607 

EBITDA  2 826  82  2 908 

  EBITDA before capital items and impairment of  goodwill  2 818  83  2 901 

  Capital items  8  (1)  7 

  EBITDA before impairment of  goodwill  2 826  82  2 908 

  Impairment of  goodwill

Depreciation and amortisation  (409)  (31)  (440)

  Depreciation  (399)  (31)  (430)

  Amortisation of  intangible assets  (10)  (10)

  Amortisation of  goodwill

Operating profit/(loss)  2 417  51  2 468 

   Operating profit/(loss) before capital items and impairment  

of  goodwill
 2 409  52  2 461 

  Capital items  8  (1)  7 

  Operating profit/(loss) before impairment of  goodwill  2 417  51  2 468 

  Impairment of  goodwill

Investment income  163 

Financial expenses  (350)

Other losses – net  (14)

Attributable earnings of  associates  19 

Profit/(loss) before taxation  2 286 

Taxation  (640)

Profit/(loss) for the year from continuing operations  1 646 

Segment assets and liabilities

Total assets  11 899 

Total liabilities  (7 331)

Debt net of  cash  (3 492)

Other segment information

Additions to property, plant and equipment  

(continuing operations)  870 

Capital items  8  (1)  7 

  Impairment of  investments and loans  (6)  (6)

  Impairment of  land and buildings

  Profit on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  17  (1)  16 

  Loss on disposal of  subsidiaries  (3)  (3)

Notes:

1 The above segment report excludes the results from discontinued operations.

2 This relates to the impairment of  the carrying value of  land and buildings in GHG PropCo 1, which is reversed on consolidation. 

3 The depreciation adjustment in the UK segment relates to the reversal of  depreciation on the revaluation of  land and buildings. 
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United Kingdom

GHG Property 

Businesses

Adjustments and 

eliminations Total  Group 

 10 567  10 567  25 174 

 1 699  (1 699)

 1 621  (1 621)

 78  (78)

 10 567  1 699  (1 699)  10 567  25 174 

 537  (3 310)  (5 772)  (8 545)  (5 637)

 542  1 691  2 233  5 134 

 (5)  (5 001)2  5 001  (5)  2 

 537  (3 310)  5 001  2 228  5 136 

 (10 773)  (10 773)  (10 773)

 (650)  (558)  324  (884)  (1 324)

 (455)  (558)  2213  (792)  (1 222)

 (89)  (3)  (92)  (102)

 (106)  106 

 (113)  (3 868)  (5 448)  (9 429)  (6 961)

 (108)  1 133  324  1 349  3 810 

 (5)  (5 001)  5 001  (5)  2 

 (113)  (3 868)  5 325  1 344  3 812 

 (10 773)  (10 773)  (10 773)

 68  231 

 (1 643)  (1 993)

 (3 019)  (3 033)

 8  27 

 (14 015)  (11 729)

 2 656  2 016 

 (11 359)  (9 713)

 32 323  44 222 

 (37 911)  (45 242)

 (22 992)  (26 484)

 484  1 354 

 (5)  (5 001)  5 001  (5)  2 

 (6)  (6)  (12)

 (5 001)2  5 001 

 1  1  17 

 (3)
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1. Segment report (continued)

1.3 Segment report – 2011

South Africa

Rm

Hospital and 

Emergency 

services Primary Care Total

Income statement

External revenue  12 089  1 272  13 361 

  GHG PropCo 1 rent 

  GHG PropCo 2 rent

Revenue  12 089  1 272  13 361 

EBITDA  2 529  65  2 594 

  EBITDA before capital items  2 543  65  2 608 

  Capital items  (14)  (14)

Depreciation and amortisation  (361)  (27)  (388)

  Depreciation  (355)  (27)  (382)

  Amortisation of  intangible assets  (6)  (6)

  Amortisation of  goodwill

Operating profit  2 168  38  2 206 

  Operating profit before capital items  2 182  38  2 220 

  Capital items  (14)  (14)

Investment income  52 

Financial expenses  (379)

Other losses – net  (37)

Attributable earnings of  associates  12 

Profit before taxation  1 854 

Taxation  (499)

Profit for the year from continuing operations  1 355 

Segment assets and liabilities

Total assets  10 260 

Total liabilities  (6 788)

Debt net of  cash  (3 303)

Other segment information

Additions to property, plant and equipment 

(continuing operations)  903 

Capital items  (14)  (14)

  Impairment of  investments and loans  (19)  (19)

  Profit on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  (3)  (3)

  Reversal of  impairment of  property, plant and equipment  7  7 

  Reversal of  impairment of  investments  1  1 

Notes: 

1 The above segment report excludes the results from discontinued operations. 

2 The depreciation adjustment in the UK segment relates to the reversal of  depreciation on the revaluation of  land and buildings. 
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United Kingdom

GHG Property 

Businesses

Adjustments and 

eliminations Total  Group 

 9 223  9 223  22 584 

 1 465  (1 465)

 1 382  (1 382)

 83  (83)

 9 223  1 465  (1 465)  9 223  22 584 

 609  1 548  77  2 234  4 828 

 666  1 459  (2)  2 123  4 731 

 (57)  89  79  111  97 

 (588)  (493)  285  (796)  (1 184)

 (430)  (493)  1952  (728)  (1 110)

 (66)  (2)  (68)  (74)

 (92)  92 

 21  1 055  362  1 438  3 644 

 78  966  283  1 327  3 547 

 (57)  89  79  111  97 

 63  115 

 (1 449)  (1 828)

 14  (23)

 11  23 

 77  1 931 

 404  (95)

 481  1 836 

 40 392  50 652 

 (36 179)  (42 967)

 (22 386)  (25 689)

 413  1 316 

 (57)  89  79  111  97 

 (54)  (54)  (73)

 (3)  89  79  165  162 

 7 

 1 
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1
2.1 GHG transactions were concluded with non-recourse debt
  In 2006, Netcare, together with private equity partners (the “GHG Investors”), acquired the General Healthcare Group (GHG) 

in the UK. As part of  the transaction the business was separated into two distinct enterprises, namely a hospital operating business 

separate property companies has one asset, being a single hospital property.

each other. The GHG PropCo 1 facility is secured by the shares in the 35 separate property and property holding companies and 

by the property asset held by each property company. The GHG PropCo 1 facility had an original principal amount of  £1 650 million 

and as of  30 September 2012 has an outstanding principal balance of  £1 562 million (R20 969 million). Pursuant to its original 

terms, in October 2013, the outstanding balance of  £1 535 million (R20 603 million) under the GHG PropCo 1 facility is scheduled 

for repayment.

  In 2008, GHG acquired eight additional hospitals from Nuffield (two of  these hospital properties were sold in the 2011 financial 

year) and similarly separated the business into two distinct enterprises – being the hospital operating company that was integrated 

secured by the shares in the eight separate property and property holding companies and by the property asset held by each 

facility and the GHG PropCo 1 facility.

South African subsidiaries or operations. Further details of  the loan facilities and the uncertainty relating to the GHG PropCo 1 

facility refinancing are included in the Directors’ report.

2.2 Netcare as a going concern would not be affected by a default under GHG PropCo 1 facility
  GHG PropCo 1 is in discussions with certain parties under the GHG PropCo 1 facility about this facility’s maturity. Notwithstanding 

GHG PropCo 1’s efforts, it is possible that the GHG PropCo 1 facility may not be extended or refinanced (generally referred to 

herein as refinanced) prior to its maturity. As a result, from an accounting perspective, uncertainty exists as to whether the GHG 

PropCo 1 entities can continue as a going concern and will be able to discharge their liabilities in the ordinary course of  business. 

and GHG PropCo 2) and Netcare’s operations in South Africa, the refinancing of  the GHG PropCo 1 facility does not impact the 

assessment of  going concern of  the Netcare Group as a whole or any other subsidiaries of  the Netcare Group. Furthermore, the 

PropCo 1 refinancing discussions. 

  The Netcare Board has also considered the Group’s ability to comply with various financial covenants under the GHG PropCo 1 

facility and also whether a failure to refinance the GHG PropCo 1 facility prior to its maturity would trigger any covenants or present 

any other challenges under any of  the Group’s other facilities.

  The directors of  GHG PropCo 1 have prepared forecasts for the purposes of  assessing compliance with financial covenants.  

These forecasts show that GHG PropCo 1 is expected to comply with its financial convents through to maturity date of  the 

GHG PropCo 1 facility. 

GHG PropCo 2 facility or (ii) financial covenants in any of  the Group’s other facilities that would present a problem for the Group 

if the GHG PropCo 1 facility is not refinanced.

2.3  Netcare’s financial flexibility and prospects would not be affected by a default under  
GHG PropCo 1 facility

  The board of  GHG PropCo 1 is working on solutions to manage the GHG PropCo 1 facility maturity and various options are  

under consideration. In addition to the adjustments already reflected in these financial statements, which are more fully detailed  

in this note, the outcome of  discussions regarding the GHG PropCo 1 facility may, at some future date, require further material 

adjustments to be made to the fixed assets, goodwill, debt, swap liabilities and deferred tax balances in the underlying financial 

effect on the financial flexibility and prospects of  Netcare.

NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

2.4 Possible implications of the GHG Investors losing control of GHG PropCo 1
  The directors of  GHG PropCo 1 continue to examine options to address the maturity of  the GHG PropCo 1 facility. However, at 

the date of  signing these financial statements, no plan has been agreed with the debt counterparties. While a solution that enables 

the existing GHG Investors to continue to control GHG PropCo 1 is possible, it is also possible that the consortium may lose control 

of  GHG PropCo 1 at some future date and therefore the additional consequences of  the consortium no longer controlling 

GHG PropCo 1 are discussed below. 

  The GHG PropCo 1 facility provides lenders with remedies in the event that there is a default under the facility, one of  which  

is to exercise their rights over the security underlying the GHG PropCo 1 facility. The security is limited to the shares and assets 

of and within GHG PropCo 1 and the lenders do not have recourse to the shareholders of  GHG PropCo 1, including Netcare 

ownership or control of  GHG PropCo 1. Under these circumstances the debt would be considered fully settled. 

 Commercial contractual relationships between BMI OpCo and GHG PropCo 1

The leases provide for an annual rental payment with an effective 2.5% annual increase in rent. There are 19 years remaining  

hospitals would continue to lease the properties in terms of  the existing lease agreements, which would not be affected by a 

default under the GHG PropCo 1 facility.

 Lease arrangements may require straightlining

minimum lease payments are:

With 2.5%

 escalation

Lease payments £ million

Within 1 year 131.0

1 – 5 years 557.5

5 – 10 years 779.0

> 10 years 1 669.0

Total 3 136.5
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

2.5 Carrying values of GHG PropCo 1 at 30 September 2012
  Additional disclosure has been provided throughout the Group annual financial statements in order to allow separate identification 

of  the material GHG PropCo 1 carrying values. The carrying values related to GHG PropCo 1 included in the Group statement of  

financial position at 30 September 2012, after taking into account the adjustments set out in the paragraphs below, are as follows:

GHG Propco 1 statement of financial position
at 30 September

 2012 

Rm

 2011 

 Rm 

 2012 

£m

 2011 

£m

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment  17 302  16 475  1 288.9  1 314.0 

Goodwill  2 148  12 179  160.0  971.4 

Deferred taxation  1 547  1 066  115.2  85.0 

Total non-current assets  20 997  29 720  1 564.1  2 370.4 

Current assets

Taxation receivable  30  2.2 

Cash and cash equivalents  9  0.8 

Total current assets  30  9  2.2  0.8 

Total assets  21 027  29 729  1 566.3  2 371.2 

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities

 20 603  19 539  1 534.8  1 558.4 

Financial liability – Derivative 

financial instruments  7 213  5 041  537.3  402.1 

Deferred taxation  2 291  3 886  170.7  310.0 

Total non-current liabilities  30 107  28 466  2 242.8  2 270.5 

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables  5  2  0.3  0.2 

 590  486  44.0  38.8 

Taxation payable  24  1.9 

Total current liabilities  595  512  44.3  40.9 

Total liabilities  30 702  28 978  2 287.1  2 311.4 

Total net liabilities  (9 675)  751  (720.8)  59.8

 Basis of preparation of the GHG PropCo 1 statement of financial position
  The statement of  financial position above has been extracted from the Group’s consolidated statement of  financial position and 

does not necessarily represent the GHG PropCo 1 statement of  financial position on a standalone basis. In particular, we draw 

attention to the following matters:

 

the swaps fully eliminate on consolidation and have no impact on the Group annual financial statements. The stand alone 

GHG PropCo 1 statement of  financial position presented above does not include the fair value of  the RPI swaps.

NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

2.6 Non-cash adjustments in respect of GHG PropCo 1 

 Rm  £m 

Impairment of goodwill  (10 773)  (811.4)

Other losses  (2 960)  (225)

  Fair value loss on interest rate swaps (not hedge accounted)  (1 598)  (122.4)

  Reclassification of  cash flow hedge reserve  (1 362)  (102.6)

Taxation  2 305  173.6 

  Deferred tax liability – measurement change  1 727  130.1 

  Deferred tax asset – recognition of  tax losses  1 513  113.9 

  Deferred tax asset – provision for swap liabilities  (1 244)  (93.7)

  Deferred tax liability – reclassification of  cash flow hedge reserve  309  23.3 

 (11 428)  (862.8)

Attributable to:

Owners of  the parent  (6 060)

 (5 368)

 (11 428)

Impact of the exceptional items on earnings and headline earnings per share

Impact on basic earnings  (6 060)

Impairment of  goodwill  10 773 

 (5 061)

Impact on headline earnings  (348)

Basic earnings per share (cents)  (463.3)

Headline earnings per share (cents)  (26.6)
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

2.6 Non-cash adjustments in respect of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

 GHG PropCo 1 goodwill

properties and goodwill.

  The following are the key judgements assumed in the impairment assessment:

Impairment of  Assets as the 

 

to sell. In the current year, however, given the GHG PropCo 1 facility maturity date, the refinancing challenges and that GHG 

Investors may ultimately lose control of  GHG PropCo 1, the GHG PropCo 1 board believes that the “fair value less costs to sell” 

basis is the more appropriate valuation approach.

portfolio at 30 September 2012 to be R19 448 million (£1 448.8 million) which equates to an average yield of  8.34%. 

  Based on this advice, at 30 September 2012, it was concluded that an impairment of  R10 773 million (£811.4 million) was required 

which was subsequently recorded in profit or loss of  the Group. Refer to note 4 for more information.

  If  the average yield was to increase by 2.5%, this would result in the impairment of  the full balance of  GHG PropCo 1 goodwill.

 Interest rate swaps
  The exposure to interest rate fluctuations on the GHG PropCo 1 debt is managed by means of  interest rate swaps. These interest 

rate swap instruments were designated as cash flow hedges, as they hedged the variability in cash flows attributable to fluctuations  

in the underlying London Interbank Offered Rate (Libor) of  interest applicable to the related debt. Interest rate swaps are 

recognised at fair value, with changes in fair value being recognised in other comprehensive income (to the extent that the swap  

is determined to be an effective hedging instrument), with the ineffective portion recognised directly in profit or loss. 

 Fair value of interest rate swaps
 

as at 30 September 2012 using a consistent methodology to that adopted in the prior year. The total valuation of  the GHG PropCo 1 

swap liabilities (before any adjustment for credit risk) was estimated at R7 740 million (£576.6 million). This represents an increase 

in the gross liability (before any adjustment for credit risk) from the prior year of  R986 million (£79 million) excluding the impact of  

  Consistent with the prior year the credit risk of  GHG PropCo 1 needs to be taken into account in determining the fair value of  its 

interest rate swaps and in assessing the effectiveness of  its hedge relationships under IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition 

and Measurement. The choice of  credit spreads used to reflect GHG PropCo 1’s own credit risk is highly judgemental and has  

a material impact on the fair value calculation. Higher credit spreads will result in a higher credit adjustment and therefore a lower 

liability. The refinancing of  GHG PropCo 1 has added a further level of  complexity. 

  Based on its analysis the GHG board has determined that the credit risk adjusted valuation of  the PropCo 1 swap liability to be  

R7 213 million (£537.3 million). Refer to notes 17 and 34 for more information. 

NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
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2. Implications arising from the pending refinancing of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

2.6 Non-cash adjustments in respect of GHG PropCo 1 (continued)

 Hedge accounting
  A key principle for the continued application of  hedge accounting is that the underlying forecast transactions being hedged 

(i.e. the interest payments related to the debt) must be highly probable. Given the challenges of  refinancing the GHG PropCo 1 

facility and the related uncertainty that this causes with regard to the going concern assumption in respect of  GHG PropCo 1, 

concluded it is not appropriate to continue applying hedge accounting to the GHG PropCo 1 interest rate swaps, and consequently 

of  R1 598 million (£122.4 million) was therefore recognised in the income statement for the year in this respect.

  In addition, a cumulative fair value loss on the GHG PropCo 1 interest rate swaps had been retained in the cash flow hedge 

expected to occur and it was concluded that a portion of  the cash flows are no longer expected likely to occur. As a result,  

a portion of  the cumulative fair value loss was reclassified from other comprehensive income to profit or loss during the year. 

 Deferred taxation
  A deferred tax liability was recognised on the acquisition of  the properties in 2006 on the basis that they would remain in the 

Group throughout their useful economic lives, and therefore deferred tax was calculated using a rate that reflected the use of  the 

properties. Given the GHG PropCo 1 facility maturity date, the refinancing challenges and that the GHG Investors may ultimately 

lose control of  GHG PropCo 1, management have reconsidered the basis of  measuring this deferred tax and now expect to 

ultimately recover the assets predominantly through a disposal or change of  ownership. This change in the basis of  providing for 

deferred tax had the impact of  a reduction in the deferred tax liability of  R1 727 million (£130.1 million) and a corresponding tax 

credit in the income statement.

  The derivative financial liabilities relating to the interest rate swap contracts in the underlying GHG PropCo 1 company accounts 

have increased the current tax losses in those entities in the year. A deferred tax asset of  R1 513 million (£113.9 million) has been 

recognised in respect of  these and other losses, which represent the losses expected to be utilised by those entities in the coming 

years. In addition, the reclassification of  the cash flow hedge accounting reserve in the year reduced the amount of  deferred tax 

included in the cash flow hedge accounting reserve and resulted in a tax credit of  R309 million (£23.3 million).

2.7  Events after reporting period – Netcare will no longer consolidate the GHG Property Businesses  
for financial years after 30 September 2012

  Following careful consideration of  certain changes in the circumstances relating to Netcare’s interests in the GHG Property 

consolidating the GHG Property Businesses in Netcare’s Group financial statements for the financial year ending 30 September 2013. 

For further details refer to the events after the reporting period included in the Directors’ report.
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Rm

 Freehold and

leasehold land 

and buildings 

 Assets under 

construction 

 Computer 

equipment 

3. Property, plant and equipment
Carrying value at 30 September 2010  20 990  405  218 

Additions  87  532  151 

Disposals  (231)  (2)

Depreciation  (509)  (90)

  Continuing operations  (498)  (86)

  Discontinued operations  (11)  (4)

Impairment reversal  7 

Transfers between categories  319  (355)  7 

Transfers from intangible assets

Translation of  foreign entities  2 422  42  11 

Carrying value at 30 September 2011  23 085  624  295 

Additions  105  573  106 

Disposals  (198)  (6)

Depreciation  (566)  (111)

  Continuing operations  (556)  (108)

  Discontinued operations  (10)  (3)

Transfers between categories  570  (608)  21 

Transfers from intangible assets  (13)

 6 

Translation of  foreign entities  1 302  22  5 

Carrying value at 30 September 2012  24 304  611  297 

NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
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 Furniture and 

equipment equipment and aircraft 

 Plant and

 machinery  Total 

 137  2 085  12  5  23 852 

 38  516  1  2  1 327 

 1  (12)  (2)  (1)  (247)

 (44)  (494)  (2)  (1 139)

 (35)  (489)  (2)  (1 110)

 (9)  (5)  (29)

 7 

 29 

 1  1  2 

 4  135  2 614 

 136  2 260  11  5  26 416 

 49  529  1  2  1 365 

 (10)  (38)  (252)

 (44)  (521)  (2)  (1 244)

 (38)  (518)  (2)  (1 222)

 (6)  (3)  (22)

 7  10 

 (13)

 6 

 2  69  1 400 

 140  2 309  12  5  27 678
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Rm  Cost 

 Accumulated 

 depreciation 

 and

 impairments 

 Carrying 

 value 

3. Property, plant and equipment (continued)
Net carrying value

2012

Freehold and leasehold land and buildings  27 740  (3 436)  24 304 

Assets under construction  611  611 

Computer equipment  712  (415)  297 

Furniture and equipment  428  (288)  140 

 5 201  (2 892)  2 309 

 26  (14)  12 

Plant and machinery  17  (12)  5 

 34 735  (7 057)  27 678 

2011

Freehold and leasehold land and buildings  25 840  (2 755)  23 085 

Assets under construction  624  624 

Computer equipment  632  (337)  295 

Furniture and equipment  400  (264)  136 

 4 770  (2 510)  2 260 

 25  (14)  11 

Plant and machinery  15  (10)  5 

 32 306  (5 890)  26 416

 Borrowing costs
  Borrowing costs of  R20 million (2011: R12 million) were capitalised during the year and are included in “Additions” in the movement 

summary.

 Security
  Property, plant and equipment with a carrying value of  R18 369 million (2011: R17 491 million) has been encumbered as security 

for debt. Refer to note 16 for more details.

 2012  2011 

4. Goodwill
Net carrying value

Cost  16 073  15 113 

Accumulated impairment losses  (10 974)  (79)

 5 099  15 034 

Movement in goodwill

Carrying value at 1 October 2011  15 034  13 153 

Disposal of  businesses  (75)

Impairment (refer to note 2)  (10 773)

Translation of  foreign entities  913  1 881 

Carrying value at 30 September 2012  5 099  15 034 
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4. Goodwill (continued)

 Goodwill impairment testing
 

 

in the income statement when the recoverable amount of  the CGU is less than the net carrying value. Impairment losses of  CGUs 

are first used to reduce the net carrying value of  the goodwill and then to reduce the carrying value of  other assets.

CGUs in the UK. The Transform CGU no longer forms part of  the Group’s consolidated results following the decision to formally 

waive the option to purchase a controlling stake in Health and Surgical Holdings Limited (“Transform”) (refer to note 12). In addition, 

the Group disposed of  25% of  its 75% interest in Netcare Parklands Linac Joint Venture (Proprietary) Limited (“Parklands Linac”)  

in SA and its entire interest in Care Fertility Group Limited (“Care”) in the UK resulting in the derecognition of  the related goodwill.

 Impairments amounting to R10 773 million were recognised on the goodwill allocated to the GHG PropCo 1 during the year.

 The carrying value of  goodwill has been allocated to the following CGUs for impairment testing:

Rm  2012  2011 

South Africa 

Hospital operations  355  359 

Primary Care operations  137  137 

United Kingdom 

GHG PropCo 1  2 148  12 172 

 2 459  2 319 

Transform  47 

 5 099  15 034 

 SA Hospital and Primary Care operations
 The disposal of  Parklands Linac resulted in a R4 million reduction in the goodwill allocated to Hospital operations.

cost of  capital (WACC) of  13.2% (2011: 12.4%) is based on current market assessments of  the optimal capital structure, cost of  

 

a reasonably possible change in any of  the key assumptions would not result in an impairment loss.

 GHG PropCo 1
  The recoverable amount of  the GHG PropCo 1 CGU has been assessed on the basis of  fair value less cost to sell. In the prior year 

advice from independent qualified valuers. The key assumptions used in the valuation were an assessment of  market rentals and 

achievable yields.

  The valuation was compared to the carrying value of  the goodwill and properties within the GHG PropCo 1 CGU which resulted  

in an impairment of  R10 773 million. An increase of  approximately 2.5% in the blended initial yield used to determine the open 

market value of  properties would result in the impairment of  the remaining GHG PropCo 1 goodwill.
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4. Goodwill (continued)

 BMI OpCo

present value of  the projected cash flows attributable to the CGU. Future projected cash flows are based on the latest budgets 

Key assumptions applied in the cash flow forecasts include payor volume and tariff  changes, salary increases and general 

  Whilst management believes the assumptions applied are realistic, it is possible that an impairment loss would be identified  

if  there were material changes in forecast revenue and/or EBITDA. Revenue and EBITDA are derived from volumes, price, and mix 

assumptions across a range of  payor groups. Revenue is forecast to grow by 5.0% per annum from 2013. Growth rates in the UK 

 

to private sector participation in the National Health Service (NHS). Goodwill is very sensitive to the assumptions in this regard  

and a further unforseen significant economic downturn could result in an impairment. Overall, a reduction in the growth rate of  

 

would still be higher than the carrying value.

 Transform
 The Transform goodwill has been derecognised during the year following the deconsolidation of  Transform in July 2012.

Rm

 contracts 

and other  Software 

 Development 

 expenditure  Total 

5. Intangible assets
2012

Net carrying value

Cost  105  620  15  740 

Accumulated amortisation and impairment losses  (21)  (379)  (13)  (413)

 84  241  2  327 

Movement in intangible assets

Carrying value at 1 October 2011  89  271  6  366 

Acquisition of  businesses  6  6 

Additions  30  30 

Amortisation  (9)  (89)  (4)  (102)

Transfers (to)/from property, plant and equipment  (6)  19  13 

Translation of  foreign entities  4  10  14 

Carrying value at 30 September 2012  84  241  2  327 

2011

Net carrying value

Cost  169  539  14  722 

Accumulated amortisation and impairment losses  (80)  (268)  (8)  (356)

 89  271  6  366 

Movement in intangible assets

Carrying value at 1 October 2010  60  254  17  331 

Additions  19  61  1  81 

Amortisation  (9)  (63)  (2)  (74)

Transfers to property, plant and equipment  (1)  (1)  (2)

Transfers between categories  11  (11)

Translation of  foreign entities  9  20  1  30 

Carrying value at 30 September 2011  89  271  6  366 
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5. Intangible assets (continued)
 The remaining amortisation periods for intangible assets at 30 September 2012 are:

4 – 21 years

Software 2 – 15 years

Development expenditure 1 – 3 years

  Borrowing costs of  Rnil (2011: R1 million) were capitalised during the year and are included in “Additions” in the  

movement summary.

Rm  2012  2011 

6. Investment in associated companies
Investments at cost  27  38 

 102  84 

Carrying value of  shares  129  122 

Loans  357  167 

 486  289 

Directors’ valuation of  associated companies  768  628 

The loans to associates are unsecured, bearing interest between 0.0% – 17.8% and  

are repayable on demand or up to 12 years.

Details of  the Group’s principal associated companies are set out in Annexure B.

7. Loans and receivables
Included within:

 646  205 

Current assets  80  43 

 726  248 

Included in loans and receivables is an investment of  R658 million relating to the  

October 2012 and lump sum payments in October 2013, October 2014 and October 2015.

The other loans and receivables are unsecured, bearing interest between 0.0% – 11.4% 

and are repayable on demand or up to two years.

8. Financial asset – Derivative financial instruments
Non-current assets

European style call options  3 

 3 

Current assets

European style call options  9  2 

 9  5 

9. Inventories
 740  653 

Crockery, cutlery, linen, soft furnishings and other consumables  77  68 

 817  721 

The cost of  inventories recognised as an expense during the year was R7 354 million (2011: R6 518 million). There has been no 
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Rm  2012  2011 

10. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables  3 028  2 730 

Allowance for doubtful debts  (279)  (270)

Trade receivables – net  2 749  2 460 

Prepaid expenses  211  183 

Joint venture receivables (refer to Annexure C)  5  5 

Other debtors  454  397 

 3 419  3 045* 

* The 2011 trade and other receivables balance has been restated. Refer to note 35 for more information.

The carrying amount of  trade and other receivables are denominated in the 

following currencies:

Pound Sterling  1 594  1 463 

South African Rand  1 825  1 594 

 3 419  3 057 

Trade receivables include R9 million (2011: R8 million) for accounts with renegotiated  

credit terms.

The carrying values of  trade and other receivables are considered close approximations  

of  their fair values. 

Trade receivables – net can be categorised into the following types:

South Africa

 658  574 

Private  162  168 

Road Accident Fund  11  11 

Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Disease  211  166 

 350  276 

Other  39  62 

 1 431  1 257 

United Kingdom

Insured  520  559 

 52  44 

National Health Service (NHS)  402  356 

 84  63 

Other  260  181 

 1 318  1 203 

At 30 September 2012 trade receivables of  R769 million (2011: R574 million) were past  

due but not impaired. There has not been a significant change in credit quality of  these 

receivables and the amounts are still considered recoverable. The ageing of  the past  

due but not impaired trade receivables is shown below:

Past due 0 – 30 days  232  150 

Past due 31 – 60 days  84  78 

Past due 60 – 120 days  103  78 

 350  268 
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10. Trade and other receivables (continued)
  Trade receivables that are not past their due date are not considered to be impaired, except in situations where they are part  

of  individually impaired trade receivables. Individually significant receivables are considered for impairment when objective 

evidence is received that a specific counterparty will default. Receivables that are not considered to be individually impaired are 

reviewed for impairment in groups, which are determined by reference to the type and region of  counterparty and other available 

features of  shared credit risk characteristics. The estimated irrecoverable amounts are determined by reference to past default 

experience. The allowance for doubtful debts is used to reduce the carrying amount of  the asset.

  Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and receivables in terms of  IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 

Measurement. Refer to note 34 for more details on the Group’s exposure to credit risk.

 The movement in the allowance for doubtful debts is as follows:

Rm  2012  2011 

Balance at beginning of  year  (270)  (258)

Impairment losses recognised  (136)  (136)

Impairment losses reversed  23  1 

Amounts written off  as uncollectible  118  138 

Amounts recovered during the year  (8)

Translation of  foreign entities  (6)  (15)

Balance at end of year  (279)  (270)

11. Cash and cash equivalents and bank overdrafts
Cash on hand and balances with banks  2 906  2 355 

Bank overdrafts  (437)  (550)

 2 469  1 805 

Cash on hand and balances with banks

Foreign currency  1 986  1 637 

South African Rand  920  718 

Bank overdrafts

South African Rand  (437)  (550)

 2 469  1 805

Cash and cash equivalents are classified as loans and receivables in terms of  IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 

Measurement. Refer to note 34 for discussion on credit risk and capital management.
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Rm  2012  2011 

12. Discontinued operations and assets held for sale
Assets held for sale

Land and buildings held for sale (refer to note 12.2)  8 

12.1 Discontinued operations
 Care

operating segment. The disposal of  Care was effected in order to generate cash flow for the expansion of  other businesses.  

Care represented a separate major line of  business being the Group’s only specialist fertility service provider.

 Transform
  The Group held a 42.5% equity interest in Health and Surgical Holdings Limited (“Transform”) with an option to acquire a further 

42.5% interest. During July 2012, the Group formally waived the option to purchase a controlling stake in Transform resulting in the 

disposal of  a subsidiary and acquisition of  an associate. The Group also resolved to dispose of  its remaining interest in Transform, 

in low cost cosmetic surgery and related services and has been classified as an associate held for sale. The sale is expected to be 

finalised within 12 months. As at 30 September 2012, Transform was in a net liability position. The Group has no obligation to fund 

the debts of Transform and therefore the carrying value of  the equity interest in Transform is Rnil.

  The results and cash flows of  the discontinued operations included in the consolidated income statement and statement of  cash 

flows are set out below:

Rm Care Transform Total

2012

Revenue  187  370  557 

Administrative and other expenses  (140)  (386)  (526)

Operating profit/(loss)  47  (16)  31 

Net financial income/(expenses)  1  (17)  (16)

Profit/(loss) before taxation  48  (33)  15 

Taxation  (13)  (13)

Profit/(loss) for the year before profit on disposal  35  (33)  2 

Profit on disposal of  discontinued operations, net of  tax  365  46  411 

Profit for the year from discontinued operations  400  13  413 

Cash flows from operating activities  17  27  44 

Cash flows from investing activities  (3)  (7)  (10)

2011

Revenue  229  408  637 

Administrative and other expenses  (164)  (416)  (580)

Operating profit/(loss)  65  (8)  57 

Net financial expenses  (19)  (19)

Profit/(loss) before taxation  65  (27)  38 

Taxation  (19)  (19)

Profit for the year from discontinued operations  46  (27)  19 

Cash flows from operating activities  39  5  44 

Cash flows from investing activities  (3)  (8)  (11)

Cash flows from financing activities  (14)  3  (11)
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Rm  2012  2011 

12. Discontinued operations and assets held for sale (continued)

12.2 Land and buildings held for sale
Land and buildings held for sale at beginning of  year  8  13 

Disposal  (2)  (5)

Transfer to property, plant and equipment  (6)

Land and buildings held for sale at end of year  8 

Certain land and buildings classified as held for sale in the previous year no longer meet 

the requirements to be held for sale and have been transferred to property, plant and 

equipment. The land and buildings held for sale form part of  the SA Hospital and 

Emergency services operating segment.

13. Ordinary share capital and premium
Number of  shares (million)

Authorised

Ordinary shares of  1.0 cent each  2 500  2 500 

Issued

Shares in issue at beginning of  year  1 446  1 437 

Shares issued during the year  12  9 

Shares in issue at end of year  1 458  1 446 

Treasury shares

Balance at beginning of  year  (151)  (160)

Sale of  treasury shares  10  9 

Treasury shares at end of year  (141)  (151)

Total issued ordinary shares  1 317  1 295 

Treasury shares are held as follows:

HPFL trusts  141  151
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Rm  2012  2011 

13. Ordinary share capital and premium (continued)
Authorised

Ordinary shares of  1.0 cent each  25  25 

Issued ordinary share capital

Balance at beginning and end of  year  15  15 

Share premium

Balance at beginning of  year  600  609 

Share premium arising on issue of  shares  105  74 

Capital reduction  (83)

Balance at end of year  705  600 

Issued ordinary share capital and premium  720  615 

Treasury shares

Balance at beginning of  year  (714)  (767)

Sale of  treasury shares  60  53 

Balance at end of year  (654)  (714)

The HPFL trusts are special purpose entities of  which Netcare is a beneficiary. They are consolidated in terms of  SIC 12.  

Treasury shares held by the HPFL trusts carry voting rights. Treasury shares are deducted from the number of  shares in issue  

for the purpose of  calculating earnings per share.

During the year, 10 million (2011: 9 million) treasury shares held by the HPFL trusts were sold on the open market.

Unissued ordinary shares 
The number of  unissued ordinary shares at 30 September 2012 is 1 042 million (2011: 1 054 million).

Share-based payments
Details of  options under the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme and trust units issued by the HPFL trusts are disclosed under  

note 38.
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Rm  2012  2011 

14. Retained earnings
Balance at beginning of  year  5 537  4 518 

Comprehensive (loss)/income for the year  (4 237)  1 564 

Increase in equity interest in subsidiaries  (37)  (30)

Sale of  treasury shares  57  55 

Dividends paid  (694)  (553)

Distributions to beneficiaries of  the HPFL trusts  (83)  (47)

Other movements  (116)  30 

Balance at end of year  427  5 537 

15. Preference share capital and premium
Authorised

preference shares of  50.0 cents each
 5  5 

Issued

7 million (2011: 7 million) preference shares in issue at beginning and end of  year  3  3 

Share premium

Balance at beginning and end of  year  641  641 

Total issued preference share capital and premium  644  644 

The preference shares earn dividends on the issue price at the rate of  75% of  the prime 

rate. Although the rights to receive dividends are cumulative, declaration of  such dividends 

is at the discretion of  the directors.

16. Long-term debt
Total South African Rand and foreign currency debt  28 249  26 128 

 (1 234)  (1 022)

Total South African Rand and foreign currency long-term debt  27 015  25 106 

Comprising:

South African Rand

Finance leases  69  57 

Redeemable cumulative preference shares  14  34 

Promissory notes  3 496  2 120 

Unsecured debt  1  200 

 3 580  2 411 

Foreign currency

GHG PropCo 1  20 969  19 882 

GHG PropCo 2  612  595 

 2 986  2 983 

Transform  254 

Secured debt  24 567  23 714 

Finance leases  169  154 

Less: Arrangement fees  (67)  (151)

 24 669  23 717 

 28 249  26 128
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16. Long-term debt (continued)

Loan details

Terms of  repayment Security

 Effective 

 interest rate

at 30 Sep 

 2012 

 2012 

 Rm 

 2011 

 Rm 

Debt in South African Rand
Finance leases

Repayable in monthly instalments  

ending in 2019

Secured by medical equipment with a book 

value of  R79 million (2011: R74 million)  7.0% – 9.0%  69  57 

Redeemable cumulative 

preference shares

 

ending February 2013 8.8%  14  34 

Promissory notes

Repayable on maturity in April 2013, July 

2013, April 2014, January 2015, July 2015 

and August 2016  5.6% – 7.1%  3 496  2 120 

Unsecured debt

Repayable annually and in full 

ending September 2015 9.4%  1  200 

 3 580  2 411 

Debt in foreign currency
Secured debt

GHG PropCo 1

Repayable in quarterly instalments with a 

lump sum payment on 15 October 2013

Secured by property and fixtures with a book 

value of R17 302 million (2011: R16 475 million) 2.3%  20 969  19 882 

GHG PropCo 2

Repayable in quarterly instalments with a 

lump sum payment on 15 January 2015

Secured by property and fixtures with a book 

value of  R805 million (2011: R770 million) 2.9%  612  595 

BMI OpCo

Secured by fixed and floating charges over the 

2.4%  350  521 

Repayable in full on 9 October 2013 2.5%  488  456 

Repayable in full on 9 October 2014 2.7%  1 074  1 003 

Repayable in full on 9 October 2015 3.7%  1 074  1 003 

 2 986  2 983 

Transform*

Secured by the assets of  Health and Surgical 

Holdings Limited (Transform)  99 

Repayable in full in June 2016  113 

Repayable in full in June 2016  4 

Repayable in full in June 2017  38 

 254 

 24 567  23 714 

Finance leases

Repayable in monthly instalments  

ending in 2020

Secured by plant and equipment with a book 

value of  R183 million (2011: R172 million) 4.5% – 19.2%  169  154 

Less: Arrangement fees  (67)  (151)

  GHG PropCo 1  (49)  (120)

  GHG PropCo 2  (6)  (8)

 (12)  (23)

 24 669  23 717 

* Transform has been classified as a discontinued operation. Refer to note 12.1 for more details.
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16. Long-term debt (continued)

Finance leases
 Present value of  minimum 

lease payments 

Rm  2012  2011  2012  2011 

Less than 1 year  64  71  56  48 

Later than 1 year but not later than 5 years  176  179  145  119 

Later than 5 years  102  76  37  44 

 342  326  238  211 

Less: Future finance charges  (104)  (115)

Present value of minimum lease payments  238  211  238  211 

Comprising:

  Debt in South African Rand  69  57 

  Debt in foreign currency  169  154 

Maturity profile

Rm Total

 < 1 

 year 

 1 – 2 

 year 

 2 – 3 

 years 

 3 – 4 

 years 

 > 4 

 years 

2012

Debt in South African Rand  3 580  625  747  1 178  1 011  19 

Debt in foreign currency  24 669  609  21 277  1 661  1 101  21 

  GHG PropCo 1  20 969  366  20 603 

  Other  3 700  243  674  1 661  1 101  21 

 28 249  1 234  22 024  2 839  2 112  40 

2011

Debt in South African Rand  2 411  562  483  344  7  1 015 

Debt in foreign currency  23 717  460  575  19 908  1 592  1 182 

  GHG PropCo 1  19 882  298  341  19 243 

  Other  3 835  162  234  665  1 592  1 182 

 26 128  1 022  1 058  20 252  1 599  2 197 

Undrawn borrowing facilities
The Group has the following undrawn borrowing facilities at 30 September:

Rm  2012  2011 

Facilities expire:

Within 1 year  2 130  2 332 

Between 1 and 2 years  1 988 

In 2 years or more  1 109  810 

 5 227  3 142 
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17. Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments
Rm  2012  2011 

Interest rate swaps

South African Rand  29  16 

Foreign currency  7 387  5 300 

  GHG PropCo 1 (1 – 10 years)  2 761  2 620 

  GHG PropCo 1 (11 – 25 years effective 15 April 2016)  4 452  2 422 

  GHG PropCo 2  60  73 

 114  179 

  Transform  6 

 7 416  5 316 

Inflation rate swaps 

South African Rand  17  3 

 7 433  5 319 

Refer to note 34 for more details on the derivative financial instruments.

18. Post-retirement benefit obligations
 213  188 

Total post-retirement benefit obligations  213  188 

18.1 Post-retirement healthcare benefits

 

 

Details of  the defined benefit obligations are set out below.

Valuation

 30 September 2012 

Valuation method adopted  Projected unit 

%  2012  2011 

Principal actuarial assumptions

Return on assets  9.1  9.3 

Subsidy inflation  5.9  6.1 

Net discount rate  3.0  3.0 

Rm

Reconciliation of the actuarial obligations to amounts recognised in the statement of 

financial position

Unfunded obligation  213  188 

Reconciliation of net liability to amounts recognised in the statement  

of financial position

Net liability at the beginning of  year  188  158 

Service cost  10  6 

Interest cost  17  16 

Benefits paid  (11)  (9)

Actuarial losses  9  17 

Net liability at end of year  213  188 

Net post-retirement healthcare costs recognised in the income statement

Service cost  10  6 

Interest cost  17  16 

Total cost recognised in the income statement  27  22 
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18. Post-retirement benefit obligations (continued)

18.2 Post-retirement pension benefits
In the United Kingdom, employees are covered by defined contribution schemes and a defined benefit scheme. There are currently 

three defined contribution schemes, of  which one is closed to new entrants. Under the defined benefit scheme, the employees  

are entitled to retirement benefits of  1/60th of  each year’s pensionable service on attainment of  retirement age of  65. The plan  

Defined benefit scheme

Valuation

Last actuarial valuation  30 September 2012 

Valuation method adopted  Projected unit 

%  2012  2011 

Principal actuarial assumptions

Discount rate  4.4  5.0 

Future pension increases  2.8  3.1 

Expected rate of  return of  plan assets  7.4  4.9 

CPI inflation rate  2.0  2.5 

RPI inflation rate  2.8  3.2

The overall expected return of  assets is calculated as the weighted average of  the expected return of  each individual asset class. 

The expected return on equities is 5.5% (2011: 4.8%) above UK government bond yields. The return on bonds is the current market 

largely invested in synthetic assets. The overall expected return on assets is calculated as the average of  the expected returns on 

each asset class, weighted by the exposure to that asset class.

The actual return on plan assets is 20.0% (2011: 5.4%).

Rm 2012 2011

Present value of obligation

Balance at beginning of  year  995  947 

Interest cost  49  47 

Benefit payments  (43)  (31)

Actuarial losses/(gains)  61  (98)

Translation of  foreign entities  75  130 

Benefit obligation at end of year  1 137  995 

Fair value of plan assets

Balance at beginning of  year  1 092  926 

Expected return on plan assets  46  49 

Employer contributions  30  6 

Benefit payments  (43)  (31)

Actuarial gains  164  2 

Translation of  foreign entities  86  140 

Fair value of plan assets at end of year  1 375  1 092 

Represented by investments in:

  Equity instruments  612  310 

  Debt instruments  383  779 

  Diversified growth funds  379 

  Other  1  3 

 1 375  1 092
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Rm  2012  2011 

18. Post-retirement benefit obligations (continued)

18.2 Post-retirement pension benefits (continued)

Reconciliation to the statement of financial position

Present value of  obligation  (1 137)  (995)

Fair value of  plan assets  1 375  1 092 

Net asset  238  97 

Unrecognised portion of  plan assets  (44)  (97)

  Opening balance  97 

  Current year movement  (130)  (86)

  Translation of  foreign entities  (11)  (11)

Net pension cost recognised in the income statement

Expected return on plan assets  (46)  (49)

Interest cost  49  47 

Total loss/(income) recognised in the income statement  3  (2)

Net amount recognised in other comprehensive income

Actuarial losses/(gains) relating to the defined benefit obligation  61  (98)

Actuarial gains relating to plan assets  (164)  (2)

 130  86 

Disposal of  subsidiary  (25)

Gross actuarial loss/(gain) recognised in other comprehensive income  2  (14)

Deferred tax  (9)  3 

Net actuarial gain recognised in other comprehensive income  (7)  (11)

History of experience adjustments

The history of  experience adjustments is as follows:

Rm  2012  2011  2010  2009  2008 

Present value of  defined benefit obligation  (1 137)  (995)  (947)  (1 036)  (977)

Fair value of  plan assets  1 375  1 092  926  885  1 027 

Surplus/(deficit)  238  97  (21)  (151)  50 

Experience adjustments on plan liabilities  (61)  98  (35)  (218)  109 

Experience adjustments on plan assets  164  2  77  8  (248)

The Group contributions to the defined benefit plan during the next financial year are unknown as negotiations are yet to be 

finalised.

Rm  2012  2011 

19. Deferred lease liability
Net operating lease accrual

Balance at beginning of  year  61  129*

Increase/(decrease) in accrual  2  (68)

Balance at end of year  63  61*

To be realised as follows:

Within 1 year  (5)  7 

1 – 5 years  (1)  (6)

5 – 10 years  (3)  (6)

> 10 years  72  66 

 63  61 

*  The current portion of  the deferred lease liability which was allocated to trade and other receivables and trade and other payables in the prior year 

has been reclassified to the non-current deferred lease liability. Refer to note 35 for the reclassification of  comparative information.
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Rm  2012  2011 

20. Deferred taxation
Reconciliation of movement

Balance at beginning of  year 3 013  3 155 

Current year charge

  Per the income statement (refer to note 29) (2 706)  (468) 

  Amounts recognised in other comprehensive income  374  (92)

  Amounts recognised directly in equity  (31)  (5)

Translation of  foreign entities  184  423 

Disposal of  businesses  (34)

Balance at end of year 800 3 013

Comprising:

  Deferred tax asset  (2 730)  (2 165)

  Deferred tax liability  3 530  5 178 

 800  3 013 

Arising from the following temporary differences:

Property, plant and equipment  2 513  5 035 

 (41)  (33)

Prepayments  5  8 

Allowance for doubtful debts  (40)  (39)

 (60)  (53)

Payroll accruals  (127)  (121)

Deferred lease liability  663  (16)

Calculated tax losses  (2 344)  (703)

Financial instruments  173  (1 108)

Other temporary differences  58  43 

 800  3 013 

21. Provisions
Legal claims  29  40 

Property related provisions  32  49 

Total provisions included in non-current liabilities  61  89 

The carrying amount of  provisions can be analysed as follows:

Rm Legal claims

Property

related  Total 

Balance at 30 September 2010  20  10  30 

Amounts provided  22  38  60 

Amounts utilised  (7)  (7)

Unused amounts reversed  (5)  (5)

Translation of  foreign entities  5  6  11 

Balance at 30 September 2011  40  49  89 

Amounts utilised  (13)  (11)  (24)

Unused amounts reversed  (9)  (9)

Translation of  foreign entities  2  3  5 

Balance at 30 September 2012  29  32  61 

The Group is subject to a number of  legal claims. Provision has been made for the estimated cost of  settlement based on 

 

within five years.

Provision has been made for the estimated costs of  leases on underutilised properties and for work necessary to meet building 

regulations. These provisions will be utilised within the next five to 10 years.
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Rm  2012  2011 

22. Trade and other payables
Trade payables  1 877  1 567 

Leave pay  241  219 

Bonuses  263  204 

Joint venture payables (refer to Annexure C)  15  14 

Accrued expenses  1 197  1 085 

Claims incurred but not reported  52  37 

 7  1 

Other payables  690  755 

 4 342  3 882* 

* The 2011 trade and other payables balance has been restated. Refer to note 35 for more information.

Trade and other payables is classified as a financial liability measured at amortised cost in 

terms of  IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. Refer to note 34 for 

the Group’s financial risk management policies.

Claims incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability

The movement in the IBNR accrual can be analysed as follows:

Balance at beginning of  year  37  43 

Charge/(credit) to the income statement  15  (6)

Balance at end of year  52  37 

assessed claims to calculate incurred claims (assessed claims plus IBNR). The assessed IBNR liability is used for accounting 

development factors based on historical patterns to forecast future claims. The selected development factors are then applied to 

cumulative claims data for each month that is not yet fully developed in order to predict an ultimate claims value.

 

This method is less suitable in cases where the insurer does not have a developed claims history for a particular class of  business. 

To the extent that this method uses historical claims development information, we assume that the historical claims development 

patterns will be repeated. There are reasons why this may not be the case, which, in so far as they can be identified, have been 

allowed for by modifying the method.

 Such reasons include, inter alia:

Rm  2012  2011 

23. Short-term debt

Comprising

South African Rand

 625  562 

Commercial paper in issue  395  1 060 

 1 020  1 622 

Foreign currency

 609  460 

Accrued interest  309  306 

  GHG PropCo 1  273  262 

  GHG PropCo 2  9  9 

 27  35 

 918  766 

 1 938  2 388
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Rm  2012  2011 

24. Revenue
South Africa  14 607  13 361 

  Hospitals and Emergency services  13 219  12 089 

  Primary care  1 388  1 272 

United Kingdom  10 567  9 223 

10 567 9 223

  GHG Property Businesses 1 699 1 465

  Eliminations (1 699) (1 465)

 25 174  22 584

25. Operating profit
After charging:

Amortisation of  intangible assets  102  74 

Auditors’ remuneration  24  19 

  Audit fees – current year  18  17 

  Audit fees – prior year  4 

  Fees for other services  2  2 

Depreciation – property, plant and equipment  1 222  1 110 

Directors’ emoluments (refer to note 37)  24  30 

  Executive directors paid by subsidiaries

    Basic remuneration, bonuses, retirement and medical benefits  17  21 

    Consulting fees and fees for services as directors  7  9 

Employee costs (excluding directors’ emoluments)  8 784  7 792 

  Salaries and wages  8 442  7 482 

  Group retirement benefit contributions  306  279 

  Amounts expensed in terms of  defined benefit schemes (refer to note 18)  10  6 

 26  25 

Impairment of  goodwill (refer to note 4)  10 773 

Impairment of  investments and loans  12  73 

Operating lease charges  527  469 

  Land and buildings  498  442 

 29  27 

Technical, managerial and secretarial services  137  108 

After crediting:

Profit on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  17  162 

Profit on disposal of  subsidiaries  375 

Reversal of  impairment of  investments and loans  1 

Reversal of  impairment of  property, plant and equipment  7

26. Investment income
Expected return on retirement benefit plan assets  46  49 

Interest received on bank accounts and other  185  66 

 231  115 
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Rm  2012  2011 

27. Financial expenses
Amortisation of  arrangement fee  104  90 

Retirement benefit plan interest cost  66  63 

Interest on convertible bonds (liability portion)  140 

Interest on promissory notes  255  166 

Interest on preference shares classified as debt  2  4 

Interest on bank loans and other  1 566  1 365 

 1 993  1 828

28. Other losses – net
Foreign exchange gains  5 

Ineffectiveness (losses)/gains on cash flow hedges  (80)  43 

Fair value loss on inflation rate swaps (not hedge accounted)  (16)  (2)

Fair value loss on interest rate swaps (not hedge accounted) (refer to note 2)  (1 598)

Fair value gain/(loss) on derivative financial assets (not hedge accounted)  4  (26)

Amortisation of  the cash flow hedge accounting reserve  19  5 

Amount reclassified from cash flow hedge accounting reserve (refer to note 2)  (1 362)  (48)

 (3 033)  (23)

29. Taxation
South African normal taxation

  Current year  (624)  (489)

  Prior years  1  47 

  Capital gains tax  (1)

 (624)  (442)

Foreign taxation

  Current year  (17)  (53)

  Prior years  (2)  2 

 (19)  (51)

Secondary tax on companies (STC)  (47)  (70)

Income tax  (690)  (563)

South African deferred taxation

  Current year  (13)  32 

  Prior years  2  (18)

 (11)  14 

Foreign jurisdiction deferred taxation

  Current year*  2 380  153 

  Rate change  337  301 

 2 717  454 

Deferred taxation  2 706  468 

Total taxation per the income statement  2 016  (95)

* For more details on the movement in the current year charge refer to note 2.
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Rm  2012  2011 

29. Taxation (continued)
Reconciliation of effective taxation rate (%)

South African normal tax rate  28.0  28.0 

Adjusted for:

  Unutilised tax losses  (0.7)  0.3 

  STC  (0.4)  3.6 

  Different foreign tax rate  (3.6)  (0.1)

 (7.1)  (7.2)

  Change in statutory tax rate in the UK  1.3  (22.1)

  Prior year adjustments  (1.7)

  Translation of  foreign entities  (0.3)  8.5 

  Other  (4.4)

Effective taxation rate  17.2  4.9 

Estimated taxation losses

  South Africa  378  360 

  United Kingdom  10 997  3 273 

11 375 3 633

Utilised against the deferred tax balance

  South Africa  (95)  (18)

  United Kingdom  (10 075)  (2 791)

(10 170) (2 809)

Not recognised as a deferred tax asset

  South Africa  283  342 

  United Kingdom  922  482 

 1 205  824 

Deferred tax assets have been recognised to the extent that it is probable that the entities will generate future taxable income 

against which these tax losses can be utilised.
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30. Earnings per share
Earnings per share is derived by dividing attributable earnings by the weighted average number of  shares after taking the Netcare 

Share Incentive Scheme and HPFL trust units into account. Appropriate adjustments are made in calculating diluted and headline 

earnings per share.

Diluted earnings per share reflect the potential dilution that could occur if  all of  the Group’s outstanding share options and HPFL 

units were exercised. The number of  shares outstanding is adjusted to show the potential dilution if  employee share options and 

HPFL units are converted into ordinary shares.

No adjustments were made to reported earnings attributable to shareholders in the computation of  diluted earnings per share.

Cents  2012  2011 

Basic earnings per share  (323.8)  122.1 

  Continuing operations  (340.5)  121.3 

  Discontinued operations  16.7  0.8 

Diluted earnings per share  (317.9)  119.2 

  Continuing operations  (334.3)  118.4 

  Discontinued operations  16.4  0.8 

Headline earnings per share  95.3  117.0 

  Continuing operations  95.2  116.2 

  Discontinued operations  0.1  0.8 

Diluted headline earnings per share  93.6  114.2 

  Continuing operations  93.5  113.4 

  Discontinued operations  0.1  0.8 

Adjusted headline earnings per share  113.3  104.9 

  Continuing operations  113.2  104.1 

  Discontinued operations  0.1  0.8 

Weighted average number of ordinary shares

The weighted average number of  ordinary shares used in the calculations is as follows:

Weighted average number of  shares  1 308  1 286 

Potential dilutive effect of  employee share options and HPFL units  24  31 

Diluted weighted average number of shares  1 332  1 317 

Potential dilutive effect of employee share options and HPFL trust units

The dilutive effect is arrived as follows:

Netcare Share Incentive Scheme  9  13 

HPFL trust units  15  18 

 24  31
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30. Earnings per share (continued)
Rm  2012  2011 

Basic earnings per share

The earnings used in the calculation of  basic earnings per share is as follows:

(Loss)/profit for the year from continuing operations  (9 713)  1 836 

Less:

  Preference shareholders  (46)  (47)

 5 305  (229)

(Loss)/earnings used in the calculation of basic earnings per share  

from continuing operations  (4 454)  1 560 

Profit for the year from discontinued operations  413  19 

Less:

 (194)  (9)

Earnings used in the calculation of basic earnings per share  

from discontinued operations  219  10 

(Loss)/profit attributable to owners of the parent  (4 235)  1 570

Headline earnings 

Headline earnings are determined as follows:

(Loss)/earnings used in the calculation of basic earnings per share  

from continuing operations  (4 454)  1 560 

Adjusted for:

  Impairment of  goodwill  10 773 

  Impairment of  investments  24 

  Reversal of  impairment of  property, plant and equipment  (7)

  Profit on disposal of  property, plant and equipment  (17)  (162)

  Loss on disposal of  subsidiaries/investments  3 

  Tax effect of  headline adjusting items  1  23 

 (5 060)  56 

Headline earnings from continuing operations  1 246  1 494 

Profit used in the calculation of basic earnings per share  

from discontinued operations  219  10 

Adjusted for:

  Profit on disposal of  discontinued operation  (411)

 193 

Headline earnings from discontinued operation  1  10 

Headline earnings  1 247  1 504 

Adjusted headline earnings

Adjusted headline earnings are determined as follows:

Headline earnings 1 247 1 504

Adjusted for:

  Ineffectiveness arising from interest rate swaps  80  (42)

  Fair value loss on inflation rate swaps (not hedge accounted)  16 

  Fair value loss on interest rate swaps (not hedge accounted)  1 598 

  Reclassification of  cash flow hedge accounting reserve  1 362 

  Impairment of  loans and other  22  25 

  Reduction in UK statutory tax rate  (337)  (301)

  Deferred tax relating to the change in measurement basis of  UK properties  (1 727)

  Tax impact of  interest rate swap adjustments  (578)

  Tax effect of  other headline adjusting items  (5)

 (196)  163 

Adjusted headline earnings  1 482  1 349 
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Rm  Gross  Tax 

 Other 

 comprehensive 

 income/(loss) 

 controlling 

 interest 

 Net 

attributable 

to owners of

 the parent 

31. Other comprehensive income
2012

Actuarial (losses)/gains on defined benefit 

plans  (11)  12  1  (3)  (2)

Effect of  cash flow hedge accounting  1 246  (385)  861  (405)  456 

Effect of  translation of  foreign entities  311  (1)  310  (131)  179 

 1 546  (374)  1 172  (539)  633 

2011

Actuarial (losses)/gains on defined benefit 

plans  (3)  2  (1)  (5)  (6)

Effect of  cash flow hedge accounting  (655)  90  (565)  264  (301)

Effect of  translation of  foreign entities  588  588  (246)  342 

 (70)  92  22  13  35 

Rm  2012  2011 

32. Contingent liabilities

32.1 Financial guarantees 
– Guarantee covering the obligation of  an associate company.  100  129 

–  Guarantee covering the obligations of  pathologists to a banking institution following  

the sale of  Ampath
 256  308 

–  Guarantees issued in favour of  a banking institution for the construction of   

Netcare Waterfall City Hospital
 199  198 

– Guarantees to various other parties  1  1 

32.2 Litigation
There are current and pending legal cases, which have been adequately provided for  

(refer to note 21). The Group is not aware of  any other current or pending legal cases  

that would have a material adverse effect on the Group.

33. Commitments
33.1 Capital expenditure commitments to be incurred

Authorised and contracted for

Land and buildings  491  641 

Plant and equipment  16  52 

Computer equipment  3  3 

Authorised but not yet contracted for

Land and buildings  44  174 

Plant and equipment  154  334 

Computer equipment  59  51 

Aircraft  13 

 767  1 268 

This expenditure will be financed from internally generated funds and existing  

banking facilities.

To be expended:

  Within 1 year  677  1 086 

  Over 1 year  90  182
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33. Commitments (continued)

33.2 Operating lease commitments
The Group has entered into various operating lease agreements on properties, motor vehicles and equipment. 

Leases on properties are contracted for periods between 1 and 120 years with renewal options of  between 1 and 20 years. Rental 

escalations on properties vary between 2.5% and 14% per annum.

Leases on plant and equipment are contracted for periods between 1 and 5 years with rentals linked to prime.

Rm  2012  2011* 

Properties

Within 1 year  335  364 

1 – 5 years  1 108  1 103 

5 – 10 years  1 173  1 170 

> 10 years  3 126  2 817 

Motor vehicles

Within 1 year  20  19 

1 – 5 years  16  12 

Plant and equipment

Within 1 year  11  7 

1 – 5 years  12  6 

5 – 10 years  1 

 5 802  5 498

* Operating lease commitments relating to properties have been restated.

34. Financial instruments and risk management

34.1 Fair value measurement
There is no material difference between the fair values of  financial instruments and the amounts recognised in the statement 

of financial position.

The following methods are used by the Group to determine the fair value of  financial instruments:

Financial assets

Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are recognised at amortised cost and the carrying amounts included in the statement of  financial position 

approximate the fair values.

Fair value through profit or loss 

model.

Financial liabilities

Derivative financial liabilities
The fair value of  the interest rate and inflation rate swaps are calculated based on a discounted cash flow model using a number 

of  key assumptions.

Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost. The carrying amounts included in the statement of  financial position 

approximate the fair values.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.2 Fair value hierarchy
Financial instruments measured at fair value are grouped into the following levels based on the significance of  the inputs used in 

determining fair value:

Level 1: Fair value is derived from quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical instruments.

Level 2: Fair value is derived through the use of  valuation techniques based on observable inputs, either directly or indirectly.

Level 3: Fair value is derived through the use of  valuation techniques using inputs not based on observable market data.

The table below analyses the level applicable to financial instruments measured at fair value:

Rm  Notes  Level 2  Level 3  Total 

2012

Derivative financial asset

European style call options  8  9  9 

Derivative financial liabilities 

Interest rate swaps  29  7 387  7 416 

Inflation rate swap  17  17 

 17  46  7 387  7 433 

2011

Derivative financial asset

European style call options  8  5  5 

Derivative financial liabilities 

Interest rate swaps  16  5 300  5 316 

Inflation rate swap  3  3 

 17  19  5 300  5 319 

The Group has no financial instruments categorised as Level 1.

The reconciliation of  the movement in the derivative financial liabilities categorised in Level 3 is presented below:

Rm  2012  2011 

Balance at beginning of  the year  5 300  4 089 

Fair value movement recognised in the cash flow hedge accounting reserve  (19)  579 

Fair value movement recognised in the income statement  1 598 

Ineffectiveness on the cash flow hedges  80  (43)

Settlement on disposal of  subsidiaries/properties  (4)  (49)

Translation of  foreign entities  432  724 

Balance at the end of the year  7 387  5 300 

As detailed in the significant judgements and estimates included in the accounting policies, management has identified a range of  

proxy credit spreads to apply for use in calculating the counterparty valuation adjustment (CVA). The resulting debits/(credits) to 

the swap liability, cash flow hedge accounting reserve and profit or loss, as a result of  choosing a credit spread at either end of  

this range is presented below:

               CVA adjusted by 

Rm 5% (5%)

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments  400  (400)

Loss or profit  (400)  400 

The value of  the swap liabilities excluding the CVA at 30 September 2012 was R7 957 million.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.3 Financial instruments by category
The carrying amounts presented in the statement of  financial position relate to the following categories of  assets and liabilities:

Rm

Loans and

 receivables

Amortised 

cost

Fair value

 through 

profit or loss

Derivatives

 designated 

as hedging

 instruments Total

2012

Financial assets

Loans and receivables  726  726 

Other financial assets  9  9 

Trade and other receivables  3 419  3 419 

Cash and cash equivalents  2 906  2 906 

Total  7 051  9  7 060 

Financial liabilities

 27 015  27 015 

Derivative financial liabilities 7 213 220  7 433 

Trade and other payables  4 342  4 342 

 1 938  1 938 

Bank overdrafts  437  437 

Total  33 732 7 213 220  41 165 

2011

Financial assets

Loans and receivables  248  248 

Other financial assets  5  5 

Trade and other receivables*  3 045  3 045 

Cash and cash equivalents  2 355  2 355 

Total  5 648  5  5 653 

Financial liabilities

 25 106  25 106 

Derivative financial liabilities  5 319  5 319 

Trade and other payables*  3 882  3 882 

 2 388  2 388 

Bank overdrafts  550  550 

Total  31 926  5 319  37 245 

* The 2011 balances have been restated. Refer to note 35 for more information.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.4 Financial risk management
  The Group is exposed to a number of  financial risks arising from the use of  financial instruments during the ordinary course  

of  business. These risks are monitored continuously and where appropriate derivative instruments are used by the Group  

for hedging purposes. The Group does not speculate in the trading of  derivative instruments.

  The Group has a central treasury function that manages the funding and financial risks relating to the Group’s operations. 

The treasury function is also responsible for adding value by reducing costs without unduly increasing risk and providing 

specialist financing advice to the business. Key functions are managed from the Head Office in SA and the UK, but due authority 

is obtained from central treasury. The treasury function is a subsection of  the Finance and Investment Committee which meets  

at regular intervals to discuss treasury risks. 

 Risks to which the Group is exposed to can be classified into the following major categories:

34.4.1 Interest rate risk
  Borrowings issued at floating rates expose the Group to cash flow interest rate risk, while fixed rate borrowings expose the 

Group to fair value interest rate risk. 

  Cash flow interest rate risk arises from movements in market rates relative to the agreed lending rates on contractual debt 

instruments. The Group enters into derivative interest rate swap instruments in order to mitigate risk and applies hedge 

accounting where the effectiveness criteria are met.

notional amount of  £1 594 million relating to property mortgage loan finance and £100 million relating to operating company debt.

  Local interest rate swaps have been entered into on a funds pool approach as the Group seeks to fix the interest on 50% of  local 

debt at any given time. 

 Interest rate sensitivity
  If  interest rates had been 0.5% higher/lower and all other variables were held constant, the Group’s profit or loss would 

decrease/increase by R21 million (2011: R17 million). This is attributable to the Group’s exposure to interest rates on its variable 

  This analysis was prepared with the assumption that the amount outstanding at the end of  the year was outstanding for the 

entire year.

 Interest and inflation rate derivatives
  Under interest rate swap contracts, the Group agrees to exchange the differences between fixed and floating interest amounts 

calculated on agreed notional principal amounts. Such contracts enable the Group to mitigate the risk of  changing interest rates  

on the fair value of  issued fixed rate debt held and the cash flow exposures on the issued variable rate debt held. The fair value 

of  interest rate swaps at the reporting date is determined by regression analysis and by dynamic hedging strategy, with the 

change in the hedged item being based on the hypothetical derivative approach. As at 30 September 2012, the Group had 

  The inflation rate swap contracts hedge the inflationary increases in certain lease contracts. The fair value of  the inflation rate 

swaps are determined at each reporting date.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.4 Financial risk management (continued)

34.4.1 Interest rate risk (continued)

Interest and inflation rate derivatives (continued)

Rm 
 Notional 

 amount 

 Interest 

 rate (%)  date 

 Fair value 

 (loss)/gain 

2012

Interest rate swaps

South Africa  1 575  5.9 – 9.6  2014 – 2015 

United Kingdom

  GHG PropCo 1 (1 – 10 years)  20 755  4.8  2016  (216)

  GHG PropCo 1 (11 – 25 years effective 15 April 2016)  20 755  5.8  2031  (1 476)

  GHG PropCo 2  637  5.3  2015 

 1 342  5.1  2015  14 

 (1 678)

Inflation rate swaps

South Africa  56  1.5 – 2.2*  2013 – 2022  (16)

2011

Interest rate swaps

South Africa  1 073  6.1 – 11.0  2012 – 2014 

United Kingdom

  GHG PropCo 1 (1 – 10 years)  19 882  4.8  2016  41 

  GHG PropCo 1 (11 – 25 years effective 15 April 2016)  19 882  5.8  2031 

  GHG PropCo 2  595  5.3  2015 

 1 881  5.1  2015  2 

  Transform  212  3.0  2016 

 43 

Inflation rate swaps

South Africa  32  1.5*  2012 – 2022  (2)

* Real interest rate.

The fair value gain or loss recognised in the income statement is reflected above. Included within the 2012 fair value loss is a 

charge of  R1 598 million resulting from the GHG PropCo 1 swaps which did not qualify for hedge accounting in the second half  

of  the financial year. The 2012 income statement also included a charge of  R1 362 million in respect of  the reclassification of  the 

cash flow hedge accounting reserve, resulting from a portion of  the future cash flows no longer being considered to be highly 

probable. The 2011 income statement included a loss of  R48 million relating to the settlement of  swaps following the disposal of  

properties. The amortisation of  the hedge reserve amounted to R19 million (2011: R5 million).

In addition to the above, losses of  R38 million (2011: R698 million) resulting from the fair value movement in the interest rate swaps 

designated as cash flow hedges were recognised in other comprehensive income and included within the cash flow hedge 

development in the financial markets.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.4 Financial risk management (continued)

34.4.1 Interest rate risk (continued)

  The impact on the fair value of  derivative financial liabilities resulting from a 1% change in the interest or inflation rate is 

presented below:

Derivative financial liabilities

 interest/inflation 

rate (%)

Increase/

(decrease) in

profit before tax

Rm

Increase/

(decrease)

equity

Rm

2012

Interest rate swaps

SA interest rate swaps Increase of  1%  22 

Decrease of  1%  (22)

UK interest rate swaps Increase of  1%  2 405  41 

Decrease of  1%  (2 757)  (43)

Inflation rate swaps

South Africa Increase of  1% 20

Decrease of  1% (22)  

2011

Interest rate swaps

SA interest rate swaps Increase of  1%  16 

Decrease of  1%  (16)

UK interest rate swaps Increase of  1%  (91)  2 156 

Decrease of  1%  69  (2 419)

Inflation rate swaps

South Africa Increase of  1% 20

Decrease of  1% (22)  

34.4.2 Foreign exchange risk
  Exchange rate risk arises from adverse movements in the exchange rate with reference to major currencies.

  The SA operations have limited trading with foreign markets, and are not particularly susceptible to either an appreciation  

or depreciation of  the Rand. SA based capital expenditure is rarely, if  ever, denominated in foreign currency.

  The Group is exposed to translational foreign exchange risk. The Group has investments in foreign subsidiaries whose net assets 

are exposed to foreign currency translation risk.

  The UK debt of  GHG provides a natural hedge against the assets of  that subsidiary. 

  During the year, a gain of  R311 million (2011: R588 million) was made on the currency translation arising from the consolidation 

of  GHG and was recognised in the statement of  comprehensive income and included within the foreign currency translation 

reserve in equity.

 Foreign exchange sensitivity

decrease of  R625 million in equity (2011: R113 million).

34.4.3 Credit risk
  Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables and derivative financial instruments as a result  

Considerable resources, expertise and controls are in place to ensure efficient and effective management of  credit risk. The 

Group has a comprehensive credit risk policy which is updated on a regular basis. Our credit risk arises predominantly from 

obligations to deliver value, and the counterparty does not.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.4 Financial risk management (continued)

34.4.3 Credit risk (continued)

standing. Information as to the creditworthiness of  customers is supplied by independent rating agencies where available and, 

if not available, the Group uses other publicly available information and its own trading records to rate its customers and 

counterparties.

  In SA, trade receivables consist mainly of  medical aid funders acting as agents for their customers (patients). These funds  

stipulates minimum reserves for the funders which mitigate the Group’s credit risk.

  In the UK, trade receivables consist mainly of  amounts owed by private medical insurers and the National Health Service (NHS). 

in the UK.

  Credit risk for customers who do not have medical insurance is mitigated by taking an appropriate deposit calculated with 

specific regard to the services being provided.

  The Group also experiences concentration risk in that a significant proportion of  trade and other receivables relate to a small 

number of  debtors. In SA, the Group is exposed to concentration risk in the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and 

Diseases. The amount due by the Commissioner as at 30 September 2012 was R211 million (2011: R166 million). The level  

of  risk associated with this funder is low due to its strong financial position and low risk of  repudiation of  accounts. In the UK, 

are low due to the good credit rating of  these organisations. Due to the sensitivity and nature of  these debtors, the outstanding 

34.4.4 Liquidity risk
  Liquidity risk arises should the Group have insufficient funds or marketable assets available to fulfil its future cash flow obligations. 

The Group’s liquidity risk management framework is designed to identify, measure and manage liquidity risk such that sufficient 

liquid resources are always available to fund operations and commitments.

  The Group manages liquidity risk by monitoring forecast cash flows and ensuring that adequate unutilised borrowing facilities  

  The undiscounted cash flows of  the Group’s payables, borrowings and derivative financial liabilities fall into the following 

maturity profiles:

Rm

 < 1 

 year 

 1 – 5 

 years 

 > 5 

 years  Total 

2012

Trade and other payables  4 342  4 342 

Bank overdrafts  437  437 

Secured debt  2 519  28 168  99  30 786 

Derivative financial liabilities  950  3 361  4 901  9 212 

 8 248  31 529  5 000  44 777 

2011

Trade and other payables  3 882  3 882 

Bank overdrafts  550  550 

Secured debt*  2 956  30 219  108  33 283 

Derivative financial liabilities  921  2 392  2 587  5 900 

 8 309  32 611  2 695  43 615 

* The undiscounted secured debt cash flows relating to the UK have been restated.
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34. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

34.4 Financial risk management (continued)

34.4.5 Risk arising from insurance contracts
  The Group is exposed to insurance risk resulting from contracts entered into with other parties for the provision of  certain 

emergency and medical services whereby risk is transferred from the party to the Group.

 Management of insurance risk
  Risk parameters and unforeseen circumstances may affect the cost of  claims and the pattern or size of  claims. These risks  

are controlled through underwriting mandates and guidelines. The key risk is that the frequency or severity of  the claims  

is greater than expected or that premiums have not been correctly priced for the level of  risk assumed.

 Risk Management objectives and policies for mitigating insurance risk
  The Group uses several methods to assess and monitor insurance risk exposures, both for individual types of  risk insured and 

overall risks.

 These methods include:

where claims are likely to exceed expectations.

  Insurance events are random by nature and the actual number and size of  events may vary from those estimated using statistical 

techniques. Factors that aggravate insurance risk include lack of  risk diversification in terms of  type and amount of  risk, 

 

are used to provide early warning of  deteriorating risk. Insurance contracts are constantly evaluated to ensure that the necessary 

profitability is maintained relative to the risk exposure. Assessment of  future claim payments is dependent on the speed and 

predictability of  claim development patterns.

34.4.6 Capital management
  The Group’s objective when managing capital is to maintain an optimal capital structure to ensure that there is sufficient capital 

available to support funding requirements, while optimising the cost of  capital to safeguard the Group’s ability to continue as  

a going concern and to maximise the return to its stakeholders. 

  The Group manages its capital and adjusts it in view of  changes in economic conditions and the needs of  the Group. In order  

to maintain the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of  dividends paid to shareholders, return capital to 

shareholders, repurchase shares currently in issue, issue new shares, raise new debt or sell assets to reduce existing debt. 

Opportunities in the market are monitored closely to ensure that the most efficient funding solution is implemented.

  The Group monitors capital using the net debt to EBITDA ratio in SA and the UK. The Group’s policy is to keep this ratio in line 

with annual targets. The net debt to EBITDA ratio for the year is as follows:

Rm 2012 2011

South Africa

Debt  3 975  3 471 

Cash and cash equivalents  (483)  (168)

Net debt  3 492  3 303 

EBITDA*  2 901  2 608 

Net debt to EBITDA (times)  1.2  1.3 

£m

United Kingdom

Debt 1 860.7  1 916.0 

Cash and cash equivalents  (147.9)  (130.6)

Net debt  1 712.8  1 785.4 

EBITDA1  176.1  196.2 

Net debt to EBITDA (times)  9.7  9.1 

* Before capital items.

  The Group ensures that any share repurchases or payments to shareholders are duly authorised by the Board who are suitably 

advised and reasonably assured that the assets of  the Group exceeds its liabilities and the Group is able to pay its debts when 

they fall due, thereby complying with the solvency and liquidity requirements of  the South African Companies Act. The Group  

is partially restricted by covenants in respect of  certain borrowing obligations. 
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35. Reclassification of comparative information
 Statement of financial position reclassifications
  The current portion of  the deferred lease liability which was allocated to trade and other receivables and trade and other payables 

 The impact of  these reclassifications on the statement of  financial position are presented below:

Rm

As previously

 reported Adjustments As reclassified

2011

Assets

Trade and other receivables  3 057  (12)  3 045 

Liabilities

Deferred lease liability  54  7  61 

Trade and other payables  3 901  (19)  3 882 

2010

Liabilities

Deferred lease liability 122  7 129

The reclassifications had no material impact on the statement of  financial position and therefore no third statement of  financial 

position has been presented.

36. Related parties
  Related party relationships exist within the Group. Transactions are on commercial terms. Details of  transactions with related 

parties not disclosed elsewhere in the financial statements are set out below. 

36.1 Key management personnel
  Key management personnel are directors and those executives having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and 

controlling the activities of  the Group. Directors of  the Company and certain senior management personnel have been classified  

as key management personnel. In SA, key management personnel consist of  the South African Executive Committee (SA Exco) 

and in the UK, the United Kingdom Executive Committee (UK Exco).

  The Group has many different operations, where Group personnel may be transacting. Transactions entered into during the year  

with key management personnel were on terms and conditions no more favourable than those available to other employees, 

customers or suppliers and include transactions in respect of  the employee option plans, contracts of  employment and 

reimbursement of  expenses, as well as other transactions.

 Remuneration of key management personnel
 Remuneration paid to key management personnel is as follows:

Rm  2012  2011 

SA Exco1

Salaries and allowances  29  29 

Company contributions  3  3 

Bonuses and termination payments  16  19 

Fair value of  options granted2  6  6 

 54  57 

UK Exco3

Salaries and allowances  20  23 

Company contributions  2  3 

Bonuses and termination payments  7  19 

 29  45 

1 2012 – 12 posts on average (2011: 12 posts).

2 The fair value of  options granted is the annual expense determined in accordance with IFRS 2.

3 2012 – seven posts on average (2011: nine posts).
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36. Related parties (continued)

36.1 Key management personnel (continued)

to directors and prescribed officers interest in the share capital of  the Company, share options outstanding and benefits in terms 

of  share options exercised are disclosed in note 37.

 Directors
 

for the year.

 

and 87.5% of  the share capital of  Lethimvula Investments Limited is owned by AfroCentric Investment Corporation Limited. 

 At 30 September 2012, the shareholding of  Netcare directors in AfroCentric Investment Corporation Limited was as follows:

Ordinary shares

Netcare director

 Ordinary

shares

held 

 % of  total

issued share

 capital 

RH Friedland  113 075 

 5 002 250 1.9%

HR Levin  600 000 0.2%

 5 715 325 2.1%

Preference shares

Netcare director

 Preference

shares

held 

 % of  total issued

 preference

share capital 

 3 784 981 22.7%

HR Levin  565 100 3.4%

 4 350 081 26.1%

36.2 Netcare Medical Scheme

portion of  medical aid contributions payable by members has been included within employee costs.

(Proprietary) Limited for the provision of  managed care services. The Chief  Executive Officer of  Clinical Partners (Proprietary) 

Limited is a member of  the SA Exco.

  The table below reflects the nature of  revenue earned by Netcare subsidiaries as a result of  services provided to the Netcare 

Rm Nature of  revenue  2012  2011 

Clinical Partners (Proprietary) Limited  3  6 

Netcare Hospitals (Proprietary) Limited Healthcare services  199  193 

Primecure Holdings (Proprietary) Limited Capitation fee  2  1 

Netcare 911 (Proprietary) Limited Capitation fee  4  3 

Netcare Pharmacies (Proprietary) Limited Dispensary services  53  46 

 261  249
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37. Remuneration of directors and executives
37.1 Interests of directors and prescribed officers
  No director or prescribed officer holds in excess of  1% in Netcare based on 1 316 594 073 (2011: 1 295 001 602) shares in issue, 

after deducting treasury shares.

 Ordinary shares

Number of  shares

1 Oct

2011 Acquired Disposed

30 Sep

2012 Beneficial beneficial

Executive directors

RH Friedland  8 593 109  1162  8 593 225  7 993 225  600 000 

Non-executive directors

HR Levin  10 937 974  (2 170 924)  8 767 050  8 767 050 

N Weltman  110 000  110 000  100 000  10 000 

 19 641 0831  116  (2 170 924)  17 470 275  16 860 275  610 000 

1  VLJ Litlhakanyane held 150 420 beneficial shares at 1 October 2011 which have been excluded as he resigned from his position as a director  

of  the Company on 31 December 2011.

2 RH Friedland retained 116 shares in terms of  The Physician Partnership Trust.

 Preference shares

 The register of  interests of  directors and others in the shares of  the Company is available to members on request.

 No prescribed officer holds any interest in the Company.

37.2 Directors and prescribed officers’ share options
 Netcare Share Incentive Scheme
 The following share options were held by the directors and prescribed officers at 30 September 2012:

Number of  share options

Grant 

Date

Exercise

 price

(cents)  1 Oct 2011  Exercised 

30 Sep

2012

Vested at

30 Sep

2012

Executive directors

KN Gibson  

(appointed 10 November 2011)¹  907  200 000  200 000  40 000 

 838  250 000  250 000  50 000 

RH Friedland  907  2 000 000  2 000 000  400 000 

 838  1 300 000  1 300 000  260 000 

Prescribed officers

Prescribed officer A  838  640 000  640 000  160 000 

Prescribed officer B  907  320 000  (160 000)  160 000  160 000 

 838  800 000  (320 000)  480 000  160 000 

Prescribed officer C  838  720 000  720 000  180 000 

 6 230 000  (480 000)  5 750 000  1 410 000 

1 The 1 October 2011 share options were disclosed as prescribed officer D in the previous year.
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37. Remuneration of directors and executives (continued)

37.2 Directors and prescribed officers’ share options (continued)

 Netcare Share Incentive Scheme (continued)

The following are the gains on share options exercised by directors and prescribed officers during the year:

Exercise

 price

(cents)

Share options

exercised

at exercise

date

(cents)

Gain arising

on exercise

(R’000)

Prescribed officers

Prescribed officer B  907  160 000  1 545  1 021 

 838  189 550  1 545  1 340 

 838  130 450  1 540  916 

 480 000  3 277

VLJ Litlhakanyane resigned as executive director with effect from 31 December 2011. Details of  his share options at  

30 September 2011 were as follows:

Grant 

Date

Exercise

price (cents)

Share 

options

at 30 Sep

2011 Excercised

Share 

options

at 31 Dec

2011

at exercise

date (cents)

Gain arising

on exercise

(R’000)

VLJ Litlhakanyane  685  50 000  (50 000)  1 376  346 

 907  200 000  200 000 

 838  640 000  640 000 

 890 000  (50 000)  840 000  346 

Health Partners for Life
The following share options were held by prescribed officers at 30 September 2012:

 

Number of  options

Grant 

date

1 Oct

2011 Exercised

30 Sep

2012

at exercise

date (cents)

Gain arising 

on exercise

(R’000)

Executive directors

KN Gibson (appointed 10 November 2011)¹  5 203  5 203 

Prescribed officers

Prescribed officer A  10 405  10 405 

Prescribed officer B  8 000  (2 000)  6 000  1 323 92

Prescribed officer C  10 986  10 986 

 34 594  (2 000)  32 594  9 

1 The 1 October 2011 share options were disclosed as prescribed officer D in the previous year.

2 The debt allocation used in the calculation of  the gain arising on exercise of  share options amounted to 918 cents.

 No share options were granted during 2012.

 There were no vested Health Partners for Life share options as at 30 September 2012.

 Refer to note 38 in the Group annual financial statements for more details on the share options.
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37. Remuneration of directors and executives (continued)

37.3 Directors and prescribed officers’ emoluments
  Emoluments paid to directors and prescribed officers of  the Company by the Company and its subsidiaries (excluding gains  

on share options exercised) for the year to 30 September, are set out below:

Executive directors

R’000 Salary

Company 

butions

Guaranteed

package Bonuses¹ Total

Fair value

of  options

granted²

2012

RH Friedland  6 251  547  6 798  5 000  11 798  597 

KN Gibson (appointed 10 November 2011)  2 600  236  2 836  1 250  4 086  92 

VLJ Litlhakanyane (resigned 31 December 2011)  623  54  677  800  1 477  351 

 9 474  837  10 311  7 050  17 361  1 040 

2011

VE Firman (resigned 31 July 2011)  2 607  233  2 840  2 788  5 628  816 

RH Friedland  5 884  514  6 398  5 288  11 686  1 071 

VLJ Litlhakanyane  2 433  210  2 643  1 348  3 991  635 

 10 924  957  11 881  9 424  21 305  2 522 

1 Incentive bonuses paid in respect of  the previous financial year and amounts paid in terms of  the executive leveraged bonus scheme.

2 The fair value of  options granted is the annual expense determined in accordance with IFRS 2.

Prescribed officers

R’000 Salary

Company 

butions

Guaranteed

package Bonuses¹ Total

Fair value

of  options

granted²

2012

Prescribed officer A  2 408  223  2 631  1 400  4 031  267 

Prescribed officer B  2 643  218  2 861  1 500  4 361  332 

Prescribed officer C  2 412  219  2 631  1 300  3 931  300 

Prescribed officer D (until appointment as 

executive director effective 10 November 2011)  187  15  202  202  8 

 7 650  675  8 325  4 200  12 525  907 

2011

Prescribed officer A  2 191  202  2 393  1 276  3 669  412 

Prescribed officer B  2 398  195  2 593  1 558  4 151  572 

Prescribed officer C  2 195  198  2 393  1 506  3 899  463 

Prescribed officer D (effective 1 August 2011)  302  24  326  326  28 

 7 086  619  7 705  4 340  12 045  1 475 

1 Incentive bonuses paid in respect of  the previous financial year and amounts paid in terms of  the executive leveraged bonus scheme.

2 The fair value of  options granted is the annual expense determined in accordance with IFRS 2.
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37. Remuneration of directors and executives (continued)

37.3 Directors and prescribed officers’ emoluments (continued)

Non-executive directors

R’000

Consulting

fees

Fees for services

 as directors Total

2012

T Brewer  1 040  1 040 

APH Jammine  965  965 

 900  900 

 870  870 

HR Levin  835  835 

 580  580 

SJ Vilakazi  1 335  1 335 

N Weltman  935  935 

 7 460  7 460 

2011

T Brewer (appointed 24 January 2011)  576  576 

APH Jammine  824  824 

 742  742 

 500  500 

HR Levin  787  787 

 540  540 

 1 800  889  2 689 

SJ Vilakazi  1 092  1 092 

N Weltman  183  648  831 

 1 983  6 598  8 581 

37.4 Executive leveraged bonus scheme – share option gains
Issue No 3
 During the 2011 financial year, the Group issued phantom shares in terms of  the executive leveraged bonus scheme.  

Refer to note 38 for details of  the scheme. 

The vesting dates and strike prices relating to the directors and prescribed officers' phantom shares are presented below.

Number of phantom shares and vesting dates

Number of  phantom shares

Vesting at
1

Vesting at

30 Nov 20112

Vesting at
2

Vesting at

30 Nov 2012 Total3 

Executive directors

KN Gibson (appointed 10 November 2011)  104 950  104 950  104 950  104 950  419 800 

RH Friedland  115 000  115 000  115 000  115 000  460 000 

VLJ Litlhakanyane  

(resigned 31 December 2011)  115 000  115 000  230 000 

Prescribed officers

Prescribed officer A  105 000  105 000  105 000  105 000  420 000 

Prescribed officer B  115 000  115 000  115 000  115 000  460 000 

Prescribed officer C  100 000  100 000  100 000  100 000  400 000 

 654 950  654 950  539 950  539 950  2 389 800 

1  The volume weighted average price (VWAP) on vesting date was lower than the strike price and therefore there were no bonus payments to 

participants. No IFRS 2 expense relating to the 29 May 2011 vesting was recognised for the year ended 30 September 2011.

2  The volume weighted average price (VWAP) on vesting date was lower than the strike price and therefore there were no bonus payments to 

participants. No IFRS 2 expense relating to the 30 November 2011 and 31 May 2012 vesting was recognised for the year ended 30 September 2012.

3 Including the Netcare matching phantom shares.
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37. Remuneration of directors and executives (continued)

37.4 Executive leveraged bonus scheme – share option gains (continued)

 Issue No 3 (continued)

Strike price
The strike price on the above phantom shares is as follows:

Vesting date
Strike price

Rand

14.21

30 November 2011 14.85

15.52

30 November 2012 16.22

38. Share-based payments

Rm  2012  2011 

Equity-settled

Netcare Share Incentive Scheme (note 38.1)  11  18 

The Patient Care and Passionate People Trust (note 38.2)  11  5 

22 23

Cash-settled

Executive leveraged bonus scheme (note 38.3)  4  2 

 26  25 

38.1 Netcare Share Incentive Scheme
  The Netcare Share Incentive Scheme was adopted on 7 November 1996. Amendments to the scheme were made on 

26 September 2005.

  Participants in the scheme are executives or other employees of  the Group, including, but not limited to, executive directors 

selected by the Board. Participants may be offered the opportunity to acquire share options in terms of  the scheme. In terms  

of  the rules of  the scheme, all offers are granted at the closing market price of  the Company’s shares on the JSE Limited on the 

trading day immediately preceding the last day on which the relevant options are granted. The share options granted vest in equal 

amounts over five years commencing on the second anniversary of  the grant date.

  In the event of  death, serious disability, retrenchment or retirement of  a participant, options may be taken up and paid for within 

12 months of  such event. In the event of  resignation of  a participant, options which have vested may be taken up and paid for and 

the balance of  any shares will be cancelled.

  The rules of  the scheme provide that the aggregate number of  shares which may be made available for the purposes of  the 

scheme may not be more than 12.5% of  the total issued ordinary share capital of  the Company. 

  In terms of  the scheme, options to a maximum value of  222 811 277 Netcare ordinary shares may be offered to eligible 

participants of  the scheme. The number of  Netcare ordinary shares to which any eligible participant is entitled shall not exceed  

1% of  the ordinary shares in issue. 
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38. Share-based payments (continued)

38.1 Netcare Share Incentive Scheme (continued)

Shares available for allocation
Number of  shares  2012 2011

Shares allotted  184 532 032  172 113 298 

Share options granted  19 822 044  30 997 778* 

Unallocated share options  18 457 201  19 700 201* 

 222 811 277  222 811 277 

* Restated.

Vesting periods of options granted
Number of  share options  2012 2011*

Already vested  12 008 044  15 129 778 

Within 1 year  3 272 000  8 474 000 

Within 1 – 2 years  3 272 000  3 497 000 

Within 2 – 3 years  450 000  3 497 000 

Within 3 – 4 years  820 000  400 000 

 19 822 044  30 997 778 

* Restated.

The scheme did not hold any shares in the Company at 30 September 2012.

Share options

 Number 

 of  share 

 options 

 Weighted 

 average 

 exercise 

 price (cents) 

Balance at 1 October 2010  42 343 126  851 

Granted  225 000 

Exercised  (9 468 148)  746 

Expired/forfeited  (2 102 200)  828 

Balance at 1 October 2011*  30 997 778  885 

Granted  1 850 000  1 421 

Exercised  (12 418 734)  893 

Expired/forfeited  (607 000)  870 

Balance at 30 September 2012  19 822 044  930 

* Restated.
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38. Share-based payments (continued)

38.1 Netcare Share Incentive Scheme (continued)

Analysis of exercise dates and prices of outstanding share options

Grant date Expiry date 

 Exercise 

 price (cents) 

 Outstanding

 at 1 Oct 

2011*  Granted  Exercised 

 Expired/

 forfeited 

 Out-

standing

 at 30 Sep 

2012 

 Vested at 

 30 Sep 

2012 

 436  30 000  (30 000)

 685  50 000  (50 000)

 907  15 181 395  (7 122 351)  (442 000)  7 617 044  7 617 044 

 838  14 736 383  (4 536 383)  (165 000)  10 035 000  4 391 000 

 1 247  600 000  (600 000)

 1 309  400 000  (80 000)  320 000 

 1 517  1 000 000  1 000 000 

 1 443  850 000  850 000 

 30 997 778  1 850 000  (12 418 734)  (607 000)  19 822 044  12 008 044 

* Restated.

 Refer to note 37 for details on share options held by directors.

  The fair value of  options granted since 7 November 2002 was calculated using the Trinomial model. The share option cost expensed 

 

 The following assumptions were used to value the share options granted:

Assumptions  % 

Volatility  24.0 – 28.0 

Forfeiture rate  15.0 

 7.7 – 9.8 

Dividend yield  3.3 – 3.5 

38.2 Health Partners for Life (BEE transaction)

Economic participation and transformation within the Netcare Group and in the private healthcare sector.

  A broad grouping of  predominantly historically disadvantaged individuals, through their participation in the HPFL trusts, will acquire 

Netcare shares. The HPFL trusts that are participants to the transaction are The Patient Care and Passionate People Trust, The 

manage and administer the award, settlement and repurchase of  trust units, the assets and liabilities of  the trusts and the making of  

  The awards to beneficiaries of  these trusts are effected by the trustees. The beneficiaries hold trust units which entitle them to the 

economic benefits of  a specified number of  Netcare shares in tranches of  20% over five years commencing on the fifth anniversary 

of  the commencement of  their participation. Beneficiaries have the option of  either converting trust units into Netcare shares, or 

selling the shares in the open market to receive the net value in cash.

  Beneficiaries are entitled to Netcare shares or cash equivalent calculated as being the difference between the market value of  the 

units and the debt allocation. The debt allocation consists of  the original cost of  the Netcare shares on the allocation date, interest 

charged on the loan to purchase the Netcare shares and tax paid by Netcare and the trusts on account of  the BEE transaction. 

Dividends or other distributions received on HFPL shares are applied first to meet funding obligations and administrative and 

operating expenses, and thereafter distributed to the beneficiaries of  the trust units.
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38. Share-based payments (continued)

38.2 Health Partners for Life (BEE transaction) (continued)
 The details of  the trusts are as follows:

 The Patient Care and Passionate People Trust and The Physician Partnerships Trust
  The Patient Care and Passionate People Trust indirectly assists the Group in attracting and retaining management and staff. Awards 

made under this trust are in addition to any awards participants may receive under the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme. Directors 

are only entitled to participate under the Netcare Share Incentive Scheme and not in the HPFL transaction.

  The Physician Partnerships Trust assists the Group in attracting and retaining quality medical professionals in SA. The Trust 

established the Hamilton Naki Clinical Scholarship to support the development of  academic specialists. To date, five specialists  

have been selected to pursue doctoral degrees in SA and abroad under this scholarship.

  Beneficiaries who are Netcare employees cease to be entitled to hold trust units if  they resign or are dismissed from their 

employment. Beneficiaries who are medical doctors cease to be entitled to hold trust units if  they emigrate from SA or cease  

to be a practising doctor in good standing with the relevant professional board or council.

 The Mother & Child Trust and The Healthy Lifestyle Trust

companies are beneficiaries of  this trust. 

  The Healthy Lifestyle Trust promotes a healthy lifestyle through wellness programmes and selected national screening initiatives. 

The South African Football Association is a beneficiary of  this trust.

Details of  the trust units at 30 September 2012 are:

Trust

 Shares 

allocated 

 to trust

 1 Oct 

 2011 

 Disposals 

 during the 

 year 

 Shares 

allocated 

 to trust 

30 Sep

 2012 

 Units 

 in issue 

 Available for 

 allocation 

The Patient Care and Passionate People Trust  83 853 504  (8 635 982)  75 217 522  50 947 603  24 269 919 

The Physician Partnerships Trust  47 488 129  (593 963)  46 894 166  22 853 000  24 041 166 

 12 000 000  12 000 000  6 000 000  6 000 000 

The Healthy Lifestyle Trust  8 000 000  (553 940)  7 446 060  4 000 000  3 446 060 

 151 341 633  (9 783 885)  141 557 748  83 800 603  57 757 145 

 The Patient

 Care and

 Passionate

 People Trust

 The Physician

 Partnerships

 Trust 

 The Healthy

 Lifestyle 

Trust  Total

Balance at 1 October 2011  36 102 783  25 419 800  6 000 000  4 000 000  71 522 583 

Issued  29 231 683  29 231 683 

Exercised  (6 166 160)  (116 200)  (6 282 360)

Forfeited  (8 220 703)  (2 450 600)  (10 671 303)

Balance at 30 September 2012  50 947 603  22 853 000  6 000 000  4 000 000  83 800 603 

  The fair value of  the units issued was calculated using the Trinomial model. The fair value of  units expensed during 2012 was  

amounts to R22 million (2011: R10 million).

 The following assumptions were used to value the units issued:

Assumptions  % 

Volatility  30.0 

Forfeiture rate  15.0 

 7.1 – 8.7 

Dividend yield  2.0 – 4.0 

NOTES TO THE GROUP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
for the year ended 30 September
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38. Share-based payments (continued)

38.3 Executive leveraged bonus scheme
  The executive leveraged bonus scheme is a phantom share scheme whereby Netcare agrees to pay participating executives 

weighted average price (VWAP) of  the Netcare share over a minimum future Netcare share price (strike price). The strike price 

takes into account a minimum return over and above inflation and accordingly includes a suitable “stretch” for executives. 

No shares are issued in terms of  this scheme and all amounts payable are settled in cash.

  The scheme also makes provision for executives to obtain additional private options at a premium to the strike price. These options 

have the same vesting periods as the phantom shares described above. Netcare allocates matching phantom shares where 

executives obtain private options. 

  The Group entered into an arrangement with a financial institution to purchase options for a similar amount to the phantom shares 

granted to executives.

  The bonus is paid at specified vesting dates. On resignation, retrenchment, retirement or disability, the entitlement to the phantom 

shares is at the sole discretion of  the Remuneration Committee.

The details of  the phantom shares are as follows:

Vesting date  Strike price 
 Number of  

 phantom shares1 

2  14.21  3 367 100 

3  14.85  3 577 100 

3  15.82  3 577 100 

 16.22  3 577 100 

 14 098 400

1 Including the Netcare matching phantom shares.

2  The volume weighted average price (VWAP) on vesting date was lower than the strike price and therefore there were no bonus payments  

to participants. No IFRS 2 expense relating to the 29 May 2011 vesting was recognised for the year ended 30 September 2011.

3  The volume weighted average price (VWAP) on vesting date was lower than the strike price and therefore there were no bonus payments  

to participants. No IFRS 2 expense relating to the 30 November 2011 and 31 May 2012 vesting was recognised for the year ended  

30 September 2012.

  

expense of  R4 million (2011: R2 million) was recognised during the year with a corresponding liability raised for the same amount. 

 

(2011: R2 million).

Rm 2012 2011

Non-current liabilities

 1 

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables (note 22)  7  1 

 7  2 
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Rm Notes  2012  2011 

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Interest in subsidiaries 2  5 411  4 872 

Loans and receivables 3  6 

Total non-current assets  5 411  4 878 

Current assets

Trade and other receivables 4  28  225 

Cash and cash equivalents 5  6  8 

Total current assets  34  233 

Total assets  5 445  5 111 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Capital and reserves

Ordinary share capital and premium 6  311  137 

Other reserves  430  828 

Retained earnings 7  3 817  3 457 

Equity attributable to ordinary shareholders  4 558  4 422 

Preference share capital and premium 8  644  644 

Total shareholders’ equity  5 202  5 066 

Current liabilities

Amounts owing to subsidiaries 2  236  31 

Trade and other payables 10  7  13 

Taxation payable  1 

Total current liabilities  243  45 

Total equity and liabilities  5 445  5 111 

Rm Notes  2012  2011 

Operating profit 11  18 

Investment income 12  809  1 864 

Financial expenses 13  (145)

Profit before taxation  809  1 737 

Taxation 14  (44)  (6)

Profit after taxation  765  1 731 

Total comprehensive income for the year  765  1 731 

Attributable to:

Ordinary shareholders  719  1 684 

Preference shareholders  46  47 

 765  1 731 
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Rm  2012  2011 

A. Cash (utilised in)/generated by operations
Operating profit  18 

Adjustments for:

Impairment of  investments  2 

Reversal of  impairment of  investments  (20)

Cash generated by operations before working capital changes

(Increase)/decrease in accounts receivable  (3)  8 

(Decrease)/increase in accounts payable  (6)  6 

 (9)  14 

B. Taxation paid
Amounts payable at beginning of  year  (1)  57 

Credit per the income statement (excluding STC and deferred taxation)  (3)  (44)

Secondary tax on companies (STC) payment  47  66 

Amounts payable at end of  year  (1)

 43  78 

C. Cash and cash equivalents and bank overdrafts
Cash on hand and balances with banks  6  8 

 6  8 

Rm Notes  2012  2011 

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash (utilised in)/generated by operations A  (9)  14 

Interest paid  (145)

Taxation paid B  (43)  (78)

Dividends paid  (769)  (620)

Preference dividends paid  (46)  (47)

Capital reductions paid  (94)

Net cash from operating activities  (867)  (970)

Cash flows from investing activities

(Increase)/decrease in investments and loans  (318)  609 

Interest received  1  154 

Dividends received  1 008  1 510 

Net cash from investing activities  691  2 273 

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from issue of  ordinary shares  174  116 

 (1 416)

Net cash from financing activities  174  (1 300)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  (2)  3 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of  year  8  5 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year C  6  8 

NOTES TO THE COMPANY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
for the year ended 30 September

COMPANY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
for the year ended 30 September



Rm

Ordinary

share

capital

Ordinary

share 

premium

 Option

 premium on 

 convertible 

 bond 

 Investment 

 fair value 

 reserve 

Balance at 30 September 2010  15  100  164  167 

Shares issued during the year  116 

Capital reduction  (94)

Dividends paid

Repurchase of  convertible bonds

Preference dividends paid

Other reserve movements  (164)

Total comprehensive income for the year

Balance at 30 September 2011  15  122  167 

Shares issued during the year  174 

Dividends paid

Preference dividends paid

Other reserve movements  (6)

Total comprehensive income for the year

Balance at 30 September 2012  15  296  161 
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 based 

 payment 

 reserve 

 Surplus on 

 disposal of  

 subsidiaries 

 Retained

 earnings 

Equity

attributable

to ordinary

shareholders

Preference

share

capital and

premium

Total

shareholders'

equity

 174  477  2 228  3 325  644  3 969 

 116  116 

 (94)  (94)

 10  10  10 

 (620)  (620)  (620)

 1  1  1 

 (47)  (47)

 164 

 1 684  1 684  47  1 731 

 184  477  3 457  4 422  644  5 066 

 174  174 

 12  12  12 

 (769)  (769)  (769)

 (46)  (46)

 (404)  410 

 719  719  46  765 

 196  73  3 817  4 558  644  5 202 
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1. Accounting policies, significant judgements and estimates and impact of new issued  
standards and interpretations
Refer to the Group annual financial statements.

Rm  2012  2011 

2. Interest in subsidiaries
Investment in subsidiaries

Investments at cost  674  673 

 138  126 

 4 612  4 086 

Provision for impairment  (13)  (13)

 5 411  4 872 

Amounts owing to subsidiaries

Included in:

Current liabilities  (236)  (31)

 (236)  (31)

Net interest in subsidiaries  5 175  4 841 

are unsecured and there are no fixed terms of  repayment. 

on demand. The carrying values of  loans to and from subsidiaries approximate their 

fair values.

Details of  the Company's principal subsidiaries are reflected in Annexure A.

3. Loans and receivables
Included in:

 6 

4. Trade and other receivables
Other receivables and prepayments  28  225 

The carrying values of  trade and other receivables are considered to be a close 

approximation of  their fair values. None of  the amounts are considered to be past due.

5. Cash and cash equivalents and bank overdrafts
Cash on hand and balances with banks (South African Rand)  6  8 

6. Ordinary share capital and premium
Number of  shares (million)

Authorised

Ordinary shares of  1.0 cent each  2 500  2 500 

Issued

Shares in issue at beginning of  year  1 446  1 437 

Shares issued during the year  12  9 

Shares in issue at end of year  1 458  1 446 
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Rm 2012 2011

6. Ordinary share capital and premium (continued)
Authorised

Ordinary shares of  1.0 cent each  25  25 

Issued ordinary share capital

Balance at beginning and end of  year  15  15 

Share premium

Balance at beginning of  year  122  100 

Share premium arising on issue of  shares  174  116 

Capital reductions  (94)

Balance at end of year  296  122 

Total issued ordinary share capital and premium  311  137 

Refer to note 13 of  the notes to the Group annual financial statements for further details.

7. Retained earnings
Balance at beginning of  year  3 457  2 228 

Profit for the year 719  1 684 

Dividends paid  (769)  (620)

Repurchase of  convertible bond  1 

Other reserve movements  410  164 

Balance at end of year  3 817  3 457 

8. Preference share capital and premium
Authorised

preference shares of  50.0 cents each
 5  5 

Issued

7 million (2011: 7 million) preference shares in issue at beginning and end of  year  3  3 

Share premium

Balance at beginning and end of  year  641  641 

Total issued preference share capital and premium  644  644 

9. Deferred taxation liability
Reconciliation of movement

Balance at beginning of  year  16 

Current year charge per the income statement (refer to note 14)  (16)
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Rm  2012  2011 

10. Trade and other payables
Other payables  7  13 

11. Operating profit
After charging:

Impairment of  investments  2 

Directors’ emoluments  8  7 

After crediting:

Reversal of  impairment of  investments  20 

12. Investment income
Dividends received  808  1 710 

Interest received  1  154 

 809  1 864 

13. Financial expenses
Interest paid  145 

14. Taxation
South African normal taxation

 Current year  1  4 

 Prior years  (4)  (48)

 (3)  (44)

Secondary tax on companies (STC)  47  66 

Income tax  44  22 

Deferred taxation

 Current year  (16)

Total taxation per the income statement  44  6 

Reconciliation of effective taxation rate (%)

South African normal tax rate  28.0  28.0 

Adjusted for:

  Exempt income  (27.9)  (27.6)

  STC  5.7  3.8 

  Permanent differences  (0.2)

  Prior year adjustments  (0.4)  (2.8)

  Temporary differences  (0.9)

Effective taxation rate  5.4  0.3 
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Rm  2012  2011 

15. Contingent liabilities
Financial guarantees

–  Guarantee covering the obligations of  pathologists to a banking institution following the 

sale of  Ampath  256  308 

– Guarantee to various other parties  1  1 

–   Guarantee in respect of  securing a subsidiary's obligations under a purchase agreement  14 

–  The Company has provided a cross deed of  suretyship in favour of  various other 

beneficiaries which cover the facilities granted to various subsidiaries  7 

16. Related parties
Related party transactions

Various transactions were entered into by the Company during the year with related parties. 

Details of  loan balances with the investment in subsidiaries are disclosed in Annexure A.

The following is a summary of  transactions with related parties during the year:

Dividends received:

– Netcare 911 (Proprietary) Limited  1 

– Netcare Hospitals (Proprietary) Limited  800  1 280 

– Netcare Hospital Group (Proprietary) Limited  8  429 

 808  1 710 

Interest received:

– Clindeb Investments (Proprietary) Limited  153 

 8  7 

Key management personnel

Refer to note 36 of  the Group annual financial statements.
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Principal subsidiaries Nature of  business

Issued ordinary

share capital

(Thousands)

Direct

Primary healthcare services R2

Netcare 911 (Proprietary) Limited Emergency medical services R2

Netcare Hospital Group (Proprietary) Limited Investment holding R4

Netcare Hospitals (Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services

Netcare International SA (Proprietary) Limited Investment holding

Other Investment holding

Indirect

Investment holding £17 600

Clindeb Investments (Proprietary) Limited Financing R1

General Healthcare Group Limited (note 3) Hospital/healthcare services £10 000

Investment holding £540 000

Netcare Property Holdings (Proprietary) Limited Property owning

Prime Cure Holdings (Proprietary) Limited Primary healthcare services

Waterfall City Hospital (Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services

Other 

Loans from subsidiaries disclosed in:

Current liabilities in the Company statement of  financial position

Notes:

1  The above details are provided in respect of  material subsidiaries of  the Group. A full list of  subsidiaries is available to shareholders 

at the Company's registered office.

2 All companies are incorporated in South Africa unless otherwise stated.

3 Incorporated in the United Kingdom.

Prime Cure 
Holdings 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare 
Management 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare 911 
(Proprietary)
Limited

Clindeb 
Investments 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare Property 
Holdings 
(Proprietary) Limited

Waterfall 
City Hospital 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Medicross 
Healthcare Group 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare Hospital 
Group (Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare Hospitals 
(Proprietary) 
Limited

Netcare 
International 
SA (Proprietary) 
Limited

NETCARE 
LIMITED 
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Indirect



Effective Group holding (%) Investment (Rm)  Loans from subsidiaries (Rm) 

 2012  2011  2012  2011  2012  2011 

 100  100  842  841 

 100  100  389  388 

 100  100  3 421  3 464 

 100  100  109  100 

 100  100  577 

 100  100  48  48  (23)

 16  24 (8)

 100  100  (236)

 53  53 

 53  53 

 100  100 

 100  100  1  1 

 80  80 

 8  6 

 5 411  4 872  (236)  (31)

 (236)  (31)

General 
Healthcare 
Nominee 
Partnership LLP

General 
Healthcare 
Holding 
Partnership LLP

GHG PropCo 
HoldCos 
(GHG Property 
Businesses)

GHG 1 (Hospital 
Operations) 
Limited 
(BMI OpCo)

General 
Healthcare Mixer 
Partnership LLP

Pedalclip Limited
General 
Healthcare 
Group Limited

BMI 
Healthcare 
Limited
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Company Nature of  business

Percentage holding (%) Carrying value (Rm)

 2012  2011  2012  2011 

Incorporated in South Africa

(Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services  25  25  (21)  (16)

Investment company which 

(Proprietary) Limited owns Lesedi Hospital  45  45  34  34 

Nalithemba (Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services  50  50  306  102 

Other  3  6 

Incorporated in Lesotho

(Proprietary) Limited Facilities management  40  40  6  1 

Tsepong (Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services  40  40  113  112 

Incorporated in United Kingdom

 49  49  4  4 

Chaucer Diagnostics Limited1  49  49  13  10 

2  40  40  5  4 

Imaging Centre Limited2  50  50  6  5 

Three Shires Hospital Limited3 Hospital/healthcare services  50  50  17  27 

Total investment in associated companies  486  289 

Year-end dates other than 30 September:

1 30 April

2 31 December

3 31 March 

 

from published information or management accounts as appropriate.

Refer to note 6 in the Group annual financial statements for further details of  the carrying value of  the investment in associated 

companies.

Summarised statement of financial position and income statement

The Group’s effective share of  income statement and the statement of  financial position items in respect of  associated companies  

are as follows:

Rm  2012  2011 

Income statement

Revenue  312  410 

Operating profit  32  42 

Financial income and expenses  (2)  (14)

Profit before taxation  30  28 

Taxation  (3)  (5)

Profit after taxation  27  23 

Statement of financial position

 544  564 

Current assets  165  160 

Total assets  709  724 

Equity  113  120 

 519  539 

Current liabilities  77  65 

Total equity and liabilities  709  724 
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 Percentage holding (%)  Carrying value (Rm) 

Company Nature of  business  2012  2011  2012  2011 

Incorporated in South Africa

Constantia Clinic (Proprietary) Limited Hospital/healthcare services  50  50  (1)  (1)

National Renal Care Providers of  acute and 

(Proprietary) Limited chronic renal care  50  50  (2)  (1)

Netcare Parklands Linac Joint Venture Providers of  radiation

(Proprietary) Limited (note 2) therapy treatments  50 

Olivedale Clinic Oncology Providers of  radiation

Centre (Proprietary) Limited therapy treatments  50  50 

Rand Clinic Oncology Providers of  radiation 

Centre (Proprietary) Limited therapy treatments  50  50  (12)  (12)

Waterberg Lodge (Proprietary) Limited Hospitality services  50  50  5  5 

Incorporated in United Kingdom

Day case centre and 

consulting room facility  50  50 

 50  50 

The Thornbury Radiosurgery Centre 

Limited Radiosurgical centre  50  50 

Total interest in joint ventures  (10)  (9)

Included in:

Trade and other receivables (refer to note 10 in the Group annual financial statements)  5  5 

Trade and other payables (refer to note 22 in the Group annual financial statements)  (15)  (14)

(10) (9)

Notes:

1 The amounts reflected in the carrying value above consist of  loans receivable and payable.

2 Netcare Parklands Linac Joint Venture (Proprietary) Limited became a joint venture with effect from 1 August 2012.

Summarised statement of financial position and income statement

The Group’s effective share of  income statement and the statement of  financial position items in respect of  joint ventures is as follows:

Rm  2012 2011

Income statement

Revenue  360  309 

Operating profit  45  31 

Financial income and expenses  (4)

Profit before taxation  41  31 

Taxation  (9)  (10)

Profit after taxation  32  21 

Statement of financial position

 107  83 

Current assets  103  86 

Total assets  210  169 

Equity  113  48 

 21  49 

Current liabilities  76  72 

Total equity and liabilities  210  169 

ANNEXURE C
Interest in joint ventures
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Following careful consideration of  certain changes in circumstances relating to Netcare’s interest in the GHG Property Businesses that 

the GHG Property Businesses in Netcare’s Group annual financial statements for the financial year ending 30 September 2013.

Netcare’s Group financial statements will in future reflect the consolidated results of  its South African operations, the United Kingdom 

The unaudited pro forma financial effects (financial effects) of  the deconsolidation of  the GHG Property Businesses (deconsolidation) are 

presented in the unaudited pro forma Group statement of  financial position as at 30 September 2012 and the unaudited pro forma Group 

income statement for the year ended 30 September 2012, as set out in this annexure. These have been presented in a manner which is 

consistent with the format and accounting policies adopted by the Group.

The unaudited pro forma Group statement of  financial position and the unaudited pro forma Group income statement are the 

responsibility of  the Board and have been prepared for illustrative purposes only. These provide information of  how the deconsolidation 

might have affected the reported financial information had the deconsolidation been effected on 30 September 2012 for statement of  

financial position purposes and on 1 October 2011 for income statement purposes.

The unaudited pro forma Group statement of  financial position and the unaudited pro forma Group income statement may not present a 

fair reflection of  the financial position and the financial results of  Netcare, after the deconsolidation is actually effected in Netcare’s Group 

annual financial statements for the year ending 30 September 2013.

The independent reporting accountant’s assurance report on the abovementioned financial effects is included on page 226 of  this 

annexure.

Deconsolidation of GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2  
(collectively the “GHG Property Businesses”) 
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Rm 

 30 September 

 2012 

 Actual 

 Deconsolidation 

 of  GHG 

Property 

 Businesses  RPI swaps 

 Recognition of  

 fair value of  

 investment 

 in associates 

 30 September 

 2012 

 unaudited 

 pro forma 

ASSETS 

Non-current assets 

Property, plant and equipment  27 678  (18 107)  9 571 

Goodwill  5 099  (2 148)  2 951 

Intangible assets  327  327 

Investment in associated companies  486  66  552 

Loans and receivables  646  646 

Deferred taxation  2 730  (1 533)  5  1 202 

Total non-current assets  36 966  (21 788)  5  66  15 249 

Current assets 

Loans and receivables  80  80 

Financial asset – Derivative financial instruments  9  9 

Inventories  817  817 

Trade and other receivables  3 419  124  3 543 

Taxation receivable  25  25 

Cash and cash equivalents  2 906  (46)  2 860 

Total current assets  7 256  78  7 334 

Total assets  44 222  (21 710)  5  66  22 583 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

Capital and reserves 

Ordinary share capital and premium  720  720 

Treasury shares  (654)  (654)

Reserves 936 4 967  (8)  66 5 961

Equity attributable to owners of  the parent  1 002  4 967  (8)  66  6 027 

Preference share capital and premium  644  644 

 (2 666)  4 399  (8)  1 725 

Total shareholders’ equity  (1 020)  9 366  (16)  66  8 396 

Non-current liabilities 

 27 015  (21 183)  5 832 

Financial liability – Derivative financial instruments  7 433  (7 272)  20   181 

 213  213 

Deferred lease liability  63  63 

Deferred taxation  3 530  (2 407)  1 123 

Other payables  376  376 

Provisions  61  61 

Total non-current liabilities  38 315  (30 486)  20  7 849 

Current liabilities 

Trade and other payables  4 342  7  1   4 350 

 1 938  (625)  1 313 

Taxation payable  210  28  238 

Bank overdrafts  437  437 

Total current liabilities  6 927  (590)  1   6 338 

Total equity and liabilities  44 222  (21 710)  5  66  22 583 

 Note 1  Note 2  Note 3  Note 4 

Shares in issue at end of  year (millions)  1 317  1 317 

Weighted average number of  shares in issue 

(millions) 
 1 308  1 308 

Net asset value per share (cents)  (77.4)  637.5 

Tangible net asset value per share (cents)  (489.4)  388.6 

Notes: 
1  The September 2012 actual information has been extracted from the Group’s audited annual financial statements for the year ended 30 September 2012.
2 Derecognition of  assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of  GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 at their carrying value on 30 September 2012.
3  Recognition of  a liability, in BMI OpCo, on the back-to-back inflation linked (RPI) swaps entered into by BMI OpCo, GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2  

with third parties. The fair value of  the swaps previously eliminated in Netcare’s Group annual financial statements.
4 Recognition of  the fair value of  Netcare’s investment in GHG PropCo 2. The fair value of  Netcare’s investment in GHG PropCo 1 is considered to be Rnil.

Unaudited pro forma Group statement of financial position 
at 30 September 2012
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ANNEXURE D (continued)
Events after the reporting period
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Rm 

 30 September 

 2012 

 Actual 

 GHG PropCo 1 

 exceptional

 items 

 Total before 

 exceptional 

 items 

 Deconsolidation 

 of  GHG 

Property 

 Businesses 

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

Revenue  25 174  25 174 

Cost of  sales  (14 567)  (14 567)

Gross profit  10 607  10 607 

Other income  288  288 

Impairment of  goodwill  (10 773)  (10 773)

Administrative and other expenses  (7 083)  (7 083)  (1 353)

Operating (loss)/profit  (6 961)  (10 773)  3 812  (1 353)

Investment income  231  231 

Financial expenses  (1 993)  (1 993)  1 386 

Other losses – net  (3 033)  (2 960)  (73)  103 

Attributable earnings of  associates  27  27 

(Loss)/profit before taxation  (11 729)  (13 733)  2 004  136 

Taxation

  Change in statutory tax rate 337 337 (318)

  Other 1 679 2 305 (626) (17)

(Loss)/profit for the year from continuing operations (note 7)  (9 713)  (11 428)  1 715  (199)

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

Profit for the year from discontinued operations  413  413 

(Loss)/profit for the year  (9 300)  (11 428)  2 128  (199)

Attributable to:

Owners of  the parent  (4 235)  (6 060)  1 825  (105)

  Continuing operations  (4 454)  (6 060)  1 606  (105)

  Discontinued operations  219  219 

Preference shareholders  46  46 

Profit attributable to shareholders  (4 189)  (6 060)  1 871  (105)

 (5 111)  (5 368)  257  (94)

  Continuing operations  (5 305)  (5 368)  63  (94)

  Discontinued operations  194  194 

 (9 300)  (11 428)  2 128  (199)

 Note 1  Note 2  Note 3 

Impact of deconsolidation on earnings per share

Shares in issue at end of  year (millions)  1 317  1 317 

Weighted average number of  shares in issue (millions)  1 308  1 308 

Basic earnings per share (cents)  (323.8)  139.5 

  Continuing operations  (340.5)  122.8 

  Discontinued operation  16.7  16.7 

Headline earnings per share (cents)  95.3  121.8 

  Continuing operations  95.2  121.7 

  Discontinued operation  0.1  0.1 

Notes: 

1 The September 2012 actual information has been extracted from the Group’s audited annual financial statements for the year ended 30 September 2012.

2 Adjustment for the exceptional items of  GHG PropCo 1, as detailed in note 2.6 to the Group annual financial statements on page 163.

3  Derecognition of  income and expense items relating to GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2, including the non-controlling interest portion.

4 Recognition of  the fair value loss, in BMI OpCo, on the RPI swaps.

5  Recognition of  the attributable earnings of  associates relating to GHG PropCo 2. No attributable losses of  associates relating to GHG PropCo 1 have  

been recognised in the unaudited pro forma Group income statement, as the fair value of  GHG PropCo 1 is considered to be Rnil.

6 Recognition of  the profit on deconsolidation of  GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2.

7  Excluding the non-recurring tax credit arising from the reduction in the UK statutory tax rate, the reported profit for the year from continuing operations  

but before exceptional items is R1 378 million (adjusted HEPS: 113.2 cents) compared to R1 434 million (adjusted HEPS: 115.1 cents) on a normalised  

pro forma basis.

Unaudited proforma Group income statement
for the year ended at 30 September 2012
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 RPI swaps 

 Equity 

 accounted 

 earnings 

Unaudited

normalised 

pro forma

 Profit on 

 deconsolidation 

 30 September 

 2012 

 unaudited 

 pro forma 

 25 174  25 174 

 (14 567)  (14 567)

 10 607  10 607 

 288  288 

 (8 436)  (484)  (8 920)

 2 459  (484)  1 975 

 231  231 

 (607)  (607)

 (94)  (64)  (64)

 10  37  37 

 (94)  10  2 056  (484)  1 572 

19 19

21 (622) (622)

 (73)  10  1 453  (484)  969 

 413  413 

 (73)  10  1 866  (484)  1 382 

 (39)  10  1 691  (484)  1 207 

 (39)  10  1 472  (484)  988 

 219  219 

 46  46 

 (39)  10  1 737  (484)  1 253 

 (34)  129  129 

 (34)  (65)  (65)

 194  194 

 (73)  10 1 866  (484)  1 382 

 Note 4  Note 5  Note 6 

 1 317  1 317 

 1 308  1 308 

 129.2  92.2 

 112.5  75.5 

 16.7  16.7 

 111.5  111.5 

 111.4  111.4 

 0.1  0.1 
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To the shareholders of Netcare Limited
We have performed our limited assurance engagement in respect of  the unaudited pro forma Group statement of  financial position and 

the unaudited pro forma Group income statement (the unaudited pro forma financial information) in connection with the deconsolidation 

of  GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2 as set out in this annexure (“the deconsolidation”).

The unaudited pro forma financial information has been prepared for illustrative purposes only. The objective of  the unaudited pro forma 

financial information is to provide information on how the deconsolidation might have affected the reported financial information had the 

deconsolidation been effected on 30 September 2012 for statement of  financial position purposes and on 1 October 2011 for income 

statement purposes.

Because of  its nature, the unaudited pro forma financial information may not present a fair reflection of  the financial position and the 

financial results of  Netcare, after the deconsolidation is formally processed in Netcare’s Group financial statements.

Directors’ responsibility
The directors of  Netcare are solely responsible for the compilation, contents and presentation of  the unaudited pro forma financial 

information contained in the Netcare annual integrated report and for the financial information from which it has been prepared.  

Their responsibility includes determining that: 

 

of  the unaudited pro forma financial information.

Reporting accountants’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express our limited assurance conclusion on the unaudited pro forma financial information included in the Netcare 

annual integrated report. We conducted our limited assurance engagement in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance 

Engagements applicable to Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or Reviews of  Historical Financial Information and the Guide 

on Pro forma Financial Information issued by South African Institute of  Chartered Accountants. 

This standard requires us to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence on which to base our conclusion. In a limited assurance engagement, 

obtained than in a reasonable assurance engagement. We believe our evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 

for our conclusion.

Sources of information and work performed
Our procedures consisted primarily of  comparing the historical financial information of  Netcare used in the unaudited pro forma financial 

information with the audited results for the year ended 30 September 2012 and other financial information, considering the pro forma 

adjustments in light of  the accounting policies of  Netcare, considering the evidence supporting the pro forma adjustments, recalculating 

the amounts based on the information obtained and discussing the unaudited pro forma financial information with the directors of  Netcare.  

In arriving at our conclusion, we have relied upon financial information prepared by the directors of  Netcare. Whilst our work performed 

has involved an analysis of  the historical audited financial information and other information provided to us, our limited assurance 

engagement does not constitute either an audit or review of  any of  the underlying financial information conducted in accordance with 

International Standards on Auditing or the International Standards on Review Engagements and accordingly, we do not express an audit 

or review opinion.
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ANNEXURE D (continued)
Events after the reporting period

Independent reporting accountant’s limited assurance report on the unaudited pro forma  
Group statement of financial position and the unaudited pro forma Group income statement



Conclusion
Based on our examination of  the evidence obtained, nothing has come to our attention, which causes us to believe that:

properly compiled on the basis stated;

pro forma income statement.

Grant Thornton

Chartered Accountants (SA)

Registered Auditors

EFG Dreyer

Partner

Chartered Accountant (SA)

Registered Auditor

13 December 2012

Grant Thornton Office Park

137 Daisy Street

Sandown

Johannesburg

2196
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Financial definitions

Attributable earnings
Earnings attributable to owners of  the parent.

Capital items
Capital items includes items such as the impairment  

of  goodwill, impairment of  investments and loans, impairment  

of  property, plant and equipment, profit/loss on disposal  

of  property, plant and equipment and  profit/loss on disposal  

of  subsidiaries. 

Cash conversion ratio
Cash generated from operations divided by EBITDA.

Current ratio
Current assets divided by current liabilities.

Distribution cover
Headline earnings per share divided by distributions per share.

Distribution yield
Distributions per share divided by the closing share price  

on the JSE.

Earnings yield
Headline earnings per share divided by the closing share 

price on the JSE.

EBITDA
Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation  

and amortisation.

EBITDA margin
EBITDA expressed as a percentage of  revenue.

Effective tax rate
Taxation expressed as a percentage of  profit before taxation.

Headline earnings
This comprises the earnings attributable to owners of  the 

 

defined in Circular 3/2012 issued by the South African Institute 

of  Chartered Accountants.

Interest cover
Operating profit divided by net interest paid.

Market capitalisation
Closing share price on the JSE times ordinary shares in issue 

before deducting treasury shares.

Net asset value per share
Total shareholders’ equity divided by ordinary shares in issue 

net of  treasury shares.

Net debt
 

of  cash and cash equivalents.

Net debt to EBITDA
Net debt divided by EBITDA.

Operating profit margin
Operating profit expressed as a percentage of  revenue.

Price:earnings ratio
The closing share price on the JSE divided by headline 

earnings per share.

Tangible net asset value per share
Total shareholders’ equity less goodwill and intangible assets 

divided by ordinary shares in issue net of  treasury shares.
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An explanation of  some of  the terms and abbreviations used in this annual integrated report is shown below.  



Acronyms and non-financial definitions
ACI
African, Coloured and Indian

B-BBEE

BEE
Black economic empowerment

BMI

BMI OpCo
Operating business forming part of  General Healthcare Group 

in the United Kingdom

CPIX
Consumer price inflation index

CSI
Corporate social investment

DoH
Department of  Health (South Africa)

EE
Employment equity

EMS
Emergency medical services

GDP
Gross domestic product

GHG
General Healthcare Group Limited, a subsidiary in the  

United Kingdom

GHG PropCo 1
Portfolio of  35 UK hospital properties initially acquired  

as part of  the General Healthcare Group acquisition in 2006 

GHG PropCo 2
Six remaining hospital properties acquired from Nuffield in 

2008 and incorporated as part of  General Healthcare Group 

in the United Kingdom

GHG Property Businesses
The General Healthcare Group property businesses –  

GHG PropCo 1 and GHG PropCo 2

GP
General practitioner

GRAFS
Group Risk, Audit and Forensic Services 

GRI
Global Reporting Initiative

HAI
Healthcare associated infections

HASA
Hospital Association of  South Africa

HC
High care

HIV/Aids
Human Immunodeficiency virus/ Acquired immune  

deficiency syndrome

HPFL
Health Partners for Life

IBNR
Incurred but not reported

ICU
Intensive care unit

IFRS
International Financial Reporting Standards

IT
Information technology

JSE
Johannesburg Stock Exchange

NHI
National Health Insurance (South Africa)

NHS
National Health Service (United Kingdom)

NICU

SA
South Africa

UK
United Kingdom
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